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       The unfolding of things either inclines 
       Toward greater or less unity of form, 
       And never resides in a static state –  
       Although it may cast that illusion 
       On anxious souls requiring straight lines. 
       Which illusion carves so pleasant a norm, 
       And so correctly curved that it seems straight – 
       Like a hawk’s wing. Like sex as between  
       Abandoned lovers – things as they may seem.  
       But from a dispassionate remove, we 
       Perceive a different pattern which shuns 
       All but its own predestined symmetry: 
       The life of lovers, shaped like not-a-thing, 
       Finally, but itself – like a hawk’s wing. 

(Mamet, ‘The Goshawk’) 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction, or Raising the Stakes 
 
 
 
 
        You can’t win if you don’t play. 

(Mamet, Edmond) 
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In 1982 Chicago’s Goodman Theater premiered a play about a man who had “had enough” 

(Mamet 1982: 247). David Mamet’s Edmond retraces an infernal odyssey through the 

jungle of a nighttime metropolis, a descent from conformism into absurdity during which 

several allegorical characters urge the eponymous hero to throw off his social 

straightjacket. His name ironically recalls the Eighteenth-Century philosopher Edmund 

Burke, who turned conservative in “disgust and horror” at the “strange chaos of levity and 

ferocity” of revolutionary movements (qtd. in White 68). A libertarian frenzy equally erodes 

the rational judgment of Mamet’s Everyman-figure as he is lured, conned, and abused in his 

attempts to assuage his throbbing impulses. Vice runs rampant but, short of being a 

traditional morality, the play offers redemption with a twist. Edmond’s journey takes him 

from absolute submission to a complete rejection of the social order. However, as “thirty 

years of prejudice came out” (Mamet 1982: 279), that very social order eventually catches 

up with him in its most literal form. Incarcerated form murder and sodomized by his black 

cellmate, he is pressed by the prison chaplain to confront his sins. On stage this image of 

piety at the same time recalls the origins of drama as a religious celebration of redemption 

and renewal. As does the final scene in which Edmond and his cellmate humbly speculate 

on the limits of the human condition and hedonism makes way for a tenuous serenity. 

Rather than accept the forced status quo of internment, the protagonist now gives 

evidence of a courageous pragmatism while still hoping for an unlikely life beyond the prison 

walls. Profoundly moral, the ending’s disturbing contrast with the play’s pervading sense of 

irrational brutality nevertheless refrains from moralizing by celebrating, above all, the 

audience’s capacity for critical judgment.     

 That Mamet chose his hometown for Edmond’s first run carries symbolic weight. 

Termed “an infidel’s capital six days a week” (16) by Nelson Algren, that consummate local 

chronicler, Chicago captures the play’s unwieldy contradictions. A place “built out of Man’s 

ceaseless failure to overcome himself” (Algren 73), America’s ‘Second City’ with its blazing 

summer heat and blistering winter cold stands perched in-between the inland sea of Lake 

Michigan and the boundless Midwestern hinterland. A bustling commercial capital with a 

thriving cultural scene, the city of Al Capone and Walt Disney like no other reconciles the 

tensions and incongruities of Edmond Burke’s complex existential condition. And although 

the play was admittedly modelled after and set in New York City for being, to Mamet, “a 

society that’s lost its flywheel, […] a kind of vision of hell” (qtd. in Shewey), its perplexing 

resistance to facile readings renders it eminently Chicagoan. Its epic structure, for one, 

undermines the moral fatalism induced by Edmond’s fall from conformity as it conveys 

constant movement. The quick shifts from one moment of dramatic intensity to the next 

only allow issues to be raised rather than explored exhaustively and require nimble thought 

rather than the submission to an overdeveloped interpretation. Put differently, an epic 

progression presents us with analysis, a changeable and changing process as opposed to a 

‘fixed,’ one-dimensional product (see Holthusen 144). As a theatre play Edmond moreover 
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establishes itself as both reality and illusion, hence as a reminder of the relativity of 

precisely those cultural conventions that brought Edmond Burke to the brink. Thus the 

play’s conceptual dimension already refuses reductions, just as its subject matter branches 

out despite the plot’s teleological progression. And though its sheer brutality startles, the 

demotic dialogue feels familiar before it confuses. Edmond Burke, after all, ends up behind 

bars not because he rejects the social order, but for failing even to formulate and 

implement his absolutist aspirations.  

 In his Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790), the namesake of Mamet’s 

protagonist argues that “Society is indeed a contract [and] a partnership” (54). Involving 

mutual investment and pragmatism, individual success in a social context therfore comes 

at the cost of compromise. Edmond’s failure to distinguish between compromise and 

conformism causes his social self to be stripped of its capacity for compromise by seeing 

his physical self confined to the epitome of conformism. Only then can his ‘revolutionary’ 

reflexes be ‘funnelled’ (see Hofstadter 76) towards more focused thoughts – no longer as 

a threat to his personal integrity, but forming its possible extension (see Guckel 119). 

Ironically, parallel to Edmond’s gradual growth towards an integrated personality, the 

homosexual liaison with his cellmate at the very end of the play theatrically ‘perverts’ this 

painfully acquired mental ‘discipline.’ Even if for first time his words sound constructive and 

his ideas tend to transcend his immediate impulses, he now willingly consents to the 

incarceration and prostitution of his body. By staging the tension between confinement and 

release, between morality and perversity in a framework that is both true and false, Mamet 

invites his audiences to play along, to fill in the blanks in what thus becomes an act of 

cognitive and social communion.  

Movie buffs know David Mamet as the screenwriter of popular films like The 

Untouchables (1986), Wag the Dog (1997), or Hannibal (2001), as well as the writer-

director of the more ‘alternative’ Homicide (1991) and The Spanish Prisoner (1997). 

Specialized audiences recognize him as one of America’s foremost living playwrights. 

Recently he has become a household name in television drama with his successful series 

The Unit (2006 – present). Less known are his radio plays, critical essays, poetry 

collections, adaptations of canonical works, his experimental sketches, or even his books 

for children. David Mamet playwright, radio dramatist, film scenarist, essayist, poet, 

novelist, copywriter, songwriter, travel writer, cartoonist, blogger, acting theorist, theatre 

director, film auteur, television producer, university lecturer. The list is long and keeps 

expanding. Exponentially so, when taking into account the various dramatic genres he 

covered throughout his career; ranging from the ‘hardboiled’ film noir1 to queer drawing 

room comedy,2 and from courtroom drama3 over the UFO/ESP-play4 to the musical.5 In 

                                                
1 The Postman Always Rings Twice (film, 1981 – Dir. Bob Rafelson). 
2 Boston Marriage (play, 1999). 
3 The Verdict (film, 1982 – Dir. Sidney Lumet), Romance (play, 2005).  
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spite of having achieved critical and popular recognition in film, theatre, and recently in 

television, the list also comprises a number of less visible or lucrative ventures. Interesting 

to note is that the majority of these were undertaken after Mamet’s first Broadway 

accolades and his accession to a select circle of high-earning, Oscar-nominated6 Hollywood 

screenwriters. When it comes to his tendency to adapt personal work from one medium to 

another, Mamet’s renewed interest in radio is just as curious. With film no longer the 

obvious next step for his theatre plays,7 actualizations from radio to the stage8 and vice 

versa,9 or the recycling of unproduced scripts into another format and in a different 

medium10 hint at a more constructive disposition towards his own trade than frequent 

accusations of mercantile cynicism would suggest. Moreover, when taking into account a 

set of conceptually ambitious inter- and meta-medial works created for radio, stage, screen, 

and the novel at different stages of his career,11 even the rather benign image of David 

Mamet as ‘pragmatic opportunist’ seems a mischievous reduction. Despite some high-

profile mercenary projects, the extreme heterogeneity of his overall artistic output paired 

with the absolute absence of critical consensus about it and his remarkable artistic 

longevity should impose some nuance.  

 To Edmund Burke, liberty for its own sake “is the greatest of all possible evils,” 

leading to “folly, vice, and madness without tuition or restraint” (373). But evil exists in 

nature and nature is immutable, so man cannot ‘perfect’ himself by totally exorcising his 

capacity for it. Far from resigning himself to either postulate, Burke therefore advocated 

that man at all times should resist the lure of either gratuity or fatalism by consciously 

striving to strike a constructive balance between virtue and evil (see also Tuttle 158). 

Edmond by analogy was conceived to evoke the liberating potential of an ongoing process 

despite the protagonist’s final confinement. From this perspective, then, the play could be 

read as a condensation of David Mamet’s work as a whole. After all, the story of Mamet’s 

career, too, reads like an epic struggle to reconcile wildly divergent concerns by the 

enabling constraints of medium and genre exercises, re-writes, and adaptations. 

Artistically, this makes him a rarity since few before him managed to attain a comparable 

                                                
4 No One Will Be Immune (unproduced – copyrighted 1990) – cf. Sauer and Sauer 2004: 231.  
5 A Waitress in Yellowstone (scheduled for production in 2008, but unproduced so far – based on the 
published but unproduced television script with the same title, copyrighted 1984). 
6 With The Verdict, Mamet received an Academy Award nomination for best screenplay adapted from 
another medium; Wag the Dog (1997 – Dir. Barry Levinson) brought him another Academy Award 
nomination, this time for best screenplay even if strictly speaking it was an adaptation of Larry Beinhart’s 
American Hero (1993), albeit an extremely loose one.  
7 Examples include Glengarry Glen Ross (play 1983, film 1992 – Dir. James Foley); Oleanna (play 1992, film 
1994 – Dir. David Mamet); American Buffalo (play 1975, film 1996 – Dir. Michael Corrente); Mamet also 
adapted the lesser-known Lakeboat (play 1970, 1980, film 2000 – Dir. Joe Mantegna) and Edmond (play 
1982, film 2005 – Dir. Stuart Gordon) for cinema, as well as The Water Engine (radio and theatre play 
1977, teleplay 1992 – Dir. Steven Schachter) and A Life in the Theatre (play 1977, teleplay 1993 – Dir. 
Gregory Mosher) for television.   
8 Keep Your Pantheon (2007, 2008). 
9 Faustus (2004, 2005). 
10 The Edge (film, 1997 – Dir. Lee Tamahori; screenplay loosely based on the published but unproduced 
television script We Will Take You There, copyright 1983), A Waitress in Yellowstone (see above). 
11 Espec. The Water Engine (1977, 1992), Wag the Dog (1997), and Wilson (novel, 2000). 
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degree of popular and critical success in such a wide array of ‘disciplines.’ At the same 

time, Mamet’s omnipresence starkly contrasts with the extensive, though mostly one-sided 

scholarly attention his work has received for over a quarter of a century. Aside from Bruce 

Barton’s recent Imagination in Transition: Mamet’s Move to Film (2005) only a small 

fraction of the literature addresses the interrelations between these various ventures, and 

if so with but limited theorizing involved. Regrettably so, since descriptive studies of de-

contextualized pieces fail to attain a broader relevance. For this reason, the present study 

aspires to fill a gap in the extant Mamet-criticism by confronting the findings of close 

readings with a progressive, yet non-causal argument ‘disciplined’ by the interplay of 

concept and object. It is believed that without such in-built reassessments little justice can 

be done to the meandering quality of David Mamet’s work, not to mention its wider artistic 

and philosophical implications.  

 In practice, the various research objectives presented along the aforementioned 

argumentative ‘progression’ will be addressed through clusters of closely interrelated 

subchapters. These, moreover, are structured according to a fluid pattern which like an 

‘organic spiral’ (see Deleuze 1983a), begins with the contextualized introduction of one of 

the argument’s central constituents and is followed by its theoretical assessment. The 

latter, in turn, is challenged in short case studies. Neighbouring clusters similarly overlap in 

order to establish a consistent progression that repeatedly confronts, integrates, and 

refines the different focal points. Each of this study’s three main chapters, likewise, is built 

around analogous renditions of the said clusters, providing another means of gauging the 

systematicity of Mamet’s media and genre crossings. Because a work of art constitutes, in 

the words of Susanne K. Langer, “a single, indivisible symbol” (369), it always conveys in its 

semblance of unity a tensional opacity. Accordingly, to be representative without being 

reductive, the overarching methodological framework of this study should function in a 

similar, reciprocal fashion: a hypothesis gives rise to predictions, which are theorized and 

subsequently subjected to an empirical analysis that either confirms the hypothesis or not, 

thereby yielding new perspectives for adjusted hypotheses, and so on. Thus conceived, the 

present study should result in an illuminated reconsideration of disingenuous distinctions 

between theory and practice, between concept and object, between a descriptive and an 

analytical approach.  

 For the very reason that artwork, medium, and meaning are inextricably entwined, 

mediation and perception constitute two sides of one and the same cognitive coin. In the 

postmodern context of a cultural complex where fields or ‘disciplines’ hybridize and 

distinctions crumble, where the last remnants of ‘truth’ are assaulted from within, and 

where methods increasingly admit to their own powerlessness, a semiological perspective 

inspired by the heuristic qualities of the analogy-principle (see 2.7) should allow for 

‘functional,’ though non-reductive readings of the necessarily elusive means of ‘meaning 

making.’ With so many communicative media to be covered, a common denominator 
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imposes itself.  The product of intuitive associations not unlike those stimulated on a 

theatre stage, analogies are ‘scandalous’ semiotic phenomena (Eco 1986: 88, 109) 

capable of integrating an unlimited number of signifying systems. Hence the semiotic 

excess generated by the essentially functional interconnection of the different analogical 

vehicles can be repurposed for epistemological ends. 

 But since this is first and foremost a critical study of David Mamet’s work across 

different media and genres first, and the elaboration of a semiological model a not so 

distant second, the primary ‘epistemological’ objective concerns a better understanding of 

the artist’s chief aesthetic tenets (Chapter 2). Along the proposed ‘loopish’ feedback model 

of gradual and reciprocal refinement funnelled by a ‘superobjective,’ to use terminology 

coined by Douglas Hofstadter (see 3.1.1), then, the study’s following main focal point 

translates as a diachronic take on the technical evolution of the artist’s work, intra- as well 

as trans-medially (Chapter 3). Once the applied and more media-oriented ‘epistemology’ is 

in place, Chapter 4 can then (re-)conceptualize the inter-medial creations, relations, and 

transfers that inform a significant part of Mamet’s artistic output – once again as part of 

the overall argument, and as verification of the preceding chapters. Chapter 5, finally, will 

wrap up this ‘semiological spiral’ with an analogously structured reassessment of the 

study’s various stages. From David Mamet’s aesthetic (5.1), through his work’s artistic 

impact (5.2) and influences (5.3), to its meta-artistic and (5.4) philosophical (5.5) relevance 

for contemporary cultural studies, the paradigm here presented will wind down to a purely 

pragmatic halt, along “its own predestined symmetry” to use a phrase from Mamet’s poem 

‘The Goshawk’ (1990:55).12  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
12 See also the general motto. 
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CHAPTER 2: First Principles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          

Karen Perhaps I’m naïve, but I 
would think that if you could keep your 
values straight, if you had principles to 
refer to, then... 

        Gould Hmmm. 
Karen I know it’s naïve…   
Gould Yes it is naïve, and it’s also 
correct. 

        Karen  You think it is? 
Gould Yes, I do. Now, we could talk 
about purity or we could turn the page. 
What do you want to do?  
Karen Talk about purity.  
 Gould  Okay. (Pause.) If you don’t have 
principles, whatever they  are... then 
each day is hell, you haven’t got a 
compass. All you’ve got is ‘good taste’; 
and you can shove good taste up your 
ass and fart ‘The Carnival of Venice’. 
Good Taste will not hack it. ‘Cause each 
day the pressure just gets worse. It gets 
more difficult. 

(Mamet, Speed-the-Plow)    
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2.1 “These basic kind of rules”13        
 

Alice, when in Wonderland, asked  the ca-
terpillar which road she should take, and 
the caterpillar responded by asking her 
where she wanted to end up. 

(Mamet, True and False) 

 

With various experimental and metadramatic theatre pieces to his credit, aside from 

theoretical books on acting, dramaturgy, or filmmaking, Mamet’s oeuvre carries a distinct 

undertone of didacticism. This can also be inferred from the publication of a large number 

of essays in a variety of journals, magazines, and newspapers. By no means a recent 

phenomenon, such eagerness to communicate his ideas cannot simply be explained by 

either the pursuit of financial gain or a need for constant exposure. Granted, the essay-

format does stimulate self-referentiality, which at times may give rise to a pompous, even 

hubristic tone (see 2.1.2). Yet, while Mamet certainly is not immune to pedantry and the 

polemics this may trigger, his own loose writings, which cover a broad spectrum of 

subjects, nevertheless appear to share a common ethos. Mamet himself suggests as 

much in a 1981 piece for Theater (Yale) entitled ‘First Principles.’ Serving as a personal 

code of ethics, he argues, his reliance on a set of abstract precepts serving as a personal 

code of ethics reminds him, in life as in his art, under any given circumstance “to have the 

courage of [his] convictions” (1981: 52). Unabashedly idealistic as he is, he acknowledges 

his didacticism while rejecting dogmatism, including his own. Ideas or convictions, to 

Mamet, are never to be imposed through ‘representation,’ but conveyed by means of 

suggestive ‘presentation’ (52). Otherwise a ‘text’ would overlook “its paradoxical position” 

(C. Altman 50) as communicative vessel in-between its author’s intention, its contextually 

mediated expression,14 and a contingent reception. Essentialist discourses, conversely, are 

incompatible with what Mamet understands to be ‘great art.’ As he put it in Three Uses of 

the Knife, his book-length essay ‘On the Nature and Purpose of Drama,’ “[i]t is not that 

great art reveals a great truth, but that it stills a conflict – by airing rather than 

rationalizing it” (2002c: 40 – original emphasis). The reasoning Mamet here proposes is 

significant for this study’s further development. When considering a professedly non-

hubristic ethical idealism as the guiding principle of a vast and heterogeneous oeuvre, 

claims pertaining to a single underlying artistic or ideological project become problematic. 

However, it is also this very mentality here on display that justifies the pursuit of 

interpretation in the face of necessary failure. When ontologically stable configurations are 

beyond reach, meaning is produced by a practice-based, reciprocal communication 

between structuring frame and creative input (Foucault 1969: 63). From this perspective, 

                                                
13 Joe Mantegna qtd. in Brewer 1993: 89.  
14 The phrase ‘contextual mediation’ comprises the reciprocal “give and take” (Whorf 147) between medium, 
genre, and socio-cultural context in which a communicative act is “textualized” (Altman 39), see also 2.3.1. 
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as the conceiver of so many different ways of ‘airing the truth,’ Mamet stimulates his 

audiences to fill the gaps.  

 The originality of Mamet’s thinking precisely resides in this reliance on dynamic 

concepts that cannot, whatever the domain in which they operate, be separated from the 

‘situation’ in which they occur. Jean-Paul Sartre has argued that the situation is the one 

element in a relation that functions as permanent engine of change, an emanation of 

intersubjectivity without which no other concept would have either meaning or structure 

(qtd. in Colombel 1981: 17). Hostile to the comforts of essentialist discourses’ pseudo-

universalism, Mamet hence appears as a militant literary artist with his entire output based 

on the written word. Unlike language used as a functional tool in social communication, the 

literary signifier, does not aspire to discursive transparency. Instead, it stages the tension 

between a reader’s cognitive need for clarity and the opacity inherent to aesthetic creation. 

Mamet’s disposition thus echoes Sartre’s view that (creative) freedom is only possible “en 

situation” (qtd. in Colombel 1986: 407), which implies a humanistic faith in man’s capacity 

for interpretation.  

In order to gain a better understanding of David Mamet’s work across different 

genres and media, Chapter 2 picks up the lead dropped by his ‘First Principles’-essay. A 

bold but not necessarily naïve attempt at determining these precepts’ most frequent and 

constitutive manifestations should ultimately establish them as, indeed, the substratum to 

Mamet’s aesthetic. Rather than aiming at exhaustiveness, this chapter will comprise a 

series of themes present in all of the primary works analyzed in the various case studies 

throughout this dissertation. A second argument to support their representativeness is 

formulated structurally. Given that distinctions necessitate a context, the distinctive act 

itself automatically becomes an approximation that functions as a rhetorical construct due 

to the methodological limitations of taxonomic systems (Foucault 1969: 33, 43). Incapable 

of escaping either the subjectivity of one’s own perspective or its mediation through an 

institutionalized frame of reference, no critical judgment can ever be entirely neutral nor 

any classification all-encompassing (Foucault 1969: 38). The following enumeration of ‘first 

principles’ is therefore proposed in the guise of a paratactic discourse addressing five 

concepts as closely interrelated yet increasingly abstract constituents of a primary system. 

Each of these forms a separate subchapter, the order of which, moreover, will be 

maintained in the following chapters. The logic developed from what Mamet’s close 

collaborator Gregory Mosher termed the playwright’s “general aesthetic conscience” (qtd. 

in Nadel 2008a: 102), after all, offers a less arbitrary framework to tackle this study’s 

research objectives, even more so by integrating the ‘feedback’ obtained from previous 

slots in the proposed argumentative sequence. Biographical or chronological readings can 

thus be eschewed, alongside these approaches’ reductive tendencies. Accordingly, 

whenever in the course of this work assessments of either kind are called for, these will 

then serve but a contextualizing rather than orientative purpose. The development of each 
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‘first principle’ across Chapters 3 to 4, in turn, offers another perspective to gauge its 

pertinence, aside from more explicit parallels presented in applied analyses along the way. 

Of course, the number of constituents itself is just as much the product of methodological 

considerations. Given the nature of this dissertation’s structure, each individual ‘first 

principle’ analogically corresponds – in the same order – to one of the five chapters that 

constitute the general thesis proposed in these pages. However, as the primary selection 

criterium calls for a sustained presence throughout Mamet’s artistic output, the current 

paradigm equally must allow for variation within its seemingly rigid frame. After all, even if 

these five ‘first principles’ should indeed be retrievable from every single work under 

scrutiny, the particular design of each piece naturally makes some stand out more evidently 

than others. But, bearing in mind their essentially functional quality as pragmatic means to 

a aesthetic end, none of these alleged ‘first principles’ represent an ontologically stable 

given. Functioning, on the contrary, as relatively concrete shortcuts to as abstract, elusive, 

and changing a matter as an ‘aesthetic conscience,’ they cannot be separated from one 

another in absolute terms. It is, by analogy, the chosen heuristic approach to the individual 

works in Mamet’s oeuvre which similarly determines both the focus and the object of an 

analysis without, however, pretending to assign any definitive interpretation or orientation 

to it. The introduction already stipulated as much. At stake here is neither an idiosyncratic 

reading of randomly selected samples, nor the mere illustration of a semiological theory, 

but a better (i.e. a systematic yet non-reductive) understanding of the reciprocal interplay 

and interpenetration of concept and object as specifically witnessed in the rousing example 

offered by David Mamet’s artistic trajectory.  

 Performance theorist and theatre practicioner Herbert Blau proposed a similar 

reasoning to address phenomena and concepts that intrinsically resist categorization when 

he argued that “[i]n composing the picture of the world, what has to be assumed [...] is a 

space of dislocation” (1990: 321), by which he meant a certain critical distance from inside 

a system. Indeed, it is the acknowledgment of the impossibility of theoretical closure that 

paradoxically allows the integration of personal projections into a functional framework.  

The role of mimesis in today’s predominantly (tele)visual popular culture, for one, seems to 

confirm Blau’s claim. In a later article on fashion, he dwelt on what he termed a “troubling 

paradox” (1999: 231) between the ephemerality of trends and man’s anxious attempts at 

recreating the “seeming truth of an appearance” (234) thereby implying a psychological 

tension between individuality and social complicity. Imperfect as they must be, open-ended 

but methodologically consistent models provide a constructive alternative to deal with 

specific aspects of complex issues by not disowning their interconnectedness, yet at all 

times stearing clear of reductive discourses that thwart their own future development with 

essentialist approaches. 

 This chapter’s hypothesis that Mamet’s ‘general aesthetic conscience’ is governed 

by an ethical code of intrinsically abstract but functionally concretized structuring principles 
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calls for the conceptualization of such ‘replicators.’ Richard Dawkins famously coined the 

term of ‘replicating meme’ to denote “the idea of a unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of 

imitation” (206 – original emphasis). To him, the meme’s frequency of replication and its 

dispersion express its capacity for survival, i.e. its renewed relevance within another 

context. In line with Blau’s argument on emulation as a ‘social Darwinist’ strategy towards 

identity construction, Dawkins’ model lucidly highlights the ‘fecund’ tension between 

specificity, assimilation, and innovation that causes continuous mutation (207-10). Being 

organic containers of interpretative potential, memes are therefore not part of the 

discourses they furnish and all the functional distinctions these imply. No different from 

Mamet’s ideals expressed in his ‘First Principles’-essay and in Three Uses of the Knife, they 

enable but do not interfere with the interpretative act. Instead, memes function as ‘archi-

texts,’ which, according to Gérard Genette, simultaneously “overarch and include” (1979: 

213) a potentially boundless number of context-specific elements. Beyond the rhetorical 

effects of an individual piece – be it fictional, essayistic, or dramatic – that may provoke 

unambiguous responses, a methodical assessment of the broader creative context in 

which it was produced does better justice to a text’s capacity to both channel perception 

and stimulate interpretation. Moreover, when one addresses this capacity explicitly as a 

heuristic device, like Mamet does, any claim relating to the subject of analysis must 

necessarily take its structuring principles into account.  

 In this respect, Sauer and Sauer have highlighted an inconsistency that mars much 

of the critical reception of Mamet’s work. Often faulted in his capacity of director of his own 

plays, reviewers tend to blame Mamet’s theory of drama for what they perceive as a 

qualitative gap between text and mise-en-scène (2004: 220). It is not that Mamet should 

be beyond criticism as a director; however, in the absence of more precisely formulated 

standards of judgment, such views confuse product and process. At fault here ostensibly is 

not Mamet’s conception of drama – after all, it is not the dramaturgy that is deemed most 

problematic – but his technical skills to match a playtext’s refinement on the level of 

staging. Criticism related to the thematic and formal dimensions of his work, too, regularly 

fails to look past elements in isolation and thereby conveniently puts decontextualized 

fragments on a par with a complete oeuvre that spans four decades and is just as 

frequently praised for its heterogeneity. Many of David Mamet’s writings do appear grossly 

one-sided. To some even jingoistic, in particular his 2006 collection of essays The Wicked 

Son: Anti-Semitism, Self-Hatred, and the Jews.15 Other factors suggest differently. The 

perspective offered by the ‘First Principles’-essay provides a number of novel 

methodological approaches that allow for assessments which avoid the futility of 

countering alleged disingenuity with its critical double. It will be argued that a correlation 

indeed exists between the thematic concerns, formal design, and conceptual approach of 

individual works, as well as with Mamet’s aesthetic sensitivities, artistic motivations, and 
                                                
15 See the reviews by Richard John Neuhaus and Gila Wertheimer. 
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socio-cultural dispositions, and that all of these aspects are guided by an ethical code of 

‘first principles.’ Mamet’s multi-disciplinary ‘didacticism’ is but one of many leads in this 

direction. The absence of a systematic but non-reductive, integrative approach to Mamet’s 

media and genre crossings is another. The divisive nature of the critical debate, in turn, 

further justifies this study’s objectives.  

 

 

2.1.1 Setting the Scene 

 

Having expressed a distrust of biographical interpretations within the proposed 

methodological framework, a number of factual elements must nevertheless be included in 

order to contextualize this dissertation’s scope and hypotheses. Ira Nadel’s recent 

biography David Mamet: A Life in the Theatre (2008) already astutely explored the 

interrelations between personal background, artistic persona, and Mamet’s oeuvre. The 

present study, on the other hand, is restricted to the work itself. For aside from Nadel’s 

warning that his subject proved the most unreliable of interviewees (2008b), assessing 

questions of authorship, aesthetic dispostion, or artistic ambition requires a different set of 

analytical tools when aiming at the formulation of conclusions that are simultaneously 

applied as well as conceptual. Accordingly, the following overview of Mamet’s career should 

result in a first, schematic patterning of the perspectives introduced so far. Bearing in mind 

Bourdieu’s tenet that functional summaries often make for generalizations (1980: 219), 

the current selection will, however, be supported by the chief critical surveys available. 

 David Mamet (°1947) was born and raised in Chicago, a city that “used to be a 

writer’s town and [has] always been a fighter’s town” (Algren 62). Nelson Algren’s phrase 

aptly captures the two conflicting aspects which direct every introduction to Mamet’s work. 

His output is prolific and heterogeneous yet also marked by constant re-writes and 

adaptations, not in the least of personal material, from which Bigsby concludes that for 

Mamet “nothing is lost” (2004a: 22). As a metaphor Chicago moreover hints at an equally 

manifest tension between the intellectual and the populist, between the deliberately 

esoteric and Mamet’s unmistakable drive towards wider audiences (e.g. Zweigler 21). 

Ernest Hemingway once argued that being from Chicago meant having “a good crap 

detector” (qtd. in Cappetti 146).16 Rather an attitude than a truism to Mamet, the 

mythological image of blue-collar meritocracy offers a plausible explanation for his unusual 

disposition to keep “put[ting]” his own reputation “on the line every year, every day”17 with a 

continuous stream of projects in ever different formats. Then again, the same could be 

argued about his identification with the stoicism of “the Vermont ethic” (Mamet 200B: 

140). 

                                                
16 See Nadel 2008a: 25. 
17 Joe Mantegna qtd. in Kane 1992b: 263. 
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 After high school in Chicago Mamet enrolled at the liberal Goddard College in 

Plainfield, Vermont and was, according to Nadel, immediately attracted to the “independent 

rural life [which] combin[ed] the taciturn and the direct [...] as an embodiment of the values 

partially hidden by the tough, urban life of Chicago” (2008a: 33). This is confirmed in his 

novel The Village (1994), his film State and Main (2000), the travel book South of the 

Northeast Kingdom (2002), as well as in the many essays Mamet has written about his 

adoptive state, where, in 1978, he bought an old farm house. Interestingly, though, the 

second part of Nadel’s claim suggests that both perspectives overlap. Bigbsy holds a 

similar view. To him, “the contrast is not between an urban and a rural world. It is a matter 

of spirit, a sense of what is valued and what rejected” (2004a: 21). If Mamet’s particular 

sensitivity could relate to either, claims that pertain to direct influences must be embedded 

in an analogy-based reasoning. Chicago and Vermont each undeniably appear to represent 

fundamental constituents of his thinking, but it is impossible to determine exhaustively how 

and to what degree these take effect. The first principles-method developed above 

proposes a heuristic paradigm for the pragmatic integration and functional assessment of 

isomorphic patterns and dialectical relations. Ultimately, this should also make for a more 

precise understanding of Mamet’s main artistic and philosophical influences. Yet, by the 

time Mamet left Chicago for Vermont, he had done nothing concrete that could support 

claims regarding his intellectual orientation.   

 Aside from having performed a variety of odd jobs in the Chicago theatre scene as a 

teenager, Mamet’s first notable artistic feat concerned his choice to spend his ‘junior year 

abroad’ (1967-8) in New York, where he studied acting with Sanford Meisner (see 2.2) at 

the Neighborhood Playhouse School and worked backstage at the Sullivan Street Playhouse 

during the early years of The Fantasticks. It is there he realized that he would never make it 

as an actor. However, clearly inspired by the experience and “loath to leave the Theater,” he 

decided to dedicate himself to teaching and directing (Mamet 1992b). Back at Goddard, he 

wrote a play called Camel to fulfill his Senior Study requirement. Little more than a string of 

thirty-four loosely connected sketches, it marked the beginnings of his joint careers as 

playwright and director. In the summer of 1970 he was hired as drama teacher at 

Marlboro College in Brattleboro, Vermont where he produced Lakeboat, the play that 

helped him con his way in by adorning his C.V. before it had effectively been written (Callens 

2000a: 2). After this interim appointment, Mamet returned to Chicago and temporarily 

worked at a real estate office while writing a third play, Duck Variations (1972). An early 

draft landed him a teaching appointment at his alma mater, where he formed the St. 

Nicholas Company with two of his students, William H. Macy and Steven Schachter (Nadel 

2008a: 56). Duck Variations toured New England with a grant from the Vermont Council 

on the Arts and was a moderate critical success. More ambitious than that, Mamet 

returned to Chicago and later invited Macy and Schachter to join him in reconstituting the 

St. Nicholas Company as the St. Nicholas Players. Now an acting school as well as an 
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acting company, it allowed him to communicate and practice his burgeoning artistic 

philosophy.  

 Chicago also provided Mamet with other creative opportunities. Sexual Perversity in 

Chicago  (1974) was produced by the countercultural Organic Theater, while the historical 

play Marranos (1975) was the result of a $1,000 commission from the Skokie, Illinois 

Community Center where he equally produced the children’s play Mackinac (1974) (Nadel 

2008a: 77). Meanwhile, the St. Nicholas staged Mamet’s Squirrels (1974) and The Poet 

and the Rent (1975), another play for children. In 1975, Mamet was invited by the young 

Gregory Mosher, who back then was the coordinator of Chicago’s Goodman Theater Stage 

2, to direct a show for the new season. He turned down the script he was given and 

instead showed Mosher an early draft of American Buffalo. It premiered in October 1975 

and after “breaking all box office hits for Stage 2” (Nadel 2008a: 84) transferred to the St. 

Nicholas. It was nominated for three Jefferson awards and won for Outstanding Play of 

1975. Like Sexual Perversity in Chicago in a double bill with Duck Variations, it soon 

reached New York, this time even making it to Broadway in 1977. The year before Mamet 

had resigned from the St. Nicholas and moved to New York, where American Buffalo had 

just won him an Obie-award.  

 The Chicago theatre-scene with its relative absence of commercial pressures and 

its tradition of ensemble productions nonetheless kept playing an important role in 

Mamet’s artistic development. After all, by the early 1970s Broadway was no longer 

considered a breeding ground for serious drama (Bigsby 2004c: 154, 163). Prizewinning 

plays were produced as potentially profitable ‘shows’, even if having one’s work showcased 

on the Great White Way was still considered as an institutional accolade. In 1977 Mosher 

staged Mamet’s self-reflexive A Life in the Theatre (see 2.2.2) at the Goodman Stage 2, a 

play that structurally was more akin to his earlier work. It proved a busy year, with further 

premieres in Chicago of All Men are Whores, Dark Pony, The Woods, a new children’s play 

The Revenge of the Space Pandas, and The Water Engine. Conceptually ambitious, the 

latter piece marked the beginning of a new chapter in Mamet’s career as a dramatist since 

an early version was written for radio (see 3.3.3 and 4.4.2.). The artistic challenge the 

medium represented was readily embraced in more radio plays. Soon other dramaturgic 

experiments would follow. One such experiment was the ‘historical musical’ Lone Canoe 

(1979) and it proved Mamet’s first critical disaster. As Bigsby rightly noted, “[d]espite 

[Mamet’s] early recognition, [...] his was not an entirely smooth ride” (2004a: 2). 

Undaunted, however, his meandering exploration of genres and media continued.   

 Soon after the Canoe-debacle Mamet was hired as a screenwriter for Bob 

Rafelson’s neo-noir remake of Tay Garnett’s 1946 adaptation18 of James M. Cain’s 

                                                
18 Screenwriters were Harry Ruskin and Niven Busch. 
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depression-era novel The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981).19 Previously he had adapted 

some of his own plays, but none of these adaptations so far had been produced (Trigg 

270). Rafelson gave Mamet a crash course in screenwriting (Carroll 1987: 13) and the 

experience had a profound impact on his technique, witness the two other works he wrote 

at the turn of the decade. Edmond (1982) won him an Obie and his second screenplay, The 

Verdict (1982),20 received an Academy Award nomination for Best Adaptation. 1983 saw 

the world premiere of Glengarry Glen Ross in London, which was directed by Harold Pinter. 

When it transferred to the United States – first to Chicago, then to Broadway – in early 

1984, the play won a plethora of awards capped with the Pulitzer Prize for Drama. Now a 

“hot property” (Nadel 2008a: 121) in Hollywood and New York, Mamet saw the occasion fit 

to present his lesser-known works to wider audiences. He sold the film rights to Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago “for a pittance and promises, [was] signed on as a screenwriter, and 

[ended up] fired” (Case 103) because the producers deemed it impenetrable. He was 

replaced by Tim Kazurinsky and Denise DeClue, who turned it into a conventional star 

vehicle for Demi Moore and Rob Lowe titled About Last Night (1985).21 The experience had 

a chastening effect on Mamet. All future adaptations of his work would now be written by 

himself and their conceptual integrity contractually protected. 

 During the summers of 1983 and 1984, Mamet and William H. Macy organized 

acting workshops at Vermont College later called the ‘Practical Aesthetics Workshop’ 

(PAW). These led to the publication of A Practical Handbook for the Actor (1986) and to 

the 1985 formation of the Atlantic Theatre Company in New York (Nadel 2008a: 136-8). 

Throughout his entire career, Mamet has worked with an officous ‘stock company,’ a select 

group of actors, directors, and technical collaborators. Often called the ‘Mamet mafia’ or 

‘FODs’ (“Friends of David’s”), their understanding of his aesthetic first principles allows 

Mamet to produce his more ambitious work while hardly compromising his own conception 

of a text. Arguably, this “coterie” (Nadel 2008a: 19) of kindred spirits thus provided him 

with the artistic confidence to confront the creative pressures of screenwriting-for-hire in 

Hollywood. His next film, the blockbuster The Untouchables (1986)22 marks a case in point.  

 In the wake of Glengarry Glen Ross, Mamet had written The Shawl (1985) and an 

adaptation of Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard (1985) for the Goodman Theater, two 

Chicago-productions that featured Mamet-regulars. He had also resumed his work for 

radio with Goldberg Street (1985) and Cross Patch (1985). When producer Art Linson 

contracted him on The Untouchables “for a shitload of money” (Linson 1995: 67 – original 

emphasis), Mamet delivered a very idiosyncratic adaptation of the sixties television series 

which was turned down by a number of A-list directors. “[B]ought and paid for” (Linson 

1995: 67) he was forced to deliver a set of revisions that eventually convinced Brian De 

                                                
19 James M. Cain’s novel was published in 1934 – see 3.4.3 and 4.3.2.    
20 Dir. Sidney Lumet, adaptation from Barry Reed’s 1980 novel with the same title.  
21 Dir. Edward Zwick.  
22 Dir. Brian De Palma – see 3.4.2 and 4.3.2.  
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Palma to commit himself to the project. However, supplementary rewrites were ordered 

and Mamet grew increasingly reluctant further to compromise his original draft. 

Contractually, he owed Linson and De Palma one more revision, which he duly delivered in 

compliance with their recommendations. But De Palma still was not satisfied. This time, 

though, Mamet refused to comply and set off to Seattle where he would start filming House 

of Games, his first feature as writer-director. Linson followed him, hoping to convince 

Mamet of writing the fateful final draft for The Untouchables. What he found was an artist 

seemingly in total creative control while working with a tightly knitted group of cronies, and 

had to leave Seattle empty-handed. In the end, De Palma added two scenes that would 

resolve the problematic plot resolution without requiring more dialogue. Even if Mamet did 

not approve of the final result, he had to a certain extent safeguarded his artistic integrity 

(Linson 1995: 67-75). Boosted by a Writers Guild nomination of The Untouchables for best 

screenplay based on material from another medium, and the American Academy and 

Institute of Arts and Letters Award for Literature (1986), besides the critical successes of 

House of Games (see 2.5.2), his following film as writer-director Things Change (1988) 

(see 3.4.2), and the high-profile Broadway run of his Hollywood-satire Speed-the-Plow 

(1988) (see 2.4.2), Mamet seemed to have found a constructive middle ground between 

ambition, pragmatism, and defiance.  

 In the fall of 1987, Mamet delivered a series of lectures on filmmaking at Columbia 

University that would later be reprinted in On Directing Film (1991). Having barely finished 

directing his second film, the initiative had an air of overreaching, as Mamet himself admits 

in the book’s preface: 

   
The class was in Film Directing. I had just finished directing my second film, and like the pilot 
with two hundred hours of flying time, I was the most dangerous thing around. I had 
unquestionably progressed beyond the neophyte stage but was not experienced enough to 
realize the extent of my ignorance (1991b: 345). 

 
Actually, in contrast with the delicate craftsmanship displayed in Speed-the-Plow and two 

new Chekhov-adaptations for the stage,23 a growing smugness towards Hollywood became 

palpable in his next screenplay We’re No Angels (1989)24 and was implicitly confirmed by 

the publication of his course on directing. A remake of the 1954 adaptation of Albert 

Husson’s La cuisine des anges (1952) directed by Michael Curtiz,25 this second Linson-

Mamet cooperation turned out to be a critical and popular fiasco. By writing a fable for the 

film screen, Mamet had overplayed his hand. Though conceptually similar to Things Change, 

the work lacked its finesse and restraint. And even if he would later more successfully 

return to such ostentatious genre transgressions with more success, the mishap 

temporarily forced him back to basics.     

                                                
23 Uncle Vanya (1988) and The Three Sisters (1990) – see 3.2.2. 
24 Dir. Neil Jordan.  
25 Screenplay by Ranald MacDougall.  
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 It is no coincidence that Mamet’s new play Bobby Gould in Hell, which premiered in 

November of that same year in a minor key production as a sequel to Speed-the-Plow, 

carried conspicuous Faustian overtones. For Mamet this clearly was a period of artistic 

introspection. His next publication turned out to be a collection of poems The Hero Pony 

(1990), followed by a third film d’auteur, the lean and noir ‘ethnic cop thriller’ Homicide 

(1991) (see 2.6.2). Another generic hybrid, this very loose adaptation of William Caunitz’ 

novel Suspects (1987) stages self-reflexivity on the thematic, structural, and formal level. 

Yet Homicide at the same time expressed a renewed confidence through what Mamet’s 

rabbi Lawrence Kushner called a certain “Jewish chauvinisic undertone” (qtd. in Nadel 

2008a: 179). Paired with the film’s self-reflexive character, however, it creates in the 

protagonist Bob Gold a schizophrenic but intrinsically productive tension between his 

acknowledgment of failure and the newly discovered ethical ‘code’ of militant Judaism he 

aspires to though fails to live by. Like the Bobby Goulds in Speed-the-Plow and Bobby Gould 

in Hell, merely “pray[ing] to be pure” (Mamet 1988b: 154)26 would no longer do.  

 The critical and public reception of Mamet’s next work triumphantly confirmed a 

newfound artistic balance. The polarizing backlash generated by Oleanna (1992) was fed by 

a play that tapped into a sensitive concurrent political debate though the play itself 

structurally refused narrative and ideological closure. This ability to dispassionately 

scrutinize conflicting drives is further witnessed in Mamet’s return to adaptations of his 

own work. After the highly successful film version of Glengarry Glen Ross (1992), the mid-

1990s saw the release of two more film transpositions of his best-known plays with 

Oleanna (1994) and American Buffalo (1996) (see 4.3.2). It was a time of great 

productivity for Mamet. The Water Engine27 (1992) and A Life in the Theater28 (1993) were 

adapted for television and Hoffa29 (1992), his first biopic, was released, as well as his first 

novel The Village (1994). Despite appearances to the contrary, though, the development of 

his artistic career remained foremost a meandering experience. The self-directed film 

version of Oleanna flopped at the box office and Corrente’s American Buffalo was little 

more than a static, low-budget servile rendition of the original playtext. Theatre work after 

Oleanna’s riotous success also remained low-key with various short sketches30 and an 

opaque full-length play The Cryptogram (1994), which won an Obie but never came near to 

achieving Oleanna’s popular appeal. In spite of being hired as a scriptdoctor on Rising Sun31 

(1993) and with a growing number of films to his credit, Mamet saw quite a few of his 

screenplays rejected.32 Other commissions did nevertheless materialize. While The Edge 

(1997) was only moderately successful due to its awkward balance between an all-star 
                                                
26 See Mamet 1989a: 38. 
27 Broadcasted on TNT; Dir. Steven Schachter – see 4.4.2. 
28 Broadcasted on TNT; Dir. Gregory Mosher – see 2.2.2. 
29 Dir. Danny DeVito.  
30 Most of which were published in No One Will Be Immune and Other Plays and Pieces (1994). 
31 Dir. Philip Kaufman; Mamet’s contribution is uncredited – see 3.4.2.  
32 Ace in the Hole, High and Low, Lolita, Malcolm X, Ordinary Daylight, The Deer Slayer (Sauer and Sauer 
2003: 11; Nadel 2008a: 198; Linson 1995: 46-51). 
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cast and a philosophical tone, Wag the Dog33 (1997) quickly became the talk of tinseltown 

by being disturbingly prescient about president Clinton’s sex scandal and the political 

maneuvering to deflect attention from the domestic crisis to the international scene. The 

movie also led to Mamet’s second Academy Award nomination, and with a fifth film as 

writer-director soon afterwards released he once more appeared on top of the game. The 

Spanish Prisoner (1997), in turn, was quickly followed by his sixth auteur-project The 

Winslow Boy (1999), an adaptation of Terence Rattigan’s 1946 play, as well as by another 

doctored screenplay for the big-budget Ronin34 (1998) and a second biopic Lansky35 (1999) 

for HBO television. 

 After thirty years as a playwright and nearly two decades in Hollywood, a number of 

patterns in Mamet’s creative output became discernible. High-profile works or streaks of 

intense productivity in one medium tended to create a need for cerebral or self-reflexive 

works in other media. Conversely, Mamet’s greatest theatrical successes coincided with 

less accessible film projects. The most frenetic period in Mamet’s filmmaking career 

witnessed the production of The Old Neighborhood (1997) and Boston Marriage (1999) 

on ‘fringe’ stages, a second novel The Old Religion (1997), and a second poetry collection 

The Chinaman (1999). Yet contrary to the beginning of the decade, his work now seemed 

to lack its former sense of urgency, something his critics increasingly noted. Often 

mistaken for facility, his productivity and omnipresence had effectively turned him into an 

establishment figure (Bigsby 2004a: 35; Callens 2000a: 7). As an elder statesman of 

American letters, he presided over a faithful audience of aficionados and a growing legion 

of improbable converts who appreciated the conceptual intricacy of more accessible works 

such as State and Main36 that neither threatened, nor disturbed the way Mamet’s work 

from the 1970s until the early 1990s had done. Dramatic experimentation appeared to 

serve merely generic purposes (see 3.5.2) and mercenary filmscripts like Hannibal37 

(2001) no longer bore the mark of Mamet’s intransigence. Spectacular critical failures 

were a distant memory, but so was Mamet’s artistic significance. However, with the Y2K 

threat came another cataclysm: Wilson (2000) (see 4.6.2) aimed at a deconstruction of 

everything past, present, and future; not in the least itself. In Mamet’s own words, he was 

“not done yet” (2001c: xiv). 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
33 Dir. Barry Levinson – see 4.5.2.  
34 Dir. John Frankenheimer; screenplay by J.D. Zeik and David Mamet (under the pseudonym Richard Weisz) – 
see 4.5.2.  
35 Dir. John McNaughton. 
36 Writ. and Dir. David Mamet.  
37 Dir. Ridley Scott.  
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2.1.2 Mamet on Mamet 

 

With D.H. Lawrence’s warning “never [to] trust the artist” (qtd. in Roeder-Zerndt 43) 

echoed in previously formulated arguments on Mamet’s didacticism, the following 

discussion of his essayistic work similarly disregards anecdotal or self-referential pieces 

and passages, as well as interviews. Instead, only those essays possessing a sufficient 

degree of theoretization to enhance the general understanding of Mamet’s ‘first principles’-

ethos have been retained. Well-aware that self-reference need not exclude veracity, it was 

nonetheless deemed structurally more consistent with this study’s overall conception to 

avoid such shortcuts and, instead, concentrate on determining recurrent patterns by 

means of progressive methodical comparisons. Less concerned with isolating provocative 

statements, the current analysis primarily deals with the technical implications of Mamet’s 

writing what Lee Gutkind coined ‘creative nonfiction’ (1997: 9; 2001: 171) with regard to 

his aesthetic and critical reception.  

 Always a teacher, David Mamet has published highly opinionated pamphlets on 

acting (True and False: Heresy and Common Sense for the Actor, 1997), dramaturgy 

(Three Uses of the Knife: On the Nature and Purpose of Drama, 1998), and filmmaking (On 

Directing Film, 1991). Less technical but just as confident in tone are his introductions to 

Hollywood (Bambi vs. Godzilla: On the Nature, Practice, and Purpose of the Movie Business, 

2007) and Judaism (Five Cities of Refuge: Weekly Reflections on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 

Numbers, and Deuteronomy, 2003).38 Downright militant is Mamet’s collection of essays, 

The Wicked Son: Antisemitism, Self-Hatred, and the Jews (2006), which politicizes the 

emphasis on independent thought presented in Five Cities as tantamount to Jewish 

consciousness (see 2.6). However, polemics and David Mamet are no strange bedfellows. 

Throughout his career as a dramatist he has continually attracted vociferous criticism on 

his caustic use of the demotic39 and his alleged political incorrectness. The aforementioned 

catalogue of loose essays, too, contains a number of provocative specimens, not in the 

least the recent ‘Why I Am No Longer a “Brain-Dead Liberal”’ (2008) (see 5.7) published in 

the progressive Village Voice. Compiled in five collections (Writing in Restaurants, 1986; 

Some Freaks, 1989; The Cabin, 1992; Make-Believe Town, 1996; Jafsie and John Henry, 

1999), this particular part of Mamet’s output makes for an ambiguous tension with his 

ostensibly more opaque dramatic work. Both offer means of stimulating reflection, but the 

disparity in rhetorical strategies between drama and the essay tends to muddle 

overarching interpretations. Moreover, on top of a general lack of critical consensus about 

Mamet’s dramaturgical techniques, many of his non-fictional writings are either self-

contradictory, or inconsistent with views expressed in other prose pieces. Equally 

remarkable is that his flair for the polemical thus seems to be echoed all over his work, like 

                                                
38 With rabbi Lawrence Kushner – see 2.6.  
39 See Joki 1993 for an extensive study of the demotic speech in Mamet’s dialogue.  
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it were a deliberate act of resistance against assimilation similar to the confusion he 

stages about his artistic persona as some freak’s hybrid of Vermont stoicism, Chicago 

machismo copped from Hemingway, and the gift for gab of the “wussy Eastern Intellectual” 

(1985a).  

 In line with Mamet’s more ‘traditional,’ structurally well-made plays40, his creative 

nonfiction ‘musings’ (Mamet 1996a) are organized to imitate human perception. At best 

framed by a dialectical progression, the essay is intrinsically a “discovery of knowledge” 

(Gutkind 1997: 8).41 Hence, the genre by definition represents a double compromise for any 

reasoning developed in this guise, both on the medial and on the formal level. Mamet’s 

scattered essays, many of which were commissioned, might have added certain thematic 

or ideological restrictions. Conversely, their eventually dogmatic tone and charismatic 

reasoning may create an impression of discursive transparency but can never achieve it 

epistemologically. The label ‘creative nonfiction’ itself is problematic precisely on account of 

the essay’s mediation of the ‘real’, i.e. of that which is not fictional. It differs from fiction 

because it presents non-fictional elements in a subjective manner to persuasive ends, 

which also distinguishes it from reportage where the underlying objective is one of 

informative balance (Gutkind 1997: 15). Adding to the schizophrenic character of the 

enterprise is the thin line between stimulating, provoking, and alienating the reader, all 

within the technical constraints of the chosen format. The writing of creative nonfiction is 

therefore “a dual teaching and learning experience” (Gutkind 1997: 71) that implies a 

double dialogue between a writer and his text, and a writer and his reader. This does not 

rule out complacent dogmatism on the author’s behalf; yet, to the reader of essays, being 

aware of the genre’s fundamental subjectivity allows to bypass emotional responses to a 

piece’s thematic content and look at the essentially “literary” (Forché and Gerard 1) 

structuring mechanism underneath. Philip Lopate demonstrated that a hubristic tone in an 

essay is caused by an absence of dynamism in the thought. No different from drama or 

fiction, any discourse that aims at establishing a communicative relationship is built around 

the conflict arising from the attempted resolution of a central problem (39-40). By 

extension, the moral character, dramatic conception, and controversial illustrations that 

characterize many of Mamet’s essays do not automatically make him a solemn moralist.  

 The title and preface of Mamet’s most recent collection of previously published 

essays to date, Jafsie and John Henry (1999), are evidence of his consciousness about the 

genre’s potential and limitations: 

 
It was comfortable to become comfortable with iconoclasm, with the flare of the border 
guard, and to work or posture to deserve that glare; and it’s all very well, but it probably is 
not that pursuit which must be carried out in solitude and as an act of creation rather than 
reaction. Jafsie was a shadow figure in the Lindbergh kidnapping. He volunteered to act as a 
go-between, and may, in fact, have been part of the crime. John Henry fought the steam drill 

                                                
40 See Mamet qtd. in Jones and Dykes 91; see also Madison and Coleman 83-101 – see e.g. Speed-the-Plow 
(2.4.2), The Shawl (2.5.2), Boston Marriage (3.5.2), Oleanna (4.3.2) and Glengarry Glen Ross (4.3.2). 
41 See also Todorov 1978: 89.  
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through the mountain, and, through that his momentary victory, established something 
other than the extent of his pride. Perhaps Jafsie was a criminal, and perhaps John Henry 
was a fool. I offer these essays as examples of my search for a new model (1999d: xiv-xv). 

 
Metaphorically speaking the figures of Jafsie and John Henry evoke a refusal of closure, the 

former by hinting at the elusiveness of interpretation and the latter by celebrating the 

heroic absurdity of individual semiosis in the face of an obsoleteness caused by growing 

technological sophistication. As Mamet insists, what matters is not just John Henry’s 

temporary victory over the machine, but that he also succumbed from the effort (131-2). 

Together Jafsie and John Henry constitute a paradigm that is functional by not being 

essentialist, which is a prerequisite for survival in the (neo-)Darwinian context of 

postmodernism’s culture of hybridization.  

 A comprehensive reading of the prose work indeed reveals a constant insistence on 

self-examination, even in the earliest pieces. Nonetheless, the degree of subtlety varies 

greatly. When essays are read in isolation this may cause Mamet’s conceptual 

qualifications to be overlooked. The decision to compile his essayistic work could then be 

interpreted as an instance of self-preservation forcing his detractors in turn better to 

substantiate their arguments. Moreover, it allowed older writings to keep circulating and 

thus minimized the odds of any critical consensus about them. His is a concern with 

liberating the potential for meaning by means of technique and with the ensuing tension 

between convention and innovation. Small wonder he integrates strategies from other 

genres and media into his essay writing, as witnessed, no matter how tentatively, in the 

structural ordering of the collections. The paradigm offered by Jafsie and John Henry 

expresses foremost an ‘absurdly heroic’ mentality that insists on the essayistic pursuit of 

knowledge across disciplinary and generic boundaries. 

 The five compilations equally provide a basis for diachronic comparisons. 

Considering Mamet’s disposition towards creative discovery and technical mastery, the 

themes of his prose pieces vary surprisingly little. What changed is the quality of their 

presentation. Gradually, the militant tone of Writing in Restaurants shifted to a register 

that was just as brazen, but far less pompous. A now wittier Mamet still lectured on about 

“things which,” in his own words, “are assuredly none of [his] business” (1987b: viii). New, 

though, was an ironic undertone that subtly satirizes his – largely self-stylized – artistic 

persona: 

 
Now and then we would take the train into the City. We were interested in climbing and 
trespassing. [...] When I was by myself I would spend the day in the city shoplifting. Or I would 
haunt the library (1999d: 6). 

 

For an artist with a “necessarily layered look” (12), the issue of perspective thus became 

ever more complex at a time when Mamet’s dramatic and novelistic work, too, was 

increasingly concerned with staging the deceptions and limitations of focalization. His 

teaching was still done by example, albeit now with subjects that refused to be what they 
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seemed. As such, Mamet found in the essay another platform to communicate his views on 

the interplay of perception, persuasion, and deception, views that inform a large portion his 

work.  

 While the scattered prose writings generally appeared more forthcoming, his book-

length non-fiction seemed to move in the opposite direction. Throughout Mamet’s career, a 

small number of recurrent themes and concepts has in fact remained – in substance, not 

in form – relatively immune to the effects of what Bruce Barton has called an ‘imagination 

in transition.’42 Incidentally, these issues constitute the nucleus of the longer essayistic 

works, which would once more hints at an intellectual need for regular philosophical, 

aesthetic, or methodological meditations and reassessments (see 2.1.1). Views thus 

consolidated rather than eroded by his own feedback could still identify Mamet as a 

staunch dogmatist, despite or perhaps because of his celebrity status. Still, it is worth 

recalling that he originally started out as a “vehement, possessed teacher of acting” 

(1987b: viii). Numerous subsequent workshops, newly founded schools, close 

collaborations with an officious ‘stock company’, and a 120-page manifesto43 moreover 

suggest that, in spite of far more visible and lucrative enterprises, he always remained a 

Thespians’ theorist. Consequently, in keeping with Mamet’s avowed pursuit of rendering the 

uncertain tolerable to himself and his audiences, it is reasonable to assume that he, indeed, 

did have recourse to an ethical code of first principles to keep distinguishing “the Racing 

Form [from] the race” (1996a), and that these to a certain extent were rooted in his own 

training as an actor, the absurd hero par excellence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
42 Barton 2005 (book title). 
43 True and False: Heresy and Common Sense for the Actor (1997). 
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2.2 Living Truthfully 

 
When we say Lincoln had character, we 
do not mean the way he held a cigarette. 

(Mamet, True and False) 

 

As a teenager Mamet had been involved with the theatre programme at the Hull House 

settlement house in Chicago. He worked backstage and attended workshops by Viola Spolin 

and Sheldon Patinkin (Callens 2005b: 31). Spolin was the author of Improvisation for the 

Theatre: A Handbook of Teaching and Directing Techniques (1963), which considered 

acting to be primarily an act of reciprocal, outward-directed creation rather than 

internalized reproduction, even if the teaching process of the actor had to render intuitive 

the theatre techniques necessary for such outward-directed creation (Spolin 4).44 Mamet 

would find these precepts crystallized into a systematic approach by Sanford Meisner at 

the Neighborhood Playhouse School of the Theatre during his ‘junior year abroad.’ Meisner 

had been a founding member of the Group Theater, a Depression-era ensemble that was 

conceived in the tradition of the Moscow Art Theatre, whose ideas had been promulgated 

in the US by Richard Boleavsky’s and Maria Ouspenskaya’s American Laboratory Theater. 

Although the Group Theatre worked within the Broadway framework to reach the widest 

possible audience for its socially inspired productions, its greatest influence lay in its 

‘Americanization’ of Constantin Stanislavski’s acting theory. Different conceptions of its 

precepts, however, in the summer of 1934 led to a rift between Lee Strasberg and Stella 

Adler (Callens 2005b: 26; Rabkin 332). The latter had worked with Stanislavski in Paris to 

clarify those aspects of the so-called Stanislavski System which caused difficulties within the 

Group Theater. There she learned to deemphasize the importance Strasberg placed on 

‘affective memory’ and shift the actor’s attention on stage to the human problems 

presented by the text and enacted by the ensemble. Meisner adopted these new views and 

developed a pedagogic approach in which emotional recollection played no role whatsoever 

(Meisner and Longwell 9-10). 

His teaching revolved around responding instead of reacting to one another’s 

performance. To achieve such response, the aspiring actor had to know his lines cold and 

master all of the text’s physical requirements so that nothing would distract him from “the 

reality of doing” (Pollack xviii). As such, he would learn to funnel his creative instincts to 

productive ends. Meisner’s emphasis on craftsmanship through training formed the basis 

of Mamet and Macy’s ‘Practical Aesthetics Workshop’ in the mid-1980s. Dissatisfied with 

the limited scope of self-centred acting theories, they concentrated on the practical 

dimension of “getting the page onto the stage” (Nadel 2008a: 135). But even if Mamet did 

acknowledge the influence of Sanford Meisner’s teaching on his own thinking, he 

nonetheless minimized its technical similarities with his personal approach. To him, the 

                                                
44 See also Sweet xvii. 
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importance of Meisner chiefly relates to his particular insistence on the concepts of the 

‘through-action’ and ‘super-objective,’ to which all aspects of a production ought to be 

subjugated (Mamet 1987b: vii). The majority of Mamet’s publications on acting theory refer 

directly to Stanislavski, even if more in a philosophical than technical sense. As a ‘Method,’ 

he argues, it is a ‘cult,’ hence detrimental to the development of concrete skills (1998b: 6). 

In spite of this specification, Mamet’s pronouncements on the matter remain contradictory. 

Besides rather crudely amalgamating the early Stanislavski as implemented by Strasberg 

with the Russian director’s later shift towards Physical Action, the reference to a 

presumed ‘Method’ itself mischievously polarizes and capitalizes ex negativo on the cultural 

renown of Strasberg’s Actors’ Studio (Merlin 250; Wilmeth 139-140).  

At stake is a critical yet constructive disposition, both on stage and beyond it. In the 

words of Meisner, acting to Mamet signifies “living truthfully under imaginary 

circumstances” (Meisner and Longwell 15). Hence, the actor must be taught to reject 

charismatic discourses (of teachers, directors, producers, casting agents, etc.) and trust 

the set of skills acquired through repeated practice. For, contrary to Strasberg’s emphasis 

on emotional recollection, Mamet considers the actor to be a communicative vessel 

mediating between the text, the stage, and the audience. Self-conscious and introspective 

performances, conversely, deflect the spectator’s attention from the essential, i.e. the play 

as conceived by the playwright and staged by the director. The Mamet-actor should “deny 

nothing, invent nothing” (1998b: 71) in order to safeguard the play’s conceptual design. On 

a broader plane, the sincere, outward-directed actor thus becomes a metaphor for 

existential courage in the face of contingencies:  

 
Acting in my lifetime has grown steadily away from performance and toward what for want 
of a better term can only be called oral interpretation, which is to say a pageantlike 
presentation in which actors present to the audience a prepared monologue complete with 
all the Funny Voices. And they call the Funny Voices emotional preparation. In life there is no 
emotional preparation for loss, grief, surprise, betrayal, discovery; and there is none onstage 
either. Forget the Funny Voices, pick up your cue, and speak out even though frightened (32-
3 – original emphasis).  

 

Along this reasoning, the performer plays ‘the moment’ by improvising along with his 

partner within the “framework of given circumstances” (Bruder et al. 9)45 of text and mise-

en-scène. Focusing on concrete events renders the performance meaningful through the 

moment-to-moment ‘truth’ of ‘clashing purposes’ within the performing area (Stanislavski 

263). Focusing on self-characterization, on the other hand, would engender “the habit of 

accepting and creating untruth and hypocrisy” (Mamet 1998b: 45), which, as Herbert Blau 

remarked, “is doubly embodied” (1990: 372) on stage. 

Being no different from his essay writing, however, the conceptual basis of Mamet’s 

acting theory is to a certain degree obscured by its hyperbolic tone. While provocative and 

commonsensical, several of his arguments remain insufficiently elaborated to be effective 

                                                
45 See also Kohlhaas 67. 
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in concrete situations. This is paradoxical given the ‘practical’ orientation of the approach, 

but less so when considering it as an emanation of analogy-based first principles. Highly 

illustrative in this respect is Mamet’s reference to Eisenstein’s dialectic filmmaking in the 

first pages of True and False, where he stipulates that film’s true power derives from “the 

synthesis in the mind of the viewer of shot A and shot B” (1998b: 9 – original emphasis). 

The juxtaposition of images is suggestive without being manipulative, just as the Mamet-

actor should perform without indicating. The analogy is prolonged into the reading 

experience of Mamet’s treatise, almost ‘as if’ the author’s enthusiasm made him forget the 

book’s original purpose of providing the aspiring actor with a rational alternative to the 

effete “hogwash” (12) of “the institutionally co-opted” (18). It is not that True and False fails 

to communicate how “to deal with uncertainty and being comfortable being uncomfortable” 

(20), nor that Mamet’s arguments lack conviction, but rather that in adopting the format 

and tone of a pamphlet a rhetorical rationale is substituted for the functional one. Mamet 

thereby essentially contradicts his chief tenet that the actor must learn to be “true and 

simple” (22) instead of being “preoccup[ied] with effect” (23 – original emphasis):  

 
The author’s contribution is the text. If it’s good, it doesn’t need your help. If it’s lacking, 
there’s nothing you can do to aid it. Recognize the fact and learn to live with it – the words 
and their meaning are not your responsibility. Wisdom lies in doing your job and getting on 
with it (57 – original emphases).  

 

Paradoxically, therefore, True and False could be read as another channel for Mamet to 

convey a ‘courageously’ pragmatic attitude that tackles contingencies as opportunities 

instead of internalizing them (see also 4.3.2). Beyond the personal comfort of Funny Voices, 

the ‘truthful’ actor contributes his own humanity to a text, the ambitious artist hones his 

craft by “working on different kinds of material” (Kohlhaas xvi), and the rational person 

constructively confronts existential obstacles. Yet, in order to achieve this in practice, such 

an ethical framework still requires a methodological basis.   

Mamet’s self-directed theatre productions and films have frequently attracted 

criticism for their stale acting performances (see Wilmeth 147). Sauer and Sauer describe 

an instance when William H. Macy, notably the co-initiator of the Practical Aesthetics 

Workshop, experienced firsthand the ethical rigour Mamet seeks to instil through his views 

on acting. At one point while acting in the film Homicide under Mamet’s direction, Macy had 

to play a scene with Joe Mantegna; Macy’s character is filling out a passport form when 

Mantegna’s character enters saying “You’re like my family, Tim,” to which Macy had to reply 

“Bob… I am your family.” Macy said it meaningfully, but Mamet stopped him and told him 

“just fill out the paperwork.” In the next take he no longer looked up to Mantegna as he 

delivered the line, yet Mamet still was not satisfied and urged him to say it tonelessly 

(2003: 5). This anecdote indicates just how much emphasis Mamet places on avoiding 

insincerity. To him, it is precisely “the strength to resist the extraneous that renders acting 

powerful and beautiful” (1989b: 267). Ideally, an actor’s truthfulness should present 
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audiences with an image of human dignity that transcends the immediate context of its 

expression. The “interactional psychology” (Callens 2000a: 17) at the heart of both 

Mamet’s views on acting and his dramaturgy (see 2.1 and Chapter 3) explains his distrust 

of ‘Great Acting’ the way it is personified by Lawrence Olivier, whom he characterized as 

“stiff, self-conscious, grudging, coy, and ungenerous” (qtd. in Bigsby 2004a: 6). Great 

Acting, Mamet insists, “differs from acting, in the main, by being polite and predictable” 

(1998b: 56). Familiarity reassures both actor and audience, but stimulates neither. 

Repeatedly he has argued that technique for its own sake is mannerism, hence 

unproductive, whereas ideally it should be used as a means of “training to break down the 

barriers between the unconscious and the conscious mind” (qtd. in Savran 1988c: 138), 

and, in so doing, of highlighting the “liberating” (Merlin 249) potential inherent to the artist’s 

‘double vision’ of product and process.  

It appears therefore all the more ironic that such a practice-based approach must 

rely on analogical thinking to situate itself. True and False opens by stating its affinity with 

the Stanislavski System in principle rather than in practice, and retains this abstract 

posture while promoting a rationalization of its subject. Nonetheless, in line with the ‘First 

Principles’-essay and his self-reflexive works across different media or genres, Mamet’s 

recurrent involvement with acting marks yet another metaphorical shortcut to a broader 

aesthetic consciousness. For it is precisely the schizophrenic tension between specificity 

and analogy that simultaneously guides and provokes his audiences. True and False 

actualized the conceptual framework of Mamet’s views on acting and was criticized for its 

lack of substance. However, considering the book in isolation once more amounts to 

confusing product with process. After all, as a rousing manifesto it complemented the 

Practical Handbook for the Actor (1986) – the manual derived from Mamet’s acting 

classes – as well as his rehearsal play A Life in the Theatre (1977). 

 

  

2.2.1 Travelling Light 

 

By describing True and False as a “riposte to bad teaching of what’s generally called the 

Stanislavski system” (qtd. in Isaacs 212), David Mamet provocatively draws attention to his 

own ‘practical’ alternative. Of course, stigmatization of this kind is likely to breed 

antagonism and, given the treatise’s hyperbolic tone, may accordingly be interpreted as a 

form of theoretical hubris. However, the technical specificity of Mamet’s dramaturgy, for 

one, hints at a more complex conception of acting. Perhaps the most seasoned performer 

of ‘Mametspeak,’ William H. Macy observed that Mamet’s dialogue is  

 
difficult to memorize [because it] is so finely tuned that improvising is nearly impossible. If 
you paraphrase it, it suddenly becomes very clunky in your mouth, as if you stumbled over 
the carpet (qtd. in Wilmeth 148).  
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Mamet himself repeatedly stated that he started writing plays to illustrate his views on 

acting.46 Of key importance in this regard is the rehearsal process. Whereas the Strasberg 

‘Method’ prescribes a rather strict protocol of execution, Mamet’s views stress the 

development of ‘skills.’ The constant practice and readjustments that precede a theatrical 

performance deepen the actor’s understanding of a role; not by sudden insight, but through 

spontaneous reactions within a tightly knitted framework. As Macy’s comment illustrates, 

‘truthful’ delivery of a Mamet text results from the tension between, on the one hand, “hard-

won habits” (1987b: 105) disciplined by the ‘given circumstances’ of one’s role and, on the 

other hand, the contingencies inherent to ‘real time’ performance.  

What attracts Mamet in Stanislavski’s thinking is that specificity can be regarded 

“as a tool of release rather than constraint” (1978b: 21). In the case of the actor, concrete 

skills resulting from continuous exercise allow him or her to remain focused on the action. 

Moreover, by subdividing the latter into minimal objectives, “all concerns of belief, feeling, 

emotion, characterization, substitution, become irrelevant” (1998b: 82 – original 

emphases) since the actor is no longer concerned with mere ‘appearances.’ Instead, a 

viscerally seasoned understanding of a scene’s ‘mechanics’ paired with an ‘outward-

directed concentration,’ Mamet claims, add a unique dimension to the script which the 

audience “couldn’t have learned or imagined from reading it in a library” (63; see also pp. 

90-95).  

It is ironic that Mamet’s theory as depicted in True and False would have suffered a 

similar fate as the much derided ‘Method,’ were it not for the compilation of the Practical 

Handbook for the Actor by six alumni of the Practical Aesthetics Workshop, and the 

publication of The Monologue Audition: A Practical Guide for Actors (2000) by Karen 

Kohlhaas, a veteran member of the Atlantic Theater Company. Impervious to its polemical 

effects, the former manual provides a less ambiguous perspective on the influence of 

Stanislavski. None of its specific exercises are attributed to the Russian director, whereas 

his theoretical authority is appropriated to support the conceptual orientation of the 

approach. Even if opportunistic, this strategy has the advantage of avoiding inconsistencies. 

The authors quote Stanislavski – through Mamet – in positing that “[g]enerality is the 

enemy of all art” (Bruder et al. 15) as justification for what they claim to be a unique 

heuristic model. Accordingly, ‘Practical Aesthetics’ substitutes ‘particularization’ for 

empathy which implies that performers concentrate on ‘single units of action’ which they 

must define by means of the mnemonic device of the ‘as if’ (Bruder et al. 23-28). The 

overall performance, in turn, is organized by the ‘through-action,’ an overriding motif to 

gauge the accuracy and consistency of each individual action (Bruder et al. 33). Naturally, 

                                                
46 Most explicitly in the Preface to Writing in Restaurants: “As a practical laboratory for my Mandarin 
aesthetic interests, I began directing my students in plays, then I began writing plays for them to do, and that 
is how I came the long way around the barn to playwriting” (Mamet 1987b: viii).  
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neither the ‘as if,’ nor the ‘through-action’ should be acted out, as this would undermine the 

actor’s ‘truthfulness.’ When asked during the rehearsals for the world premiere of 

Glengarry Glen Ross in London if he had any notes for the actors playing the salesmen, 

Mamet famously replied: “I’ve got one note: These guys could sell you cancer” (qtd. in Price 

2004: 162). 

As a functional, open-ended framework, ‘Practical Aesthetics’ therefore echoes the 

basic tenets of Mamet’s ‘First Principles’-essay. The performer should master the 

‘externals’47 of his role so that actor and audience alike can be immersed in the illusion, but 

these should never become a performance’s actual subject. Instead, Mamet’s approach 

aims at an ‘organic’ blend between the ‘framework of given circumstances,’ rigorous 

training, and disciplined improvisation. To Kohlhaas, such a pragmatic disposition leaves the 

actor free to “act on the character’s behalf” (68) while bypassing the constraints and 

pressures of ‘becoming’ it, and thus take advantage of a ‘double vision’ that is neither 

pandering to the audience, nor reductive to oneself.  

As much as ‘Practical Aesthetics’ represents a rational alternative to Strasberg’s 

‘Method,’ only its label, though, could effectively be considered an original contribution to 

acting theory. Paul De Bruyne rightly observed that Mamet’s views are little more than an 

almost verbatim rendition of the first part of Sanford Meisner’s two-year actors’ training 

(64-5). Incidentally, this was all the formal instruction Mamet ever received since his poor 

aptitude for acting did not allow him to complete the course (Nadel 2008a: 44). Meisner’s 

teaching was based on repetitive exercises that physically conditioned the actor to ward off 

self-censorship. Technique, he insisted, is a means to an end, not a distinctive feature in its 

own right. His objective as a teacher was to impart his students with an actors’ instinct 

that would allow them to tackle the widest possible range of roles: 

 
Meisner What’s the first thing that happens when they build the World Trade 

Center – you know that building? 
Student 1 They dig a hole. 
Meisner Well, of course they dig a hole. They don’t glue it to the sidewalk! (Laughter) 

What’s the first thing they did when they built the Empire State Building? 
Student 2 They had to put down a foundation first. 
Meisner They had to put down a foundation on which… 
Student 2 … they built the building. 
Meisner … they built the building. 
(Meisner and Longwell 16)  

 
Instead of cues, aspiring actors were taught to pick up impulses from one another through 

the Word Repetition Game. Being focused on the action itself creates a spontaneous flow 

of emotion. Jumpstarted by “The Magic As If” (Meisner and Longwell 136) the dialogic 

interchange between the different players on stage then generates a sense of creative self-

confidence which drowns out anxious concerns about interpretation and characterization 

(Meisner and Longwell 72, 131, 196):  

                                                
47 Bruder et al. list a) bodily adjustments (e.g. posture, voice or speech alterations, and physical handicaps); b) 
ornaments (e.g. costumes and makeup); c) physical states (e.g. drunkenness, exhaustion, illness, etc.) (48).  
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  Meinser You’re staring at me. 
  Student  I’m staring at you. 
  Meisner You admit it?  
  Student  I admit it. 
  Meisner You admit it. 
  Student  I admit it. 
  Meisner I don’t like it. 
  Student  You don’t like it. 
  Meisner You don’t care? 
  Student  I don’t care. 
  Meisner You don’t care? 
  Student  I don’t care! 
  Meisner (sticks out his tongue – class laughs). 

(Meisner and Longwell 23) 
 

Viola Spolin, too, believed “body release, not body control, is what is needed for natural 

grace to emerge, as opposed to artificial movement” (146). Like Meisner’s, her teaching 

revolved around defining a ‘Point of Concentration’ that channels the actor’s performance 

towards a ‘seasoned’ understanding of his role (320, 329, 338). Given both approaches’ 

evident similarities with Mamet’s ‘Practical Aesthetics,’ the latter’s quasi-exclusive 

acknowledgment of Stanislavski as formative influence becomes more understandable, as 

evidence of the Russian’s wide appropriation and usurpation that the appellation 

‘Stanislavskean’ became an empty shell. Generalized misconceptions of this kind make for 

an easy target as discourses conducted in bad faith which seek to establish their 

uniqueness by contrast. That both Spolin’s and Meisner’s views on acting either partly 

echoed or drew their inspiration from some of Stanislavski’s precepts provided Mamet with 

an elegant escape hatch to mask his ‘anxiety of influence.’   

In An Actor Prepares (1936)48, Stanislavski states that   

 
[t]here should never be any posing on the stage that has no basis. There is no place for 
theatrical conventionality in true creative art, or in any serious art. If it is necessary to use a 
conventional pose you must give it a foundation, so that it can serve an inner purpose (99). 

 
The ‘foundation’ he alludes to is the subdivision of the theatrical action into different ‘units,’ 

organized by an abstract ‘super-objective.’ In an anecdote which Mamet quotes in On 

Directing Film, Stanislavski explains both principles’ essentially functional character through 

the metaphor of the river pilot, navigating his boat over a long stretch through turns, 

shallows, and reefs by ‘sticking to the channel’ (107).49 This ‘unbroken line of the through-

going action’ should in fact be understood as a pragmatic construct allowing for some 

necessary interruptions in the guise of the stage’s typical contingencies, precisely to avoid 

that the actor’s live performance would be directed by an idée fixe. What is more, the 

‘super-objective’ must express a conception of the production common to all concerned, so 

that the different semiotic layers of the mise en scène point in the same direction (239, 

244, 258, 284). These notions accordingly led to Stanislavski being credited with the 

                                                
48 Originally published in Russian as Rabota aktyora nad soboi (An Actor’s Work on Himself).  
49 See Mamet 1991b: 409 and Mamet 1987b: 15. 
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discovery that ‘truthfulness’ on stage results from the action that constitutes it, not from 

mimetic ‘effects.’    

 Aside from anecdotal disputes on the origins of his acting theory, Mamet’s 

attribution of the ‘through-action’-principle to Meisner and of ‘the reality of doing’-exercises 

to Stanislavski entails a salient philosophical polemic. By deliberately covering up his traces, 

Mamet once more confounds his detractors. Harold Bloom pointed out that ‘influence’ in 

Shakespeare’s day meant ‘inspiration’ (1997: 12). Rather than a Freudian Oedipal rivalry, 

the ‘anxiety of influence’ displayed in Mamet’s acting theory implies foremost creative 

interpretation and appropriation of intellectual stimuli. Only in a second stage, Bloom notes, 

does the strong thinker “wrestle with [his] precursors” (5) for cultural supremacy, as 

denoted by the term’s current understanding. The integration of influences into a 

personalized discourse or aesthetic sensitivity is precisely that which defines a thinker as 

thinker and, conversely, is a fundamental part of the lifecycle of an artist as artist (7). 

Constructive thinkers, moreover, are acutely aware of this relation as a dialectic 

progression that is simultaneously continuous and discontinuous. With regard to Mamet’s 

ambiguous positioning in-between acknowledgment, appropriation, and rejection of both 

Meisner and Stanislavski, his deliberate ‘misinterpretations’ express a “disciplined 

perverseness” (Bloom 1997: 95) that transcends formal comparisons and beats criticism 

at its own game. 

 In his article on the problem of influence in the work of Samuel Beckett and David 

Mamet, Steven Price points out that poststructuralist theorists no longer speak about 

‘influence,’ but about ‘intertextuality’:  

 
Intertextuality […] undermines stable notions of authorial presence and of personal influence, 
and therefore, in some of its manifestations, discovers all language to be speaking in a 
permanent present (1993: 78). 

 

Mamet himself has posited a ‘mountain climbing theory of creative endeavour.’ His 

conception of creation along a progressive trajectory that calls for “an absolutely firm 

foothold [before making] a small excursion to another absolutely firm foothold” (1989b: 

314) ties in with the sense of confidence projected by ‘Practical Aesthetics.’  For it is the 

awareness of one’s individual actions undertaken in the pursuit of ‘compartmentalized’ 

(1998b: 102) objectives which creates a habit of constructive criticism unaffected by 

extraneous elements. The ensuing faculty to distinguish between perception and notion 

teaches the individual to trust his own insights and distrust reductive discourses as 

mischievous refusals of moral responsibility. This also explains Mamet’s respect for a small 

group of ‘responsible’ drama critics who understand the specificities of the theatre event, 

and his contempt for the profession in general (Harriott 90).50 Most of all, however, by 

                                                
50 See also Mamet 1986a. 
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staging the problem of influence, Mamet forces his audiences “to lift up the hood, as it 

were, and look at the wiring” (1998b: 90). 

 

 

2.2.2 Theatrical Living 

 

David Mamet’s views on acting reflect a concern with the ontological ambiguity of role-

playing. As early as 1973 he had written and produced Litko: A Dramatic Monologue, a 

companion piece for The Duck Variations in its Chicago premiere at the Body Politic. This 

short sketch opens with a double metalepsis:  

  
Litko (At rise Litko is discovered addressing the audience. Litko speaks.) Do we 
understand each other? His demeanor and, in fact, his line (“Do we understand each 
other?”) go far in helping to create a bond between Litko and his audience. Unbutton coat. 
Litko speaks: let us dispense with formality, and get down to theatrical clichés. The audience 
smiles appreciatively at his candid behavior. Thanks gang. Pause (1973: 175). 

 

After a conventional acknowledgment of the audience, Mamet immediately breaks the 

illusion by having his Litko-character perform what could be understood as stage directions. 

However, both the perverse call to embrace the commonplace, and the explicit patronizing 

of the public’s reaction hint at an even more complex conception not unlike the format of 

stand-up comedy.51 The blatant imposture to incorporate a text’s reception into the scenic 

outline of its presentation is echoed at yet another level. Litko, a name that conspicuously 

resurfaces in Lakeboat (1970, 1980) and Sexual Perversity in Chicago (1974), as well as 

in an unproduced television play The Museum of Science and Industry Story (1975) goes 

on to describe hypothetical feedback from an imaginary audience as external observer, 

before returning to an ambiguous, fluctuating position inside the diegesis. Such a refusal of 

a stable narrative perspective suggests that this monologue does not serve as a young 

iconoclast’s theatrical manifesto, but rather marks an introspective reflection by an 

ambitious artist on the nature of his medium. Aside from constituting “a metaphor of 

Mamet’s multiple careers in and out and around the theatre” (Nadel 2008a: 67), 

seemingly ironic exclamations like “Why, then, does Litko not reply? Has he been ‘struck 

dumb’? Shall he lapse into song? Or dance? Or mixed-media?” (Mamet 1973: 176) 

contribute to a constructive alternative for fatalist reductions like “the theatre is dead” 

(177). After all, a theatrical provocation that leaves no respite invites cognitive communion. 

Since Mamet started out as a teacher, it should come as no surprise that his ideas on 

acting and performance would resurface in his dramatic work.  

 Typical for meta-dramatic creations is their lack of concern for the real as 

conventionally defined and their underscoring the moral irresponsibility of realism 

(Schmeling 54). Even if self-referentiality remains a matter of degree, a stage production 

                                                
51 See also Roeder-Zerndt 102. 
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automatically dramatizes its own artificiality through the ‘liveness’ of the illusion. But 

whenever theatricality itself is staged, the play transcends its referential context or reality 

construct and metaphorically expresses role-playing as an existential condition. Meta-

theatre, to Lionel Abel, indicates “that the world is a projection of human consciousness 

[and] order […] something continually improvised by men” (183). In line with Mamet’s 

‘mountain climbing theory of creative endeavour,’ meta-theatricality hence calls for a 

continuous awareness of one’s actions and the relativity of perception. The problem of 

influence was already a first indication that acting theory to Mamet was never an end in 

itself. Self-reflexivity, however, is.  

Just as an actor’s performance to Mamet should be ‘truthful’ rather than 

predictable, the structural conception of his drama resists facile reductions. Four years 

after Litko, at the time of his commercial breakthrough with American Buffalo, Mamet 

wrote A Life in the Theatre, the title of which evokes Stanislavski’s volume of memoirs My 

Life in Art (1924). This rehearsal play featuring a young and an ageing actor opens with a 

long interchange backstage that subtly introduces the plot’s chief peripeties. Robert, the 

experienced one long past his prime, seeks to impose his authority on John, a rising talent, 

by constantly calling for the latter’s acquiescence of his own pompous, yet poorly 

formulated observations about the evening’s performance and the nature of their craft in 

general. Not to be outdone, John questions Robert’s authority and gradually unsettles his 

confidence with pointed comments of his own. Though touched by the critical undertone of 

John’s words, Robert reacts by lecturing him on what he believes to be the actor’s first 

principles: 

 
Robert You have a job to do. You do it by your lights, you bring your expertise to bear, your 
sense of rightness… fellow feelings… etiquette… professional procedure… there are tools one 
brings to bear… procedure (1977a: 48). 

 
The switch from performance to process is structurally significant, as it immediately shifts 

the balance of power to Robert’s advantage. His concern about the essentials of acting 

exudes an air of experience that leaves John momentarily humbled. Mamet ends the first 

scene with a similar interchange about their plans for dinner. This time, the topical 

insignificance of the discussion firmly steers the audience’s attention towards the 

negotiation itself (Mohr 1999: 777), which in Gregory Mosher’s televised version (1993) 

coincides with stagehands removing the scenery around them.  

 The next, much shorter cameo offers a variation on the tension built moments 

before.  Ostensibly inconsequential acts like handing over the other’s hat are seized upon by 

Robert to extend his recovered supremacy with pedantic small talk, even causing him to 

soliloquize on “[m]y hat, my hat, my hat,” a pose which is met with an ambiguous “mmm” 

from John (Mamet 1977a: 54). In another vignette, Robert lectures John during a curtain 

call and urges him to knock on wood to avoid “blood upon the stage” (56). Although this 
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refers to a fencing combination Robert wanted John to perfect, the request’s 

disingenuousness paired with John’s pregnant pauses contributes to a growing uneasiness 

between them that is painfully confirmed later in the play with the ‘real’ blood spilt by Robert 

in a suicide attempt. However, in spite of the play’s moral overtones, Mamet is no 

moralizer. While it is undeniable that Robert’s pedagogic observations become increasingly 

transparent to John and the audience, not everything he says results exclusively from a 

growing sense of frustration:  

 
  Robert Isn’t it strange… 

John Yes? 
Robert That people will spend time and money on their face and body… 
John Mmm? 
Robert On smells, textures and appearances… 
John Uh huh. 
Robert And yet are content to sound like shopgirls and sheepherders. 
John Ummm.  
Pause. 
Robert It’s quite as important as physical beauty. 
John On the stage, you mean. 
Robert On the stage and otherwise. 
(58) 

 

Important in this regard is Robert’s admission that he, too, as a beginning actor, traded on 

idiosyncrasies rather than to practice the fundaments of his craft. While nothing in this 

scene or in the previous ones indicates that he is alluding to John’s diction, their 

deteriorating relation suggests as much. Yet, despite petty sneers thinly masked as advice 

to keep his “back straight” (59), the drift of Robert’s rant that “Style is nothing /… / Style is 

a paper bag. Its only shape comes from its contents” (59 – original emphasis) establishes 

quite a few parallels with Meisner’s ‘reality of doing’ and Mamet’s own ‘Practical 

Aesthetics.’ Moreover, given the potentially insulting quality of Robert’s comments, it is 

remarkable that John is once more subdued by the passion of the older actor’s speech, 

especially since the issues of diction and appearance quickly make way for another 

exposition on the nature, purpose, and dignity of the acting profession: 

 
Robert We must not be afraid to grow. We must support each other, John. This is the 

wondrous thing about the Theater, this potential. 
John Mmmm. 
Robert Our history goes back as far as Man’s. Our aspirations in the Theater are much the 

same as man’s. (Pause.) (Don’t you think?) 
John Yes. 
Pause. 
Robert We are society. Keep your back straight, John. The mirror is your friend. (Pause.) 

For a few more years.  (Pause.) What have we to fear John, from phenomena? 
(Pause.) We are explorers of the soul.  

Pause. 
John Is my back straight? 
Robert No. 
(60 – original emphases) 

 

Equally notable is that each time Robert gets carried away in a philosophical frenzy, his 

eloquence improves exponentially. Mamet further stresses this speech’s importance by 

juxtaposing its climactic ending with two cameos in which Robert is markedly less 
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boisterous. The schizophrenic perspective proposed through the simultaneous presence of 

straightforward principles, pedantry, and a shifting power balance thus establishes the 

play’s structural conception as intrinsically dynamic, and the teacher-student relationship 

as “a remarkably productive ironizing device” (Hubert-Leibler 81). Hans-Ulrich Mohr 

supports a similar view when he argues that, in life and – especially – in the theatre, the 

teacher-role is only legitimate “when it also practices an interest in and a reflection on the 

new” (781). Martin Roeder-Zerndt, in turn, draws attention to John’s resistance to one-

dimensional roles in his relation with Robert. Aside from being his protégé, pupil, and 

sounding board, he aspires to more commensurate roles as colleague, friend, and 

confidant (141). Hence, Mamet’s refusal to portray either the teacher, or the student as 

static characters signals a humanistic faith in the individual’s capacity for change.    

Mamet’s views on acting resurface in a pivotal scene, the length of which allows for 

the connection of certain thematic strands – provided, however, that the actors’ 

performances are sufficiently subtle. After a brief interchange on John’s set of brushes, 

Robert asks his younger colleague to “do less” in tonight’s performance as “[a]n aesthetic 

consideration” (1977a: 63 – original emphasis). Infuriated, John demands some 

explanations, which Robert fails to articulate But before the atmosphere radically sours, 

contingency intervenes in the guise of Robert’s broken zipper. It is only moments before the 

curtain raises and John instinctively helps him out with a safety pin. This makes for some 

slapstick innuendoes underscored in the teleplay with camera switches back and forth 

between the actors in their dressing room and the female stage manager overhearing 

them:  

  
  Robert Come on, come on. 
  John attempts to pin Robert’s fly. 
  Robert Put it in. 

John Just hold still for a moment. 
Robert Come on, for God’s sake! 
John Alright. Alright. You know, I think you’re gaining weight… 
Robert Oh, fuck you. Will you stick it in? 
(65 – original emphasis) 

 

The spontaneity of John’s reaction expresses a subconscious sense of interdependence 

some critics have interpreted as a homoerotic undercurrent. Simmering tension, wordplay, 

but also altruism, when taken together constitute a narrative echo of the actor’s ‘double 

vision,’ which, by analogy, equally marks the subject of the ensuing sketch, the play’s first of 

six ‘onstage’ scenes. In the original Chicago production directed by Gregory Mosher, these 

were played to an invisible audience upstage, whereas the ‘offstage’ interchanges faced 

front.  

 The melodramatic current here in the play’s initial inset is one of lies and betrayal, 

but it is comically deflated as Mamet swaps the characters’ names and cues are botched 

up. What is more, the overall mediocrity of the troupe’s repertoire permits further 

variations on the playwright’s ‘Practical Aesthetics’ in a generically recognizable framework. 
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The repetition of lines such as “It’s funny, you know, how things attain the force of habit…” 

(66) and “He lets you see the thought there” (71-2) cuts through the different diegetic 

levels, in order to showthe audience the machinery of illusion making. On the other hand, 

since three quarters of the 26 scenes refer to the actors’ life off-stage, the estrangement-

effect of the role-playing within the role remains limited. Mamet’s naturalisation of meta-

theatrical elements precisely resists one-sided classifications, his presenting the liminal 

crossings between the various roles as part of one human life, a point enhanced by the 

physical presence on stage of two actors impersonating actors. As William Herman rightly 

notes about the onstage ‘play’ scenes, “more important than the quality of any particular 

drama is the very existence of theatre” (147). Nonetheless, Manfred Schmeling warns that 

equating life with theatre as two inseparable constituents of the same condition is naïve 

because the latter is simultaneously life and play (68).52 The reduction of theatre to mere 

role-playing also slights its ‘spectacular’ capacity of directing perception towards the 

metaphorical dimension of such systemic transgressions. Life may very well consist of a 

constant dialectic between reality and illusion, but the distinction serves an indicative 

purpose.  

Through Robert, Mamet insists on the development of ‘practical’ skills and 

uninflected delivery, yet the inconsistency of the actor’s actions invites reflection. His 

entanglement in petty rivalries deflects his attention from what he himself professes to be 

the essence of the acting profession, thereby confirming Hornby’s claim that neurotic 

behaviour “hinders the actor from performing fully” (72). By the same token Robert’s 

outbursts of theoretical cannot be classified as pure extravagance:  

  
Robert We should do this whole frigging thing in rehearsal clothes, you know? Eh? 

Do it in blue jeans and T-shirts and give it some life, you know? 
John Yes. 
Robert Eh? And give it some guts. (Pause.) Give guts to it. (Pause.) And to hell with 

experimentation. Artistic experimentation is shit. Huh?  
John Right. 
Robert You’re frigging well told. (Pause.) Two actors, some lines… and an audience. 

That’s what I say. Fuck ’em all. 
(75 – original emphases)    

 
A Life in the Theatre interweaves structure, form, and plot to depict the theatre as “a 

closed society” (Mamet 1977a: 77) that feeds on the interplay of “attitudes” and 

“aspirations,” otherwise players and audience take “too much for granted, fall away and die 

[…] on the boards, or in society at large” (78). Undisciplined experimentation or 

improvisation, on the other hand, would fail to establish a communicative relationship with 

an audience and undercut the stage’s critical capacity. Ironically, this is what happens to 

Robert in the last ‘onstage’ scene when his memory betrays him and his arrogance 

alienates John, who leaves him alone on stage to address the audience while the curtain is 

being lowered. Earlier examples hinted at the actor’s courage to react constructively to 

                                                
52 See also Callens 2000a: 21. 
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unforeseen obstacles, yet Robert’s current debacle implies that such ‘heroism’ at the very 

least requires a minimum of professionalism and respect for one’s partner, the text, and 

the audience.  

 Just as ineffective is Robert’s rant against theatre critics, who “create nothing” (84) 

and will “praise you for the things you never did and pan you for a split second of godliness” 

(83). Even if these remarks sound remarkably similar to Mamet’s at the 1978 American 

Theater Critics Convention in Minneapolis (1986a), Robert’s rage blinds him to the 

absurdity he commits only moments later when advising John “[n]ever [to] take advice […] 

from people […] who do not have a vested interest […] in your eventual success” (Mamet 

1977a: 84). John, though, sensing the jealousy about his own more positive appraisal 

behind Robert’s embittered tone, will no longer be bullied. This self-possession pushes the 

mercurial Robert definitely over the edge in a profoundly meta-theatrical scene. John is 

rehearsing the self-reflexive opening chorus from the second act of Shakespeare’s equally 

self-reflexive Henry V (1600) in front of an empty house while ofstage Robert is talking and 

crying. Indeed, “now sits expectation in the air / […]  / And hides a sword” (Mamet 1977a: 

87)53, since Robert will cut his wrist after the aforementioned public humiliation that follows 

this scene. As Johan Callens pointed out, the reference to Henry V is no coincidence 

because the play’s “famous Prologue celebrates the actors’ and spectators’ joint capacity 

to people the ‘unworthy scaffold’ in the theatre’s ‘wooden O’ with the variety and ‘full[ness] 

of life’” (2004: 55).54 Moreover, Henry V is prince Hall’s royal destiny at the end of Henry IV, 

Part 2 (1598-9), requires him to improve his character and distance himself from his older 

from his older friend, the popular Falstaff (W. Herman 150). 

In terms of its narrative progression A Life in the Theatre stages the tenuous 

balance individuals should find in and outside the theatre. At the same time, the play’s 

meta-theatricality points to the potential of self-reflexivity. For, even if systemic 

transgressions convey the necessary flexibility of distinctions, the latter, no matter how 

imperfect, give meaning to an otherwise absurd reality. The ‘liveness’ of the stage, in turn, 

allows for a moment of cognitive communion before releasing the audience to “the 

intimidating force of cultural opinion” (L. Abel 232). In the final scene of what New Yorker-

critic Edith Oliver termed Mamet’s “love letter to the theatre” (116), Robert faces an empty 

house, but mimicks appreciation for the applause from an imaginary audience following a 

spontaneous summary of a life spent in make-believe: “Ephemeris, ephemeris. (Pause.) ‘An 

actor’s life for me’” (Mamet 1977a: 95). After his paternalism, dogmatism, anger, and 

despair, his newly found sense of humility can normalize his relation with John. For all that, 

he still commands the stage and relishes its illusionary power. Both, the play indicates, 

need not be mutually exclusive. As Mamet concludes at the end of True and False, his 

                                                
53 Mamet 1977: 87; see Shakespeare 1600: 514. 
54 See Shakespeare 1600: 509. 
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militant treatise on acting, “It is not a sign of ignorance not to know the answers. But there 

is great merit in facing the questions” (1998b: 127). 
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2.3 Absurd Heroism 

 
Whatever the endeavor, make of it a 
lollapalooza. 

 (Mamet, ‘Chicago’) 

 

In an interview with David Savran, Mamet claimed what chiefly attracted him to teaching 

acting was the power dynamic generated on stage by “two people who want something 

different” (1988c: 137). Elsewhere, he has praised Sanford Meisner for his lifelong 

dedication to “a theatre which he alone saw – which existed only in his heart” (1987b: 22). 

As demonstrated in earlier sections, Mamet admires the courage of those who perform 

without a safety net, those who pursue an objective without fearing ridicule. Like Albert 

Camus he considers the actor as “a prime example of the Sisyphean nature of life” (106).55 

In a constantly fluctuating reality, where distinctions are relative and perceptions confusing, 

the realization that nothing is certain can be devastating. Yet, Mamet insists, “[t]he 

beginning of wisdom is the phrase ‘I don’t understand’” (1998b: 89). 

 Camus has defined absurdity as “la raison lucide qui constate ses limites” (71). 

However, the sense of powerlessness this recognition entails also implies responsibility. As 

Robert demonstrates in A Life in the Theatre, the acknowledgment that things change 

either leads to a crisis, or to a celebration of ephemerality’s generative potential despite 

the uncertainties. Either way, choices must be made: “il n’y a pas de soleil sans ombre, et if 

faut connaître la nuit” (165). This need for critical contemplation in the face of the absurd 

to Camus and Mamet proves that “l’homme est sa propre fin” (119): 

 
On a compris déjà que Sisyphe est le héros absurde. Il l’est autant par ses passions que par 
son tourment. Son mépris des dieux, sa haine de la mort et sa passion pour la vie, lui ont 
valu ce supplice indicible où tout l’être s’emploie à ne rien achever. C’est le prix qu’il faut 
payer pour les passions de cette terre (162).  

 

Of course, not all responses are rational, nor is every discourse balanced. Mamet’s 

aesthetic first principles, however, are directed against the complacency that visceral 

reactions might stimulate, and towards the activation of a critical attitude. On the other 

hand, the language and logic of cognitive thought can never do justice to the complexity of 

the real. To Gilles Deleuze, a constructive reaction, therefore, would consist in recognizing 

oneself not as a stable given in a constantly changing context, but as an ‘event’ with 

relatively stable features onto which the other contingencies of the external reality take 

effect without, for that matter, fully dissolving the event’s singularity (1969: 245-6). Like 

Dawkins’s ‘memes,’ this perspective propels the interpretative act along a set of core 

values into new and unforeseen situations, establishing a model similar to the one 

presented by Mamet in his ‘First Principles’-essay and demonstrated throughout his work. 

                                                
55 See Camus 106-114. 
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Artistic creation, Deleuze and Guattari have argued, has nothing to do with 

signification per se, but rather with mapping impressions and hypotheses (1977: 12). As 

such, any discursive element can potentially be connected with any other, since notions and 

distinctions are produced in a rhizomatic, anti-genealogical context of hybridizing and 

oscillating positions: “Le bon et le mauvais ne peuvent être que le produit d’une sélection 

active et temporaire, à recommencer” (28-9). Incidentally, Leslie Kane opened her 

extensive study of Mamet’s “moral vision and cultural poetics” Weasels and Wisemen 

(1999) by comparing his individual works to “great echo chambers in which the sources of 

sound are magnified and distorted so that each achieves resonance and universality” 

(2001: 1). The image is pertinent with regard to the first principles-argument developed in 

this chapter, for it evokes the sense of absurd heroism expressed through the conception 

and composition of Mamet’s work. Aside from his multiple medium and genre crossings, 

the allegedly metaphoric quality of each piece is yet another reflection of his protean 

disposition (Bigsby 2004a: 35). Mamet’s fictions are peopled by  

 
characters in some way detached from history, people who are […] compulsive fictionalizers, 
desperately reshaping their experiences in such a way as to deny the reality of their own 
anxieties and the anxiety inspired by reality (Bigsby 1985: 18).  

 

In these universes, reality is a game that is constantly re-negotiated. But the resulting 

sense of relativity impedes the justification of one’s existence, which fuels further anxiety-

driven performances ad absurdum. Such an infernal spiral, ultimately, can only be halted by 

the acknowledgment of the reasons for its existence. Yet as argued above, Mamet is no 

moralizer. He stages, but never explicates. Accordingly, not the ‘message’ proper but its 

mediation calls for interpretation. In a postmodern cultural context characterized by 

transience and hybridization, meaning becomes the product of “processual units and 

temporal structures” (Turner 43). To Jean-François Lyotard, “language games are the 

minimum relation required for society to exist” (15). As a poet of the absurdly heroic, 

Mamet could have found no better vehicle for his ‘disciplined perversities.’ 

 

 

2.3.1 Disciplined Perversities 

 

Interaction implies a set of values. Action, therefore, must be meaningful in order to be 

effective. Codified distinctions, in turn, result from negotiations rooted in language, which in 

itself is both a disciplined negotiation and generative matrix. Conversely, there are no 

neutral words while representation takes place in a process of unlimited semiosis 

(Bourdieu 1982: 18; Eco 1986: 68). ‘Language,’ hence, cannot exist as a separate fixed 

and absolute entity. Instead, its practical basis defines it as a ‘socializing’ (Hymes 16) 

vehicle that calls for continuous creative input in order to remain relevant in a changing 
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context. Critical assessments of linguistic utterances, then, must acknowledge the 

processual ‘game’ behind their objects of study to justify their own wider relevance. A text 

as circumscribed entity, by extension, “cannot be grasped by linguistics alone” (Kristeva 

40). Since enunciation occurs in a discourse, which is produced in a context, mono-

systemic analyses become liable to what John R. Searle termed an “assertion fallacy” 

(141) and Jacques Lacan derided as “the corporation-man mentality” (7). Moreover, 

insofar as language is the product of social negotiation, there will be a certain discrepancy 

between individual thoughts and their linguistically mediated expression.  

The linguistic utterance produced with a specific purpose is called a ‘speech act.’ Its 

study reveals the social relationship of “trans-individual ratification” (Petrey 6). Since 

communication derives from a code based on negotiation and exchange, a message can be 

either successful or unsuccessful. A successful communication that allows the exchange of 

information requires linguistic and extra-linguistic cultural competence, as well as “an 

accepted conventional procedure having a certain conventional effect” (Austin 26) in a 

specific speech situation. It is this “combinatory power which is the agent of ambiguities” 

(Lacan 32; see also Searle 45). Speech acts can be subdivided in locutionary, illocutionary, 

and perlocutionary acts, three categories about which J.L. Austin is quick to point out that 

these in fact overlap and their distinction foremost serves a functional purpose. The crux 

here is audience “uptake” (Austin 117, 131-3). Acknowledging the transfer of meaning that 

encapsulates a purposeful linguistic utterance, then, establishes the latter as an act socially 

performed. Aside from confirming the impossibility of language’s neutrality, this perspective 

reveals that a discourse itself can never be exact or – in the lingo of corporate integrity – 

totally ‘transparent.’ In other words, considering language as performed through speech 

acts “shifts attention from what language is to what it does and sees a social process 

where other linguistic philosophies see a formal structure” (Petrey 3 – original emphases). 

If absolute Truth, accuracy, and adequacy melting under scrutiny, what becomes important 

is the efficiency with which something is communicated. The awareness that language is 

not a nomenclature thus allows the individual to escape the so-called ‘prison house of 

language’ and direct his attention to the potential underneath.  

The interrelatedness of language and social being causes a permanent 

dissemination away from a hypothetical centre. The ‘death’ of the centre, moreover, 

guarantees the permanent eroticization of objectives that must remain unattainable. In the 

words of Jacques Derrida, “[l]e ‘symbole’ fait toujours signe vers la ‘vérité’ dont il se 

constitue comme le manque” (109). On the other hand, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis 

predicted that sufficiently charismatic communicative channels might breed cognitive 

laziness in the guise of reliance on stock phrases and clichés (qtd. in Farb 185). Of course, 

such recognizable frameworks also serve a functional purpose as mediating vehicles, but 

their extra-linguistic concerns usurp this function to suppress its subversive potential. 

Nonetheless, man indeed is his own means. A 1969 linguistic experiment carried out by 
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psychologist Richard Warren and zoologist Roslyn Warren of the University of Wisconsin 

has revealed an instinctive resistance to nonsense and status quo. They recorded a single 

word on a loop of tape and repeated it 120 times a minute. It turned out that listeners 

automatically organized the repetitions in strings of auditory associations, which led to the 

construction of clauses and sentences (Farb 61-2).  

Language, as an inter-relational “medium” (Callens 2008) for social communication, 

is an “ecological” (Farb 17) system that is simultaneously conservative and transgressive. 

Accordingly, paradigms that regulate the interchange of information must to a certain 

degree be pragmatic. Unfortunately, communicative patterns are often objectified in 

practice by wrongfully assuming a “full reciprocability between definiendum and definiens” 

(Eco 1986: 52). Because a language’s ability to make meaning depends on the latter’s 

capacity to be commuted, failing to find audience uptake in changing contexts because of 

the message’s structural rigidity would amount to a double ‘waste’ of effort and potential. 

All the more so since “[b]y the ‘drift’ of signifiers, other signifiers are produced” (Eco 1986: 

24). As such, the static entity thwarts its own possible transcendence. In the case of David 

Mamet, the decision to develop a large and heterogeneous artistic oeuvre from the written 

word offers a particularly eloquent example of an absurdly heroic yearning to express the 

inexpressible. If language is the product of negotiated consent, written language implies a 

supplementary codification, and thus a further removal the unspoken ideas. Artistic 

creation calls for even more compromises with medial and generic conventions, all of this 

without a guaranteed return. The conscious exploration of various media and genres 

therefore proves Mamet’s awareness of language’s essentially Sisyphean nature, as well as 

his militant celebration of its generative potential.  

 Dorothy Mack has argued that “metaphoring is […] a speech act very much like 

stating or commanding” (247). In this sense, it must be just as scandalous. No different 

from the speech act, the metaphor simultaneously calls for and transgresses “selection 

restrictions” (Eco 1986: 111). And since the metaphor is developed in a given context by 

means of a largely mimetic tenor and an essentially ‘poetic’ vehicle, it can be considered as 

the cognitive archetype for semiosis in general, and as the conceptual basis of language in 

particular. This reasoning is confirmed by Jacques Derrida in La voix et le phénomène 

(1967): 

 
L’impression originaire est le commencement absolu de cette production, la source 
originaire, ce à partir de quoi se produit continûment tout le reste. Mais elle n’est pas elle-
même produite, elle ne naît pas comme quelque chose de produit, mais par genesis 
spontanea, elle est génération originaire. Cette pure spontanéité est une impression, elle ne 
crée rien. Le nouveau maintenant n’est pas un étant, n’est pas un objet produit et tout 
langage échoue à décrire ce pur mouvement autrement que par métaphore, c’est à dire en 
empruntant ses conceptes à l’ordre des objets de l’expérience que cette temporalisation 
rend possible (93-4).  
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The metaphor produces the ontological illusion that is the signified by generating a signifier. 

But as a metaphorical product, the latter is subjected to the interplay of denotation, 

connotation, and speech situation (96),56 which makes it an unstable referent at best and a 

polysemic nightmare in case of looser interpretative frameworks. In spite of the disciplinary 

quality of a language’s codification, the process behind it, too, is everything but stable. 

Considering a communicative medium like language as a metaphoric construct impedes 

essentialist notions such as transparency and exactitude. This means there are no 

certainties. Yet, the metaphor’s functional basis feeds on reciprocity to establish a 

meaningful communicative relation, which also means that there can be no such thing as 

status quo.  

 To Umberto Eco, language in its broadest sense amounts to a ‘primary modelling 

system’ (1986: 186). Metaphoring, after all, is an open matrix with a heuristic agenda. The 

arbitrary nature of referents and framing devices alike, then, may prove an inspiration for 

the epistemologically ambitious artist. More constructive than mere iconoclasm, staging 

the precarious balance between mimesis and poetics relies on “a humanistic coefficient” 

(Turner 32) to fill the gaps. In a cultural context characterized by transience, hybridization, 

and relativity, disciplined perversity carries the day.  

 

 

2.3.2 Semantic Squirrels 

 

The “difference between realism and Scenic Truth,” David Mamet has argued, “is the 

difference between acceptability and necessity” (1978b: 21). Both perspectives rely on 

recognition, but only the latter requires the spectator’s active cognitive participation to 

interpret “the intricacies of human thought and behavior” (1996b: 60) produced on stage. 

It is a reasoning reminiscent of Stanislavski’s stipulation that the conscious use of mimesis 

should only serve as a formal means of reaching the subconscious (Stanislavski 166). 

Hamlet already knew as much when he stated “The play’s the thing / Wherein I’ll catch the 

conscience of the King.”57 In the following case study, as in all of Mamet’s work, “form is 

content [and] content is form” (Dean 15 – original emphasis). Squirrels (1974) stages 

“theatre spaces of dislocation” (Roudané 1992: 5) to capture the discursive interplay that 

scripts perception and as such erodes assumptions of semantic ‘transparency.’  

 In an echo of Nelson Algren’s Chicago: City on the Make (1951), this early Mamet-

play carries the motto “Like a snake / I’m on the make” (1974b: 99). One of the first ‘hard-

core’ St. Nicholas productions in Chicago, it was directed by Mamet himself and featured 

fellow founders W.H. Macy and Steven Schachter. Like A Life in the Theatre, the play 

revolves around an older artist, a writer this time, who “feels the need for some ego-

                                                
56 See also Bourdieu 1982: 16, and Hymes 19.  
57 Shakespeare 1602: 958 (Act 2, Scene 2, ll. 539-40). 
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boosting and takes on a [younger] colleague” (Mamet qtd. in Jones and Dykes 19). 

However, his creative one-upmanship keeps being interrupted by ‘A Cleaning Woman,’ 

whose down-to-earth appearance in the prologue already framed his fancies with the 

reminder that “[y]ou still gotta pay rent.” In print, the play’s principle of disruption or 

distancing is announced even earlier, by an epigram playing on the principle of cognitive 

association: 

 
  The reason I like 
  Edna St. Vincent Millay 
  Is that her name 
  Sounds like a basketball 
  Falling downstairs. 
  The reason I like 
  Walt Whitman 
  Is that his name  
  Sounds like 
  Edna St. Vincent Millay 
  Falling downstairs (101). 
 

The play starts in the thick of the argument when the older writer, Arthur, proposes the 

conceit of ‘The Metaphysical Restaurant,’ to which Edmond, the younger one, gladly 

subscribes in his eagerness to please. Combined with the cleaning woman’s preliminary 

warning the opening scene suggests an indictment of pseudo-artistic onanism. This 

impression is enforced with Art’s absurd predilection for squirrels as subject of their joint 

project and Ed’s mindlessly formulaic appreciation of his mentor’s “gutsy” (104) ideas. Just 

as soon, though, matters become more ambiguous as Arthur seems less interested in Ed’s 

input than in his own fabulations. Ed keeps jotting down Art’s increasingly self-indulgent and 

contradictory advice until the cleaning woman enters. Innocuous at first, she quickly 

“exceed[s] the prescribed bounds of [her] operations” (123) by offering writerly advice and 

proposing to make love to either of them. Thus she clearly resists classification. As an 

employee she is blunt and interfering, yet her deadpan remarks strike a responsive chord 

with the audience. On top of that, she is a master of the double entente and a dramatic 

spokeswoman for a lucid stoicism, in art as well as in life: 

 
Cleaning Woman Alright, alright. I don’t like to cause friction. Friction wears you 

down. That’s why they call it ‘friction.’ I come in here ever day. I do 
my job. What am I to you? Old. An old cleaning woman. A woman 
who just comes in and cleans. (Pause.) I was young once. 

Ed Nothing so very extraordinary in that. 
Cleaning Woman I like you. You’re all right. 
Ed Thank you. 
Cleaning Woman So how’d you fall in with this sorry sack of shit? 
Art I think that’s just about enough.  
Cleaning Woman I got more dialogue. (Strikes a pose.) I’ve seen a lot in my time. I 

been about a bit. I was married once… 
Ed I’ll bet there’s a story in that. 
Cleaning Woman Don’t be so sure. I’ve had experiences. Loads of ‘em: one after the 

other. Very personal. Must we live in a world where every individual 
is condemned to make the same or awfully fucking similar 
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mistakes? Must we live in a world like that? I hope not and I think 
not. 

(113 – original emphases)  
 

For all her comic charm, the cleaning woman is evidence of the play’s complexity. On the 

surface devoid of action Squirrels displays ‘intricacies of thought and behaviour’ that affect 

the characters’ ostensibly conservative power relations even more radically. Soon Art and 

Ed are deaf to each other, witness the interruptions, cross-talking, and irrational 

interjections, albeit capped with an outburst of common sense in which Art ends up 

echoing the ethos of the cleaning woman: 

 
Art Formalist. Formal formal formalist! 
Ed It’s just a word. 
Art And not one to be proud of. Have you learned nothing working 

here?  
Ed No. 
Art And what is that supposed to mean?  
Ed What would you like it to mean? 
Art ‘What would I like it to mean.’ Indeed. There’s more than one fish in 

the sea. 
Ed I don’t quite see how that applies. 
Art Think about it. 
Ed I shall. 
Art I’ll just bet you shall. (Pause.) Edmond. Edmond. Ed. Eddy. Let’s not 

have friction. Friction wears one down. 
(129-30)  

 

Between art and education stands pedantry. Ed is learning nothing because, in the words of 

the cleaning lady, Art “is just jerking himself off, artistically speaking” (121), but also 

because of his own ‘formalist’ stance. Art provokes him with randomness and Ed responds 

with clichéd mannerisms. In her own bizarre way the cleaning woman then once more 

strikes as the voice of reason with her slightly bizarre reprimand that “everybody talks 

about the weather, but nobody ever does anything about it” (122). The comment’s 

dramatic effect, however, confirms Martin Esslin’s distinction “between artistically and 

dramatically valid nonsense and just nonsense” (1970: 411). 

During the first interlude she is alone on stage, writing. The creative process she 

impersonates is an arduous one. Various versions are drafted, words constantly altered 

until she is left with a skeleton of active verbs and unmodified nouns. By juxtaposing her 

silent, focused work to ramifications between Art and Ed on the nature, situation, and 

actions of the squirrel, Mamet establishes a dramatic contrast that resurfaces in the 

remainder of the writers’ discussion. The sheer permutability of language is staged on 

three analogous levels – writing, talking about writing, and unconscious performing – as 

Art and Ed’s constantly shifting attitudes transcend the mere level of plot (or absence 

thereof) and contribute to the play’s pervading self-reflexivity. The second interlude stages a 

discussion between Ed and the cleaning woman, in which her growing artistic credibility and 

overbearing personality have a humbling, but also emancipating effect on the younger 

writer. Mamet, though, keeps opposing formulaic solutions. Ed indeed grows more critical 
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of Art, but now tends to reduce his older colleague to a type and as such hinders the 

development of his own artistic creed. After all, Art occasionally shows glimpses of his 

former potential, when he “could still get it up artistically” (138), and meets with the 

cleaning woman’s approval while discussing with her the advantages of “Form Form Form. 

Form and the use of tools. Precision, restraint, control” (141). Verbal art may express a 

dynamic force but is aimless without a functional framework; artistic masturbation without 

any discipline, making Ed feel disoriented, resentful, and increasingly critical of his mentor. 

Yet both men learned from the cleaning woman, each in his own way. Her extravagant 

bluntness is confusing, but her first principles all the clearer for it so that in the final scene 

Art and Ed end up passionately collaborating on what looks like a minimalist, 

Hemingwayesque story. Squirrels opens and closes with the cleaning woman alone on 

stage as in the prologue. And like that prologue, the epilogue implies an ongoing action: 

endless, seemingly absurd squirrel-variations, though this time they are written 

improvisations on the theme. Hence the cleaning woman arbitrarily ‘cleans up’ the 

dramatic action with a poem: 

 
  Squirrels (Squirrels.) 
 Gatherers of nuts.  
 Harbringers of autumn.  
  Clucking and strangling.  
  Strangling and being strangled. 
  Rushing to your logical conclusion. 
  Searching to be free (145-6).  

 

In their backhanded way epilogue and epigram pay tribute to the rhythmic, ostensibly free-

flowing poetry of Edna St. Vincent Millay and Walt Whitman. The play stages semantic 

excess but presents it through a four-act structure with classical interludes, which, in turn, 

is framed by formal poems. After reviewing her final composition, the cleaning woman 

tosses it into the wastebasket and goes off. The freedom of the last verse lies in her critical 

assessment that form and content are “strangling” and enabling at the same time.  

 Ernest Hess-Lüttich has argued that self-reflexive drama calls for an “integrational 

perspective” (206), the ‘double vision’ of which allows the interpreter to look past formal 

layers at the conceptual intricacy of the construction. This is indeed what the cleaning 

woman does at the end of Squirrels when she wraps up poem and play. Accordingly, Hess-

Lüttich’s model must rely on an enhanced interpretative agency. Toby Silverman Zinman 

noted that when Mamet came to Philadelphia in 1990 for a rare revival of Squirrels, he 

tagged the extra line “Or words to that effect” onto the play’s conclusion (1992: 207). The 

interpenetration of various levels of meaning and the discursive dynamics jointly provoke 

and discipline but, as implied by Mamet’s addition, they preclude narrative closure because 

the agents of signification are anchored in the discourse to which they refer. This is what 

Russian literary theorist Mikhail Bakhtin called “Metalangue,” i.e. a certain code that has a 

dialogic relation to the language it describes and analyzes (1986: 136). The cleaning 
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woman nods to the audience and the stage blacks out. As such, Mamet presents the 

audience with a resolution that still calls for interpretation along Baumann and Briggs’s 

tenet that “performance provides a frame that invites critical reflection on communicative 

processes” (60). Such a tension between expression and signification parallels the nature 

of the poems that bracket the play, but also the structuring principle of language itself, as 

well as – by extension – of poetic mimesis. 

 ‘Pure mimesis,’ according to Monika Fludernik, “is a conventional ideal rather than 

an indubitable empirical reality” (459). In this sense, it becomes another heuristic medium 

designed to establish a communicative relation. Martin Esslin’s description of the 

existentialist theatre of Sartre and Camus equally applies to Mamet’s Squirrels when he 

argues that these works “present the irrationality of the human condition in the form of 

highly lucid and logically constructed reasoning” (1970: 24). Or as Mamet’s former teacher 

Barry Goldensohn put it, “[t]here is something deeply restrained and severe in Mamet’s 

lyrical abundance” (149). The linguistic absurdism of Mamet’s early play, then, is but one 

constituent in the process of signification, “words to that effect” presented on stage. Its 

“selective realism” (Carroll 1987: 30) is constituted by recognizable characters speaking 

“ordinary” (Dean 17) language in order to achieve a Brechtian ‘estrangement’-effect from 

within the poetic composition, rather than by creating artefacts out of stylized language. 

Squirrels, though, is above all a demanding, experimental work requiring “unusually intense 

attention from its audience” (Christiansen 1974) and featuring but very few compromises 

to facilitate interpretation. This explains why the play was selected to illustrate Mamet’s 

‘Scenic Truth’-concept. To Anne Dean, “Mamet sets out to tell the truth in his plays, but 

chooses to do so by means of his artistry and poetry rather than by documentary devices” 

(18). It is a method that fully complies with his ‘Practical Aesthetics’ and its reliance on 

process rather than easy effect. A mere reliance on style makes it an end in itself, whereas 

a heuristic use thereof would leave room for active, and thus sincere interpretation by 

behalf of performer and audience alike.  

 Lest one forgets, Art and Ed are storytellers but their nonsensical creations express 

a desire to ward off the absurd and, in doing so, ‘air’ the possibility of breaking the status 

quo. The famous naturalism of Mamet’s dialogues, too, is foremost a poetic construction, 

as he himself admitted: 

 
a line’s got to scan. I’m very concerned with the metric scansion of everything I write, 
including the rhythmic emphasis of the word ‘fucking.’ In rehearsal I’ve been known to be 
caught counting the beats on my fingers (qtd. in Bigsby 195: 124). 

 

In other words, the ‘selective realism’ of the language in his work comes down to “a poetic 

restatement of [his] idea of how people talk” (Mamet qtd. in Billington 1989: 108). Martin 

Roeder-Zerndt rightly noted that a majority of Mamet’s critics label him a realist or even a 

naturalist, but that their own conceptions of these notions at the same time remain 
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conspicuously vague (54-5). Mamet, however, stages the tension between authenticity-

effects and the structuring mechanism underneath, and thereby “pits audiences against 

themselves” (Collins B3). Ultimately, language itself is partly poetic, partly mimetic. Literary 

or dramatic realism hence amounts to a contradiction in terms. Express formal 

manipulation to reveal the artificiality of an illusion accordingly is an elegant means of 

staging the infinite deferral of the real.  

In the context of Mamet’s work, perception is presented as a permanent yet 

selective negotiation. Consequently, his decision to frame the meta-theatrical Squirrels with 

poetry hints at his reliance on the genre crossing’s heightened heuristic potential. A 

dialogical matrix, the poem comes into being in a precarious balancing act between the 

poetic discipline’s formal conventions and their expansion through the author’s and the 

reader’s creative input. Ontologically similar to language but culturally far less 

‘performative’ the poem represents the artist’s “lack of priority” (Bloom 1997: 96) and its 

composition the acknowledgement of a communicative act failed in advance. Failure, 

though, is a matter of perspective. To David Mamet, “the solution to a seemingly 

unresolvable social (ethic) problem is the drama (poem)" (1987b: 9). When all known 

formulas have been exhausted, art’s specificty takes effect. In Tennyson’s words, “Though 

much is taken, much abides.”58 The poem’s opacity prevents unambiguous interpretation, 

yet at the same time it still communicates while stimulating reflection. This makes “[t]he art 

of reading poetry […] an authentic training in the augmentation of consciousness, perhaps 

the most authentic of healthy modes” (Bloom 2005: 56). 

 Published in a period marked by introspective (screen)plays, Mamet’s first poetry 

collection, The Hero Pony (1990), opens with ‘Tippu Tib,’ a bedtime tale asking kids to prize 

their domestic comfort as a great improvement over the days of enslavement. The final 

poem of The Chinaman (1999), his second and last collection to date, opens in a lighter 

mode that resembles the Squirrels-poems:  

 
  Some say this 
  And some say that 
  And some say an alleycat 
  And some say a fishing hat 
  And some say a hunting cap 
  And some say a coffeecup 
  (‘This and That,’ ll. 1-6, in Mamet 1999e: 71) 

 

Both poems, however, hover between different stances, endorsing neither fully. All poems in 

these collections are linguistically accessible and wary of arcane conceits, which makes it 

easier to stimulate analogical reflection: 

 
  My friends, and I can not blame them, 
  Have tired of my woes. 

                                                
58 Alfred, Lord Tennyson, ‘Ulysses’ l. 65, in Woodhead 50. 
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  How shall I use this solitude 
  But in discovery? 
  (‘A New Self-Pity,’ ll. 1-4, in Mamet 1990: 26) 

 

Even more than a play, a poem defies synopsis or reduction to an instantly grasped 

message. Its rational as opposed to emotional communication may therefore remain 

hazardous, if not Sisyphean. It is precisely this perspective which, to Mamet, prepares the 

individual for cruelty and confusion: 

 
  Mad folk, Sad folk. 
  In the remedial machinery  
  Of an unstable world 
  Of retribution. 

(idem ll. 12-15)  
 

The artistic challenge is above all one of self-reflexivity. Since the genre refuses reduction, 

and the conceptual quality of Mamet’s work rejects the formulaic, poetic composition here 

implies an exploration of craft, ideas, and practice. Moreover, the publication of these 

collections confirms the Sisyphean motif of writing without guaranteed return:   

 
  Knowing that we cannot,  
  I thought, “But no, we can.” 
  A vacant folly, save that it is true. 
  We do not know whether such things will be, 
  Which rest with God,  
  But I know it could be,  
  And write to tell you. 
  (‘Despite,’ ll. 6-12, in Mamet 1990: 32) 

 

What remains is hope and faith in the reader’s willingness to (re)consider ‘Despite’ his 

reason. Esslin called such ‘absurd heroism’ “poetic truth” (1970: 368). 
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2.4 Secure Whoring 

 
The old joke has a fellow haranguing God, 
“Let me win the Lottery.” The fellow goes 
on, days and months on end. “Just let me 
win the Lottery.” And finally the heavens 
part, and a weary voice says, “Buy a 
ticket.” 

(Mamet, True and False) 

 

On the photo of David Mamet that hangs among the pictures of other famous former 

students in the lobby of the Neighborhood Playhouse Theatre School is written “Take heart, 

they didn’t ask me back either” (Nadel 2008a: 44). In spite of his poor aptitude for it, 

Mamet’s understanding of acting has helped him as a dramatist and director to consider 

the role of the audience in his compositions. Since the generative quality of art depends on 

the ‘double vision’ of problem and artifice, the artist must establish a communicative 

relation with the spectator for the latter to avoid what Mamet calls “the liberal fallacy of 

assuming that because we can perceive a problem we are, de facto, not part of the 

problem” (1987b: 114). To avoid this fallacy we must be ushered into the diegesis by 

means of a pragmatic balancing act where the artist meets the audience halfway. Thomas 

L. King pointed out that ‘pragmatic’ and ‘practical’ both are cognates of the word πραξις 

(540). Artistic effectiveness, therefore, depends to a significant degree on the spectator’s 

willingness to suspend his disbelief and the artist’s capacity to hide his hand. Either 

perspective requires enthusiasm. After all, compromises like these can be seen as 

constructive investments towards an abstract ‘superobjective.’ Mamet once expressed his 

relief that Ernest Hemingway and Edith Wharton, two of his literary heroes, could 

sometimes “write such trash” that the qualitative gap with their best work proved that 

“making art isn’t magic but fucking hard work” (Mamet qtd. in Wetzsteon 114). The actor 

Colin Stinton, Mamet habitué of many years, similarly evoked Mamet’s pragmatism when 

discussing the playwright’s readiness during rehearsals to cut away all lines that sound 

‘untrue’ or digress from the ‘through-action’ (qtd. in Dean 39). What matters, then, is not 

the fetish of the creation as product, but its evocative potential in presentation to an 

audience.  

 In South of the Northeast Kingdom, his paean to the state of Vermont written for 

National Geographic, Mamet states that traditions are artificial and so can be “continued 

only through force of will” (2002b: 5). Further into the book, he quotes from Sherwood 

Anderson’s novel Poor White (1920) the conviction that “A man who has a trade is a man, 

and he can tell the rest of the world to go to hell” (129). The stoicism here evoked shies 

away from self-congratulation in the awareness that any act performed without focused 

introspection is a threat to one’s integrity. Epictetus, a stoic philosopher to whom Mamet 

regularly refers, claimed “it is disgraceful for man to begin and end where animals do” 

(Epictetus 13-4). From the artist’s perspective, the stoic attitude reflects a sensitivity 
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towards processes instead of a ‘primitive’ susceptibility to “the value of externals” (Epictetus 

6).59 Such a disposition precisely enables the artist to remain connected with his objectives 

and values despite distractions. As the high-profile negotiator Herb Cohen put it, “in order 

to achieve a collaborative result in a competitive environment, you have to play the game” 

(111 – original emphasis). And in keeping with Mamet’s first principles, truthful 

communication is achieved when the artist foregoes the desire to control his audience 

(Callens 2000a: 13).  

 To Mamet there is no such thing as pre-existing ‘character’ but only words on a 

page. As he argues in Three Uses of the Knife, his treatise on the nature and purpose of 

drama, meaning results from the dramatization of impressions into what is ideally a three-

act-structure (2002c: 3, 8, 64). Echoing anthropologist Victor Turner’s views on social 

interaction (32) and man’s primeval survival mechanism,Mamet believes a “hero journey” 

(Mamet 2002c: 14) stimulates the individual to learn from adversity and to grow by 

confronting problems and formulating solutions. The purpose of drama, hence, would be to 

remind audiences that although “in an extraordinarily debauched, interesting, savage world” 

(Mamet 2002c: 18) the hero journey can never be completed, growth through functional 

frameworks nonetheless remains possible: 

 
Just as commercial pabulum reduces all of us (the creator, the ‘producer,’ the viewer) to the 
status of consumer slaves, so dramatic art raises the creators and viewers to the status of 
communicants. We who made it, formed it, saw it, went through something together, now 
we are veterans. Now we are friends (53).  

 

By offering only a “loose abstraction” (25) as mimetic compromise, Mamet’s works 

arguably marshal perceptions but do not impose interpretation. Without such 

‘conservative’ middle ground there can be no instant cognitive communion with an 

audience, yet it becomes possible to challenge the status quo. Naturally, as genres are 

‘crossed,’ so are audience expectations. This aesthetic disposition requires Mamet to 

master the requirements of the various formats covered, which to a certain extent turns 

his multiple media and genre crossings into self-imposed means of improving and 

broadening his craftsmanship.  

 Mamet’s pragmatic constructivism is most evident in his books for children. 

Henrietta (1999), for one, opens like a regular fable by introducing a pig - Henrietta - that 

sets out to leave her island to go and study in “Boston, Athens of the North” (1999c: 3). 

Along with watercolour illustrations by Elizabeth Dahlie, the formula “Once there was a Pig” 

immediately establishes a communicative bridge with the reader, only to be eroded as early 

as the second clause of the book’s first sentence: “Once there was a Pig, and you may 

remark there was a pig more than once, and all of it is true” (3). An ironic undertone, easily 

mistaken for pedantry, quickly draws attention to the genre’s conventions. Moreover, the 

                                                
59 See also Callens 1999: 18. 
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mixture of absurdism, heroism, and stoicism embodied by a pig who seeks to become a 

judge at the U.S. Supreme Court, fails to enrol in law school because of her Otherness, but 

eventually succeeds on account of an unflagging dedication to her values, dreams, and 

learning reads like a cheap parody on Horatio Alger. However, since the multiple, thinly-

veiled references to Harvard University and Boston genteelness feature in a children’s tale, 

the relative explicitness of narrative strategies serve not a satirical, but rather a self-

reflexive function. By partly revealing some techniques while maintaining an allegory with 

real-life elements, Mamet provokes his young readers into cognitive action. The 

incorporation of specific cultural facts like Harvard’s legacy of discriminating against 

minorities (D. Abel) remain questionable with regard to Henrietta’s alleged target audience. 

Yet, the delicate blend of stock phrases, elevated language, fabulous elements, and social 

problems is clearly designed to strike a responsive chord among children. If it does 

successfully, the story’s absurdity returns with a vengeance indefinitely to postpone 

definitive interpretations. Peter Farb, among others, has argued that for children and young 

adults fantasia and riddles constitute a more subtle education than specific instructions: 

“They are steppingstones to adulthood because they prepare the child for an important 

aspect of life in all cultures: interrogation” (103).  

 To François Recanati, the process of signification itself is inherently paradoxical. 

Access to a signified occurs through the intermediary of the signifier. Yet the interpreter 

must pretend this intermediary does not exist. Hence the signifier is simultaneously 

present and absent in its representation of the signified, making it both transparent and 

opaque (1978: 17-8). Consequently, the association of ‘actual’ transparency and ‘potential’ 

opacity within the signifier makes every enunciation potentially self-reflexive.  

 

 

2.4.1 To “ease the transition”60 

 

In True and False David Mamet provocatively argues that the Great Actor’s presence on 

stage “reassures [the audience] that we need not be moved by art” (1998b: 107). 

Embodying the social authority of cultural conventions, his performances are 

opportunistically calculated, and therefore all the more recognizable. Interpretation, 

accordingly, remains limited to a self-fulfilling pursuit of preconceived standards as a means 

of auto-legitimation. The deliberate suppression of the signification process to Mamet 

constitutes the difference between elitist and artistic sensitivities. For the artistic signifier – 

as argued above – is neither wholly transparent or opaque, but ‘transparent-cum-opaque’ 

(Recanati 1978: 21). It stimulates active involvement by establishing a communicative 

                                                
60 Mamet 2002a: 33 – original emphasis. 
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relation based on resemblance through presentation, rather than on reproduction through 

representation.  

 Teun A. Van Dijk has demonstrated that the notion of semantic accessibility 

primarily depends on one’s knowledge of the grammar of the given signification processes, 

not on ‘the value of externals’ (38). As such, recognition implies a subtle distancing, which 

in turn entails the possibility of cognitive authentication. Drama, being “mimesis of life” 

(Esslin1996: 56), marks a case in point. Dramatic discourse shares with ‘regular’ 

discourse the embedding in the here and now of its various interlocutors. Both are marked 

by interaction, and thus negotiation. The underlying balance of power, hence, is subject to 

shifts, which constantly ‘air’ new strands of meaning potential. Moreover, unlike social 

conversation drama is based on poetic composition and part of a visual presentation. This 

multidimensional instant-impression is converted by the critics into a linear sequence, even 

though they remain at all times aware of its artificiality. Selection here depends on an 

idiosyncratic tension between framing, indication, and personal disposition; not unlike the 

interplay between speech situation, denotation, and connotation at the heart of speech 

acts. As a result,  

 
[a] dramatic performance must […] at the most elementary level, be regarded as an event 
designated to capture and hold the attention of those for whom it is intended. All other 
conceptual and emotional effects of such a performance depend on the fulfilment of that 
basic premise (136-7). 

 

Reliance on the co-presence of potentially new meanings and established cultural 

conventions within a metaphorical framework makes drama – and by extension, art – 

intrinsically a poor vehicle for the propagation of essentialist discourses. Since creator and 

spectator alike are forced to compromise, cynical exploitations of referential patterns may 

have a charismatic effect on those familiar with them, yet cannot reach further than 

preaching to the converted.  

 

 

2.4.2 “Hooray for me and fuck you”61 

 

Albeit less overtly self-reflexive as A Life in the Theatre and Squirrels, Speed-the-Plow 

(1988), Mamet’s first play to debut on Broadway, addresses the interplay between media, 

genres, and audience expectations. Implicitly reminiscent of his sobering experience with 

About Last Night (see 4.3.2), this work initially comes across as a parody on Hollywood 

producers. However, when bearing in mind Mamet’s pragmatism (some would say 

opportunism) with regard to the extra-artistic peripherals of filmmaking, Speed-the-Plow 

gradually claims a catalytic role in-between theatre and cinema. Regardless of whether the 

                                                
61 Mantegna qtd. in Kane 1992b: 256. 
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piece superficially subscribes to crude stereotypes, a nagging edge prevents it from lapsing 

into oversimplification. As a critical take on the film industry written by a presumably 

wounded dramaturge-turned-filmmaker, Speed-the-Plow slyly catches bigoted theatre and 

movie buffs in their own bad faith. Small wonder that it harbours one of Mamet’s most 

profoundly meta-artistic statements, not unlike the Cleaning Woman’s comment about the 

weather in Squirrels: 

 
  Fox Everybody says “Hey, I’m a maverick” 
  Gould That’s it… 
  Fox But what do they do? Sit around like, hey, Pancho-the-dead whale… 
  (Mamet 1988b: 143) 

 

Indignation may be a fertile incentive, but it is worthless if not acted upon. No Pancho 

himself, Mamet allegedly wrote the play as early as 1985 (Geis 112; Zinman 1997: 109), 

which would confirm the assumption that it was conceived out of spite. Oddly enough, 

neither the Research and Production Sourcebook (Sauer and Sauer, 2003) nor the File on 

Mamet (Jones and Dykes, 1991) mention of this earlier date. Given the nature of the 

earlier debacle, it might indeed be convenient to situate Speed-the-Plow as an anti-

Hollywood play in the tradition of Clifford Odets’s The Big Knife (1949), David Rabe’s 

Hurlyburly (1984), or even Sam Shepard’s Angel City (1976), but this is only part of the 

story. Stephen Watt labelled the contemporary anti-Hollywood play “anti-postmodern,” since 

these “reinscribe, often with a vengeance, the ‘great divide’ between High Art and a mass 

culture of instant consumability” (53). If one were to insist on a biographical reading, 

Mamet’s Hollywood-career should logically have ended with his dismissal as adaptor of his 

own Sexual Perversity in Chicago. Yet he immediately went on to write the big-budgeted The 

Untouchables (1986). Moreover, even Speed-the-Plow coincided with another commercial 

venture, We’re No Angels (1989). Twenty years and about as many films later, Mamet’s 

screenwriting is still going strong. The play, too, is still regularly produced, and this despite 

now largely irrelevant anecdotal rumours that its male protagonists were modelled after 

producer Art Linson and Paramount boss Ned Tanen (Case 103-4). The significance of 

Speed-the-Plow, therefore, must lie elsewhere.   

 In the playtext’s motto, a passage from William Makepeace Thackeray’s semi-

autobiographical Bildungsroman The History of Pendennis (1848-50), the preliminary 

question is raised “[w]hich is the most reasonable, and does his duty best: he who stands 

aloof from the struggle of life, calmly contemplating it, or he who descends to the ground, 

and takes part in the contest?” (1988b: 121). Secondly, the rarity of stage directions in 

Mamet’s drama almost automatically turns these into structural – rather than formal – 

constituents, which in the case of Speed-the-Plow ‘set the scene’ on various, simultaneous 

levels of meaning. The action starts in the new office of Bobby Gould, a Hollywood producer 

recently promoted to Second Honcho at one of the Major Studios, with Boxes and painting 
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materials all around (123 - stage directions). When Charlie Fox, another one of the 

company’s producers and Gould’s subordinate, enters, Gould exclaims he’s “in the midst of 

the wilderness” (123). No ivory towers here. Making movies is hard work, for “[i]f it’s not 

quite ‘Art’ and it’s not quite ‘Entertainment’, it’s here on [Gould’s] desk” (123). Indeed, he is 

quoting to Fox from an eschatological novel by some “Eastern Sissy Writer” (139), 

impossibly titled The Bridge: or, Radiation and the Half-Life of Society. A Study of Decay. The 

book is being given a “courtesy read” (153), which means as much that adaptation is not 

really an option. In a simplified world, Hollywood is bad and Eastern novelists – or 

dramatists – are good. Ironically, The Bridge is already an adaptation of a short story with 

the same title by a Midwestern macho writer, i.e. Mamet himself (1985c), integrated in a 

play which shares its title with Thomas Morton’s Speed the Plough (1800) and which also 

opposes scorn to willingness regarding the work of the earth (T.J. Stafford 39-40).  

 David Mamet’s story is an overwrought nightmarish vision of a nuclear holocaust. 

Like his novels The Village (1994) and The Old Religion (1997) it relies on internal 

focalization, but unlike these more accomplished works it leaves no room for interpretation. 

The story’s repurposing into the play adds weight to Mamet’s comment on the unevenness 

of the output by great writers like Hemingway and Wharton, as Speed-the-Plow eagerly 

caricaturizes the book’s inelegant bridging of binary thoughts with bathetic language. 

Interestingly, hidden under layers of drivel ‘the radiation thing’ also continually evokes 

concepts like grace, redemption, and salvation. Fox and Gould are unimpressed. Now that 

Bobby is “Yertle the Turtle” (Mamet 1988b: 126),62 Charlie presses him to greenlight a 

formulaic prison film, the kind of movie “everyone made last year” (163) so they can earn 

“[g]reat big jolly shitloads” (136) of money and “kick the ass of a lot of them fucken’ people” 

(137). So far the Hollywood cliché still stands. Adding insult to injury, Karen, the gorgeous 

interim secretary played during the New York run by Madonna – ‘Virgin’ and ‘Material Girl’ 

in one – is asked to finish Gould’s courtesy read. What is meant to look like an opportunity 

to advance her career is really as part of a bet to bed her.  

 After eleven years of eating Gould’s “doo doo” (146), Fox seizes on Gould’s 

promotion to realize his sole ambition of becoming a top dog, too. He chooses the 

pragmatic way of stoically swallowing past frustrations and stick with the company in order 

to maximize his chances of promotion in case of a hit, since the Studio would be indebted to 

him for his loyalty in a context where he could just as easily “have Gone Across the Street” 

(132). At the same time, he foxily exploits Gould’s venality by thinking several steps ahead. 

However, Charlie’s efforts seemingly bear out Thackeray’s question, thwarted as they are 

by his unexpected, and therefore all the more formidable rival who uses similarly 

manipulative techniques in a Faustian battle for Gould’s soul. After finishing the book, the 

                                                
62 Leslie Kane remarked that ‘Yertle the Turtle’ is a classic Dr. Seuss fable “in which Yertle, like Gould, who 
thinks he is king of the turtles, stands on the backs of all other turtles until he falls into the mud when a turtle, 
not unlike Fox, sneezes, bringing Yertle down to an earthly reality” (2001: 110).  
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temporary secretary has an epiphany and convinces Gould to greenlight the adaptation so 

mankind gets a chance at redemption. Whereas Fox trades on a cynical mixture of self-

deprecation and flattery while vaunting the possible returns of a collaborative enterprise, 

Karen tackles Bobby’s complacency with naïve enthusiasm and sexual ruse. Even though he 

smugly prides himself on being “a secure whore” (141 – original emphasis), Gould has a lot 

to learn from his subordinates. Like the play itself, both Fox and Karen invest in 

commonplaces as a means of establishing a communicative relation through which they 

can gradually strengthen their position to realize their superobjective. 

 Immoral though they may be, Fox’s first principles are the product of protracted 

frustrations, clinching his resolution Karen eventually loses the psychomachean struggle 

because her goal and its supporting values are too effete and unviable in a commercial 

environment like the “sinkhole of slime and depravity” (143) that is Hollywood with its 

“compulsion for commodification” (Blumberg 71). The greater our sense of her coup de 

théâtre at the end of the second act, the greater our sense of the odds against her 

idealistic rap about the truth and “pure” (Mamet 1988b: 165) values as presented by the 

really having “made a connection” (159) with a cynical insider. Combined on the Broadway 

stage with the cultural connotations attached to the persona of the actress impersonating 

Karen, the rhetoric of purity has the power to inspire and convince, but not to last. 

Madonna, as well as the “maudlin, mawkish, quasi-mystic tone” (Cohn 117) of The Bridge 

are imperfect carriers of an abstract ideal that traditionally has not gone down well in the 

reality of big-budget filmmaking. This does not mean the book could not have been adapted 

and its regenerative potential put to constructive use by presenting it to a broader 

audience, but rather that Karen’s born-again essentialism lost sight of the gap between 

product and process. The same could be said of the play’s critical reception, since 

“[a]lmost every reviewer addressed the question whether [Madonna] could or could not 

act and […] why such a casting choice was made” (T.J. Stafford 38), thereby turning the 

premiere into a media event attracting “the wrong kind of attention” (Brustein 30). In the 

end, Bobby Gould is a fool and Karen a misguided prophet, so the daemon of self-reliance 

wins out and “get[s] the zesty lines” (Case 104) as a prize. That the weakest of the three 

characters spells out the importance of first principles in an inimical environment only 

further underscores the play’s intricacy:  

 
Karen Perhaps I’m naïve, but I would think that if you could keep your values straight, if you 

had principles to refer to, then... 
  Gould Hmmm. 

Karen I know it’s naïve…   
Gould Yes it is naïve, and it’s also correct. 

  Karen  You think it is? 
Gould Yes, I do. Now, we could talk about purity or we could turn the page. What do you 

want to do?  
Karen Talk about purity.    
Gould  Okay. (Pause.) If you don’t have principles, whatever they are... then each day is hell, 

you haven’t got a compass. All you’ve got is ‘good taste’; and you can shove good 
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taste up your ass and fart ‘The Carnival of Venice’. Good Taste will not hack it. 
‘Cause each day the pressure just gets worse. It gets more difficult. (Pause.) I want 
you to do me a favor. Read that book for me. 

(Mamet 1988b: 154)  
 

Gould is a spineless hypocrite, but the principle of ‘first principles’ still stands as it is 

successfully applied by Fox. What matters is not their moral quality in this specific context, 

but the moral dimension of an ethical code that constructively confronts the contingencies 

and perversities of a difficult world. Janet Haedicke therefore rightly concludes that 

“Mamet’s focus emerges as ultimately more epistemological than social” (2001: 29). 

Bobby lies to Karen and calls it a favour, and thereby invalidates the generative potential of 

his own discourse. Karen seizes upon it, yet is disappointed and confused. Fox prevails, his 

prison film gets made, but his values are beyond redemption, which makes his victory 

temporary at best. The Bridge, after all ‘A Study in Decay,’ is condemned to oblivion even if 

the novel’s noble ideas partly survive by being remediated in the play. As Mamet himself 

dryly observed in a recent article commemorating the 20th anniversary of Speed-the-Plow, 

“We’d all like to do good and do well, but we’ve got to bring home the bacon” (Mamet 

2008). In Hollywood, as anywhere else, if “[y]ou wanna do something out there, it better be 

one of The Five Major Food Groups” (1988b: 144) since personal sensitivities “won’t Get 

The Asses In The Seats” (162). Pragmatism, though, need not preclude dignity. To ease the 

transition between purity and truly secure whoring, then, there is drama. 
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2.5 Deception 

 
        Forgive yourself. 

(Mamet, House of Games) 

 

“The joke, the tragedy, and the comedy,” David Mamet has argued, are designed to lead the 

mind of the audience “to its own confusion” (2005a). Likewise, the characters in his 

dramas appear overwhelmed by the society in which they find themselves. Their actions, 

though, futile as these may appear, express an impulse to resist their predicament. More 

than mere opportunism, such refusal of victimization imposes a reconsideration of 

pragmatism. For a focused pursuit holds greater survival potential in a changing context 

than passive adherence to charismatic, but in the end just as arbitrary precepts. At stake, 

therefore, is what Bourdieu termed prise de conscience, i.e. the communication of 

constructive self-reflexivity (1979: 271). 

 During a script reading for one of the inset-plays in A Life in the Theatre, Mamet 

stages the following paradox: 

 
Robert “Kid, we haven’t got a chance in hell.” (Pause. Musing.) “We haven’t got a chance in 

hell. We’re never getting out of this alive.” (Pause.) Eh? He tells us that the sea is 
life, and then we’re never getting out of it alive. (Pause.) Eh?  

John Yes. 
Robert The man could write…  
(Mamet 1977a: 73) 

 

Led astray, the audience here is forced to contemplate the possibility of disparate 

perspectives. It is precisely by working the con that Mamet unsettles the very strategies 

which constitute interpretations. Accordingly, framed by the generic and medial 

conventions of the mediated ‘text,’ the spectator’s sudden puzzlement gradually refracts 

into a somewhat disciplined appropriation of the material. Dennis Carroll has noted that 

“[i]n Mamet, the greatest masters of effective ‘blah’ are those who are most lost, deluded, 

and compromised” (1987: 22). Due to the playwright’s ambivalent attitude towards 

deception, they are trapped in the inner logic of their lingo while simultaneously putting it to 

constructive ends. These figures are masters of self-reliance, yet only within the limited 

framework of their small-time objectives. The parallels between structural conception and 

characterization in turn evoke an insistence on the generative power of lucid 

transgressions through abstract thinking. After all, the marginal status of Mamet’s 

characters solely follows from their incapacity to transcend their situation. 
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2.5.1 Maximizing Power 

 

The Great Actor’s “addition of supposed ‘emotion’ to a performance” in Mamet’s opinion is 

nothing less than “an attempt to buy off the audience” (1998b: 79). Paraphrasing William 

Hazlitt he contends that “it is easy to get the mob to agree with you – all you have to do is 

agree with the mob” (1998b: 111). Even so, the mob’s opinion changes all the time, which 

makes the impostor’s influence temporary at best.  The matter is different, though, when 

the very means of expression and reference are controlled. In line with the already 

mentioned Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (2.3.1) stating that sufficiently charismatic discourses 

tend to breed cognitive laziness, challenging the “legitimating theology” (Eco 1986: 163) of 

a given status quo thus would call for the mastery of precisely those strategies that 

brought it about.    

 If to some extent one tends no longer to perceive what is omnipresent, discovery 

also often appears arbitrary. Michel Foucault has therefore rightly warned against ‘the 

dangers of rationalization’ (1982: 419). In the end, the discourses of rationality and status 

quo equally amount to charismatic reductions. The awareness that exhaustive 

interpretations must remain beyond reach accordingly offers a sobering check against 

postmodern culture’s constantly changing “modes of objectification which transform 

human beings into subjects” (417). Lest one forgets, “[p]ower is exercised only over free 

subjects” (Foucault 428). Whereas the notion of absolute cognitive autonomy is just as 

much of a reduction open-ended reflexive frameworks allow for critical distance and 

involvement at the same time. While interpretation and expression occur en situation (see 

2.1), and contextual influence consequently cannot be avoided, acknowledgment of this 

mechanism should limit the vulnerability to charismatic effects that self-righteousness 

ironically implies. Applied to the image of the Great Actor, short-term ruses fail to reveal a 

broader perspective, hence both their mediator and recipient cannot learn from the 

experience. In a rapidly evolving context, such myopia quickly marginalizes the formulaic.  

 Charismatic discourses derive their power from the efficiency with which they 

‘interpellate’ individuals and turn them into subjects along the promised personal fulfilment 

symbolized by a desirable Object or Objective (Althusser 113, 120). Yet aside from 

desirability, a message must also convey an impression of clarity in order to command the 

kind of authority needed to overcome critical reservations (Barthes 4). This aura of 

‘transparency,’ François Recanati has argued, depends on a ‘representational privilege’ 

according to which a medium, code, or message manages to ‘parenthesize’ its own 

pragmatic character (1978: 49). As a rhetorical strategy, it steers the interpreter’s 

attention away from the artifice and towards a text’s symbolic content. Small wonder, then, 

that Herbert Blau denounced the power of charismatic discourses for “undermin[ing] the 
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task of signification” (1990: 327 – emphasis added) with their effect of “apparent 

unalterability” (363) in what is in reality an unstable cultural complex. 

 Nonetheless, in a later, less pessimistic essay, Blau equally demonstrated that the 

logic of rhetorical charisma to a significant degree relies on “the interplay of 

complementary excess” (1999: 228). Instead of developing a single strategy, persuasion 

occurs through a relatively streamlined, continuous cognitive massage of various impulses. 

Moreover, since many different operators perform simultaneously within a given context, 

and while different contexts inevitably overlap, manipulation can never be absolute. For even 

if the sheer variety and complexity of one’s impressions may cause the insecure individual 

to be exploited in some way, the excessive influence of conflicting impressions also 

constitutes the last refuge of critical judgment.  

 

 

2.5.2 “It comes down to confidence”63 

 

David Mamet considers language, apart from being performative, as intrinsically 

exhortative (Isaacs 219). In The Shawl (1985), his first play to premiere after the Pulitzer 

Prize winning Glengarry Glen Ross (1983), a woman - Miss A - seeks out a clairvoyant - 

John - to assist her in an emotionally troubling inheritance question. Despite the common 

preconceptions associated with divination, the medium at first strikes one as more 

affirmative and commonsensical than vacuous or manipulative. He impresses with his 

seeming ability to anticipate questions, concerns, and intimate details. Before Miss A can 

divulge the cause for her visit, John’s charismatic exposition on the individual’s “psychic 

ability” (Mamet 1985d: 90) rationally to confront “a hidden order in the world” (91) has 

succeeded in lowering her defences. Reassured that her most private feelings are no 

delusions, she is ready to submit herself to the seer’s authority. And just when John’s 

assertions become bold to the point of rekindling Miss A’s suspicions, an ‘impossible’ 

“Truth” (92) forces her and the audience alike to trust his judgment. At the closing of the 

first act the medium has effectively divined she has a scar on her left knee, a remnant from 

“a time of physical danger” (92) Miss A was adamant to know nothing about.  

 Equally surprising is Mamet’s decision to expose the theatrical mystery by letting 

John show Charles – his younger lover – “the trick ‘from the back’” (102). In fact, the entire 

second act is an extensive explication of how he won Miss A’s confidence. That is his trade. 

He is a confidence man. He feeds on his clients’ anxieties by relying on “common sense” 

(97), “educated guess[es]” presented as “magic” (100). Yet Mamet’s swindlers are 

complex figures. The simplicity of the ruse is disappointing to Charles, even though he was 

                                                
63 Mamet 1985d: 96. 
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taken by the performance. John’s profession, like that of the dramatist, is frustrating at 

heart because here craftsmanship is measured by its ‘transparency’: 

 
John One of the, you will see, the most painful sides of the profession is this: you do your 

work well, and who will see it? No one, really… (Pause.) If you do it well. (Pause.) But… 
(Pause.) To say, to learn to say, I suppose you must, to say what separates us, 
finally, from them is this: that we look clearly. So be it. Not that we’re ‘special’…  

(102) 

 

The passage, Brewer points out, could have been lifted from A Life in the Theatre with its 

insistence on the “’magical’ skills inherent and hidden in persuasive performance” (2005: 

19). Nonetheless, Charles has different ambitions. He is out to exploit John’s expertise with 

the human psyche for immediate financial gain. Arguably, the opportunistic playwright could 

do the same, should that be his objective. In all his eagerness, however, Charles has 

overlooked his lover’s warning that “[their] job is not to guess, but to aid… to… to create an 

atmosphere” (100 – original emphasis). There are no straightforward formulas, only 

guiding principles to react constructively to a situation. But creating the right atmosphere 

is the crucial first step towards manipulation. For it is the framework that decides on the 

content and steers the interpretation.  

 Given the plausibility of John’s teachings in the second act, it is all the more ironic 

that it ends on Charles’ threat of leaving his lover should he fail to comply with his own 

crude, exhortative scheme to con Miss A out of her presumed fortune. No sooner is the 

third act on its way, or the audience’s wavering between various perspectives is resolved by 

the realization that the men’s second meeting with their victim is driven by fraudulent 

techniques. Indeed, Charles’ pushy interventions in the séance (110), the concretization of 

some preconceived ruses (106), and the incantation “As, Alif Casyl, Zaza, Hit Mel Melat” 

(110) confirm as much. On the other hand, the ‘atmosphere’ was said to require mutual 

confidence in order to establish an effective transaction. To Deborah Geis,  

 
The Shawl’s preoccupation with trances and clairvoyance - counterpointed with the 
assertions that the psychic phenomena are merely akin to a magician’s tricks of the trade - 
leaves the spectators feeling as if they have witnessed a curious type of doubled event that is 
at once mystifying and a demystification (a typically postmodern refusal of clarity and 
closure) (110). 

  

At the very moment Miss A exposes the scam in a final act of scepticism by presenting a 

fake picture of her mother, Mamet plays his trump card. When all seems lost John once 

more out of nowhere interpellates his client - and through her the theatrical audience - with 

an impossible Truth:  

 
  Miss A May you rot in hell, in prison, in… you charlatan, you thief… 
  Charles We’ve… 
  John No. Oh God forgive me… 
  Miss A If there’s any power in the world… (Rising.) 
  John No! 
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  Miss A … I’m going to… 
  John Oh, God help me, I’m sorry… 
  Miss A GET OUT OF MY WAY! 

John Oh, God Help Me. I see Your Sainted Mother. Wrapped you in a Shawl. A Red 
Shawl… Which she brought back, which she wore, she whispered, ‘I Am Coming 
Home…’ When she went out. Your father took her. For the evening. And. When she 
came home. Into your room, she draped it on the lamp. It cast a red… 

Miss A … No. 
John Yes. And she would sing to you, ‘Are you asleep? My lamb…?’ And she would sing, 

you hear her. 
Miss A No.  
John And she would cradle you. The shawl smelt of perfume. You lost it when? Five… 

Five… 
Miss A Yes. 
John What? 
Miss A Five Years ago. 
John And told no one, and grieved, a yellow flower, a rose, in the middle, and a golden 

fringe, she sang, ‘Are you asleep my lamb?’ And she thinks of you still. And calls to 
you. And she calls to you now. And I saw her by your bed. She Wore The Shawl. 

(Mamet 1985d: 112-3 – original emphases) 

 

Whether a long con, a brilliant improvisation, or an act of genuine divination, this 

mysterious reversal at once undermines premature conclusions. John’s speech still carries 

traces of his technical revelations to Charles but confuses everybody with unexpected, 

inexplicable elements. By the time we enter the play’s final scene, not even the 

‘transparency’ of the medium’s craftsmanship is certain any longer.  

 We are in Mamet-territory here, where interpretation is invited yet suspended. He 

directs our thoughts in the same way that John is in control. Disappointed in Charles’ 

misconduct during Miss A’s last visit, he breaks with the younger man despite a final burst 

of humility on his latter’s behalf. To get him out of the way John then insists on rationalizing 

his own performance, presenting it as a token of self-reliance and creative thinking under 

pressure. That, he claims, is all the equipment he has “to live in a world without mystery” 

(115).  What Charles does not seem to understand is the difference between immediate 

gratification of primary impulses and the pragmatic investment towards a higher objective. 

John’s trade revolves around giving his clients “a mechanism” that satisfies their 

anxiousness “to trust” (99 – original emphasis) and so relieve themselves of the burden of 

critical judgment. But when in the play’s finale Miss A assumes Charles’s role John 

immediately reverts to a formulaic register subtly mixing deliberate rhythms, puns, and 

constructive advice: 

 
  Miss A … you seem…? 

John I was with a client, and you are absolutely right. Now: let me clear my mind, and… 
(Pause.) Yes. Now. You seem… you’ve decided something, for you seem in better 
spirits today. Something has been… And a burden has been lifted from your mind. 
Good. I see clarity. Good. For there’s so much sorrow in this life. A question 
answered. For, finally, we must solve them all in our own mind. And we know that it 
is true. (Pause.) Good. (Pause.) Yes. Yes. What? What is it? (Pause.) 

Miss A I have to ask you something. 
John … but still sceptical. Good. We can’t overcome our nature. For it protects us. You 

ask what you wish to ask.  
(Mamet 1985d: 116 – original emphases) 
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The product of John’s trust in his technical mastery and the first principles granting the 

courage to confront the unexpected, this mix ultimately accounts for the (con) artist’s 

double vision. Questioned on the modalities of payment, he answers Miss A with a formula 

first introduced in the expositional second act and leaves the decision “completely up to 

[the client]” (117, see 98). No longer sceptical but eager to know more about her 

deceased mother, Miss A keeps pressing John for further revelations, which he plausibly 

provides in another display of professional skill. Like an expert dramatist, though, these last 

surprising elements are cut short by an admission of powerlessness: “I do not know. That is 

all I saw” (118). A tradesman of the elusive, his job is to stimulate, not to explicate. John 

may need his audience for financial gain, to perfect his craft, even to satisfy his existential 

need for recognition and – as suggested by Dennis Carroll – for communion (1987: 116-

7). Yet none of these needs can be fulfilled without restraint.  

 Brewer certainly is right in claiming that “perhaps legitimacy and charlatanism can 

only be separated by their relative spiritual efficacy for the listener” (2005: 22). Yet the 

distinction between a sense of fulfilment and frustration is not just a semantic matter, but 

one of method and perspective, too. John in The Shawl could easily qualify as a 

psychological or social worker, as well as a charlatan, and most likely as both at the same 

time. Only the last view, however, justifies the generative potential suggested by the con 

man’s pragmatic play with contingencies. The subtlety Mamet applied in crafting this 

character hints at an acknowledged fascination (Nuwer 55) for the hybrid of hustler 

(Algren) and hero (Sartre). As Johan Callens formulated it, these con artists betray 

Mamet’s “admiration for [their] stamina, resourcefulness, and energy […] tinged with hope 

because of their relative self-awareness” (2000a: 8). Henry Schvey considered the play to 

be “about a man’s growth and capacity for self-knowledge in the midst of corruption” (89). 

Indeed, this double vision shields the con artist from lapsing into venality and allows him to 

be successful within the framework he carved out for himself. In other words, Mamet’s 

swindler here acts constructively upon his acknowledgment of moral impurity. For as 

Gregory Mosher, the original director of The Shawl, pointed out, to be clairvoyant is not 

about reading the future, but “about just seeing clearly, unimpeded by this barrage of 

opinion that comes at you every day” (qtd. in Kane 1992a: 237). 

 David W. Maurer, author of The Big Con (1940), remarked that it is typical for this 

criminal specialty to “derive a pleasure which is genuinely creative from toying with 

language” (qtd. in Farb 123). Their charismatic hold over their victims primarily relates to 

the faculty of creating an alluring blend of the commonplace, the forbidden, and the exotic, 

often complemented by an ambiguous social position in the shadowy zone between 

legitimate and illegitimate subcultures. The con man, like the dramatist, propagandist, or 

marketeer, capitalizes on the exhortative potential of language’s aporetic play with 

denotation and connotation. Or better: its power to confuse and connect. The dramatization 
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of ‘estrangement,’ or ostranenije as Russian theorist Viktor Schklovsky called it, in turn 

repurposes the con man’s deception by staging it as an aesthetic engine of reflection (see 

Holthusen 145-6). This helps to explain why Mamet decided to design a number of his plays 

and films as a con game – doubling it for the inset and frame as if to insist on deception as 

reality and metaphor. 

The con’s importance in Mamet’s work can hardly be underestimated. Most 

significantly, his first film as writer-director turned out to be “a subversive under-the-rock 

look at the interlocking scams that define much of today’s moral universe” (Kroll 85). 

Released just two years after The Shawl, House of Games (1987) feels like an attempt to 

try out this relatively obscure play’s conundrums on a broader audience. Produced on a 

small-budget and “Based on a Story by David Mamet and Jonathan Katz,” this independent 

picture allowed Mamet to develop his vision in a new medium with but minimal aesthetic 

compromises. In a first stage, Mamet’s directorial debut carried the working title The Tell 

(Carroll 1987: 17). Presumably it was dropped because it overemphasized the element of 

manipulation. ‘House of Games,’ on the contrary, operates on various levels of signification 

without overplaying its hand. As a result, it opens up the work’s metaphorical range. 

The film ostensibly is narrated from the perspective of the female lead, Margaret 

Ford, renowned psychiatrist and author of the bestselling Driven: Compulsion and 

Obsession in Everyday Life. Familiar as Fords may be, though, they still require to be driven 

attentively. The book’s title is a first tell that its author is not so careful, since it evokes a 

propensity to generalize, further emphasized by the cover’s conspicuous red lettering. 

Moments after we saw her autographing a fan’s copy, Ford’s hubris is denounced by a 

patient asking her if she thinks she is exempt from experience (Mamet 1987b: 6-7). This is 

an issue Mamet would later return to in his essay collection Some Freaks, where he argues 

that 

 
analytic technique, philosophy, and method are, of course, essential; but without the act of 
self-renunciation by which the analyst ratifies the patient’s position, they will not get a chance 
to come into play (1989b: 286).  

  

The scene then dissolves to a restaurant where Ford is having lunch with her mentor, Dr. 

Maria Littauer, to whom she relates her disturbingly simplistic conclusions about this 

patient’s case:  

 
Ford Listen to this: in her dream: she saw a foreign animal. What is the animal? She 

cannot think of the name. It’s saying, the animal is saying “I’m only trying to do good.” 
I say, “What names comes up when you think of this animal?” She says it’s a “lurg,” 
it is called a “lurg.” So if we invert “Lurg,” a “lurg” is a “girl,” and she is the animal, 
and she is saying “I am only trying to do good.” (7-8 – original emphases) 

 

The film’s entire ‘first act’ is devoted to acquainting the viewer with Ford’s professional 

conduct. Matters speed up, though, once she finds her professional pride piqued by Billy 
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Hahn another one of her patients who claims no one can cure him of his gambling 

compulsion and displays a handgun to prove his point. Wary of Ford’s formulaic 

suggestions, he calls psychology a “con game” (10) and threatens to kill himself if he does 

not find a way to settle his debt with “Mike, the Unbeatable Gambler” (11).  

 At nightfall, Ford goes looking for her nemesis at ‘The House of Games,’ an obscure 

gambling den in a rundown commercial building. Her first interchange with the bartender 

boosts her confidence, as does a compliment from Mike himself for “siz[ing him] up so 

quick” (14). Yet Ford is not driving up a one-way street, here. Our unbeatable gambler is 

looking for tells by dropping a number of puns about her “fronting off,” her “books” (13), and 

a figure of $800 instead of $25,000 as Billy Hahn’s standing debt (14), all of which go by 

unnoticed, including the pun on “front.” When he asks the renowned psychiatrist whether 

she knows what a ‘tell’ is, and she fails to take the hint, he knows his pragmatic display of 

disingenuousness will pay dividends. Ford’s presence in the House of Games is an act of 

vanity, and as Charles in The Shawl found out, irrational drives and critical judgment make 

for strange bedfellows. Blind to the inconsistency between her air of complacency and the 

actual extent of her ignorance Ford is now an easy prey to Mike, who mesmerizes her with 

a simple trick he cynically presents as an initiation into the secrets of his exotic trade. 

Fascinated and charmed by Mike’s subsequent call for her assistance in beating a star 

poker player from Las Vegas in the adjoining room, she forgets she is now helping the 

unbeatable gambler she set out to beat for herself. Small wonder Ford falls victim to a 

scam that would have cost her $6,000 in case one of Mike’s cronies had not threatened 

her with a loaded squirtgun, thereby ruining the frame-up.  

 The film makes excellent use of the medium’s potential for transparency in the 

sense that the audience simply follows Ford in her good-natured reaction to Mike’s apology 

for abusing her trust. As she is present in every one of the film’s scenes, we are inclined to 

take her point of view. Unlike The Shawl‘s simultaneous reference to the artifice and the 

persuasive performance on the diegetic and scnographic levels, the spectator here has 

only a few visual clues to go by and very slight ones at that. Moreover, most are overlooked 

in the attempts to keep track of the narrative progression. Like Ford, we are driven into a 

strange, forbidden world, interpellated by an argot that is partly comprehensible and partly 

mystifying. The poker chip Mike gives Ford as “a souvenir of [her] close escape from con 

men” (25) echoes this mechanism by establishing a bridge between her and them while 

offering the audience the prospect of a return to this compelling world. And as he hands it 

to her, he repeats his invitation to “come back again” for some more “Jolly Pranks” (27).  

 Mamet’s literary artistry permeates all of the film’s dialogues. Every exchange plays 

out language’s poetic ‘supplementarity,’ so that gradually the spectator starts recognizing 

patterns of meaning outside the linear plot development. Back in hospital, Ford’s patient 

unwittingly articulates a subconscious impression created by the previous scene: 
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  Patient He said, “I can make any woman a whore in fifteen minutes.” 
  Ford (off camera): … and what did you say to that? 
  Patient I said he couldn’t make anybody a whore that was not a whore to start out with. 
  (Mamet 1987b: 29) 

 

As seems customary, this session in which Ford assumes the position of therapist again is 

followed by a meeting with her own officious therapist. With hindsight, her experience at 

the House of Games affected her professional outlook more than she anticipated. Echoing 

Billy Hahn in calling her trade a con game, she realizes her patient’s problem is too complex 

for her limited professional expertise. Such is her confusion that she makes a Freudian slip, 

which triggers Dr. Littauer’s advice that Ford take her “own prescription” in doing 

“something else,” something “that brings [her] joy” (30, 31). The film’s montage (2.2.1) 

completes the characterization with a shot of the cheque made out for the con men, 

followed by the protagonist’s return to the House of Games. It is thus suggested that Ford 

enjoys the company of hustlers and believes her previous experience served as a rite of 

passage, an impression supported by the con men’s sympathetic treatment of her after 

she discovered the scam, as well as by Mike’s repeated invitations. She is flattered and 

impressed, and now considers herself protected from further deceptions. With her 

proposition to write “a study of the confidence game” (33) Ford seeks to obtain the best of 

both worlds. Yet her plan is flawed as it ignores the observer’s paradox of impossible 

disinterestedness. Mamet, then, counterpoints Ford’s plan with another series of clues she 

fails to notice. Given that Ford wants to learn “how,” in Mike’s words, “ a true bad man plies 

his trade (33 – emphasis added), she does not realize the actual absurdity of her position. 

By considering herself immune, she also overlooks the implications of the confidence 

game’s basic tenet to her personally: 

 
Mike The basic idea is this: it’s called a ‘confidence’ game. Why? Because you give me 

your confidence? No. Because I give you mine. So what we have here, in addition to 
‘Adventures in Human Misery,’ is a short course in psychology (34). 

 

The irony is blatant but still goes by uncommented. As it stands, Ford is subjected to an 

introduction into the discipline from which she essentially derives her sense of professional 

selfhood. She allowed herself to be driven into Mike’s world, and now he redefines her own. 

Soon, then, the unbeatable player drives home the message unequivocally: 

 
  Mike Be real, Babe. Let’s up the ante here. (He stops) Do you want to make love to me?  
  Ford Excuse me…?  

Mike Because you’re blushing. That’s a tell. The things we want, we can do them or not do 
them, but we can’t hide them. 

Ford And what is it you think I want? 
Mike I’ll tell you: someone to come along, to take you into a new thing. Do you want that? 

Would you like that?  
(Beat.)  
Ford (softly): Yes.  
Mike What is it…?  
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Ford Yes. 
Mike That’s good. 
(Mamet 1987b: 38 – original emphases) 

 

Power indeed is only exercised over free subjects (see 2.5.1). Yet presenting manipulation 

as free choice speeds matters up. Ford’s patient’s claim that one cannot turn somebody 

into a whore who “was not a whore to start out with” (29), was beside the point. In the con 

man’s world where “Fair is foul, and foul is fair”64 the rule of the game is “Don’t Trust 

Nobody” (37).  

 Midway through House of Games Ford has mentally and physically submitted to 

Mike’s authority. He makes no qualms about being “a con man, a criminal” (41), while she 

leaves the definition of her own identity entirely up to him, her “object of transference love” 

(Borden 239). With no longer a clear set of values at hand, Ford is entangled in a web of 

intrigues so complex she – and with her the film audience – loses track of the difference 

between what is real and what is set up. The only certainty is her eagerness to please Mike 

at whatever cost. As he diligently guides her through a dramatic chain of events, he 

becomes her sole reference. At the end of the ride, Ford has given Mike $80.000 of her 

own money and in return is dropped on the hard shoulder of a freeway with “a strong urge 

to confess” (54). Next, we see her standing in the hallway outside Dr. Littauer’s lecture 

room, a liminal zone between Ford’s private and professional selves. The door opens and a 

fragment of her friend’s exposition is heard:  

 
Dr. Littauer Compression, inversion, elaboration, are devices of transforming the latent 

into the manifest. In the dream, and also, in the… In the Joke! (55) 
 

The reminder of this transformative principle acts as a catalyst, adding an insult to Ford’s 

earlier confusion about Mike’s ‘Jolly Pranks.’ The confrontation with such a basic tenet of 

her discipline is revelatory. In her descent into the depths of existential nausea, she cancels 

her appointments, throws away her book, and tears her degree from her office wall, ready 

to make tabula rasa of her past. Right on cue, Billy Hahn knocks on her office door. After 

having sent him away, she takes out her trash and spots Billy driving the same vulgar red 

Cadillac she and Mike used during his latest operation. Despite the psychologically 

damaging implications of this discovery, its structural positioning in the narrative marks the 

effective beginning of Ford’s reintegration. In Three Uses of the Knife, Mamet posited that 

“[o]ut of this [second act] despair must come the resolution to complete the journey […] 

Part of the hero journey is that the hero must revamp her thinking about the world” 

(2002c: 33). Yet Mamet the trickster uses the following scene to keep the audience 

focused on the action rather on his conceptual framework. Ford has followed her former 

patient to the tavern where she met Mike for the second time, and eavesdrops on the 

latter’s smug-triumphant account of how he outsmarted the intellectual authority on 
                                                
64 Macbeth, Shakespeare 1606: 915, i.e. Act I, Scene I, l. 10.  
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compulsive behaviour. Lines like “the broad’s an addict” (61) and “Well, it’s what you pay for, 

it’s realism” (61) depicting the “small price” (62) of his physical investment to create the 

illusion of sexual attraction, damningly expose the extent of Ford’s victimization. Though 

Ford was already resolved to put the entire episode behind her, this unforeseen 

confrontation brings the philosophical dimension of Mamet’s work to the fore with a 

context-related twist.  

 Mike’s double vision has battered Ford’s hubris into humility with an “Old style […] 

frame” by “[s]ome Dinosaur con men” (62 – original emphases), yet his spectacular 

efficiency also proves his undoing. Indeed, dispatching Billy Hahn to Ford’s office after the 

facts was just as much an unnecessary act of hubris, which only fans her wrath. Unaware 

of being overheard, Mike drops a number of clues regarding his plans for the immediate 

future. As such, Ford is able to meet him at the airport and lure him into her own vindictive 

scheme. In a demonstration of Mamet’s point that hustlers, too, are driven (Nuwer 57), 

she beats the Unbeatable Gambler at his own game by calling upon his help to flee the city 

and taking a quarter of a million dollars with her. True to his wonted method, he jumps on 

the occasion and tries to soothe her apparent anxiety with one of his most cynically 

charismatic formulas:  

 
  Ford It was fate I found you. 
  Mike Yes. It was. 
  Ford Because, together… 
  Mike … Yes. We can. 
  (1987b: 65 – original emphases) 

 

Proving an inspired student of his Ford plays on Mike’s sole weakness. He is driven by greed 

and strikes whenever he feels in control, used as he is to dictating the rules of the game. 

Since he lost out on his first scam, he had to invest in Ford’s sympathy to win her back. But 

now Ford has shown up out of the blue sporting Billy Hahn’s handgun, Mike is forced to rely 

on his first principles. And whereas these made him invincible within a framework he 

himself conceived, the truly unforeseen situation in the airport scene makes him look rather 

ordinary. Mike the unbeatable gambler is killed in an abandoned baggage area under a sign 

that reads “Secure Area” by a “crooked bitch” who is “out of control” (69). When shot, Mike 

turns to coarse language while still refusing to do Ford’s bidding and beg for his life. What 

is worse, he refuses to acknowledge her as an integrated personality by negating as much 

as her gender when hit by a second bullet he sarcastically retorts “Thank you, sir, may I 

have another?” (Mamet 1987b: 69; Hudgins 2001: 228). His braving of her power over 

him is heroic, but totally ineffective. Since he stubbornly refuses to recognize anything but 

his own authority and genius, Ford then fires three more rounds into him and leaves 

without her faked bag of money. So the brilliant schemer dies because his double vision 

proved myopic.  
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 In what many critics consider to be a disturbing ending, a suntanned Ford in a 

slightly eccentric flowery dress is autographing a book. Unlike at the film’s opening, the 

dedication she inscribes now reads “forgive yourself” (70) after the advice she received 

from Dr. Littauer when Ford had reached the bottom of her emotional crisis, and which 

carries distinctly Faustian overtones.65 Ford has done the unforgivable by murdering Mike, 

and relapses (albeit on a minor scale) by stealing a gold lighter in the film’s final frames yet 

speciously excuses herself. For the first time in an original Mamet-play a character dies66 

and the ending of House of Games is rather morally ambiguous yet it remains true to its 

author’s characteristic optimism. To Price the film proves that “the kinds of linear narrative 

in which Mamet works are far from monolithical or monologic” (2001: 56). A play-within-

the-screenplay, in which Mike shows Ford the four basic steps of manipulation, confirms 

this. Through charisma, interpellation, investment, and finally exploitation he demonstrates 

how he could have conned a Marine sergeant out of his money at a Western Union office 

on the principle that “everybody gets something out of every transaction” (37). Mike would 

have taken the money, while the soldier would have felt like a good man for helping a person 

in trouble. Significantly, Mike breaks off the con at the moment he strikes it home, and so 

does Mamet in House of Games, an “idiosyncratic” (Geerts 2009), almost didactic 

interpretation of the con game-principle. Whereas the genre traditionally relies on a clear, 

agonistic division between winner and loser (LaPalma 57), matters here are less 

straightforward. Mike steals Ford’s money, but dies. Ford kills Mike through a well-

orchestrated scam and later smilingly steals the lighter by feigning a question. The 

psychiatrist may well be an addict, then, or even a whore, but her traumatic experience with 

con men forced her to introspect. Being intelligent enough to realized that irrational 

extremes caused her misery, she chose a more pragmatic way to achieve her objective. In 

the words of Speed-the-Plow’s Bobby Gould, she now is “a whore […] but a secure whore”  

(Mamet 1988b: 141 – original emphasis). She has learned to acknowledge her 

imperfections and acted constructively upon them. Mamet’s provocation at the end of 

House of Games confronts the audience with the (re-)generative potential of drama as it 

stages deception, self-reflexivity, and heroism at the same time. The confusion that ensues 

shields the movie from being recuperated and fixed within charismatic discourses. Ford’s 

                                                
65 See Goethe’s Faust, as sung by the ‘completer angels’ carrying Faustus to heaven: 
 
 Wenn starke Geisteskraft 
 Die Elemente 
 An sich herangerafft, 
 Kein Engel trennte 
 Geeinte Zwienatur 
 Der innigen beiden,  
 Die ewige Liebe nur 
 Vermags zu scheiden. 
 (493) 
   
66 Characters have died before in Mamet’s screenplays of The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981) and The 
Untouchables (1986), but these works were presented as adaptations from acknowledged sources.  
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pragmatism is immoral, but the existential journey she has travelled celebrates her – and 

with her once again the audience’s – capacity for critical judgment.  

 In both The Shawl and House of Games an air of mystery resists narrative 

transparency. The pattern surrounding the self-reliant protagonist imposes humility upon 

the spectator while offering strategies “to outwit victimization” (Nadel 2008a: 6). Mamet 

here reveals the charismatic mechanisms of deception, but in doing so again deceives his 

audience. Unlike the con men he dramatizes, we thus have the possibility of seeing the 

manipulation performed on the thematic, structural, and scenographic levels. Conversely, 

Mamet repurposes a negatively connoted practice into a constructive metaphor that 

allows one to think trans-contextually. It is a call for a frame of assent which would integrate 

diversity, process morality, and stimulate reflexivity. 
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2.6 Longing to Belong 

 
I would die where my brothers died. 
As they have died six thousand years 
In the rocky places pushing the black sky. 
But I write in complaisancy, 
In the hypocrite love of life-as-it-appears. 
With a mind no ancient law has filled 
with bliss, 
With a face no desert wind sears,  
An outcast, self-banished from the tribe 
I elect and administer by bribe 
And join the decadent of my race in 
saying this: 
Perhaps I am what has been said of me. 

(Mamet, ‘Song of the Jew’) 

 

In 2003, Mamet and rabbi Lawrence Kushner published Five Cities of Refuge, an 

introductory commentary on the Torah’s Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and 

Deuteronomy. On the assumption “that the biblical text always knew more than [they] did” 

(ix), better even, that “each word has infinite meaning” (x – original emphasis), the 

Pentateuch, they argued, may well offer spiritual solace to those who regard it as a 

“potential source of new wisdom and growth” (ix). After all, the Hebrew Bible is sacred and 

unalterable while man is not, so every new reading must lead to different interpretations. 

Such (re-)generative stability, then, can inspire the individual as source of inspiration when 

confronting the challenges of a confusing world.  

In the light of this chapter’s insistence on ‘first principles,’ David Mamet’s first 

intervention in Five Cities significantly addresses the impossibility of ‘closure’ in Jewish 

thinking. Interpretative closure is an “arrogant idea” that implies man’s “triumph over […] 

fate, chance, anger, grief, or injustice” (5). Judaism, on the other hand, amounts to a 

“spiritual, ethical, or social practice” (Mamet 2006b: 60 – emphasis added) dedicated to 

the permanent interpretation and reinterpretation of life’s indirections. The many traditions 

of Jewish culture, whether understood as “divine writ, divine inspiration, or human 

construction” (Kushner and Mamet 26), are celebrated to remind one “that little is in our 

control, that we are fallible, that we are prone to sin, and will sin, even in the service of the 

divine, and that it has been foreseen and understood” (26 – original emphasis). According 

to this mindset, then, wisdom is found not in orthodoxy but in critical examination and 

debate stimulated by, among others, the beacons of scripture and ritual. Like Mamet’s 

practical aesthetics (2.2), Judaism relies on “the performance of simple acts: Fill the lamp, 

the oil will be consumed, fill the lamp again; obey the mitzvoth, you will find yourself wanting, 

begin again” (71). Put differently, continuity requires the acknowledgment of transience to 

resist “the laws of entropy” (138). Conversely, religion, art, or the individual cannot attain a 

sense of relevance in a constantly changing context without addressing the reality of 

change itself.  
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Though Jews have played a prominent role in different branches of American show 

business, Mamet’s himself during the first two decades of his career kept relatively silent 

on the matter. Still, early plays such as The Duck Variations (1972) and Marranos (1975) 

dramatize Jewish characters that strive to come to terms with their identity through 

“aporetic conversations” (Zinman 1992: 210).67 And even if in later plays and films ethnicity 

asumes a less prominent role, “his fascination with deracinated characters” (Bigsby 

2004a: 7) remained. In 1994, during an interview on the ‘Charlie Rose Show,’ Mamet 

claimed it took him 30 years to “rediscover” his Jewishness, almost as if he had repressed 

it out of “self-hatred” (Rose 1994: 172). Interestingly, though, his work suggests a more 

nuanced perspective. While it may very well be that Mamet for a long time did not feel 

concerned with Judaism, its prime constituent kept resurfacing in his drama. Notably 

Glengarry Glen Ross (1983), his greatest theatrical success to date, revolves around a 

gang of real-estate salesmen driven by the necessity to “Always be closing” (Mamet 1983a: 

1) their business deals. Even if, as Jonathan Cullick rightly pointed out, “each scene is a 

locus of persuasion” (24), countless shenanigans wrapped in technical jargon, unfinished 

sentences, and interruptions from the very beginning impede interpretative closure (23). 

On top of that, the rare deals that are effectively closed during the play reopen due to 

bouncing cheques and customers with cold feet. Accordingly, Mamet’s characteristic play 

with language, as well as his refusal to dramatize finite situations and propose resolutions 

– witnessed in all the works covered so far – point to the continuing influence of the aporia 

of Judaism on his thinking.    

Mamet’s ‘rediscovered’ Judaism gradually became more prominent. In the mid-

1980s he wrote and directed the radio play Goldberg Street (1985) about a Jewish World 

War II veteran who reflects on the absence of Jewish street names to commemorate 

Jewish soldiers. A year later, Mamet first addressed Judaism in one of his essays. ‘On Paul 

Ickovic’s Photographs,’ published in Writing in Restaurants, deals with the “great longing to 

belong” (73), out of necessity since long the ingrained “habit of the Jew” (73). By the mid-

1990s, Mamet’s thinking on Judaism had moved from a private sense of alienation to the 

formulation of hypotheses about its social origins in anti-semitism. With the urgency of a 

recent convert he presented this phenomenon as the “preposterous” expression of an 

irrational “need to hate” (1994a) through various plays, films, poems, children’s books, and 

even a novel, The Old Religion (1997). But whereas his technical mastery improved and his 

works grew conceptually more refined (Chapter 3), Mamet’s essays on Judaism appeared 

to evolve in the opposite direction (2.1.2). Already noticeable in Five Cities of Refuge but 

arguably tempered by the presence of the liberal Lawrence Kushner (Chadwick), Mamet’s 

                                                
67 Zinman’s formula, in this context, relates to Duck Variations. See also Kane 2001: 13 regarding Marranos, 
in which “Mamet employs images of entrapment, colloquial dialogue that leaves more unstated than explicitly 
expressed, a process of defamiliarization of the familiar, the suspension of specified chronological 
progression, and the potential for surprise. And like Pinter’s plays, we note truth is unreliable and untenable.” 
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born-again Judaism took a militant turn with the collection of never before published prose 

pieces The Wicked Son: Anti-Semitism, Self-Hatred, and the Jews (2006).  

Not to be cowed by charismatic discourses blaming the “’cycle of violence’ in Israel” 

(6) on the Jews, Mamet responds with what at first sight strikes as a disingenuous 

provocation: 

 
“Can so many non-Jews be wrong?” you ask, and I would suggest that you consider the 
Shoah, the rape victim, the schoolchildren killed at Columbine. Is it reasonable to ask of the 
victims of Columbine, “What did they and their parents do to bring it about?” Then you may 
not ask it of the Israeli bombing victims, and of their race and nation. The world hates the 
Jews. In or out (7).  

 

Though he is right in arguing that “the human capacity for xenophobia is vast” (9), but for 

one the presentation of his arguments for one is confusing. The very loose interconnection 

of the 37 short essays creates an impression of randomly delivered rants. This is 

unfortunate, for Mamet proposes a number of interesting perspectives to support his 

denunciations of “the so-called liberal press” (12), “the disaffected Jew” (48), and the 

selective blindness that binds these two together. One aspect of his disproportionately 

political discourse, though, remains constant. To counter what he calls “the deplorable 

Western love of the victim” (51) he proposes a rhetoric of constructive introspection 

inspired by the Jewish aphorism that ‘God helps those who help themselves.’ More than 

halfway through the book, then, Mamet finally formulates a semblance of an overarching 

hypothesis:  

 
It is possible to support the Palestinian cause without being an anti-Semite, and there are 
people of goodwill who do so. But much of the pro-Palestinian feeling in the West is a 
protected example of anti-Semitism, and, when and as it is such, it should be opposed (100). 

 

Linking up anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism brings him back to the eponymous ‘Wicked Sons’ 

of Judaism. Those assimilationist Jews “who weep at Exodus, but jeer at the Israel Defense 

Forces; […] who find [their] religion and race repulsive” (xi-xii) in Mamet’s opinion have 

internalized the essentialist views of an anonymous majority out of “self-loathing” presented 

as “self-aggrandizement” (123). Yet the aporetic sensitivity stimulated by Jewish culture 

should enable the individual to maintain a double vision of pragmatic Otherness, regardless 

of one’s sympathies. Hence, he concludes, it is time that the wicked son acknowledges his 

identity and seizes on his culture’s constructive potential to attain an integrated sense of 

selfhood, and thus avoid the depersonalizing excesses of self-hatred. To Mamet, the “power 

of restraint” lies in “self-suggestion” (104), which is far more productive and less 

debilitating than blind orthodoxy.  

Still, as The Wicked Son itself proves, it is difficult to remain rational when driven by 

passion. The book’s careful deconstructions of anti-Semitic discourses are unmistakably 

overshadowed by its provocative tone. The potential impact of Mamet’s metaphor of 
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Judaism’s wicked son, in turn, is marred by a lack of structural discipline. Of course, as a 

controversial dramatist Mamet has never shunned provocation. The difference, however, 

lies with his plays’ and films’ carefully crafted ambiguity. And even if Mamet’s pamphlet is 

merely argumentative, its subject matter is much too complex to accommodate such 

guerrilla tactics. Indeed, “life is a narrow bridge, and the most important thing is not to be 

afraid” (112). Yet the intricacy and subtlety of his non-essayistic work suggest that The 

Wicked Son was misguided, less through the argumentation it proposes than through the 

nature of its presentation.  

 

 

2.6.1 Wicked Aporetics 

 

According to the Torah, everything stands in relation to something else because nothing is 

ever free of influence. From this perspective, monolithic discourses or stable (id)entities 

constitute absurdities. Theodor Herzl, founder of political Zionism and a secular Jew, 

believed that the enemies of Judaism fostered such absurdities by reducing Jewry to a one-

dimensional set of ethnic and cultural features (qtd. in Dershowitz 4). On the other hand, 

these reductions are an opportunity for a critical reassessment of one’s condition. After all, 

Jewish aporia is only generative as long as it serves a functional purpose within a concrete 

referential framework.  

Alan Dershowitz, a famous Jewish intellectual and personal friend of David Mamet’s, 

has argued that both extremes of the Jewish continuum – i.e. ultra-orthodoxy and 

assimilationism – are equally ineffective in dealing with anti-Semitism (55). Only the 

pragmatic Jew with one eye on his cultural heritage and the other on life in the larger 

community can seize on “the kind of creativity and imagination that is often lacking in those 

to whom there is no […] need to reconcile […] clashing worldviews” (56). As one of the rare 

groups regularly criticized for their virtues, the combination of aporetic thinking and cultural 

bifocality has traditionally placed Jews at the vanguard of their profession or avowed faith. 

Racism, consequently, appears as a diversion from concrete issues, a flag-of-convenience 

covering up personal inadequacies. Or, as Sartre put it, “l’antisémite a décidé du Mal pour 

n’avoir pas à décider du Bien” (52).    

As a civilization transcending its religious origins, “Judaism is a 3.500-year-old, ever-

changing, constantly moving phenomenon that is impossible to encapsulate in a single word 

or phrase” (Dershowitz 188). The Jew rather is a member of a community adhering to a 

number of abstract principles. These, in turn, are concretized in a set of traditions which 

serve primarily as framing devices. For Judaism is by nature pragmatic. Integrating 

eclecticism, aporia, and a sense of tradition, it is “not a product [but] a process” (258 – 

original emphases). This characteristic adaptability offers a better ‘refuge’ against visceral 
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responses to a complex world than a literal wall. Of course, such double vision is not a 

given. After all, its constructive application requires foremost an integrated personal 

perspective. Just as Mamet’s Wicked Son was marred by a lack of restraint, the potential 

advantages of aporetic thinking may very well remain witheld by a disingenuous 

appropriation and motives.  

 

 

2.6.2 Liminal Loyalties 

 

In a promotional piece for Homicide (1991), his third film as writer-director, David Mamet 

stated that the “solution to this [script] is gonna define the nature of evil” (Jones and Dykes 

89). This was a bold claim to make but, in the end, one not entirely unjustified. Even so 

Mamet’s use of ‘solution’ to depict the outcome of a generically hybrid film adaptation 

dramatizing the existential confusion of an assimilationist Jew is nothing short of an 

absurdity. Although rejected by Orion Pictures because it was “too Jewish” (Kane 2001: 

280), Homicide indeed turned out as “a brilliant muddle” (Hinson) of great dramaturgic and 

scenographic sublety.  

 Protagonist Robert Gold is a distinguished hostage negotiator on the Homicide 

police squad of a large, unnamed American city and assigned to a high-profile case. A man 

seemingly on top of his job, he is nonetheless taken aback when a quadruple murderer, 

arrested by his colleagues from a different team, wreaks havoc in the squad room and 

interpellates him about “the nature of evil” (Mamet 1992a: 20). Though quickly regaining 

his composure, the smugness with which Gold dismisses the incident sounds hollow. On his 

way to a major arrest in “The Big One” (15), a second contingency once again upsets his 

professional cool. It turns out an old Jewish lady was shot dead in her variety store, and 

Gold happens to be was the first detective arriving on the scene. Visibly upset over the 

waste of time which jeopardizes his running the flashier case, he is forced by his superiors 

to stay put and lead this investigation first. In quick succession both scenes hint at a 

sensitivity at odds with his ‘hardboiled’ poise. Known in the Homicide squad as “The Orator” 

(40) for the rhetorical charisma with which he persuades criminals to surrender, Gold here 

appears markedly less efficient in dealing with the unexpected.  

 When the victim’s relatives turn up, Gold thrice denies being the officer in charge, 

just as in a subsequent scene he will renege on his Jewishness to stress his disinterest in 

the case. He does not even understand what when Dr. Klein, the victim’s son, means by 

observing that “It never stops” (36). Choosing not to dwell on Gold’s reaction, Mamet 

instead cuts to a close-up of a newspaper article which should remind Gold and the 

audience of the missed opportunity. Adding insult to injury, Gold is stuck in the precinct 

“babysit[ting] this Candy Store” (38) while his colleagues bring in their big catch. And while 
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Sullivan, Gold’s partner, tries to convince their superior of The Orator’s indispensability, 

Miss Klein interrupts their conversation. It turns out Dr. Klein “got this clout” (40) at city 

hall and insists that Gold be assigned to the case of his mother’s murder since he “[is] his 

‘people’” (40).  The latter’s reaction is revelatory as he insists on his loyalty to the force 

rather than to the Jews. This leads him grudgingly to obey his squad leader and feign 

pragmatically by calling it “part of the job” (43), seconds before he slips out with a ruse to 

join his partners working on the “Flash Case” (42). As “the Mouthpiece” he is unrivalled in 

“sweet-talk[ing]” (39) suspects into custody, but when it comes to speaking up he is less 

reliable. Even Sullivan, who is “like [his] family” (80), still wonders at Gold’s drive “always [to] 

be the first one through the door” (45). On top of that, he can only focus on one objective at 

the time, which partly explains his utter lack of empathy in his reaction to Dr. Klein’s 

repeated calls for assistance: 

 
  Gold What the fuck does he want? 
  Olcott It’s the Yids. 
  Gold (starting back into the room): Blow them off. 
  Olcott The doctor. Somebody took a shot at the… 
  Gold Somebody took a shot at…? 
  Olcott That’s what they said. 
  Gold (stops): Bullshit… Bullshit. 
  (Mamet 1992a: 50 – original emphasis) 

 

His desire to prove his valour follows from his hatred of being called “a pussy because [he] 

was a Jew”, the “Outsider” whom his hierarchical superiors made “the hostage negotiator 

‘cause [he] knew how the bad guys felt” (103). Hence, he has no sympathy for “hysterical 

Jews” (54) wallowing in self-pity over their presumed victimization.  

 However, right in the middle of the film, in what prove almost a textbook case of an 

Aristotelian dramaturgy, the hero suffers a crisis that reverses his entire frame of 

reference. Upon his arrival in Dr. Klein’s sumptuous home, Gold meets the family’s anxieties 

with disbelief and smug condescension. Though he claims he has “got nothing against the 

Jews” (55), matters turn definitely sour when Miss Klein later overhears him on the phone 

delivering a xenophobic rant to Sullivan as a way of venting his frustration over missing the 

action on the ‘Big One’:  

 
Gold Oh man, Was it sweet? I woulda been there, I’m stuck here with my Jews. You 

should see this fucken room. (Pause.) Naa. Fucken bullshit, buncha high-strung 
fucken bullshit, they pay-so-much-taxes… Fuck ‘em […] Fuck ‘em. Don’t tell me, don’t 
send the old lady work down there, and tell me “how you’re so surprised.” Fuck ‘em, 
and the taxes that they pay (…] You tell me. Ten more bucks a week they’re making 
lettin’ her work down there? Not… “my” people, baby… Fuck ‘em, there’s so much 
anti-Semitism, last four thousand years, they must be doin something bring it about 
(61 – original emphases). 

 

That the murdered Jewish woman’s store was located in a black ghetto may seem absurd 

for someone with a wealthy family. But such, Miss Klein proudly asserts, was her heroism. 
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It was there that her grandmother made the money that put her children through school, 

and she stayed there because “She was a fighter” (62). A pause then starts off a sequence 

of events that will lead straight to Gold’s crisis of faith. Capitalizing on the detective’s 

embarrassment, Miss Klein lumps together his disrespect, impiety, and an absence of 

courage, which brings her rather presumptuously to question Gold’s Jewishness. To her, as 

to her father, being a Jew equals taking pride in one’s identity, you are either ‘In or Out.’ 

Philip Hanson called this “an essentialist definition of identity, a belief that their Jewish 

ethnicity is their identity, that ethnicity comes out of something ‘natural’ in an individual” 

(263). A second coup de théâtre in the guise of a gunshot completes Gold’s humiliation, 

thereby concretizing the extent of his misgivings. After a moment of befuddlement, he 

rushes unto the roof to pursue the alleged shooter. The only thing he finds, though, is a 

piece of crumpled paper with ‘GROFAZ’ written on it. Back in the apartment, Gold spies a 

photograph of the murdered woman in Palestine. While straightening the frame, he notices 

a second picture hidden behind it, in which she is holding a machine gun. This surprising 

revelation, compounded by a second shot and his own monumental gaffe on the phone, 

clinches his radically new disposition towards the case. All of a sudden the ethnicity-lead no 

longer seems that implausible, especially not when finding a wall near the variety store 

plastered with anti-Semitic flyers. In the store’s cellar Gold then discovers that Dr. Klein’s 

mother used to supply stolen weapons to Israeli freedom fighters during its War of 

Independence, a hypothesis supported by a list of prominent local Jews. When he is back at 

his desk, the contrast with his earlier views on the Jewish murder could not be less striking. 

Bemused, he even states that he is “never goin’ home” (Mamet 1992a: 76) before refusing 

to be bothered with the ‘Flash Case’ despite his partners’ explicit calls for his assistance.  

 To Sullivan, Gold is “better than an aquarium” with “something happening to [him] 

every minute” (82). It is a comment Gold shrugs off, interpreting it as a typical thing to say 

for someone who “ain’t a Yid” (83). Sullivan, however, insists, sensing that his partner is 

shifting allegiances: “Bob. I want to tell you what the Old Whore said – and this is the truest 

thing I know – When you start coming with the customers, it’s time to quit” (84). But 

instead of quitting, the fickle whore heads for a Jewish library to follow up the GROFAZ-lead, 

which appears to be an acronym of Grösster Feldherr aller Zeiten, a predicate for Hitler 

adopted by the Sonderablösungskommando – i.e. the special Nazi group in charge of the 

Final Solution. With this compelling revelation Mamet spells out the nature of the candy 

store-murder to his protagonist and audience alike. In House of Games, however, as in 

other Mamet works, matters are rarely what they seem. Or, in Mamet’s own words, that 

“When something looks too good to be true, it is not true” (1994d). Despite his conversion 

to the “bullshit case” (56) and the cultural schizophrenia of the assimilationist Jew, Gold still 

fails to think aporetically. Otherwise he would have ‘seen’ the metaphorical implications of a 

Chasidic scholar’s reading of his police badge: 
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Scholar The badge, you see, is the symbol. Of that which constrains us. The star… you see. 
The star. The five-point star. The pentagram… it is identified as a star, but it is not 
the symbol of heaven. It is the symbol of earth... The Mogen David (he gestures to 
the six-pointed star) is the intersection of the opposites and can be deconstructed 
into heaven and earth, but the pentagram cannot be deconstructed. You see? The 
five points are the five senses, the Chinese five elements, the five fingers of the 
hand. You see? You’re Jewish…? Are you Jewish? (90 – original emphases). 

 

Gold let himself be constrained by essentialist thinking incompatible with Judaic aporetics. 

Ironically, the dualism here proposed is also flawed since the explanation is provided by an 

orthodox Jew, the other extreme of Dershowitz’s continuum. No matter how persuasive 

the opposition between the five-point star and the Mogen David may sound, it remains a 

narrow symbolist reading which intrinsically contradicts the irreducibility at the heart of 

Jewish thinking. What follows is symptomatic for both kinds of selective blindness. The 

Chasidic scholar is disappointed in the assimilationist’s inability to read Hebrew and leaves, 

while Gold overhears a conversation between two librarians that brings him to another 

lead. A brief interaction between both Jewish opposites took place but was aborted for lack 

of a common ground and the men’s inability to think paradigmatically. The little 

interpretative potential that was aired during the interchange thus failed to stimulate 

reflection.  

 Gold’s pursuit of his ‘superobjective’ leads him to a disaffected schoolhouse, where 

he is apprehended and brought before a panel of Jewish heavy-hitters, a number of whom 

he had already seen during his catastrophic visit at Dr. Klein’s. They confirm his 

assumptions about the arms trade in a rhetoric of heroism that celebrates the struggle for 

independence as a fight for one’s “home” (99). The self-conscious artistry with which 

Mamet crafted this scene is best exemplified by the casting of his father, Bernard Mamet, 

as Marv, one of the pioneering heroes who asserts their leader Benjamin’s  call for support 

to Israel with “Isn’t that the truth” (99). For, the biographical ‘truth’ behind this cameo is 

that Mamet’s ‘loss’ of his Judaism was primarily due to his parents’ rabid assimilationism 

(Mamet 1989b: 232). It is no coincidence, then, that precisely this line is followed by Gold’s 

explicit avowal that he “would do anything” (Mamet 1992a: 99) finally to come ‘home’ and 

belong to the Jewish community. And yet, as Mamet argued in Five Cities of Refuge, the 

existential closure of belonging once and for all is an ‘arrogant’ reduction, let alone the 

completion of Judaism. Being a Jew is a Sisyphean practice, hence the promise of 

belonging as formulated by Benjamin is just another charismatic illusion. As a rite of 

passage, Gold has to bring them the original list of names he found in the murdered 

woman’s cellar. It is a command that sparks off his second conflict of interests: 

 
  Gold  But, but… 
  Benjamin … yes…? 

Gold … the list is evidence. I’ve logged it, into an evidence bag. Beat. I’ve… I’ve 
signed it in. I… I can’t take thhh… it’s evidence… Please, you know, anything, 
I… 

Benjamin No, not “anything,” the list is what I need. 
Gold Anything else, I… 
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Benjamin Yes, yes, anything else. Of course. (writes Hebrew characters on the 
blackboard). That is your name in Hebrew. Are you a Jew, Mr. Gold? 

Gold Yes. 
Benjamin Then be a Jew! You can’t take that list. How long your resolution lasts. Until 

the first unpleasantness. 
Gold ... I am a sworn police officer, I… 
Benjamin WHERE ARE YOUR LOYALTIES? You want the glory, you want the Home, 

you are willing to do nothing… 
Gold I… I took an oath… 
Benjamin (in Hebrew): You took an oath! He disgusts me. Get him out of here.  
(Mamet 1992a: 100-1 – original emphases) 

 

Lawrence Kushner’s already mentioned observation that Homicide carries a certain 

“Jewish chauvinistic undertone (Nadel 2008a: 179) (2.1.1) accordingly must be met with 

some reserve. Whereas the struggle for independence and pride in one’s Jewish identity 

are indeed presented as heroic, Mamet at the same time cautions his audience about the 

implications of unconditional submission to an ideal. Gold is ejected from his new home for 

refusing to disown his other ‘family,’ and even the remorse that drives him to firebomb a 

neo-Nazi printery is undercut by the Jewish freedom fighters to blackmail him into 

delivering the list. Gold now reacts with revulsion, sensing the discrepancy between 

Benjamin’s rhetoric of belonging and the methods applied to enforce it. Eventually, it turns 

out that Mrs. Klein was killed by some impressionable ghetto kids believing the urban 

legend about a treasure in her cellar. Qualifying the murder as anti-Semitic is to stretch 

things, no matter the anti-Jewish tracts. Mamet moreover was careful enough to add an 

explanation for the GROFAZ-lead right before rolling the final credits. Grofaz-t appears to be 

a brand name of pigeon feed. So the uniformed officer on guard at Dr. Klein’s apartment 

was probably right when identifying the ‘shots’ taken at them as a car backfiring, since no 

traces of bullet impact were ever found. The family’s interpretation was understandable 

given Mrs. Klein’s brutal murder the same day, yet their reaction – as well as that of the 

militant group – somewhat disproportionate. Mamet in Homicide certainly does not 

banalize anti-Semitism but draws attention to the possible excesses brought about by one-

dimensional readings of complex issues. Jews are still subject to racially-inspired attacks in 

Israel and abroad, but the kind of counterterrorism advocated by Benjamin and his cabal 

does little justice to Judaism’s intrinsic resourcefulness.  

 If his failure to belong to the “Good Jews” (98) confirms Gold’s first apostasy, it is 

immediately followed by another one, as an even more damaging consequence of his liminal 

loyalties. By losing himself in the Klein-murder, he indeed betrayed the trust of his police 

partners. The only ‘family’ he ever had relied on ‘the Mouthpiece’ to talk them through the 

finale of the high-profile case, yet he misses the scheduled date and “The whole thing’s gone 

down” (113). Sullivan is killed and Gold gets thrown “off homicide” (125). As a Jew he had 

never been fully accepted anyhow, but his work at least provided him with an identity in the 

squad made up of blacks, Italians, and an Irishman. In a single dramatic night he loses both 

his professional and his rediscovered ethnic sense of selfhood. Ultimately Mamet leaves 

him and the audience to reflect on the ‘evil nature’ of self-absorption. The last frame of the 
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film shows a wounded Gold standing in the doorway of the office he is forced to leave, a 

protean character in a locus of transition.  

 The figure Bob(by) Go(u)ld appears in Speed-the-Plow, Bobby Gould in Hell, The Old 

Neighborhood, and Homicide, each time in an analogous context and facing varying 

existential dilemmas. His name is inspired by what Mamet considers the most common 

American first name and a prototypical Jewish surname (Kane 2001: 230). Hence, it 

denotes a tension between ethnicity and assimilation, between Otherness and belonging. 

The different Bobby Goulds also depart from traditional depictions of Jews in popular 

culture. Often immoral, sexist, or corrupt, all four share a sense of personal weakness and 

a longing for spiritual wholeness that is ever deferred. Theirs is the reality of Jewish aporia 

without its regenerative double vision. This makes Bobby Gould a metaphor for Mamet’s 

creative restlessness. “The struggle,” he writes in his children’s book Bar Mitzvah (1999), 

“is not something which keeps you from your life – it is your life” (28). Given the carefully 

crafted ambiguity of his ethnic dramas, The Wicked Son therefore deserves some credit. 

Although it lacks Homicide’s finesse and structural rigor, it does not shy away from 

proposing a disturbing argument to which it has no answer itself. The book is but one of 

Mamet’s many attempts at approaching complex problems through ever-different 

channels, a choice that involves the risk of failure. The variety of its 37 essays, in turn, is 

another expression of this artistic refusal to settle for single answers. It is “the option of 

struggle with dignity” (Mamet 2006b: 133). 
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2.7 Conclusion: The Art of Sympathetic Thought 

 
There is an observed tendency of things 
At some but not all points 
To improve markedly 
Before complete disintegration. 
Regression To The Norm, 
The furtive, momentary stop 
Of a violent state of flux 
Goes by the name of intervention. 

(Mamet, ‘Ten Plagues’) 

 

In the preface to the second edition (1997) of his seminal work The Anxiety of Influence 

(1973), Harold Bloom argues that “any stance that anyone takes up towards a 

metaphorical work will itself be metaphorical” (xix). As this chapter hopefully has 

demonstrated, the notion of ‘first principles’ as organizing metaphor of David Mamet’s 

multidisciplinary work relies on a set of metaphoric concepts imbricated in and akin to an 

overarching, yet open-ended ‘system’ of correlations. Theorizing such a model moreover 

provides an analytical framework for what is essentially an elusive subject matter. It is no 

coincidence, therefore, that much of Mamet’s thinking springs from his ‘practical’ views on 

acting, which are grounded in the ‘as if’ quality of analogical thought.  

 Analogies are the product of intuitive associations, thus making cognitive 

connections per definition integrative. To Eco, metaphorical relations like the analogy 

constitute a scandalous semiotic phenomenon permitted by almost all semiotic systems 

(1986: 88, 109). Consequently, the “noise on the channel” (217) that results from the 

interconnection of various “framing devices” (220) can be recuperated for reflexive 

purposes on the nature of socio-cultural distinctions. After all, intuitiveness need not 

preclude functionality. Quite to the contrary, Barbara Maria Stafford argues, for analogies 

only “retain their individual intensity while being focused, interpreted, and related to other 

distinctive analogues and the prime analogue” (2001: 9). As such, “[a]nalogy correlates 

originality with continuity” (9). This makes it “the art of sympathetic thought” (10) on 

account of its capacity to confuse and connect, hence a powerful, “transcategorical” (104) 

weapon against the entropic pull of the status quo. Discerning the reality of ‘slippage’ 

between signifier and signified, between the arbitrary and the absolute allows one to 

challenge essentialist discourses in a generative display of creative potential.  

 Driven by what Stafford called an “analogical-existentialist perspective” (31), 

Mamet’s work stimulates reciprocity as a means of outwitting victimization in a complex 

and unstable cultural context. His unrelenting efforts to promote self-reflexivity and 

pragmatism are directly related to his general refusal of ‘closure.’ Moreover, Mamet’s 

insistence on the simultaneous interplay of relativity and functionality convincingly 

establishes the reciprocal dimension of the analogical procedure as the epistemological 

basis of performativity. This chapter’s focus on ‘first principles’ was an attempt to highlight 

the artist’s preference of process over product, i.e. his relative unconcern with the specific 
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interpretations that his work generates, as opposed to the mechanisms it stages and the 

(cognitive) strategies it mediates. With the implication that all knowing is perspectival, 

Mamet forces us to fill the gaps for ourselves.  

David Mamet started his artistic career in the 1970s, a period which in the 

philosophy of language – rather fittingly – is referred to as “the decade of pragmatics” 

(Fishelov 119). His work, likewise, is militantly analogical in keeping with the master trope of 

aporia, instead of allegorical, moralizing, or even political. In other words, Mamet’s “oblique 

methodology” (Bigsby 1985: 73) leads him formally to compromise his vision in order to 

establish a communicative bridge with his audience before leaving them to their own 

devices. The emphasis on mediation in his work, precisely, relates to this ‘humanistic 

coefficient’ (2.3.1). As there will always be context, rationalization and contamination due to 

human intervention are unavoidable (Aarseth 1997: 20). Ideally, analogical thought should 

thus lead to the constructive transgression of referential frameworks and the blurring of 

boundaries between disciplines, styles, or discourses. Designed to resist one-dimensional 

interpretations, a Mamet-piece possesses a certain universality that is productive and 

restrictive at once, thereby prolonging the cognitive energies it releases beyond the text 

itself. All things considered, such conceptual reliance on analogies, then, is in essence 

technological because this interplay of creativity and functionality “constitutes the 

[communicative] medium as a technology” (Bolter and Grusin 65). 

Since the connotative excess of a signifier disturbs linear interpretation (Fludernik 

312), paradigms that allow for the interchange of information accordingly must be 

generalizations. McKenzie, however, demonstrated that in industrialized societies there is 

little feedback between the various frames of reference due to the commodification and the 

mass-reproduction of stimuli (93). Highly prominent in Western culture, television, e.g., 

derives its current authority from a charismatic assertion of presumed immediacy despite 

and because of the distractions of a domestic setting, which erode the viewer’s instinctive 

reservations towards the technological mediation. This is what McLuhan, in an elaboration 

of his famous formula, termed medial ‘massage’ (qtd. in Mersch 115). Nonetheless, 

technology’s presumption of legitimacy can be undermined by its own feedback model for 

the assessment of performativity. Such process of ‘debugging designs through use’ follows 

a ‘feedback loop’ geared towards maximal output with minimal input:  

 

error  planned production  actual production  inventory  error  planned 
production  actual production  inventory  error  … 
(McKenzie 76) 

 

Focusing on the origin of technological innovations reveals a progression through a series 

of negotiations and compromises. Because the linear improvement of all constituents is 

impossible, objectives shift and compromise becomes inevitable, which makes techno-

performance – like the analogy and the metaphor – “satisficing rather than optimizing” 
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(Vaughan qtd. in McKenzie 116). This spiroid evolution requires a constant flux of new 

impulses as the feedback-model reveals that changes trigger new insights, which, in turn 

generate new objectives.  

Cultural frameworks are pragmatic constructions that enable, but also necessitate 

focused interaction. Mamet therefore insists that his objective as an artist is to stimulate 

debate: “What I write about is what I think is missing from our society. And that’s 

communication on a basic level” (qtd. in MacNicholas 69).    
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CHAPTER 3: Mamet on the Move 

 

 
 

Don’t put your frog in the hot water, he’ll 
hop out. Put him in the cold water and 
turn the heat up real, real slow. 

(Mamet, ‘A Gambler for Life’) 
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3.1 Breaking the Rules 

 
A I have never met a beach bum 

who is interesting. Their life is 
devoted to rest. 

B Nothing wrong with rest. 
A No. There is nothing wrong with 

rest. And there is nothing wrong 
with French pâté. I do not like it.  

(Mamet, ‘The Spanish Prisoner’) 

 

The conclusions derived from the ‘first principles’-model entail two closely interrelated 

questions: how does David Mamet express these principles, as well as what does this 

signify with regard to his aesthetic? Accordingly, one means of assessment would be to 

frame the technical evolution of his work, both intra-68 and trans-medially. Chapter 3 

consequently contains more conceptually-oriented case studies, whereas the analyses so 

far were limited to thematic readings. What remains similar to Chapter 2, however, is that 

the proposed methodology aims not at exhaustiveness but rather at representativeness. 

Since ‘evolution’ implies chronology, the major artistic shifts in Mamet’s career must be 

situated within a focused, but open-ended paradigm which allows for causality without being 

reductive. Jon McKenzie’s deconstruction of the feedback loop (see 2.7), precisely, provides 

such a framing device. Concretely, it implies that the argument developed here 

complements the descriptive character of much of the secondary literature on Mamet with 

an epistemological basis. A second objective of the present and following two chapters 

pertains to the dissertation’s subtitle ‘An Essay in Semiology.’ Primarily concerned with the 

way meaning is produced (see Pavis 1980: 13) in Mamet’s work, the theoretical insights 

obtained from the proposed semiological approach ideally should be relevant outside this 

immediate context. After all, as his techniques develop and perspectives alter by virtue of 

medial and generic crossings, the syntagmatic progression is bound to meet with 

paradigmatic concerns. 

 Theatre theorist Patrice Pavis has argued that media intrinsically do not favour 

activity or passivity by virtue of their technological possibilities, but that it is rather their 

specific mode of structuring and transmitting messages that stimulates cognitive 

involvement (1991: 22). Bearing in mind the ‘disciplined perversity’ of a Mamet-piece (see 

2.3), we should therefore take into account Martin Esslin’s observation that accomplished 

playwrights such as Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard, and Samuel Beckett “have been able to 

create drama of a high order of literary and artistic integrity” (1996: 98) for the allegedly 

disreputable medium of television. Medium specificity is one thing, yet medial determinism 

or prejudice is something entirely different. As suggested by Esslin and Mamet’s restless 

exploration of various media and genres, every communicative platform represents an 

                                                
68 Roger Odin proposes the term ‘intra-mediality’ to denote the existence within a given medium of various 
other media at a technical level, a concept comparable to the ‘synthetic’ and ‘synesthetic’ qualities of e.g. 
theatre and cinema (Odin 109; cf. Stam 2000: 161, as well as sections 3.2.1 and 3.4.1). 
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opportunity to challenge the cultural preconceptions attached to it. On a personal level, 

moreover, changing disciplines constitutes a significant artistic challenge that calls for a 

reconsideration of one’s perspectives and techniques.  

 In order to uphold the notions of reader, spectator, interpreter, and author across 

the different disciplines covered in this study, a common denominator imposes itself. 

Cognition, in particular, promotes readers to authors and demotes authors to interpreters 

in a metaphoric relation of dynamic spectatorship. Most critics, Charles F. Altman 

remarked, “treat [a] text as a message rather than a language” (41). As such, its meaning 

potential remains confined to one’s culturally circumscribed relation towards it, which is 

dynamic in one direction only. Considering a text like a language, on the other hand, allows it 

to function as a grammar that generates meaning through analogies, which (see 2.7) are 

reciprocal by nature. This section will therefore argue that an inclusive cognitive approach 

to Mamet’s multiple medium and genre exercises allows one to theorize a number of 

recurrent aesthetic concerns which need not necessarily correspond to prevailing critical 

trends in thematic and medium- or genre-specific analyses.  

 “Consciousness,” Joseph Tabbi writes in the introduction to his Cognitive Fictions 

(2002), “is marginal and thus analogous to literature; it is always in a place where it is not” 

(xi). Owen Barfield goes even further by arguing that consciousness is to poetic composition 

“what marble is to sculpture: the material that is being worked” (qtd. in Bloom 2005: 56). 

Conversely, to disregard the cognitive dimension of an artistic ‘event’ (see Deleuze in 2.3) is 

to diminish the work’s interpretative range and perhaps paradoxically to increase the risk of 

solipsism. If thinking is analogical and metaphorical, it amounts to a continual process of 

setting up and breaking down barriers. This means that a ‘text’ can be little more than a 

porous vessel of signification which funnels perception and stimulates reflection, the 

absolute interpretation of which must nevertheless remain beyond reach. Meaning, 

cognitive scientist Douglas Hofstadter insists, in the end is a matter of perspective (50). 

Methodologically, then, the systematic mapping of the heterogeneous artistic work of an 

author who prides himself on its elusiveness calls for a conceptualization of the chosen 

analytical frameworks, yet above all of the ‘framing’-principle itself.  

 

 

3.1.1 “Marshalling perception into expression”69 

 

The human mind is biologically equipped to deal with the contingencies of a shifting context. 

Information and computing systems, despite their processual effectiveness, are far less 

capable of interpreting unscripted input. Our faculty to think analogically – i.e. across 

system boundaries – is a “neurological fact” (Eco 1986: 129) that sidesteps the limitations 

                                                
69 Mamet 2000: 88. 
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of such rigidly causal systems while recuperating and repurposing the excessive ‘noise’ of 

the unforeseen into applied adjustments. As McKenzie’s interpretation of the ‘feedback 

loop’ and Stafford’s description of the analogical procedure demonstrated (see 2.7), this 

often intuitive interpretative work need not preclude efficiency.  

In his recent book Philosophie du langage (et de l’esprit) (2008), François Recanati 

has argued that cognition, like language, is essentially structured, even though it primarily 

relies on intuitive associations (10-1). Indeed, during the subconscious pursuit of a 

hypothetical order, cognitive perceptions are schematically ordered in units that loosely 

modulate into narrative sequences. The resulting network of nodes and relations allows for 

variation, adjustment, and improvisation in keeping with the specificity of the given context. 

Should these assignments nonetheless prove inadequate in a situation more complex than 

anticipated, the ‘default frame’ will then be subjected to critical re-evaluation. It is this poly-

systemic ‘debugging’ of preconceptions which ultimately results in new cognitive skills 

(Minsky 2-23). Cognitive frames are disciplining and enabling at the same time. As a result, 

they generate meaning while functioning as heuristic media for the assessment of 

performativity.  

Since “actions are meaningful only with respect to a set of institutional conventions” 

(Culler 5), effectiveness implies a minimum degree of integration. From this perspective, 

semiosis appears as an infinite process of negotiation “polluted” (Eco 1986: 85) by the 

‘satisficing’ logic of pragmatism. The communicative act is just that: a goal-oriented 

interlocking of semiotic strategies and existing conventions. Hence, a framework can be 

temporary at best, given that it is rooted in a fluctuating context and serves a consensual 

purpose. After all, as the previous paragraph indicated, mutual exchanges are constituted 

by varying objectives and reactions, which calls for constant readjustments to the frame. 

Charismatic discourses may suspend this structuring mechanism (see 2.5), yet its 

suppression, too, is context-related rather than absolute, and thus subject to change over 

time.  

To summarize, frameworks derive their sense of stability from input-based feedback-

models. No system can ever be purely optimizing nor can frames fluctuate at random, yet 

for all that the impression conveyed is one of linearity. Douglas Hofstadter has therefore 

developed the ‘strange loop’-concept. Functional and open-ended like the feedback loop, the 

strange loop moreover emphasizes the subjective dimension of cognition: 

 
[A strange loop is] an abstract loop in which, in the series of stages that constitute the cycling-
around, there is a shift from one level of abstraction (or structure) to another, which feels like an 
upward movement in a hierarchy, and yet somehow the successive “upward” shifts turn out to 
give rise to a closed cycle. That is, despite one’s sense of departing even further from one’s 
origin, one winds up, to one’s shock, exactly where one had started out. In short, a strange loop 
is a paradoxical level-crossing feedback loop (102).    

  
An abstract process celebrating analogy as the basis of ‘meaning’, Hofstadter’s ‘strange 
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loop’ may function as a heuristic framework when applied to a multi-medial cultural context:   
  

The passage leading from vast numbers of received signals to a handful of triggered 
symbols[appears as] a kind of funneling process in which initial input signals are manipulated or 
“massaged”, the results of which selectively trigger further (i.e., more “internal”) signals, and so 
forth. This baton-passing by squads of signals traces out an ever-narrowing pathway in the brain,  

  which winds up triggering a small set of symbols whose identities are of course a subtle function
  of the original input signals (76).   
 

Funnelling implies mediation, which is a reciprocal phenomenon that produces “a great deal 

of two-way flow” (76). But rather than map these intermediary steps towards a hypothetical 

‘objective,’ as a feedback loop (ideally) would, the strange loop is to be understood as an 

‘epiphenomenon,’ i.e. “a collective and unitary-seeming outcome of many small, often 

invisible or unperceived, quite possibly utterly unsuspected events […] a large-scale illusion 

created by the collusion of many small and non-illusory events” (93).   

 By staging its own ‘strangeloopishness,’ then, a ‘text’ acquires a reflexive quality, the 

“fantastic triggering-power” (231) of which jointly evokes the disciplining and generative 

dimensions of interdisciplinarity; in other words, the potential functionality of analogically 

framed pursuits in contexts ruled by contingency. As Hofstadter aptly points out, the 

threshold of ‘transparency’ is crossed “whenever a system’s repertoire of symbols 

becomes extensible without any obvious limit” (246). This kind of flexibility, however, does 

not amount to randomness, precisely due to the strange loop’s cognitive, and therefore 

situationally structured nature. On the contrary, it makes coordination possible despite the 

absence of a totalizing framework.  

 

 

3.1.2 Reciprocity as Protocol of Analysis 

 

“Mature human brains,” Hofstadter indicated, “are constantly trying to reduce the 

complexity of what they perceive” (277). It is a means of coping as efficiently as possible 

with the contingencies of a confusing world. To Minsky (see 3.1.1) impressions are ordered 

in the format of a narrative. By extension, making sense of a vast and heterogeneous 

artistic oeuvre – such as David Mamet’s – therefore requires a protocol of analysis, i.e. a 

set of criteria to structure and steer the progression of one’s critical discourse. Of course, 

distinctions to some extent are arbitrary and likely to overlap. Yet the ‘strange loop’ and 

‘first principles’-metaphors demonstrated that self-relativizing models may still hold 

indicative value since meaning is always context-bound, even if that context itself is 

boundless.  

 Part of the complexity of narrative relates to the “merely probabilistic” (D. Herman 

1049) causality between the selected events that constitute it. Our cognitive reliance on 

analogies imbeds the various processual frames and strategies at work within “a nested 
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structure” (D. Herman 1053) based on reciprocity. Artistic ‘texts,’ in particular, are noted 

for their frequent use of repetitions, parallelisms, symmetry, suggestion, implication, and 

other recall devices highlighting the interpenetration of various levels of meaning. A Mamet-

text, moreover, is characterized by the “heteroglossic relations” of language users and their 

voices, constantly smashing into each other with “changing and centripetal, centrifugal and 

hyper-centrifugal forces” (Joki 1993: 6). Structurally, too, his pieces are driven by a 

rigorous internal consistency. This, then, hints at a conceptual insistence on the analogy-

based interrelatedness of a work’s various semiotic layers.   

 Discussing the narrative dimension of interpretations requires a pragmatic working 

definition of the concept, even if this must remain a paradoxical construction. Marie-Laure 

Ryan understands narrative as a “set of cognitive operations that organizes and explains 

human agency and experience” (31), according to three dimensions: 

 

• Chronicle, which focuses on the what (the linear succession of events); 

• Mimesis, which focuses on the how (descriptions); 

• Plot, which gives meaning and form to the events by focusing on the why (xxi).70 

 

Based on the two foundational categories of ‘discourse’ and ‘story’ (xxii), the three 

dimensions overlap, their distinctions being only indicative. However, each – both separately 

and in combination – represents an opportunity to frame the question “how is it made?” 

(Paul 51) in keeping with the semiotic and technical properties of the medium or genre in 

which the ‘narrative’ is presented. The chief advantage of this particular perspective is that 

it offers an “analog model” (M-L Ryan 52) capable of integrating artistic hybridization, 

personal projections, and analytical objectives without, methodologically speaking, ‘losing 

the plot.’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
70 Ryan moreover insists that narrative is to be detached from language and literature “as a cognitive 
template with transmedial and transdisciplinary applicability” (184). 
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3.2 “Celebration of the Minimal”71 

 
        We, at the Theater, weep 
        At that admixture of 
        Surprise and 
        Inevitability. 

(Mamet, ‘The Brown-Eyed Girl’) 

 

“Dramatic structure,” in David Mamet’s opinion, is quintessentially narrative, “not an 

arbitrary - or even a conscious - invention” but “an organic codification of the human 

mechanism for ordering information” (2002c: 64). And since drama was his first means of 

artistic expression, it forms the basis of a relentless exploration of various genres and 

media. The behaviourist undertone of Mamet’s statement is to be taken quite literally given 

that his earliest works served to illustrate his ‘practical’ approach to acting (see 2.2). In 

keeping with the aforementioned ‘mountain climbing theory of creative endeavour,’ any kind 

of ‘performance’ to him has the potential of improving through rigorous practice and 

introspection. Mamet therefore proudly asserts that in the theatre, as in any other 

profession or specialty, “we all enter from the bottom” (1987d: 153). Reaching the top, 

then, is a matter of understanding the processes that define the field.  

 Ironically, a considerable amount of drama-criticism addresses its textual object as 

if it were a static body. The majority of secondary literature on so well known and 

celebrated a playwright as David Mamet proves no exception to this bad habit. Typical for 

the dramatic genre, however, is that plays are written to be performed. As Richard 

Schechner reminds us, “a performance is licensed by its audience which can, at any time, 

re-ratify or withdraw that license” (1976: 45). Text-based approaches, furthermore, rarely 

concentrate on the means and methods with which a certain ‘content’ is conveyed on 

stage/radio/screen, and thus inevitably lose some of their relevance.   

 Phenomenologically, the concept of theatrical performance resists categorization. 

While meaning depends on the frame in which it is produced, performance implies a 

‘double vision’ of an action as executed en situation and a cognitive evaluation of its relation 

to a projected, context-specific (narrative) objective. No different from the analogy, the 

metaphor, and cognitive practice itself, performance cuts across referential frameworks. 

Its assessment, likewise, marks another instance of ‘satisficing’ pragmatics. André Helbo, 

accordingly, promotes the study of theatre semiotics as a supreme heuristic model that 

“encourag[es] interaction with a number of disciplines and provid[es] a basis for assessing 

the relevance of their contribution” (1991: 3). Theatre, after all, “constructs meaning 

without denying the presence of the representing object” (4), and as such explicitly stages 

performance’s resistance to taxonomic reduction by means of the “overdetermination of 

the stage signifier” (8). As the starting point of a multi-, inter-, and trans-disciplinary oeuvre, 

Mamet could have done a lot worse. 
                                                
71 Nadel 2008a: 2.  
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3.2.1 You Can Negotiate Anything, or Theatre as Hypermedium 

 

Theatre occupies an ambiguous cultural position. Not quite a genre, nor an artistic medium 

among others, its classification is problematic. Live performance on stage often enough 

enacts a scripted ‘text,’ but also the incapacity of reproducing it faithfully. What is more, the 

typical interplay of linguistic and paralinguistic signifiers ‘in real time’ challenges one-

dimensional readings while refusing the performance’s objectification. Riding “on a train of 

illocutions” (Ohmann 83; see 2.3.1), the theatrical performance instead takes on a Gestalt 

shape, which Hofstadter defined as “some kind of stable but one-of-a-kind, never-seen-

before whorl” (187). Disciplined by a directorial ‘script’ as well as framed in space and time, 

the stage production is thus simultaneously present and absent, recognizable and elusive, 

transparent and opaque, conventional and original, action and reflection, constructive and 

deconstructive. Oxymoronic par excellence, the theatre, termed “un espace autre” (261 – 

original emphasis) by Anne Ubersfeld on account of its liminal character, is therefore a 

most appropriate platform for reflection on cultural hybridization. 

 Live theatre in particular draws attention to the contingent and polysemic nature of 

cultural communication. Theatre audiences only perceive fragments of densely textured 

constellations in a continuous flow. A theatrical sign may function as a regular signifier but 

also as a signifier of a signifier pertaining to other semiotic frames (Fischer-Lichte 238). 

The discrepancy between signifier and interpreter echoes Derrida’s argument on the 

eroticization of an impossible centre (see 2.3.1). Consequently, attending a theatre 

performance becomes an act of resistance to institutionalized values by consciously 

confronting ‘overdetermined’ stage signifiers.  

The parallel machinations of cognition and the performing arts imply that the 

spectator’s involvement is organized across different frames of reference through the 

evocation of isomorphic correlatives. Indeed, the interpretative Leerstellen or blanks 

created quite paradoxically by the partial overlappings of signifiers, contexts, and individual 

connotations function as syncretic purveyors of meaning potential (Iser 168-178, 231). In 

a cultural context where distinctions have generally become unstable, live theatrical 

performance remains unique in its explicit resistance to charismatic transparency-effects. 

By incorporating a virtually limitless number of perspectives, signifiers, and signifying 

systems in a temporally and spatially ritualized event with “the performer and the spectator 

[…] physically present at the same time in the same place” (Kattenbelt 33), the theatre can 

be regarded as a hypermedium that iconizes an elusive content. This makes it a 

“preeminent […] stage of intermediality” (37) and interdisciplinarity (see Chapter 4). For, as 

“semiology in action” (Pavis 1980: 19), the theatrical mise en scène constitutes an “engine 

for spectatorship” that funnels heterogeneous stimuli towards “the production of a 

(meaningful) texture to the event” (Lavender 63), with the concrete, the metonymic, and the 
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virtual constantly in flux. Bigsby rightly noted that the theatre’s multi-sensorial immediacy 

largely explains the general critical predilection for mere text-based analyses. 

“[I]ntimidated” (2004c: 2) by the medium’s epistemological refusal of closure, most studies 

of dramatic literature still steer clear of its performative aspect for the sake of solipsism’s 

creature comforts.  

The heuristic contribution of Hofstadter’s ‘strange loop’-concept to theatre practice 

consists precisely in drawing attention to the associative character of interpretation 

without attempting to map it exhaustively. In fact, theatre’s reliance on analogies actualizes 

the strange loop by staging the metaphoric rather than absolute quality of signifiers. As a 

result, the question of transparency is bypassed by the acknowledgment of the perceiver’s 

constitutive role, even if only by an artistically uncontrollable implication of the performance. 

After all, the conceptual potential and wider relevance of the theatre lies not in static 

models or ‘essences’ of meaning, but in the dynamically transgressive processes it 

generates and stages. It is an argument reminiscent of Aarseth’s take on the humanistic 

coefficient behind mediation (see 2.7), in which he stipulates that the intrinsically 

transgressive whole of a Gestalt-like structure “is greater than the sum of its perceived 

parts” (1997: 28). Connor even goes as far as to call theatricality “the name for the 

contamination of any artefact that is dependent upon conditions outside, or other than, its 

own” (133-4). Either way, emphasis on process rather than product carries the day.  

 According to media theorist Philip Auslander, “presence is the matrix of power” 

(1987: 26). The stage, then, demonstrates that power is transient because its presence is 

fleeting. Much the same applies to critical models derived from theatrical performance. 

Paradoxically, this is their greatest strength, provided they are sufficiently self-relativizing. 

McKenzie (see 2.7) showed that open-ended systems progress through the focused 

integration of contingencies, which validates Helbo’s promotion of theatre semiotics as 

conceptual benchmark for interdisciplinary practice (see 3.2). None of the theatre’s 

components is ‘ontologically connected’ to it (Mukarovsky 83), its “Talmudic” (Schechner 

1985: 33) capacity for hybridization and innovation therefore practically endless. 

Essentialist readings and absolute distinctions, conversely, make little methodological sense 

in a situation where “to describe is always to destroy” (Pavis 1982: 122). But, since 

“without distinguishing one does not see” (Barba 105), a functional analytical framework 

nevertheless imposes itself.  

 Given that there can be no ‘original’ content or meaning to a (dramatic) text, its 

staging amounts to a communicative act performed through a different channel, a 

‘semiotic practice’ (Ubersfeld 18) of another order. Hence, the theatrical signifier, too, can 

be little more than a stimulus conveyed in a coherent, yet fundamentally analogical 

‘message.’ Theatre semiotics, then, becomes a means of addressing the stage’s polysemic 

and plurimedial complexity in a systematic way. Necessarily imperfect, a lucid critical 

approach – i.e. focused but self-relativizing (see Pavis 1982: 129 and Helbo 1983: 18) – 
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may uncover some semiological processes short of capturing essences. In the context of 

the theatre, as of Mamet’s work across media and genres, the loss arguably is worth the 

gain.  

 Whatever the referential framework, distinctions between sign systems are bound 

to overlap as these are part of an organic whole: the “network of meanings” (Elam 12) that 

constitutes a ‘performance’ (see 2.3.1, 2.5.1, 2.7, 3.1.1, 3.2). In order to achieve a better 

understanding of the mechanisms at work within a demarcated system, any selection must 

be motivated by a precise analytical objective. Paralleling Marie-Laure Ryan’s three 

dimensions of narrative (see 3.1.2), semiosis - the process through which a sign generates 

meaning - consists of a syntactic, a semantic, and a pragmatic dimension. As such, 

narrative and semiosis occupy analogous positions on a continuum that comprises 

different degrees of abstraction, capable of integrating insights ranging from the concrete 

to the conceptual. The ‘rhetoric of theatre’ conveniently fits right in the middle (see 

Ubersfeld qtd. in Helbo 1983: 92). It is thus a shared origin in cognition allowing 

signification and perception as complementary aspects of the same ‘feedback loop.’ Their 

kinship, by extension, motivates this study’s insistence on the heuristic potential of 

analogical models (see 2.7, 3.7, 4.7). Only by addressing the associative quality at the heart 

of both creation and interpretation, it is believed, will a critical approach to so complex, 

heterogeneous, and elusive a subject matter avoid the pitfalls of empirical essentialism or 

methodological reductionism. In the words of Skippy from Mamet’s Lakeboat 

(1970/1980), “It’s all a matter of perspective” (219). 

 

 

3.2.2 Matters of Perspective 

 

Following one of his Goddard College-instructors’ advice not to worry too much about form 

and structure, Camel (1969), David Mamet’s first dramatic ‘text’ effectively produced on a 

theatre stage, was a Second City-style revue made up of vaguely related comic scenes 

(Carroll 1987: 7; see 2.1.1). This episodic type of structure would characterize his three 

following plays as well, but appearances notwithstanding considerations of form did 

become increasingly important. Chaperoned by Stuart Gordon, the driving force behind the 

experimental Organic Theater and original director of Sexual Perversity in Chicago, Mamet 

realized that to stimulate reflection beyond the whimsical and the farcical, more intricate 

frameworks were called for (see Nadel 2008a: 69).  

 A first indication of the young playwright’s blossoming artistic ambition can be found 

in the ex negativo dramatization of his characters’ personalities. Lakeboat, Duck Variations, 

and Sexual Perversity in Chicago are all peopled by figures whose language and myopic one-

upmanship suggest the absence of an integrated perspective. Paired with the plays’ 

episodic structures and a characteristic scenic minimalism these figures’ self-absorption, 
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disjunction, and occasional understanding meet in a complex paradigm that already 

demarcates patterns of signification across the boundaries of the performance text’s 

various signifying systems. The settings constitute a force field between mimesis and  

allegory, with Chicago as archi-textual nexus or prime analogue. The “Big City on a Lake” 

(Mamet 1974a: 46) functions as liminal milieu that is manifestly recognizable. As such, the 

recurring image intensifies the plays’ common theme of travelling without moving due to 

Chicago’s paradoxical position as “Merchant to the Frontier” (1992d: 75), a commercial 

metropolis trapped in-between the Midwestern wilderness and “The Inland Sea Around Us” 

(1980: 217) of Lake Michigan. The seamen on the lakeboat keep repeating the same 

journey with the same kind of cargo for decades on end, just as the two Beckettian retirees 

from Duck Variations daily return to the park, another floating world of sorts and the scene 

of their aporetic debates on all things duckish. Even the alleged hipsters from Sexual 

Perversity feature in a narrative that seems to drop them off right back where they started; 

lonely, angry, and mean. And yet the impression of stasis is another perverse illusion 

conjured by Mamet’s minimalist drama. After all, as Nelson Algren reminds us, 

“Hustlertown keeps spreading itself all over the prairie grass, always wider and whiter” 

(48).  

 Since everything that does not move deteriorates, the idea of status quo actually 

implies a continuous investment towards this particular end. The sailors, the senior 

citizens, and the sophomoric singles all try to keep themselves afloat by indulging in make-

believe. With a playwright-cum-acting theorist hell-bent on eradicating the excessive in 

order to retain only the absolutely indispensable (see 2.2), intra-diegetic narration on 

Mamet’s stage, no matter how effective, must serve a purpose. Heaping perversity upon 

perversity, Bernie Litko’s opening narrative in Sexual Perversity in Chicago quickly betrays 

itself as zany fabulation. No different from the sailors’ outrageous speculations about their 

missing cook in Lakeboat, or the old men’s mock-Socratic dialogues (Kolin 30) in Duck 

Variations, his discourse, littered with inconsistencies and impossibilities, is more ritual 

than effective communication. Stimulated by the feedback of his friend Dan, another “urban 

male in his late twenties” (Mamet 1974a: 46), the majority of Bernie’s interventions in the 

play serve to establish him as an alpha male mentoring his inexperienced pupil on how to 

be an expert in fornication. Of course, the closest Bernie effectively comes to actual sex is 

by watching pornographic movies (85), while Dan manages to hook up with Deb, a real 

woman. And the more Dan grows infatuated with her, the coarser Bernie’s advice 

becomes. By constantly playing on the discrepancies between story, plot, and form, Mamet 

seeks to keep his audiences alert.  

Despite the seemingly linear plot development, all four of the play’s characters 

ostensibly fail to learn from experience, but that means overlooking the work’s cognitive 

and – above all – performative dimensions. As the previous parts of this study should have 

shown, content to Mamet is only a means to a processual end. These young men and 
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women try to attain a sense of spiritual wholeness, yet fail on account of their inability to 

achieve a ‘truthful’ sense of intimacy with friends as well as lovers. Notwithstanding the 

dynamism of their urban lives, reductive social role-playing based on media-induced 

platitudes leaves them frustrated (see Callens 2004: 47 and 1987: 233); still, performing 

make-believe in a theatre performance “put[s] on show the very process of semiotization 

involved in the performance” (Elam 9 – emphasis added), thus encouraging the spectator 

“to take note of the semiotic means” (17 – original emphasis). Cognitively seasoned by the 

frequent scene switches and different degrees of theatrical abstraction, one’s viewing 

experience therefore need not necessarily correspond to the playtext’s apparent circular 

conclusion, provided the acting or the mise-en-scène do not patronize the audience, as was 

the case with a 2000 revival of Sexual Perversity by – ironically – the Atlantic Theater 

Company (see Sauer and Sauer 2003: 271-3).  

 No matter how vulgar their language and artificial their behaviour, the characters 

themselves as in most of Mamet’s work live unexceptional lives while toiling away at 

ordinary jobs. This concession to mimesis is necessary to lure the spectator’s attention 

away from formal concerns such as genre, historical background, and characterization, 

and focus it on the intricacies of the ‘action’ proper. Ironically, it is not the demotic speech 

in se, but the unflagging use of repetitions, ellipses, interruptions, and grammatical 

irregularities which add to the sense of naturalistic transparency. These gradually 

“reduce[s] a sense of shock that initially comes from encountering in the theatre what is 

commonplace in movies or on the street” (Piette 2004: 75). With such a communicative 

‘bridge’ (see 2.4) in place it is but a small step towards ‘disciplined perversity’ (see 2.3). As, 

Janet Haedicke concludes: “[t]he liminality of Mamet’s realism extricates it from the 

Cartesian logic of classical realism and betokens a fissure in dominant ideology” (1999: 4).   

Like the four pseudo-yuppies in Sexual Perversity demonstrate, articulacy is an 

ambiguous matter in the Mamet-canon. Many of his characters are wildly imaginative and 

virtuosos of talk, but only within the confines of a rigidly circumscribed social sphere. As 

aptly stated by Martin Roeder-Zerndt, “wenn Mamets Figuren versuchen, innere 

Bewegtheit auszudrücken, kommen sie an die Grenzen der Sprache, die sie erlernt haben” 

(108 – emphasis added). Here the playwright’s provocative play with explication and 

implication, with authenticity and insincerity, with humour and contemplation makes them 

articulate even in moments of inarticulacy, thereby forcing audiences to constantly 

reconsider their positions with regard to the diegesis, as well as the conception of the work 

itself. Though “[i]t’s only words” (Mamet 1974a: 74) to characters and spectators alike, 

negotiation remains the heart of the matter.  

In the comparatively long opening scene, Dan’s feedback to Bernie’s fantasies, 

despite being supportive, constantly makes him redirect his narrative. It is almost as if 

Bernie clung to language as a beacon against oblivion. The scene switches, likewise, tend to 
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occur after Mamet drops an innuendo. Different plotlines gradually converge onto the 

short-lived romance of Dan and Deb, with Bernie and Joan – Deb’s female friend – acting 

as psychomachean forces, granted that in Mamet’s update of the morality play the angels 

are possessively claiming their friends for themselves rather than trying to protect them 

from devilish influences. During their inadvertent meeting in the third scene, Bernie and 

Joan come across as each other’s doubles in terms of cynicism, deadpan bluntness, and 

‘good’ advice. And though Bernie makes his move on Joan, both leave the singles bar alone, 

their formulaic language and barren views preventing them from establishing any 

connection. With Bernie producing oneliners such as “The Way to Get Laid is to Treat ‘Em 

Like Shit” (58) or “Tits and Ass. Tits and Ass. Blah de Bloo” (89) it hardly surprises that 

Dan’s corny pickup lines (58-9) prove more successful. Actual soliloquies to imaginary 

audiences and pseudo-monologues to an unresponsive interlocutor complete the picture 

conjured by the play’s title of what is after all a moralizing tableau: despite the sexual 

licentiousness these men and women simply cannot communicate because their 

perceptions and discourses are so thoroughly conditioned by the demeaning clichés of 

popular culture. As New York Times critic Richard Eder puts it in his review of Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago, it is “as if going to bed were the foreplay and conversation the sexual 

act” (1976: 29).  Another perversity, however, is that this play premiered on an 

experimental stage and was written by a beginning playwright. With its fragmented 

structure and formal minimalism it simply could not compete with the charismatic mass 

media. Mamet’s goal is “to make the minimal expressive” (Nadel 2008a: 9). Proposing so 

unambiguous an argument on so inherently abstract or neutral a platform as the stage 

may, accordingly, have come across as doubly disingenuous. Instead, Mamet honestly tried 

to capture the auto-anaesthetizing rhythm which directs his characters’ visceral lifestyles 

on formal, structural, and thematic levels. In his opinion, “our rhythms prescribe our 

actions” (qtd. in Wetzsteon 11 – original emphasis). It is a principle recreated in the live 

experience of the play by the “frenetic energy” (Bigsby 2004a: 1) of the constant 

movements on stage, generating a sensorial intensity that lies beyond the reach of even 

the most sophisticated montage techniques of (tele)visual popular culture. If ultimately this 

results in the spectator’s critical reflection, the presumed circular narrative is perverted, 

for the better, into Mamet’s version of Hofstadter’s ‘whorl.’  

Naturally, the sketchy characterization and relative absence of dramaturgic focus in 

Mamet’s first plays drew criticism. More important at this point, however, was his 

understanding of the theatre’s power to confuse and connect, for it formed the basis of his 

subsequent ventures into more popular dramatic genres. In his paradoxical but ever so 

truthful formula, the “theater is always dying because artistic inspiration cannot be instilled 

– it can only be nurtured” (1987d: 20), and the living stage “exposes us to the notion of 

decay, to the necessity of change” (111). Seizing a medium’s epistemological potential 

leaves room for formal improvements and innovations, whereas formal orthodoxy tends to 
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hinder methodological reconsideration, hence artistic growth. One of Joan’s points in 

Sexual Perversity can be construed as an apposite commentary on the principle of 

cognitive frames in that art, to Mamet, no less than life to Joan, on a metaphysical level 

resembles “a finite puzzle. Whose true solution lies, perhaps, in transcending the rules 

themselves… (Pause.) … and pounding of the fucking pieces into places where they DO NOT 

FIT AT ALL” (Mamet 1974a: 71 – original emphases). As indicated by the characters’ 

frustrated attempts at emotional and sexual wholeness, the distinction between oppression 

and opportunity is a matter of perspective: 

 
 Bernie And what you learn, that’s what you know. Am I right?  
 Danny One Hundred Percent. It’s all in your… 
 Bernie Head. 
 Danny … approach (Pause.) 
 Bernie It’s in your what? 
 Danny Approach? 
 Bernie Right. 
 Danny You know how to approach these things and you’ll always be right. 
 Bernie You don’t learn right when you’re young, those cocksuckers ruin your life. 
 Danny Who? (Pause.) 
 Bernie Anybody. (Pause.) Ruin it quicker’n you can turn around. 
 (1974a: 76-7 – original emphases) 

  

In any case, Mamet’s negative dramatization and celebration of the minimal suggest that 

only a disciplined focus can remedy the depersonalizing poverty of the status quo. At this 

early stage in his career it is by far the clearest expression of his own artistic wish to keep 

refining his craft and reach ever wider audiences irrespective of restrictive generic 

frameworks (see 2.1), because – in Deb’s terms – if you want “comfort,” you’d better get a 

“toaster” (88).    
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3.3 “Considerations of form fascinate me”72 

 
But their image was changed, and 
changed by the most unusual of tactics – 
they changed their image by changing 
their actions. 

(Mamet, ‘The Deer Hunter’) 

 

In the chapter ‘Drawing and Transgressing Fictional Boundaries’ of her Avatars of Story 

(2006) Marie-Laure Ryan argues that “[b]elief and make-believe are attitudes that we take 

towards propositions” (40). However, a proposition can only be considered as ‘true’ when 

the receivers are ‘literate’ in its mode of communication (see Ong 15). The ‘message’ also 

must be sufficiently stimulating in order to avoid its premature dismissal. From this 

perspective, any ‘text’ becomes “un carrefour de ‘performances’” (Ubersfeld 115); i.e. a 

continual negotiation between form, structure, and medium, supplemented by the interplay 

of personal connotation and contextual denotation.   

 Even if theatrical performance, as demonstrated in the previous section, is a prime 

medium for stimulating reflexivity on the workings of signifying systems, it is not infinitely 

reproducible. Its communicative range pales in comparison with mass media such as film, 

radio, or television. An overview of David Mamet’s ventures into ever more popular formats, 

by extension, must pay particular attention to the transfers across different media and 

genres of the semiotic strategies initially developed in the comparatively loose framework of 

experimental theatre. After all, addressing the stage’s hypermediacy fittingly confirmed that 

distinctions between signifying systems are relative, hence that analogical thinking may 

bridge epistemic divides by constituting a ‘strange loopish’ Gestalt (see 3.2.1 and 3.1.1).   

 The work of art, as argued supra (see 2.4), brings about a ‘double vision’ of problem 

and artifice at the same time, even if some charismatic strategies succeed in funnelling the 

spectator’s perception away from the work’s processual dimension and towards an illusion 

of ‘transparency.’ To theatre phenomenologist Bert States, “convention […] is art’s only 

language” (88). Artistic efficiency, then, boils down to a matter of perspective first, and 

degree a distant second. Since neither the artist’s ambition nor the work’s reception is 

measurable in absolute terms, a better understanding of genre, i.e. the structuring 

principle behind aesthetic conventions, imposes itself.   

 

 

3.3.1 The Importance of Being Generic  

 

Very few concepts are more problematic than genre. The term at once connotes 

conventionality and functionality. It seems to deny originality whereas in fact it functions as 

                                                
72 Mamet 2001c: xiii. 
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a “vehicle for the acquisition of competence” (Duff 2). Scores of descriptive studies exist on 

the various genres but those on genre theory are few and far between. The latter is 

remarkable, since a genre’s formal recognisability serves foremost a functional purpose. 

Disregarding process in favour of product accordingly amounts to putting the cart before 

the horse. For a work of art guides perception in a certain direction, after which its 

impressions are matched with a generic framework to facilitate interpretation (see also 

Dowd 14). Granted, the parageneric indicators of printed drama equally steer perception, 

though general labels such as ‘a novel’ or ‘a play in four acts’ hardly curb the reading 

experience. All too rigid generic preconceptions and types, however, tend to constrict a 

work’s meaning potential to the point of artistic obsolescence. Reception-theorist Hans 

Robert Jauss in this regard insisted that a ‘text’ never stands purely on its own, but rather 

functions like a musical score, i.e. an unchanging script which nonetheless has the capacity 

of generating strings of divergent resonances and connotations due to the interplay with 

context and genre (171-172, 199).  Texts may provoke ‘expectation horizons’ (173) of 

sorts, but those can never be stable – let alone universal – as they are always partly 

cognitive, hence idiosyncratic constructions subject to change with every new reading.  

Artworks of course are also products of a certain artistic ‘discipline,’ which raises 

another taxonomic problem. After all, the semantic distinction between ‘genre,’ ‘discipline,’ 

and ‘medium’ often creates more problems than it solves. Steve Neale sidesteps this 

discussion by presenting “genre as process,” manifested in “an interaction between […] the 

level of expectation, the level of the generic corpus, and the level of ‘rules’ or ‘norms’ that 

govern them both” (2005: 171). Such perspective indeed distances itself from the 

prescriptive overtones of ‘discipline,’ but ironically further complicates matters with regard 

to the concept of ‘medium.’ To Michael Goldman, genre is “a vessel not quite closed at 

either end, into which the life of the performance flows and spreads” (103). Beautifully 

phrased and pertinent though this definition is, it does not remedy the ambiguity. As it 

stands, genre functions as a dynamic and open-ended vehicle for the communication of a 

certain meaning potential, but so do media. Genres influence perception and are affected 

by the perceiver’s response in a process of “active co-presence” (120), yet that 

mechanism, too, goes by the name of mediation. David Fishelov is somewhat more precise. 

In his opinion a genre is 

  
a combination of prototypical, representative members, and a flexible set of constitutive 
rules that apply to some levels of literary texts, to some individual writers, usually to more 
than one literary period, and to more than one language and culture (8). 

 

Within a certain artistic medium this conception is functional indeed, even if ‘literary text’ 

should be replaced by ‘the art work’ to be relevant in extra-literary discussions. Still, the age-

old confusion between medium and genre remains. More recently (2006), John Frow’s 

take on the subject has drawn inspiration from contemporary advances in semiology and 
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media studies. Aside from reflecting the interplay of codes and conventions, he argues, a 

genre also “calls into play systems of use, durable social institutions, and the organisation 

of physical space” (12 – emphasis added). All too often it functions pragmatically as 

medium and architext, the implication being that the bad faith is that of the users (regimes, 

artists, and their audiences). On the other hand, a genre resembles the metaphor and the 

cognitive framework in the sense that it “shapes strategies for occasions” (14) in a 

systematic way that is simultaneously “resistant to system” (52), something which does not 

apply as typically to media. The latter, as confirmed by Gérard Genette, are more like 

technological a priori forms of expression, historically less bound to contingency and 

variability (1992: 70). This is not to say that media are incapable of evolving – quite to the 

contrary (see 3.7). The difference, once again, is a matter of degree and perspective. 

Genres are embedded in a semiotic medium and a physical setting/context (Frow 73), just 

as medium and setting are meaningless without an organizing framework. All three ‘textual’ 

constituents overlap, so any theorizing of either concept must be aware of its own 

pragmatic character.  

 By analogy, a ‘new’ genre originates from the interplay, interpenetration, or 

transformation of other genres. It thrives on a constant tension between convention and 

invention to become “the historically attested codification of discursive properties” (Todorov 

1976: 200). This makes genre a heuristic principle that is intrinsically dynamic despite 

connoting institutionalization. As social systems, genres – no different from media – must 

possess a certain degree of integration to remain relevant in a changing context. To 

Jacques Derrida, the ‘law of genre’ is therefore a law “of abounding, of excess, the law of 

participation without membership, of contamination” (1980: 228). In line with the proposed 

analogy-based model for the assessment of performativity (see 2.7, 3.1, 3.2), it makes little 

methodological sense to describe every specimen of genre. More relevant to a study of 

signifying processes would be to examine mechanisms and equivalences across 

institutional divides.  

 

 

3.3.2 Dramatic Changes 

 

Since “[t]he human mind cannot create a progression out of random numbers” (2002c: 

64), as Mamet reminds us, we need referential frameworks to direct our perceptions. 

Artists, too, rely on certain models to assess and refine their creative capacities. Mamet 

himself by the mid-1970s had moved from episodically structured plays towards what 

looked like an Aristotelian type of dramaturgy with works that adhered more closely to the 

“classical […] unities […] of time, place, and action” (2001c: xi). Yet even if he explicitly 

confirmed this through numerous interviews and essays, it was only part of the story. The 
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previous chapter’s case studies already indicated that in the Mamet canon things are 

rarely what they seem. His seeming to adopt stricter generic constraints could therefore 

be regarded as another perverse step in a career driven by ‘disciplined perversities,’ a step 

which proved to have massive aesthetic consequences.   

 Like Squirrels (1974; see 2.3.2), Mamet’s plays from this period dramatize a 

tenuous balance between deterioration, regeneration, and status quo on thematic, 

structural, and formal levels. Squirrels precisely showed that with such an underlying 

conception, meta-artistic allusions are never far behind. American Buffalo (1975) stages 

the aborted heist of a valuable coin, Reunion (1976) reunites an alcoholic father with his 

estranged daughter, and The Woods (1977) isolates two struggling lovers on the porch of 

a summer cabin in the semi-wilderness. Generically these plays to a certain extent indeed 

conform to the Aristotelian strictures. No different from the mimetic effects aimed for with 

Sexual Perversity in Chicago (see 3.2.2), convention here once again serves to focus the 

audience’s attention on the interplay and interpenetration of the work’s various 

constituents. Less abstract in a structural sense than his earliest works, though, Mamet’s 

dramas thus gained in precision. Only then could trademark peaks of theatrical obscenity – 

or poetic intensity, depending on one’s perspective – like Teach’s climactic outburst in 

American Buffalo measure up to their full reflexive potential:  

 
My Whole Cocksucking Life. (picks up the dead-pig sticker and starts trashing the junkshop.) 
The Whole Entire World. There Is No Law. There Is No Right And Wrong. The World Is Lies. 
There Is No Friendship. Every Fucking Thing. Pause. Every God-forsaken Thing (1975: 253-4). 

 

A planned burglary goes awry, ‘business’ equals theft, trust is betrayed, responsibilities are 

dodged, partners fail to connect, friendships become strained, and language defies logic. 

More than ever, “[t]he need for some kind of rules is apparent” (Bigsby 1985: 77), 

imperfect as these may be. For without them, Mamet has us understand, “we’re just 

savage shitheads in the wilderness” (1975: 221). At the start audiences are presented 

with a recognizable frame, but it is porous. All three plays end in reconciliation, yet their 

resolutions do not comfort. Everything in-between is fallibility and deception, interspersed 

with occasional glimpses of humanity. Training our eyes on the action and keeping our 

perceptions in check, Mamet imposes humility: 

 
What I was trying to say in American Buffalo is that once you step back from the moral 
responsibility you’ve undertaken, you’re lost. We have to take responsibility. Theater is a 
place of recognition, it’s an ethical exercise, it’s where we show ethical interchange (qtd. in 
Wetzsteon 12).    

 

American Buffalo turned out to be Mamet’s ticket to Broadway. There, fittingly, it met with 

reviews that were “mixed to mixed” (Bigsby 2004c: 217). The play clearly struck a chord 

and at the same time disturbed ‘expectation horizons.’ Critic Bury St. Edmund summarized 

it best by stating that American Buffalo was “just like a play, only longer [yet also] an 
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excitable piece of theatre by someone who’s got something to say and a god damn original 

way of saying it” (1975). Mamet had taken a step towards broader audiences without 

selling out. Arguably, the event therefore served as a catalyst. Confident that pragmatism 

and artistic ambition were not incompatible, he now set out to expand his creative range. Of 

course, American Buffalo had been the product of a maturing aesthetic. Success in other 

generic directions would, likewise, come at the cost of applied practice.  

 In spite of their lesser impact, some of Mamet’s experimental works occasionally 

made it past the alternative circuit. Mr Happiness (1978), a stage monologue set in a 

1934 radio studio, premiered on Broadway. The eponymous Mr Happiness is a depression-

era ‘Dear Abby’ (the Philipses’ famous advice columnist) who reads out a selection of his 

listeners’ letters while commenting upon them. Steven Price rightly remarked that Mr 

Happiness in so doing “jealously [guards] his independence from his listeners” (1995: 60). 

By not calling or interviewing them live he precludes the realization of Bertolt Brecht’s 

conception – formulated in 1932 – of radio as a socializing apparatus of reciprocal 

communication (see Brecht 52). Balancing between pop-spirituality and pompous rhetoric, 

the play soon enough hints at the charismatic power of disembodied authority, except that 

here the ruse is exposed by the stage performance. Moreover, some of the radio auntie’s 

advice undermines the essentialist tone in which it is delivered. With phrases such as 

“Everything is true if you believe it” (1978a: 326) and “You have the power to say ‘no’” 

(328) Mamet creates a delicate tension of polite scepticism with moments of agreement. 

The monologue actually fuses various discursive strategies, challenging the audience’s 

perceptions to the point of questioning one’s preconceptions about genre and medium, as 

well as humanity itself. Mr Happiness is an expert manipulator of radio’s “magical power to 

touch remote and forgotten chords” (McLuhan 302), just as his creator adroitly plays on 

the theatre’s capacity to connect and confuse. This is no coincidence. Mr Happiness in 

effect was a companion piece to The Water Engine (see 4.4.2), a play previously discarded 

as a short story and screenplay, which finally saw production as Mamet’s very first radio 

drama.  

 Much of radio’s appeal derives from what Patrice Pavis has called “the hallucination 

of the hearer” (1991: 24). Hearing everything and seeing nothing, perception here confers 

“an intimate, almost religious quality to the word” (Pavis 1991: 26). Sound, after all, affects 

the subconscious in ways that vision does not. To city-dwellers during World War II, the 

sight of a Stuka dive-bomber was a terrifying thing, but hearing the crescendo whine of a 

descending bomb was utterly more frightening. Radio has this capacity to generate 

irrational responses, as does radio drama. Like the theatre, though, radio drama 

constitutes an ephemeral event. Broadcast once, it often disappears forever into an 

archive. Moreover, the listening experience itself may at all times be interrupted. Unlike 

their stage cousins, radio plays must compete with distractions of all kinds, not in the least 

with other radio channels. With so little pressure on the listener to sit out the performance, 
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the material had better be captivating. The medium accordingly represents an opportunity 

for the playwright to discipline his dramaturgy; in other words, to cut through the verbiage 

and focus on the essential.  

 Archibald MacLeish, for one, claimed that in listening to radio drama “[o]nly the ear 

is engaged and the ear is already half poet” (qtd. in Crews 14). Ironically, this subliminal 

attraction almost turned out to be the genre’s undoing. Orson Welles described it as “an 

abandoned mine,” which, like the silent movies, had become “a victim of technological 

restlessness,” in a way that was “like giving up all water-colours because somebody 

invented oil paint” (qtd. in Crook 61). Even if radio drama never entirely disappeared after 

the advent of television, it did indeed suffer from the latter’s increased semiotic capacities, 

as a rival advertising medium and as an aesthetic influence. Whereas radio can only rely on 

a sound palette of the most delicate shadings to convey meanings, including those of visual 

import, the superior potentials and popularity of television made the senior medium 

insecure about its distinctive features. Rather than nurture and exploit its own “existential 

mobility” (Gray 63) – i.e. its power to evoke any imaginable location – radio nowadays 

mainly plays a secondary role as information channel and background score to everyday 

activities on account, precisely, of it being reduced to aural television, cluttered with muzak, 

commercials, and hysterical jingles (see Fink 225).  

 On the other hand, radio keeps attracting accomplished playwrights. The likes of 

Clifford Odets, Arthur Miller, Samuel Beckett, Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard, and Caryl 

Churchill have frequently written for radio even if they “could command a stage at will” 

(Guralnick x). Without the prospect of substantial financial returns and despite a dwindling 

cultural status, the form nevertheless remains a major dramaturgic challenge. 

Consequently, new initiatives – especially on the internet – relieve the public broadcasting 

companies’ efforts to stem the tide of commercialism as a serious alternative to the 

homogenized mediocrity of mass media (see MacLoughlin 149-167). In a radio play 

everything is held together by language, and to a lesser degree by sound effects. “Its 

intimacy,” Keith Richards has argued, “does not allow pretension, pomposity or any sort of 

falseness” (17). With no room for visual aids or for elaborate characterizations because 

pressurized by limited time slots, by the programme’s orientation, and by the constant 

threat of interruption, the writer here performs at the cutting edge of her craft. For all that, 

the play’s conception stays relatively free, as the author’s effective influence is 

epistemologically restricted to presenting an outline that the listener can fill in 

(MacLoughlin 116). ‘Strangeloopish,’ the interpretation of a radio play calls for a cognitive 

imagining of the various stimuli to a level of abstraction that the average stage play seldom 

matches, which makes radio an ideal breeding ground for formal experimentation. On top 
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of all that, radio drama reaches far larger audiences than live theatre.73 Statistically, no 

other communication medium in the Anglo-Saxon world attains a 98%-degree of potential 

social penetration (Richards 161). Notwithstanding the significant discrepancies in 

listening figures between mainstream popular radio, popular radio drama (such as the 

BBC’s The Archers), and ‘artistic’ radio drama, one broadcast in this last category on 

average is still heard by more people than would fill “one of the bigger football grounds” 

(Murdock 144; see MacLoughlin 149). Small wonder, then, that when Mamet was 

approached by Howard Gelman, the producer of National Public Radio’s Earplay 

programme, he was tempted.  

 “Writing for radio,” Mamet admitted, “I learned a lot about playwriting” (1987d: 13): 

 
More than any other dramatic medium, it teaches the writer to concentrate on the 
essentials, because it throws into immediate relief that to characterize the people or scene 
is to take time from the story – to weaken the story. Working for radio, I learned the way all 
great drama works: by leaving the endowment of characters, place, and especially action up 
to the audience (14 – original emphases). 

 

In short, it brought him back to Stanislavski’s basic tenet to “stick to the channel” (15; see 

2.2) rather than “pour money on it” in a “production-values”-driven “Celebration of Nothing 

to Say” (16). Conveniently echoing the minimalist conception of his own stage productions, 

the strictures of radio indeed helped shift Mamet’s aesthetic disposition towards wider 

audiences, but not, as he explicitly specified, “to the widest possible audience” (17 – original 

emphasis) ‘at all costs.’  

Prairie du Chien (1979), his first original radio drama, captures this tension well. 

With a title referring to the place at the confluence of the Mississippi and the Wisconsin 

where the British met their Indian allies in the American Revolutionary War, a travelling 

railroad car as setting, and a whistle marking the approach of a crossing to open the play, 

Mamet asserts his understanding of the medium. Since it is night, conversations are 

subdued, which adds to the mesmerizing atmosphere of a gin player dealing cards in a 

lulling train. The game drags on and a short interruption by the porter suggests that it is 

more than just a means of characterization. As the game resumes, the dialogue becomes 

more cryptic: 

 
  Gin Player Play. 

Dealer Yah. (Pause.) I play the king right back. (Pause.) And I get the heart five. 
(Pause.) The five of hearts. What does that tell us? (Pause.) When he has 
taken the three diamonds? (Pause.) When he has took the three of dimes? 

(1979: 70 – original emphasis) 

 

At this point, a second interruption occurs that steers the listener’s attention in a different 

direction. Two men and a sleeping boy enter the carriage. One of them picks up a story that 

                                                
73 In this regard, Peter Lewis proposes the distinction between ‘radio drama’ as a kind of appellation controlée 
for plays written especially for radio, and ‘radio drama’ for recordings of dramatic performances transmitted 
on radio (8). 
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was ostensibly broken off when the train arrived, while in the background the card players 

are still heard. In so doing, Mamet aurally superimposes two narrative levels. The intra-

diegetic narration itself is tentatively presented through bits of information, pauses, and 

questions; each time drawing the listener deeper into the tale. After a while the play begins 

to sound like a compilation of different Faulknerian short stories, though the reference to 

“the barn. (Pause.) Burning. Burning” (74) does not quite add up to the novelist’s ‘Barn 

Burning’ (1938). Mamet connects and confuses. The tale sounds highly familiar but 

remains implacable all the same, which further stimulates the imagination. This effect is 

intensified rather than diminished by the continuous flow of faint noises in the rear. And 

when the card dealer insists “You know you want it” (73), he voices the listeners’ subliminal 

need for an explanation. Like Mamet’s minimalist early stage plays, Prairie du Chien relies 

on rhythmic switches to gradually season the listener’s perception away from linear 

interpretations. A narrative ‘throughline’ still remains but the author’s ironic play with 

simultaneity, intertextuality, and ellipsis points up its speculative if not arbitrary character: 

 
  Dealer  (faintly.) You know you want it. 
  Storyteller Traces… (Pause.) Eh?  
  Listener Yes. 
  Storyteller And he knew that she had been unfaithful. ` 

(Pause.) 
Dealer  You know you want it. Soo-cide jacks, Man with the Ax. Go on and take it. 
(ibid. – original emphasis) 

 

Unlike in his previous theatre work Mamet here stepped up the dramatic intricacy to 

produce a play which appeals in more than one way within the ‘precarious’ framework of a 

radio broadcast. The storyteller’s tale is one of deceit, murder, and the supernatural, told in 

hushed tones while cards are dealt and the night train rolls on. Yet when the burning barn 

caves in, the town sheriff goes mad and the storyteller himself loses the plot line. No 

sooner has the framed narrative deflated or tension at once rebuilds. The fictional listener 

presses for clarifications, the gin player suddenly feels short-changed, and the storyteller 

changes the subject. Left no respite, the radio listener can only listen. After some more 

incoherent mumbling by the defeated storyteller, the player catches the dealer cheating 

and fires two shots at him, which awaken the boy. No one is hurt, the shooter instantly 

shows remorse, the boy goes back to sleep, and the train rolls into the station of Prairie du 

Chien, the place where rivers and armies meet. Just a short stop to blow off steam before 

wrapping up the play.  

 Around the time Prairie du Chien was aired, Mamet came up with his most 

ambitious generic experiment yet. Increasingly confident about his ability successfully to 

tackle new artistic challenges, he nonetheless began to lose touch with his various theatre 

audiences’ expectations. The failure of Ulu Grosbard’s Broadway-production of The Woods 

– also in the spring of 1979 – proved prophetic in this regard. For when he once more 

teamed up with his cronies from Chicago to stage Lone Canoe as the climax of the 
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Goodman Theatre’s mainstage season, Mamet suffered the worst setback in his entire 

career to date. Present at the May 25 premiere of this ‘historical musical’ were four 

hundred critics who attended the concurrently held American Theatre Critics’ Association 

Convention. Ironically, this was the very conference crowd Mamet had addressed the year 

before with a speech in which he berated the profession for their lack of commitment to 

the art form (see 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and Mamet 1986a). The next day, the papers made minced 

meat of him. An adaptation of ‘In the Forests of the North’ (1902), a short story by Jack 

London, Lone Canoe, or The Explorer dramatized an English explorer’s existential struggles 

whether to return ‘home’ or remain ‘lost’ in the far North among the savages. The two-act 

production attempted “to mix Nineteenth-Century melodrama, doctrinaire moralizing, and 

too many simple declarative sentences” (Nadel 2008a: 108). Instead of Mamet’s usual 

reliance on ambiguity and paradox, this “didactic myth” (Winer) bespoke pedantic 

patronizing. Coming from an artist who had so smugly prided himself on his unconditional 

‘commitment’ to the creative process, it was like putting one’s head on the chopping block. 

Still, Mamet immediately bounced back by bluffing Bob Rafelson into hiring him as 

screenwriter for The Postman Always Rings Twice. The Canoe-debacle had left him bruised 

and battered, but his determination was intact.  
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3.4 A Brittle Balance, or Authorship in Popular Media  

 
Samson Raphaelson wrote The Jazz 
Singer. I wrote my first screenplay, The 
Postman Always Rings Twice, for his 
nephew, Bob Rafelson. One day, during a 
script conference, Bob’s uncle called, 
and Bob put him on the line, and Sam 
gave me notes on my screenplay. I 
thought his notes quite wrong, and I was 
right to think it. For who rides, decides. 
One needs a vast amount of self-
confidence to make movies.  

(Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla) 

 

After the breakaway success of Sexual Perversity in Chicago, David Mamet received an 

offer to write screenplays for a Hollywood studio. He was flattered and tempted, but since 

he had recently relocated the St. Nicholas to Chicago and discovered the thrill of being a 

writer-director with Squirrels, he refused. Artistically, his career was only beginning. 

Becoming a screenwriter-for-hire at this point would have curbed his creativity well before 

he even found his own voice. Half a decade of experimentation later, matters stood 

different. Mamet had matured as a dramatist, expanded his range, and established a 

trademark style. Although his critical reputation was no longer ironclad, few playwrights of 

his generation could boast a similar track record. So when Lone Canoe came along, 

Mamet’s confidence was strong enough to take a beating and grow from the experience. 

His resilience gave him a second break in Tinseltown. In a way, it was very telling. Mamet’s 

audacity had brought him both fame and shame. Postman, once more, put him back on top 

of his game.  

 However, dramatic productions on the radio and alternative theatre stages required 

relatively small budgets, whereas Broadway and Hollywood introduced Mamet to a different 

ball game: the pressures of show ‘business.’ His 1977 staging of American Buffalo – three 

men sitting in a junkshop – on the Great White Way, for one, cost $750,000. Popular 

media laws taught him that bigger budgets meant more personnel and less creative 

autonomy. On top of that, making a profit implied generic compromises. Neither American 

Buffalo, nor The Woods had been very successful in this regard, yet these works only 

reached Broadway after winding their way through the regional circuit. They had the 

potential to appeal to wider audiences than Mamet’s other plays but were not especially 

designed for the commercial theatre. Film, though, significantly boosted Mamet’s art of 

‘disciplined perversion.’ 

 A mass audience, as Walter Benjamin reminds us, is a matrix that constantly 

redefines its own expectations (1936: 39). To the commercial screen-

writer/director/producer, guaranteeing a film’s successful reception therefore requires a 

careful balancing act between familiarity and novelty, between connecting and confusing. 

No matter how precarious the viability of such constructions, there is no alternative. 
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Hollywood’s Great Hall of Fame is littered with ‘perfect packages’ (see Neale 2000: 243), 

which already contradicts the marginal cultural status of blockbuster movies. After all, 

mercantile cynicism notwithstanding, every movie hit represents a triumph of collaborative 

creativity. For the artistically ambitious screenwriter/director/producer, then, the 

challenge is considerable. Mostly operating on reduced budgets, ‘independent’ pictures 

may be under more pressure to perform well financially than those of the majors. 

Compared to a ‘fringe’ stage production film is an extremely costly medium. The golden 

means is to allow for relative artistic freedom under relative commercial pressure. The 

difference is but a matter of degree. Yet to Mamet, Bob Rafelson’s The Postman Always 

Rings Twice made all the difference in the world.  

 

 

3.4.1 Film Matters 

 

A genre is both a conventional and ideological construct. Hollywood genre films, by 

extension, rely on a negotiation between the studios’ strategies and the public’s 

expectations. Generic labels have a demographic basis, just as a movie’s reception may be 

affected by persuasive marketing discourses. Consequently, manipulation of audience 

perceptions is always possible, but absolute control is not. Cinema itself, in a similar 

fashion, is characterized by a tension between a picture’s ‘content’ and the set of stylistic 

devices bringing it about. Being neither ‘pure’ art nor science, film, in the words of Gilles 

Deleuze constitutes an ‘artistic-industrial hybrid’ that, like the genre-principle, resists 

essentialist readings (1983a: 17). To Robert Stam, cinema  

 
is both a synesthetic and a synthetic art, synesthetic in its capacity to engage various 
senses (sight and hearing) and synthetic in its anthropophagic capacity to absorb and 
synthesize antecedent arts (2000: 61). 

 

It generates meaning through a technologically mediated juxtaposition of moving images, 

which, in turn, are compositions of various semiotic channels. Interpretation of a filmic 

narrative, too, occurs by means of analogous thought. For singling out a cinematic signifier 

– let alone narrative patterns – implies the selection of a referential framework on the 

basis of what one already knows and recognizes. This chosen perspective, then, consigns 

all constituents of the said enunciation to a supporting role, stimulated by film’s “fluid 

associative potential” (Grant 122). In cinema, just as with theatre or radio, interpretative 

distinctions ultimately become functional by default. 

 Cinema resembles the theatre in the physical constraints it imposes upon its 

audiences. Bound in place and time to a darkened ‘performance space,’ the spectator’s 

attention is almost entirely shielded off from external influences to create “the optimal 

conditions for an immersive experience” (M-L Ryan 60). But whereas theatre 
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communicates through sensorial ‘immediacy,’ film engages visceral responses primarily by 

means of charismatic ‘effects.’ Even so, the seventh art’s closer ties with mimesis, together 

with its mass-reproducibility, arguably account for its greater cultural impact. Pioneering 

film theorist Siegfried Kracauer argued that,  

 
Struck by the reality character of the [filmic] images, the spectator cannot help reacting to 
them as he would to the material aspects of nature in the raw which these photographic 
images reproduce (158). 

 

Film is reproducible but also reproduces, and in so doing captures our attention to redirect 

it with an efficiency beyond the reach of most artistic media. The camera, as it were, has 

the power to ‘imitate’ ocular perception. Precisely because it directly records images of 

‘reality,’ “otherwise hidden provinces of it” (Kracauer 158) can be accessed more easily 

and more concretely. And even if film may lack the subliminal authority of an effective ‘radio 

hypnosis,’ the manipulation of images remains – according to Lenin’s dictum – ‘the most 

important instrument of propaganda’ (Kracauer 160). Of course, a film is still an aesthetic 

and therefore metaphorical composition. The illusion of cognitive control it conveys can just 

as easily be directed to conceptual ends. In both cases, cinema’s reliance on analogies – 

covert as it may be – necessitates personal input. Hence even the most formulaic flick is 

never entirely beyond redemption. Or in the words of Christian Metz, that other towering 

figure of film studies, going to the cinema signifies 

 
I [the spectator] am attending a film show. ATTENDING. Like a midwife who attends at birth, 
and thereby also helps the woman, I am present to the film in two inseparable ways: witness 
and helper; I watch, and I aid. In watching the film I help it to be born, I help it to live, since it is 
in me that it will live and it was made for that (227). 

  

 By no means a new phenomenon, film’s combination of dramatic presentation with 

music can result in what Gerald Mast has called a “kinetic-mimetic art” (38). From this 

perspective, the imitative effect of mimesis is supplemented by movement and rhythm to 

stimulate a more metaphorical reading of the performance. Paradoxically, the technical 

sophistication of the film medium may very well generate a hypnotic intensity that reduces 

the work’s allusive dimension to a minimum and magnifies its illusion of ‘transparency.’ 

Special effects, IMAX-screens, digital surround sound systems, or dizzying zoom lenses all 

can be applied to deadlock the spectator’s imagination. And yet the kinetically 

communicated impulses remain essentially irrational. The cognitive ‘massage’ that ‘kinetic-

mimetic artworks’ effectuate as such entails a number of clues regarding their conception. 

The cinema of Sergei Eisenstein – admittedly David Mamet’s sole technical influence (see 

Mamet 1987c: vi)74 – for one relies heavily on an ‘intellectual montage’ of ‘uninflected cuts’75 

                                                
74 In ‘Storytelling,’ the first chapter of Mamet’s manual On Directing Film (1991), he contrasts his position vis 
à vis the ‘dominant’ mode of Hollywood-filmmaking by subscribing to Eisenstein’s dialectic filmmaking: “That’s 
the way most American films are made, as a supposed record of what real people really did. There’s another 
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to weave static images with reduced inherent power into rich textures of dynamic cognitive 

flow. Other filmmakers – especially those of the ‘classical’ Hollywood tradition – perhaps 

prefer using “kinesis as mimesis” (Mast 59). Important at this point is that a shared 

‘signifying method’ still yields a boundless range of possible applications and that a film’s 

means of cognitive ‘interpellation’ relate directly to the aesthetic disposition behind it.  

Thomas Kuchenbuch (30) observed that the concept of ‘film’ tends to cause 

confusion between the following functions: 

 

• Film as medium (FILM1) 

• Film as communicative ‘text’ (FILM2) 

• Film as amalgam of various signifying systems (FILM3) 

 

In line with the just developed argument, methodological precision marks a first step away 

from unproductive generalizations. Depending on one’s perspective, the film medium 

possesses similarities with virtually any other communicative channel imaginable. 

Moreover, prodded by the art form’s visceral appeal, theory as well as critical practice 

often fall victim to factionalism. However, this study does not subscribe to any given 

tradition, but rather intends to analyze processes and strategies with which meaning is 

created. Kuchenbuch’s breakdown, here, offers another means of ‘sticking to the plot’ (see 

3.1.2). ‘Film,’ after all, over the last three decades has gradually replaced theatre as 

Mamet’s privileged mode of artistic expression. A better understanding of its semiotic 

properties, it is believed, can contribute significantly to a rounder picture of the 

mechanisms at work within the artist’s oeuvre. 

 

 

3.4.2 Fighting for Finesse: Mamet Making Movies 

 

In keeping with David Mamet’s ‘Mountain Climbing Theory of Creative Endeavour,’ an old 

Hollywood dictum states that the once shooting starts, making a movie is like eating an 

elephant with a teaspoon – one nibble at a time. Producing it is more circuitous. Since 

most movies fail financially, executives of the major film studios are notoriously distrustful of 

the creative process (Thompson 81), filmmaking being anything but an an exact science. In 

his memoirs the Hollywood producer Art Linson quotes an unnamed former head of 

Paramount Pictures who disputed his dismissal by claiming that “if he had passed on and 

cancelled all of the movies he had agreed to make, he would have ended up at the same 
                                                
way to make a movie, which is the way Eisenstein suggested a movie should be made. This method has 
nothing to do with following the protagonist around but rather is a succession of images juxtaposed so that 
the contrast between these images moves the story forward in the mind of the audience. This is a fairly 
succinct rendition of Eisenstein’s theory of montage; it is also the first thing I know about film directing, 
virtually the only thing I know about film directing (1991b: 347 – original emphases). 
75 i.e. cuts between frames with no discernible narrative comment or emphasis. 
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place” (168). Nothing, it seems, could have guaranteed him a sure-fire hit. And yet many 

Tinseltown decision makers cling to arbitrary notions as a means of exerting their authority, 

and – so they hope – of minimizing financial risk. Mamet, after having been fired as 

screenwriter for a biopic of Malcolm X, summarized the inherent absurdity of such 

behaviour as “someone with a background in cost accounting telling me how to write a 

play” (qtd. in Nadel 2008a: 131). At the other end of the spectrum, ‘independent’ 

filmmakers create works that reflect their personal vision in an environment free of 

commercial and institutional pressures – or so it goes in romantic polarizations of good vs. 

bad, artist vs. opportunist, integrity vs. cynicism. Mamet’s Speed-the-Plow already indicated 

that matters are rarely so clear-cut (2.4.2). To Yannis Tzioumakis the current context of 

American filmmaking imposes nuance. Even if a film’s production is financed entirely 

without support from the major conglomerates, ‘indie’ pictures more often than not are 

distributed by their subsidiaries (2006: 3), though this, too, need not necessarily be the 

case. Realities can but shift in an industry that thrives on creativity and innovation. 

Breakaway successes therefore always remain possible. The constant necessity of creative 

vision and adjustability, consequently, must also apply to studios and distributors. All things 

considered, classification here is foremost a matter of perspective and definition, none of 

which can ever be wholly unambiguous, let alone that oversimplified oppositions like 

‘commercial vs. artistic’ could apply. The ‘major independent’76 New Line Cinema produced 

and distributed The Lord of the Rings-trilogy (2001-2003 – dir. Peter Jackson), the last 

instalment of which outgrossed any film produced and/or distributed by its ‘mainstream’ 

parent label Warner prior to the February 2008 takeover. That same conglomerate, Time 

Warner AOL, created as well as acquired other companies which produce low-budget, 

taboo-breaking experimental work. Other examples abound. Mainstream films tend to differ 

from independents in economic orientation as well as stylistic or narrative presentation, yet 

this is by no means a given. Blockbusters regularly depart from generic conventions for 

spectacular effect, just like innovative indies like Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) 

may alternate between ‘conservative’ continuity montage in certain sequences and an 

overall disorienting narrative while at the same time grossing mainstream-figures (7-8). 

The epitome of artistic-industrial hybridism (3.4.1), film producing in the American cultural 

context accordingly imposes a degree of pragmatism on all concerned. Still, Tzioumakis 

insists that though “the label ‘independent’ becomes virtually meaningless, it nevertheless 

prescribes a particular type of film regardless of its production/finance/distribution 

background” (2006: 270). What exactly ‘independence’ signifies, then, must remain a 

matter of perspective, although certain patterns unmistakably stand out.  

                                                
76 i.e. a studio that operates with relative autonomy within one of the following major entertainment 
conglomerates: Sony Columbia, Viacom Paramount, AOL Time Warner, MGM/UA, ABC Disney, NBC 
Universal, News Corp. Fox, and Dreamworks SKG (Tzioumakis 2006: 3). 
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 In the history of cinema, one phenomenon in particular regroups most of the 

elements generally associated with independent filmmaking. Film noir is neither a genre nor 

or a tradition. It is not bound by theme or setting and resists critical consensus. Instead, 

film noir communicates “by tone” (Schrader 230). Heavily intertextual, it combines the 

‘hard-boiled,’ epigrammatic prose of Ernest Hemingway, Raymond Chandler, and James M. 

Cain with the bleak, introspective mood famously found in the plays and novels of the 

French existentialists. Stylistically, a general sense of obscurity albeit streaked with bright 

backlighting prevents noir characters from speaking with authority. Through various 

techniques and semiotic channels film noir emphasizes a lack of priorities and certainties 

(see also 2.3.2). The most notable clue to the ‘aura’ of independent filmmaking, however, is 

manifest in these films’ “anticommunitarian” (R. Altman 37) pursuit of “creative release for 

everyone involved” (Schrader 240), i.e. the one feature that unmistakably distinguishes both 

indies and film noir from ‘mainstream’ compositions. Whatever their underlying ambition, 

the former above all celebrate reflection over affirmation, process over product, thereby 

constituting a case of persistent narrative excess. On the other hand, film is a popular 

medium that relies on realism to establish a communicative relation with the individual 

spectator. Thus, indie pictures in general and the film noir in particular often subvert more 

traditional cinematic practice, yet inevitably after having established a mimetic ‘bridge.’  

 More recently, the ‘common cause’ of indie films and film noir has led to a state of 

semi-institutionalization. With the difference between alternative and mainstream blurrier 

than ever, the ‘noir’-tone and the ‘indie’-attitude each have developed a certain style that 

exhumes the spirit of independent filmmaking yet is recognizable enough to appeal to less 

specialized audiences. In other words, the originally more various works of these 

‘movements’ underwent a process of ‘genrification.’ Genres, it must be remembered, are 

vessels “not quite closed at either end” (Goldman 103; see 3.3.1). From the perspective of 

a shared basis in mimesis this evolution is understandable since compromises had been 

part of the game all along. The ‘neo-noir’ movement, for one, emerged in the 1970s with 

Robert Altman’s The Long Goodbye (1973) and Roman Polanski’s Chinatown (1974) 

among its chief embodiments. Despite reaching pop-cultural iconicity some two decades 

later through films such as Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs (1992) and Pulp Fiction or 

Peter Medak’s Romeo is Bleeding (1993), ‘postclassical noir’ (Desser 517) established 

itself as a genre in the 1980s with noted remakes of ‘classic’ noirs from the 1940s and 

1950s, examples being Against All Odds (1984),77 D.O.A. (1988),78 as well as Bob 

Rafelson’s The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981).  

 With theatre audiences “shrinking year by year” (Mamet qtd. in Lehrer 86) and his 

own reputation momentarily in tatters after the Canoe-catastrophe, David Mamet was fired 

up for a new challenge. When his first wife actress Lindsay Crouse went to test for the 

                                                
77 Dir. Taylor Hackford – adaptation of Jacques Tourneur’s Out of the Past (1947). 
78 Dir. Rocky Morton and Annabel Jankel. 
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female lead in Rafelson’s new adaptation of James M. Cain’s 1934 novel, he jokingly asked 

her to tell the director he (Mamet) was eager to write the screenplay. The part went to 

Jessica Lange, but Bob Rafelson unexpectedly called and hired Mamet even though the 

latter had never written for film before (Nadel 2008a: 111). It was a rare opportunity, 

however wholly in line with the venture’s semi-independent spirit. Rafelson knew about 

Mamet’s theatre work and believed that giving a crash course in screenwriting to one of 

the American stage’s most original voices could pay dividends. More than that, the initiative 

boosted his confidence, radically affected his sense of dramatic structure, and – perhaps 

most importantly – altered his views towards authorship.  

Three versions of Postman preceded Rafelson’s neo-noir remake,79 yet Mamet’s 

script was very much his own, even if the availability of different ‘source texts’ undoubtedly 

facilitated his acquaintance with the format. Stimulated by the admiration of both the 

director and Jack Nicholson, the male lead, for his American Buffalo, and not hindered by 

interferences from producers or studio executives, the novice screenwriter learned quickly. 

Although he no longer commanded the “sacred” (Lumet 1995: 29)80 authority of the 

theatre writer, this third way in-between full-blown commercialism and abstruse 

experimentalism taught Mamet the tricks of the trade in a context that suited his 

pragmatic objective to keep refining his craft while reaching wider audiences. Later on, 

however, things changed. Whereas Rafelson had been “inspired” by Mamet’s 

“telegrammatic” style as “a road map to character” (Rafelson 61), others were less 

forthcoming. Postman exceeded expectations at the box office and drew favourable 

reviews. Rafelson’s gamble had paid off. Mamet was hot and it did not take long before he 

found himself working on a second screenplay. Jaws-producers Richard Zanuck and David 

Brown hired him to adapt Barry Reed’s legal thriller The Verdict (1980) but refused the 

script once he had finished it. Though offered to re-write it for a second fee, Mamet stood 

his ground and several other writers were commissioned. Robert Redford, the star 

contracted to play the leading role and direct the film, rejected all of them and walked out. 

Zanuck and Brown were back to square one. Sidney Lumet finally signed on as a director, 

but he insisted that Mamet’s script be used. The producers agreed reluctantly since 

Mamet kept refusing to include the verdict at the end of the novel – or any verdict, for that 

matter. Lumet talked Mamet into this one compromise and it earned him an Academy 

Award nomination for Best Screenplay Adapted from Another Medium. As demonstrated 

(2.1.1), his third produced screenplay The Untouchables also rattled expectations because 

of Mamet’s aversion to explication; to the point even that the executives at Paramount 
                                                
79 Le dernier tournant (1939 – dir. Pierre Chenal), Ossessione (1942 – dir. Luchino Visconti), and The 
Postman Always Rings Twice (1946 – dir. Tay Garnett).  
80 Film director and erstwhile theatre practitioner Sidney Lumet in his book Making Movies (1995) elaborates 
on the differences in authorial status between the playwright and the screenwriter. The theatre writer, as 
defined in the Dramatists Guild contract, ideally “has the final say over everything – casting, sets, costumes, 
director – including the right to close the play before it opens” (29). In film, although every production is 
different and Lumet’s , the screenwriter’s influence tends to be markedly more limited, with the screenplay in 
some cases even reduced to a merely supportive role.  
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called it “a piece of dreck” (Kroll 85). But since “surprise” once again proved “half the battle” 

(Mamet, Untouchables), the public loved it.  

With his price now risen to seven digits (Linson 1993: 47) and three popular 

successes under his belt, Mamet more than ever steered his own course. His traumatic 

attempt to bring Sexual Perversity to the screen (see 2.4.2 and 4.3.2) was already an 

indication of artistic ambition, and House of Games confirmed this. The film gradually 

acquired a cult following and became known as an emblematic representative of the ‘noir’-

revival (see Neale 2000: 175). Its screenplay had been developed after a short story 

written seven years earlier with the comedian Jonathan Katz. Several parties expressed 

interest in the material, but most envisaged it as a big-budget production (Tzioumakis 

2006: 241). Dissatisfied with the degree of interference that constantly threatened the 

integrity of the screenwriter’s work, Mamet had gradually “conceived an interest to direct 

movies” (Mamet 1987c: v). He approached well-known indie producer Michael Hausman, 

who brokered a $5,000,000 dollar budget with Orion Pictures that put Mamet “in the 

envious position of being able to concentrate on the creative aspect of the film” (Tzioumakis 

2006: 241).  

From this moment on, his pragmatism towards Hollywood took a schizophrenic 

turn. Mamet maintained his idiosyncratic views on screenwriting while taking on new 

challenges in different genres, relieved by ever-more accessible auteur-films, which in turn 

were financed with scriptdoctoring commissions, all topped with a sheer endless stream of 

vitriolic essays and interviews on the very “sinkhole of depraved venality” (Mamet 1987d: 

77; see 2.4.2) that gave him a forum in over 30 films. But schizophrenia, he argues in an 

echo of Gilles Deleuze (see 3.4.1), is precisely what the art of filmmaking is all about: 

 
As a sometime movie director, I have had the experience standing, encased by technology, 
between those two worlds of the past and the future, of dealing with the most ancient art of 
Drama in a medium requiring the assistance and compliance of several hundred people, of 
being, in effect, a pilot (1989b: 328-329 – emphasis added). 

 

The fact that films are recordings, hence reproducible, to Mamet ultimately redeems their 

commercial nature. For as ‘canned drama’ they may circulate creative energies born in 

collaborative enterprises to virtually unlimited audiences across space and time. If anything, 

his working in Hollywood confirmed the insights gained from writing for radio and theatre. 

Already aware that absolute interpretations are impossible, directing his own screenplays 

taught Mamet there is no such thing as total artistic control – directing being, after all, “a 

job that attracts those who thrive on challenge, chaos, uncertainty, human interaction” 

(Mamet 2007a: 22). “Compromise,” Art Linson wrote in A Pound of Flesh (1993), his first 

book about life in Tinseltown’s trenches, “is another word for playing ball” (92). Mamet’s 

latest collection of prose pieces, Bambi vs. Godzilla: On the Nature, Purpose, and Practice 

of the Movie Business (2007), similarly ends with an admonition to “Play ball” (206). Exactly 

twenty years earlier he was filming his second picture as writer-director, which in his own 
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words is “a fable about frustrated ambition” (qtd. in Jones and Dykes 88). Things Change 

(1988), though, was also the product of a constructive disposition. Mamet here ‘played ball’ 

and let the work do the talking. Many things indeed had changed for him in less than a 

decade since the Canoe-debacle, yet his ‘first principles’ certainly had not. 

 For this auteur-project Mamet shared screenwriting credits with his friend Shel 

Silverstein, humourist and celebrated writer of children’s books. Like House of Games, the 

venture’s cast and crew consisted almost exclusively of FODs.81 And even if such an 

arrangement provided Mamet maximal creative control, the very fact that he teamed up 

with a set of cronies equally signifies that he valued their expertise, creative potential and 

contributions (see also Brewer 1993: 63). After all, in film as in the theatre, the combined 

efforts of all involved exceed the sum of individual parts. The notion of Mamet working with 

an officious ‘stock company’ is especially relevant to his medium and genre crossings. 

Hardly surprising for House of Games, a theatre professional’s first-time experience as film-

director in the ‘neo noir’ style, the decision to make Things Change an ensemble-production, 

however, invites further reflexion.  

As indicated, the picture is a fable, which Mamet understands as “a gentle myth that 

treats common human problems in an elevated way so that we can see them for what they 

are without being frightened by them” (qtd. in Jones and Dykes 88). Formally Things 

Change abandons the ‘noir’-route for a curious blend of the mafia-epic and the buddy movie, 

mixing ‘mobtalk’ with gentle humour and large doses of humanity. Generically, the film is 

more accessible than House of Games, but that paradoxically makes it all the more 

ambitious. Like the myth or the fairy tale, fables connect on a basic level in order to confuse 

on an abstract level, which in return affects our conception of the commonplace. Unlike 

most of Mamet’s work until then, all demotic language here is banned and the film picked 

up a PG-13 rating. What is more, the opening scene rings all possible changes upon the 

stock mafia intrigue, successively presenting us with an immigrant’s old photo album, a 

Sicilian coin, mandolin music, and Italianate gorillas cornering an old shoe-shine in a multi-

ethnic neighborhood of Chicago. However, even before any words have been spoken we 

sense a subtle difference in tone. Camera switches tentatively counter impressions, just as 

the connections between the different images are not immediately apparent. Gino, the old 

man, is an unlikely target who “just shine[s] shoes” (Mamet and Silverstein 4) and looks 

baffled when interpellated by the mob. The next frame brings him to the don’s mansion 

where the initial mystery is elucidated and a subplot, linked to the ‘hero journey,’ introduced. 

While Gino is being bribed into pleading guilty to a murder committed by a look-alike, Jerry, 

a disgraced maffioso, is washing dishes in the kitchen. Gino, at first, refuses and 

immediately meets with pure condescension, not unlike the string of abuses Jerry is 

enduring from his colleagues for an unspecified act of disobedience. A simple man, Gino’s 

                                                
81 ‘Friends of David’s,’ i.e. Mamet’s officious ‘stock company’ (see 2.1.1).   
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sense of honour is injured and he relents, after which “Cinderella” (14) is released from the 

kitchen and given his new assignment, but not before the “big man” gives Gino “a small 

coin” as token of his “friendship” (9). The don’s theatrical burst of sympathy is of course too 

sudden to be true, just as the symbolic gift and the ritual glass of grappa strike hollow. 

Chicago Tribune-critic Dave Kehr noted that in Things Change “Mamet and Silverstein 

summon up the obvious only to undermine it, working almost exclusively on the delicate 

fringes of the frayed material” (7A). The whole catalogue of clichés is reviewed, Jerry is 

even told this job might get him “off probation” (13). All of this happens only minutes into 

the film, strongly suggesting that predictability makes for poor drama. Yet having 

summarily dispensed of the niceties of convention, Things Change can now lead the 

viewer’s perception beyond expectations towards a metaphorical interpretation.  

Humble though his profession may be, Gino is a man of his word who dutifully 

rehearses his ‘confession’ with Jerry in a shabby hotel room. The prospect of jail does not 

rejoice him in the least, but the remuneration will realize his dream of owning a fishing boat 

in his homeland, and so he stoically faces his fate. By contrast, his younger chaperone is 

driven by a restless desire to overcompensate for his ‘frustrated ambitions’ and shaky 

sense of selfhood. And when opposites meet, things change. Instead of remaining where 

they are, sitting out the status quo “They” (15) – i.e. the mafia – imposed on our two 

heroes, Jerry ‘breaks frame’ in style by dragging Gino to another ‘Galaxy,’ as the luxury Lake 

Tahoe resort is called where the two men will spend the weekend. A string of 

improbabilities set in motion by the interplay of recognition and mistaken identity soon lands 

them in the hotel’s finest suite on “the Criterion Floor” (22), with Gino doubling as Mr 

Johnson, “the guy, behind the guy, behind the guy” (19 – original emphases). The rest of the 

day, then, is dedicated to indirect characterization in keeping with Mamet’s dictum from On 

Directing Film “not [to] go ‘establishing’ things” (1991b: 354). After all, “the cut” between 

shots, in Mamet’s view, is “vastly stronger” (1998b: 10) than continuity montage because it 

puts the protagonist in the same position as the audience “by making the viewer create the 

idea himself” (1991b: 366). Jerry walks a tightrope between keeping a low profile and 

impressing Gino, whereas the latter keeps stumbling into the spotlights to the point of 

turning the plot into a shaggy dog story. When the following morning two gorillas barge into 

their room to extend ‘Mr Johnson’ an invitation from Joseph ‘Don Guiseppe’ Vincent at his 

Lake Tahoe mansion, we are not half as surprised as Jerry is. By now the film has 

sufficiently played with our expectations for us to recognize its fabular dimension. What 

matters is clearly not the plausibility of the events, but rather the way in which the two 

protagonists react to them. The structural refinement of the screenplay is such that the 

film sheds its realistic skin without drawing attention to the change itself. Halfway through 

the second act Gino has won $35,000 in the casino, courtesy of the hotel, and places it all 

in one bet on the wheel of fortune. Jerry, meanwhile, is close to a nervous breakdown with 

the manager breathing down his neck for brokering Mr Johnson’s “little […] thrill” (30). 
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Another successful bet would increase Gino’s winnings hundredfold. Fortune, however, is 

not to be trifled with. Melodramatic as this particular scene appears with the wheel briefly 

stopping on the fateful number before settling into another one, Gino’s response to his 

substantial loss is “gracious” (40) as ever. Plausible or not, the enormity of the gamble 

captures the attention and clears the ground for the film’s first philosophical climax. A 

considerable sum is lost, but when Gino shrugs it off with a deadpan “Things change” (39), 

our perceptions, too, have altered. 

  After the casino-scene, two shorter ones momentarily interrupt the narrative 

progression. In the obscurity of the hotel’s theatre, Gino and Jerry – and with them the film 

audience – witness how Jackie Shore, the performer, steps out of bounds, a 

metatheatrical instant immediately amplified by a public celebration of Gino’s dignified 

composure at the wheel of fortune. Under the guise of Jerry’s irritation at receiving so 

much “notice” (42), they go backstage for another round of innuendoes on the vagaries of 

performativity: 

 
  Jerry  Hey! 

Jackie Shore What a nice surprise. Hope you guys enjoyed the show. Mr, Mr Johnson… 
good of you to play along, ‘preciate it, very sportive of you. You look great up 
there… 

Jerry I thought I told you I didn’t want any publicity, we don’t want any “notice”… 
Jackie Shore Any notice… I, I, hey look, if I “jumped wrong”… 
(42 – original emphasis) 

 

Shore ‘jumped wrong’ in more than one way, and so did Gino and Jerry, whose entire stay 

at Lake Tahoe is based on make-believe. Still, everyone they meet lauds Gino’s grace. He 

performs but with ‘double vision;’ doing, as it were, as “the Romans do” (40). Joe Mantegna, 

the actor impersonating Jerry, described Gino as a “guy who is at ease with who he is and 

who lives by these basic kind of rules” (qtd. in Brewer 1993: 89 – emphasis added). His 

code of first principles allows him cope with an inordinate number of contingencies, while it 

is ironically Jerry’s elaborative ‘protective’ measures keep getting them into trouble. It was 

Jerry who set up the con of Gino as a mafia don, and now, after the ‘theatrical’ intermezzo, 

things start backfiring.  

 At Don Guiseppe’s generic conventions resume their ‘normal’ sway. Following the 

obligatory glass of grappa and other traditional niceties, Gino is pressed for revelations 

about his “family” (56). Yet once again, just as one of the don’s lieutenants draws a knife, 

the viewer is again taken for a ride with a set of even less probable events: Gino and the 

don become friends, the old shoeshine is invited to stay, and in the evening clan leaders 

from all over the country start flocking in, among which Jerry’s patron. The two stooges 

escape by the skin of their teeth and manage to return to Chicago in time for Gino’s 

confession. Right back where they started, it looks almost as if their adventure served as a 

moral lesson on the perils of make-believe. The medium in which the story has been 

narrated, though, is just as deceptive, as suggested by the poster in their hotel room, which 
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reflects and distorts the the Chicago skyline in the surface of Lake Michigan, thus implying 

that the Lake Tahoe experience may have been one big fantasy. Likewise, Things Change 

relies heavily on generic commonplaces for comic, though never satirical effect. Familiarity 

and convention rather serve to usher the viewer towards a critical perspective. Moreover, 

the narrative does not end there. An emissary from the ‘family’ comes to pick them up but 

tells Jerry things have changed. If he wants to get “off probation,” he has got a “job” (91) to 

do, and that is killing Gino and making it look like a suicide. Despite their lipservice to 

honour, tradition, and obedience, the mobsters here prove the greatest conmen of all. This 

shocking revelation recalibrates expectations but it also gives centre stage to Gino or his 

impassible reaction: “I gave my word” (92). The filmic fable ends with another mistaken 

identity. Jerry refuses to kill the man who became his friend, Gino calls Don Guiseppe, and 

Frankie, the Chicago don’s emissary, goes to prison while Gino and Jerry end up shining 

shoes for a living. They threw some punches, got some in return, and learned from the 

experience. Jerry has toned down his ambitions and Gino might never buy his boat, yet 

potential for growth remains as the film closes on a last shot of the store window, which 

reads “shoe repairing.” A circular narrative turned into a spiral and the audience 

experienced the importance of double vision on structural, formal, and thematic levels. 

Whether an upward or downward spiral, Mamet conveys, remains the viewer’s 

responsibility.  Taken as a whole, the plot of Things Change is improbable and its resolution 

unconventional. But by constantly playing with our expectations, insisting that, indeed, things 

are liable to change at any moment, Mamet ‘massaged’ his audiences into critical humility.  

In a story where nothing remained what it seemed, Gino’s reliance on simple 

principles like friendship, trust, and creative thinking helped him through. By extension, the 

shoeshine becomes a metaphor for David Mamet himself, the artisan filmmaker finding his 

way in the glittering galaxy of California where talk is cheap, fortunes are made and lost 

with every turn of the wheel, and identities are unstable. Bridging the theatrical toughness 

of Chicago with the conformist pressures of Hollywood, working with his ‘ensemble 

company’ on projects like Things Change and House of Games allowed Mamet, in Gino’s 

words, to “Live and learn” (49), not in the least the art of compromising. As Ira Nadel 

pointed out, Mamet’s early films “had difficulty finding distribution because they seemed too 

complex and difficult for general audiences. House of Games, for example, was never fully 

released in the U.S. and played in only approximatively twenty theatres. Things Change 

played in one hundred theatres” (2008a: 126). The latter film, however, together with the 

increasing popularity of his first three screenplays already indicates that Mamet had indeed 

met this “potentially great” (Mamet 2007a: 48) art’s challenge of presenting his aesthetic 

‘first principles’ to ever-larger audiences (see also Mamet 1991b: 410).  

As a film auteur Mamet furthermore was confronted with the implications of his 

own ‘unified field theory.’ If every component had to express the ‘idea’ of the work, his role 

as ‘executive creator’ forced him to “Keep It Simple, Stupid” (1991b: 358), so that his 
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‘Mamet Mafia’ could implement his vision as efficiently as possible into a coherent whole. To 

him, the technical sophistication of the film medium is such that the director cannot 

possibly master all the disciplines involved. His chief creative contribution, rather, is that of 

assembling a team of specialists and acting as mediator and psychologist (Brewer 1993: 

67). Although similar to Stanislavski’s ideas on ensemble acting and his own derivative 

‘Practical Aesthetics’ (see 1.2), Mamet’s views on film authorship were admittedly 

concretized during his collaboration with Bob Rafelson, who “consulted [him] about casting, 

sets, costumes” and in so doing “taught [him] about movies” (Vallely 44). Made with a 

know-how that was more conceptual than technical, his earliest films as writer-director 

should therefore be considered within a broader, trans-medial and trans-generic 

framework that focuses on evolving attitudes. A methodological model such as the one 

adopted in this chapter, in turn, facilitates applied analyses. “The making of movies,” he 

wrote in Bambi vs. Godzilla, “is magnificently pragmatic” (107). Accordingly, given the 

thematic and structural emphasis on reciprocity found throughout Mamet’s work (see 2.7, 

3.7, and 4.7), it is reasonable to assume that transfers of semiotic strategies between the 

different formats he covered took place as well. Mamet worked as screenwriter-for-hire on 

big-budget productions, but also directed indies, wrote essays, and taught film classes, all 

while remaining involved in the theatre, in radio drama, or even writing children’s literature. 

For it is precisely the interplay of various perspectives that has kept his art from 

conforming to the norm. In less than two decades Mamet moved from experimental 

theatre stages to mainstream popular culture. Another two decades later, he is still 

around, vacillating between the margins and the centre. Just as his dialectic filmmaking 

stimulates independent thought, David Mamet’s obstinate refusal to limit himself to one 

mode of expression guarantees his enduring originality.  
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3.5 Frankenstein Genres 

 
The genre film meant reassurance to 
the audience. They knew what they were 
going to get. 

(Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla) 

 

As Bruce Barton remarked in Imagination in Transition (2005), his study about David 

Mamet’s move to film, the early auteur-pictures “represent an initial period of intense 

‘apprenticeship’” that was followed by a string of writer/director-projects which “bespeak a 

perspective on the cinema of increasing maturity – if, perhaps, reduced vitality” (18). The 

Spanish Prisoner (1997), State and Main (2000), and especially Heist (2001) indeed 

suggest a higher degree of generic conventionality, yet the ‘reduced vitality’ of ‘maturity’ 

somewhat stretches reality and oversimplifies matters. Genres, after all, are heuristic tools, 

not reductive formats (see 3.3.1). Central to Mamet’s artistic output up to the mid-1990s 

had precisely been a ‘disciplined perversity’ in matters of structure, style, and substance. 

Barton’s claim – correct as it may appear – thus glosses over the systematic artistic 

struggle with boundaries of all kinds that preceded the move towards ever more popular 

filmic forms, just as it denies the intrinsic dynamism of genres. On the other hand, The 

Spanish Prisoner, for one, does represent a prime example of formulaic patronizing, albeit 

still couched in a rhetoric of deception reminiscent of House of Games. The film heaps con 

upon con in a dazzling fable on the perils of hubris which takes the protagonist – a former 

boy scout, hence the feeling of superior discernment – from corporate whiz kid with great 

expectations to the naïve butt of an elaborate scam who even ends up being murdered by 

the two people he trusted most. That is, until Mamet quite astonishingly comes up with a 

deus ex machina in the guise of US marshals dressed as Japanese tourists. Because 

“Nobody looks at a Japanese tourist,” boy scouts and film audiences alike had better be 

more careful next time round or they will “have to spend some time in [their] room” (1997: 

103). The film constantly defeats expectations but ends with absolute closure. Until then it 

may have been Mamet’s financially most successful picture as writer-director (Barton 

203), but certainly also his least ambitious one. A triumph of structural intricacy aside from 

the actual resolution, it nevertheless fails to stimulate reflexivity beyond the said moral 

tenor, which itself is painfully pedantic. It is almost as if Mamet mixed up his projects. 

 After the popular successes of his first three screenplays and the cultural prestige 

of Homicide, which opened the 1991 Cannes film festival, Mamet had become a much 

solicited screenwriter. His technical expertise of dramatic structure was highly regarded 

within the profession, and it led to a number of commissions that helped him finance his 

auteur-projects. Some of these concerned scriptdoctoring for very large franchises where 

little artistic fulfilment was to be expected. Interestingly, however, certain elements 
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contradict such logic. In the case of Rising Sun82 (1993), a stylish thriller about Japanese 

corporations taking over the American market, Mamet was hired at a very late stage in the 

film’s pre-production phase, making his impact cosmetic at best. And yet – although it is 

impossible to ascertain – his contribution is evident on account of a strategic ambiguity 

that is subtly at odds with the picture’s visual bling, simplistic characterizations, and 

reactionary tone. Opening titles and final credits are scored by Cole Porter’s ‘Don’t Fence 

Me In,’ just as most scenes are cut off before a revelatory climax, thus drawing attention to 

the narrative strategies at work. Moreover, some of the dialogue directly addresses the 

spiritual limitations of popular culture, whereas most of it simply lowers critical involvement 

or downright insults our cognitive faculties. With lines such as “We may come from a 

fragmented MTV rap-video culture, but they [the Japanese] do not” and the likes of “Sensei, 

apple pie, whatever,” it hardly surprises that Mamet never took credit for his involvement. 

One scene in particular, though, stands apart and invokes Mamet’s ‘first principles.’ In a 

university media-lab a professor is complaining about his students’ lack of intellectual 

ambition, being there only “to learn the tricks of the trade so they can use them to get 

ahead.” The comment does not directly serve the plot and neither does it conform to the 

pervading register. Its function must therefore be of a different order, one at odds with the 

evidently diminished esteem for an accomplished dramatist and respected screenwriter 

writing for hire in the mainstream mould.  

The “commonplace thriller” (French 179) Ronin83 (1998) similarly dramatizes a 

number of vintage Mametisms in a conspicuously commercial environment. And while their 

formal rendition is obviously of a cruder texture, some of the strategies themselves are 

wholly analogous to those applied in his artistically more ambitious work. As in all of 

Mamet’s screenplays, the first scenes of this $60 million feature rely heavily on visual 

narration and a few cryptic oneliners, forcing audiences to ‘play ball’ by twisting their 

expectations after luring them with a deadpan face: “You ever killed anybody? – I hurt 

somebody’s feelings once.” The plot revolves around a ‘MacGuffin,’ a “motivating gimmick” 

(Welsh 170) which here takes the shape a mysterious briefcase, the contents of which 

remain unknown. A literal application of Mamet’s dictum from On Directing Film that this 

device’s prime function is to stimulate the imagination (370), it leads the protagonists – a 

motley bunch of ronins, i.e. masterless samouraï acting as mercenaries – on a merry 

chase across France while allegiances shift and identities become increasingly uncertain. 

Likewise, the keyword in the group’s game plan is “anticipate.” Despite its conventional 

format, the film celebrates process over product in an “allegorical scheme” (Hoffman) that 

mixes shoot--ups with frantic car chases, a budding romance, international terrorism, 

secret agents, existential crises, and the constant necessity to deal with contingencies. But 

as one critic noted, “Ambiguity is one thing, confusion another entirely” (Whipp). Even if 

                                                
82 Directed by Philip Kaufman; credited screenwriters Philip Kaufman, Michael Crichton, and Michael Backes. 
83 Directed by John Frankenheimer, written by J.D. Zeik and Richard Weisz (David Mamet). 
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Mamet’s contribution here may have been more significant as in Rising Sun, it proved 

another one of those typical Hollywood-experiences lambasted in his essays for destroying 

the integrity of the script and the screenwriter, who is first “called a thief and then raped” 

(2007a: 197). Allegedly he was “so unhappy with the result that he shared a scriptwriting 

credit with J.D. Zeik using the pseudonym Richard Weisz” (French 179). Zeik provided the 

original script, and Mamet rewrote it entirely, keeping only the story itself. To director John 

Frankenheimer, the credits should have read “Story by J.D. Zeik, screenplay by David 

Mamet” (qtd. in Harrison), but the politics of the Screenwriters Guild – as well as individual 

sensitivities – tend to be more complex than that (see 4.5.2). Tellingly, that very same 

‘Richard Weisz’ provided one of the essays in Bambi vs. Godzilla with the following motto: 

 
As an American occupation, screenwriting has replaced knitting which it, in some ways, 
resembles: the rules for both are simple, and both involve sheep (51). 

  

The story of Mamet’s screenwriting-for-hire suggests that attaining a sense of authorship 

in Hollywood requires a blend of introspection, long-term vision, pragmatism, opportunism, 

and a healthy degree of stoicism. From this angle, things have not changed much since his 

early days in the theatre. Only the stakes were raised, but that, too, is part of ‘playing ball.’ 

 To ‘interpellate’ an audience’s cognitive involvement, ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultural formats 

alike rely on formal compromises. “Verisimilitude,” Tzvetan Todorov has argued, “is the 

mask which conceals the text’s own laws and which we are supposed to take for a relation 

with reality” (qtd. in Culler 139). The concepts of suggestion and recognition are thereby 

used as means of focusing the attention and funnelling perception in an ongoing process of 

reciprocal confirmation. ‘Transparency effects’ in dramatic works (see 2.5.1) accordingly 

function as pragmatic tools to paradigmatic ends. The essentially generic rules that govern 

these relations, however, must be functional by default. Interpretations and contexts vary; 

hence no body of ‘text’ ever conveys a stable kernel of meaning, but rather constitutes a 

precarious hybrid of connotations and denotations. By analogy, the artist working within the 

framework of a particular genre addresses “only the idea of an audience” (States 171). 

These abstractions meet by mutual consent in the ‘text,’ Ubersfeld’s ‘carrefour de 

performances’ (115; see 3.3). In the particular context of mainstream filmmaking, it is 

therefore important to stress  

 
the financial advantages to the film industry of an aesthetic regime based on regulated 
difference, contained variety, pre-sold expectations, and the reuse of resources in labor and 
materials (Neale 2005: 178).  

 

Audience perceptions cannot be controlled, yet they can be manipulated to a certain level. 

Understanding the machinations of genre and cognition consequently provides those of a 

constructive disposition with a substantial tool. A genre, after all, marks “a constraint on 

semiosis” (Frow 101), which means that it holds the charismatic power of having certain 
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meanings produced in a given generic framework seem more probable than others. It 

makes direct use of a range of expressive possibilities, yet is at heart not reducible to any of 

them. Schizophrenic by nature and pragmatic by trade, the concept of genre found a 

natural supporter in David Mamet.  

 

 

3.5.1 Genre Revisited 

 

Bertolt Brecht considered “discipline” to be “the basis of freedom” (1930: 32). In a more 

concrete sense, Stuart Gordon, erstwhile director of Sexual Perversity in Chicago and well-

known horror-filmmaker, once claimed “the great thing about genre movies is that as long 

as you follow the rules of the genre you can do anything you want and say anything you 

want” (qtd. in Gallagher 98). Thanks to the charismatic effect of the cinematic experience, 

for one, the artificiality and ‘abnormality’ of the presentation may not always strike home. 

Films after all communicate by subtly mixing invention with convention. Generic rules 

establish a communicative bridge and erect a referential framework in which the ‘story’ can 

unfold. Perception, accordingly, is directed by the interplay between ‘transparency’ and 

ambiguity. The definition of both factors, in turn, is a matter of generic ‘literacy.’ Sometimes 

the verisimilitude of the illusion blurs the divide and the spectator ends up mesmerized. 

This, Art Linson noted, is because “[o]nly good execution makes hits” while “[p]opular 

genres, which are thought to be sure things, do not really exist” (1993: 18).  

 A common preconception about contemporary genre films considers these pictures 

as cynically conceived commercial vehicles promoting escapism rather than “attempt[ing] 

to develop any humanist connection with the audience” (Dixon 6). And yet a typical feature 

of genres is that their recognisability in a changing context directly relates to their capacity 

for ‘hybridization.’ Since no genre is an island, various traits from different types can be 

combined simultaneously. Such generic cross-fertilisation relies primarily on associative 

thought in conception as well as in reception. For the same reason and despite contrary 

assumptions, most genres lack a specific iconography. And as already suggested in the 

genre-medium discussion (3.3.1), different formats with different degrees of abstraction – 

e.g. feature film, sequel, drama, thriller, western, romance, star vehicle, etc. – sufficiently 

overlap to renders generalisations on the cognitive effect of so elusive a concept as genre 

presumptuous indeed.  

Another element supporting the hybridism-argument finds its origins in what Steve 

Neale called ‘New Hollywood.’ The name refers to a recent trend of ‘high-concept’ 

filmmaking, a practice  
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which seeks to construct packages and films around ideas, components and taglines that 
lend themselves to easy encapsulation – and hence to easy marketing – and that often 
entail combinations of the ‘Raymond Chandler meets Mad Max’ variety (2000: 251). 

 

Overemphasizing hybridization deemphasizes the formulaic dimension of commercial 

pictures in favour of formal fads passing as conceptual innovation. But notwithstanding the 

marketingspeak and often gratuitous ‘conceptualizations,’ the principle itself remains 

valuable. Exuding connotations of interaction and multiple determinacy, New Hollywood 

hybridism’s schizo-pragmatic quality offers an ever-expanding forum to artists with a knack 

for ‘disciplined perversity.’ 

 

 

3.5.2 Mamet Light: Taking It Easy? 

 

When Mike, the unbeatable gambler from House of Games, said that “You can’t bluff 

someone who’s not paying attention” (1987b: 69), he unwittingly summarized his creator’s 

film aesthetic. Teacher and trickster in one, David Mamet lures audiences with familiarity 

before gradually eroding the proposed referential framework from within. However, by the 

end of the 1990s the volume and scope of his cinematic output had made him an 

omnipresent establishment figure, even if his name was still associated with a distinct 

‘alternative’ style. Critical reception of his work likewise was divided along mainstream-indie 

lines, so that his work systematically met with mixed reviews for being either too much of 

this or not enough of that. What they agreed on was that Mamet’s particular ‘vision’ 

started to spread thin, having been blurred and diluted by an overabundance of seemingly 

inchoate projects. Yet with standards of judgment more tenuous than ever, Mamet’s 

increasing facility to get his film projects financed told a different tale. Clearly someone had 

not been paying attention, but whether it was him or his detractors remained to be seen.  

 Fragmented and ambiguous a ‘discipline’ as it may be, one of the few constants in 

contemporary genre theory is that polar distinctions and rigid taxonomies are of little 

conceptual value. In a cultural context characterized by hybridization, the study of semiotic 

patterns provides a constructive alternative to unambiguous – hence non-representative – 

assertions. It is also worth noting that while making a name for himself in Tinseltown, 

Mamet kept returning to the theatre. There, too, his reception was divided. His first 

screenplays had coincided with Edmond (1982), which won an Obie, and Glengarry Glen 

Ross (1983), his biggest theatrical success to date, crowned with a Pulitzer Prize. The late 

1980s and early 1990s saw another string of high-profile plays with Speed-the-Plow 

(1988) and Oleanna (1992), as well as the less financially successful but Obie-winning The 

Cryptogram (1994). Facile reductions have always been popular in the limited format of the 

review-article, nuanced arguments far less. So when at the end of the decade, after a string 

of screenplays and auteur-projects Mamet came up with a generic exercise for the stage, 
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many read this as a capitulation to facility. But Boston Marriage (1999) followed hard upon 

several experimental sketches and short plays besides the structurally ‘challenging’ The Old 

Neighborhood (1997). Whatever Mamet’s disposition or the works’ artistic value, these 

initiatives did not bespeak a reduced creative vitality. Perhaps his voice had indeed toned 

down over the years, but maybe this was just another perverse means of resisting his own 

institutionalization. After all, “The con is the best way [Mamet] knows to keep his audiences 

absorbed” (Nadel 2008a: 149). If deception persists on the structural, formal, and 

thematic levels of his individual works, some duplicity may be evident behind the vicissitudes 

of his career as well.  

 The title of Boston Marriage, which premiered at the Hasty Pudding Theatre in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, is Nineteenth Century New England slang for “a lesbian couple 

living together, although it could also mean two women in a living arrangement independent 

of men” (Nadel 2008a: 214). Mamet himself described the play as “a comedy of manners 

about two ladies of fashion at the turn of the century, and their maid” (qtd. in Graham 234). 

Boston Marriage was the latest in a string of period pieces, immediately preceded by his 

film adaptation of The Winslow Boy (1998). Previously Mamet had directed Shakespeare 

plays, translated and produced Pierre Laville’s Le Fleuve Rouge (1980, trans. 1983), 

written the screenplays for The Untouchables and We’re No Angels, and adapted three 

Chekhov-classics (see 4.2.2). This, though, was an original work, and even if, like his films, it 

opened with visual characterization to set the generic scene, Boston Marriage met several 

challenges at once. Besides the uncharacteristic all-female cast and rare comic intent, the 

daring theme, linguistic register, and structural conception of the play strike by their 

cunning poise. Carried by two ambitious socialites with delusions of grandeur, the elevated 

Boston-speak and stern three-act outline on paper might appear as no more than a formal 

exercise of sorts but this impression is belied in erformance. Intra- and extra-diegetically, 

Boston Marriage espouses formality gradually to reveal the baser instincts the decorum is 

usually wedded to. A 2008 production by the London-based Sturdy Beggars Theatre 

Company84 well prepared its public for this dynamic by opening the play with a slightly 

overblown classical aria, after which the protagonists took place in their recherché, yet 

slightly manqué dressing room.  

To the shallow observer, the play should make for an easy classification given 

Mamet’s evident attempt at comedy, a format frequently lapsing into the broad stroke. But 

the title itself already hints at a degree of ‘Otherness,’ a tension increasingly manifested in 

the breeches of decorum, snobbery alternated with idiocy, even plain vulgarity. Anna and 

Claire talk the fashionable talk, yet their actions and reactions spoil the pretty picture 

against the backdrop of simmering homosexual tension.  

                                                
84 June 2008, Pacific Playhouse, London – dir. Alex Andreou.  
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 While the play’s reliance on a generic framework to steer interpretation is a time-

honoured tradition in the dramatic arts, the plot’s MacGuffin may well be a carryover from 

film. Although it is morning, Anna is wearing a magnificent heirloom around her neck, the 

bone of contention between her and Claire, which will almost cause their joint perdition:  

 
  Claire Might I be forgiven to ask: Is it Real?  
  Anna My dear, I have not lost my Taste… 
  Claire Then you have lost your virtue…? 
  Anna  Yes. 
  Claire Thank God. 
  Anna A man gave it to me. 
  Claire A man. 
  Anna They do have such hopes for the mercantile. 
  Claire And those hopes so rarely disappointed.  
  Anna Well, we do love shiny things. 
  Claire In unity with our sisters the Fish.  
  (Mamet 1999b: 3) 

 

Tongue-in-cheek, and fishy at that, Mamet’s protagonists relentlessly alternate between 

irony, sarcasm, hauteur, and sincerity. This delicate cognitive ‘massage’ thrives on 

innuendoes but leaves little room for reflection along the way, especially since bits of the 

intrigue keep intruding upon the exchanges. In fact, such conception provides Boston 

Marriage with a cinematic drive in a visually static frame. This is no mean feat and it clearly 

parallels the ‘strangeloopish’ effect pursued in Mamet’s dialectic auteur films, as well as in 

his structurally looser early plays, despite Boston Marriage’s rigid unity of time, place, and 

action. If this adherence to the three unities invites comparison with American Buffalo, likely 

the best-known three-character play in his oeuvre, Mamet’s destabilizing use the simpleton 

maid from the Orkneys fuels an internal dynamic which in no way resembles the earlier 

play’s conception. Boston Marriage relies on the same Aristotelian strictures while adding 

several more generic layers, yet it is the ‘lighter’ of the two. The play, moreover, may not 

have had as profound a cultural impact as its illustrious predecessor, but the technical 

ambition displayed confirms Barton’s claim about Mamet’s growing artistic maturity. His 

works at the end of the 1990s perhaps no longer threatened like they used to, even as late 

as 1992 with the confrontational Oleanna (see 4.3.2). However, his technical mastery 

having improved, ‘shock and awe’ were no longer a prerequisite to finding new audiences 

for his ‘disciplined perversities.’ Less overtly provocative, his plays and films arguably made 

up in refinement and intricacy what they had lost in punch and bite.  

 After a long expository first act, the characterization by virtue of zesty puns makes 

way for two more action-filled scenes where seemingly loose ends ostensibly spoken in vain 

insouciance return with a vengeance. In the build-up to the second part Claire has provoked 

Anna’s jealousy by inviting a young love interest to their home. And so their “unity-of-two” 

starts disintegrating while the maid sends a plate crashing to the kitchen floor, a literal 

“disruption of the Lowly, mimicking that of the Great” (Mamet 1999b: 28). Anna’s 

demarche with “a ‘man’” (28), after all, served the common good, whereas Claire’s with a 
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nubile woman is an affront to Anna’s “last vestiges of beauty” (30). All false modesty put 

aside, Mamet’s perversion then quickly resumes to hold its normal sway. Dismayed at first 

by Claire’s request to have her entertain the girl’s chaperone, Anna finally complies on the 

condition that she can also “participate in [the] meeting” (33 – original emphasis) as a 

means for her to “ease the transition” (33 – original emphasis) between a state of control 

and a feeling of despondency.  

 As is customary in a Mamet-work, contingencies topple the original game plan. The 

“Good lookin’ little thing” (41) offstage recognizes Anna’s necklace as her mother’s, which 

sets off the anxiety of persecution that suffuses the entire second act. A message arrives 

that Anna’s ‘Protector’ “has been discovered in a malversation […] of his wife’s jewelry” 

when “[h]is daughter came to a depraved and illicit assignation and spied it draped around 

the neck of her intended’s paramour” (47). The baroque verbiage cannot conceal the two 

women’s fears, and Mamet seizes on this peripety to strip down layer after layer of make-

believe, though not necessarily in a logical order:  

 
  Anna You think with your loins. 

Claire Oh, Land of the Goshen. Oh, how more than droll. What of your Bible now? What of 
Forbearance, meek and mild… 

 Anna … kiss my ass. 
Claire Ho, but perhaps they’ll come again. Perhaps my Love, and perhaps your Protector. 

Blind to your past, indifferent to your limitations, rich as Croesus. Perhaps they 
approach now. Yes, as all things can be mended by wishing; as the child, mangled by 
the cart, can be made whole by apology. You have fucked my life into a cocked hat. 
(She begins to cry. ANNA goes to her to comfort her.) 

 Anna There, there… 
 Claire Oh, thank you, I feel so much better.  

Claire  We shall end life together, old and friendless, desired by no one, devoid of all save 
memory, and these most wistful of words: 

 Maid  (Entering) While I was admiring your muff, your parts came. (Pause) 
 Anna My parts? 
 Maid The parts for the stove. 
 (53)  

 

Never mind their broken stove; the climactic sexual innuendo, short of bursting into 

slapstick, rounds off a carefully built up scene tearing down expectations and assumptions 

in rapid-fire succession. Mercifully the playwright grants the audience a short pause before 

offering clarifications, yet the effect cannot be undone. This is not a matter of entertaining 

audiences with a variation on the tried and tested, it is ‘easing the transition’ (see 2.4.1) 

before viscerally conveying the power of conventions. Despite the Aristotelian 

straightjacket, the near absence of physical movement on stage, and the many generic 

constraints, Boston Marriage resists facile reductions and thus exudes vitality. The play’s 

constant meta-artistic references further confirm the author’s faith in the generative 

potential of pragmatics down to the minimal level of aporetics:  

 
  Claire  It is the least credible explanation of Human Behavior I have ever heard. 
  Anna Of course. But you miss the point. 
  Claire The point being… 
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  Anna That it is not to be believed… 
  Claire Mmm? 

Anna Our tale is offered, but as a fig leaf of propriety. Not to “explain,” but to clothe with 
the, the… 

 Claire Mantle of decency. 
 Anna Yes. That behavior it would be irksome to hear explained.  
 Claire  You are a medium.  
 (74 – original emphasis) 

 

Once again, it is a matter of ‘showing’ over ‘telling.’ Allusions on various semiotic levels to 

the ‘presentation,’ however, significantly reduce the distance for audiences to “Make that 

Leap” (97) into analogical thinking. To David Mamet, the message is a medium. All the rest, 

the play concludes, “remains to be seen” (113). 

  Ten years before Boston Marriage, Arthur Miller and Marsha Norman had 

declared Broadway closed to serious drama, with “shows” having replaced artistically 

significant works (Bigsby 2004a: 163). They believed that New York mainstream theatre 

rarely if ever staged plays that had not been first tried and tested elsewhere. Mamet’s 

Speed-the-Plow made its debut at the Royale Theatre on 45th Street but in a Lincoln 

Center-production, which is a not-for-profit organization up on 65th Street. Boston 

Marriage, despite its accessible format, too, played on ‘fringe’ stages though its premiere 

was produced by the venerable American Repertory Theater. Reaching wider theatre 

audiences while making generic compromises in effect represented a technical challenge 

more than an artistic one. Still, even in his prolific filmmaking period, as argued, Mamet 

kept returning to the theatre. The opposite, however, was equally true. As his craft 

developed, new platforms were called for on which to test the newly acquired expertise. At 

the end of his third decade of playwriting, Heist (2001), Mamet’s eighth film as writer-

director was the first in his career to bridge the mainstream-indie divide. It proved his 

boldest move yet.  

 Unsurprisingly, the financing for this film turned out to be a considerable challenge 

in its own right. Key liaison figure between the financial power and the artistic glory was 

once more Art Linson. The man Mamet lovingly called “Ivan the Terrible with a car phone” 

(Linson 1995: 9) had recently gone the indie-route but of course retained all his contacts. 

He managed to schedule a script reading with Robert De Niro, who had starred in The 

Untouchables (1986), We’re No Angels (1989), and Wag the Dog (1997), though this 

time the latter turned it down like he did with the screenplay for The Edge (1997), the 

previous Linson-Mamet collaboration. A few weeks later, Linson received a call from the 

Creative Arts Agency reporting that Gene Hackman and Danny DeVito were interested. 

This actor-lineup, being by far the costliest of all Mamet’s auteur-pictures, was problematic, 

for despite the critical acclaim his pictures had received, “[their] box office results were not 

significant” (Linson 2003: 173) and Mamet had a reputation for being ‘artsy.’ Still, Linson 

believed he was now ready to play at the big table (Nadel 2008a: 201). 
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 “Some films,” David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson have argued in their standard 

work Film Art: An Introduction (1979),  

 
create disunity as a positive quality of their form. This does not mean that these films 
become incoherent. Their disunity is systematic, and it is brought so consistently to our 
attention as to constitute a basic feature of the film. Inevitably such films will be formally 
disunified only to a relative degree; they have less unity than we may be used to, but do not 
simply fall apart before our eyes (44 – original emphasis). 

 

David Mamet’s Heist, in the tradition of his ‘disciplined perversities,’ is such a film. For this 

project he teamed up with “two fashionable young Hollywood figures to assist him” (French 

190) in walking the tightrope between commercialism and idiosyncrasy. Production 

designer David Wasco had worked on Quentin Tarantino’s first three pictures, as on the 

first two movies of Wes Anderson. Cameraman Robert Elswit, in turn, had lit Paul Thomas 

Anderson’s Boogie Nights (1997) and Magnolia (1999), besides the James Bond-film 

Tomorrow Never Dies (1997, dir. Roger Spottiswoode). The title, likewise, announces a 

mainstream genre flick, just as the beginning of the film features the pre-1960s Warner 

Bros. logo as a tribute to the crime-movies of yore (French 191).   

 Produced by the minor Morgan Creek studio but co-financed and distributed by 

Warner, a major, Heist makes a virtue out of ambiguous associations. The first shot of the 

film is a close-up of an old rifle which, the retracting image shows us, belongs to Joe Moore, 

the protagonist – played by Gene Hackman – who is seen returning to his car after what 

appears to have been a hunting trip in the woods. Before the camera cuts to the second 

scene we see him jot down in a small pocketbook something ostensibly related to the hunt. 

Next, we are in an inner-city diner where a beautiful if slightly trashy young attendant feigns 

to apply eye-drops before pouring the liquid in a set of four cappuccinos. With hardly any 

words spoken and barely a minute passed, the director captured the attention, imposed 

associative thought, and deceived our first interpretations. As is customary in a Mamet-

film, the presence of master-magician Ricky Jay, here playing one of Moore’s cronies, 

heralds deception, and as in The Spanish Prisoner he is present from the very beginning. 

Though likely to be lost on general audiences, these biographical and intertextual links are 

significant. Immediately a quick succession of events connects most of the few visual 

elements introduced so far into a smoothly orchestrated jewellery-heist. With diversions in 

the shop’s street, an anaesthetic in the employees’ drink, and translucent masks on the 

robbers’ faces, a number of parallels with Mamet’s aesthetic first principles already stand 

out. Even if the pace is hypnotizing the film simultaneously draws attention to the 

operation’s partial failure. One of the employees did not drink her cup, and Moore forgot to 

put on his mask. Now “burnt,” he tries to keep his cool as the gang escapes, yet the veneer 

is cracked. 

 Later, Moore is pictured working on a sailing boat with the young woman – Fran, his 

wife – beside him. A dodgy character with a Ferrari shows interest, but Moore will not sell 
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it. When Mamet subsequently cuts to a meeting with Bergman (DeVito), the fence who 

commissioned the heist, this short scene seems to serve as mere characterization. The 

interconnection, however, is more analogous than directly plot-related. Blane, Moore’s 

hardboiled black associate (played by Delroy Lindo) feels insulted by the terms proposed 

and walks out after serving Jimmy Silk aka Bella, Bergman’s nephew (Sam Rockwell), with a 

good beating for his arrogance. The half bungled heist weakened Moore’s bargaining 

power, but his friend sticks to his guns. True to the ‘noir’ ethos, Mamet’s heroes here are 

flawed characters, yet they rely on a simple set of values for their survival in a complex 

world. And with their principles straight, they should be better prepared to deal with 

contingencies: 

 
  Bergman Nobody… gets the goods like you… 
  Moore  Anyone can get the goods, the tough part’s getting away. 
  Bergman Uh huh. 
  Moore  Plan a good enough getaway, you could steal Ebbets Field. 
  Bergman Ebbets Field’s gone… 
  Moore  What did I tell ya? 
  (2001b: 15-16). 

 

Unfortunately Moore’s charisma and renown, like those of the former Brooklyn Dodgers 

stadium, no longer suffice to maintain his status. He made a mistake and despite Blane’s 

outburst finds himself on a probation of sorts – not wholly unlike Jerry’s in Things Change – 

with one last assignment before he can retire. “The Swiss Job” (19) rather than the earlier 

jewellery-heist, then, constitutes the film’s eponymous dramatic ploy.  

 Parceled out into several brief scenes, the venture turns out to be the robbery of a 

cargo-plane stacked with gold, the film’s de facto MacGuffin. The crew’s extensive 

preparations as well as the tensions related to intercutting subplots distract our attention 

from the generic oddity of performing a heist of such amplitude in broad daylight. To 

chaperone his investment Bergman sent along Bella, who flirts with Fran while antagonizing 

Moore’s men by being “Young, dumb [and] full o’ cum.” No different from the deadpan 

onelines served up in Ronin (see 3.5), Mamet’s razor-sharp dialogues here fit the frame 

while being slightly disconcerting, thereby serving to stimulate a ‘double vision’ of plot and 

process at the same time. An airport security guard is conned to “get [them] in the door” 

and Pincus (Jay’s character) lectures Bella on the virtues of showing grace under 

pressure. Their leader, he says, “is so cool, when he goes to bed, sheep count him” (39). 

Meanwhile we return to Moore in the woods, the backtracking inviting us to reconsider our 

earlier impression. Despite later plot developments, it now appears ‘the Swiss Job’ has 

been on his books for quite some time. ‘Retirement’ so far only exists in name and to 

achieve it Moore has kept different options open. ‘Planning a good enough getaway’ should 

help him in dealing with the unexpected, as well as with the plain obvious. Aided by his alter 

ego in the director’s chair, he confuses everybody with information so that his word is taken 
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for gospel and Bella ends up as the whipping boy. Bergman’s gopher stays on the ground 

during the heist, while Moore and Blane unload the plane.  

 The ‘job’ turns out to be a formality, albeit an extremely sophisticated one. So well 

planned, even, that it was copied a year after the film’s release for an equally successful 

robbery at London Airport (French 191). Encouraged by its smoothness, Bella gets cocky, 

glances at Fran, and immediately confirms earlier suspicions by throwing Joe out of the 

van. ‘The bitch set him up’ indeed constitutes another typical feature of the genre. That is, 

until Fran provokes a car crash, escapes, and leaves Bella to muster the bluster of the haul, 

screwed as he is by boxes of nuts and bolts instead of the gold. A fake ingot lowers his – 

and our – defences and cons him into humility, but not for long. Mamet cuts back to Moore 

and Blane picking up the loot for another rapid-paced round of anticipation. They are 

processing the gold, apparently welding it into Moore’s boat. Meanwhile the fence and his 

nephew catch up with Fran and Pincus, forcing the latter to ferret out his partners by 

kidnapping his little niece, after which he is killed. At the meeting point, Fran deceives her 

husband for the second time, thereby provoking an old-school face off with Goldberg and his 

men which sees Moore stripped of wife, boat, and loot. Yet our expectations, too, are defied 

for a second time by uninflected camera switches. We only saw Moore and Blane 

processing the gold, never the actual welding. Bergman realizes the ruse and a time worn 

intimidation scene peppered with macho-speak ensues, at which point Moore punches 

Bergman to create a diversion and Blane saves the day. The framework looks crude and 

the gunplay “late-reel” (Rooney) compared to run-of-the-mill action blockbusters, but the 

structural execution is made to look like a subtle choreography of contingencies. As 

Chicago Sun-Times critic Roger Ebert noted, “Mamet goes to the trouble of supplying us 

with style and originality, and is criticized because his films don’t come from the cookie 

cutter” (2001). And when the dying Bergman pleads with Moore to hear his “last words,” 

the latter stoically shoots him point-blank with the deadpan reply “I just did” (121).  

Andrew Tudor argued that “To leap in with genre immediately is to put the cart 

before the horse” (10). To Mamet, likewise, conventions are never an end in itself. His 

conspicuous reliance in Heist on the ‘hardboiled’ register, robbery-theme, and attendant 

characterization constantly creates a genre-specific ‘knowability’ (Sobchack 109), i.e. a 

‘transparency’-effect that keeps our attention riveted onto the narrative progression. 

Visually the mise-en-scène is lean and unobtrusive, just as the soundtrack adds to the 

suspense without too much ‘mickey-mousing.’85 Heist is an exercise in pop-culture 

iconography, which called for an accessible format. Once this communicative bridge in 

place, however, Mamet ever so subtly could start ‘breaking frame;’ from the heist-movie to 

its cousin the action thriller while mixing it up with some ‘noir’ lore. Jacques Derrida 

                                                
85 See Lumet 170: “When the score is predictable, when it duplicates in melody and arrangement the action 
up there on the screen, we call it ‘mickey-mousing.’ The reference is obviously to cartoon music, which 
duplicates everything down to Jerry kicking Tom’s teeth in.” 
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described this strategy of usurping popular motifs as “dramatizing in order to subvert the 

authoritarian undertones [of] traditional critical discourse” (1980: 219 – emphasis added). 

In Mamet’s own words,  

 
(p]art of the art of the play [as well as the movie] is to introduce information in such a way, 
and at such a time, that the people in the audience don’t realize they have been given 
information. They accept it as a matter of course, but they aren’t really aware of it so that, 
later on, the information pays off. It has been consciously planted by the author (qtd. in 
Norman and Rezek 127; see also Geerts 2005: 108).  

 

The brutality of Bergman’s death instantly invalidates the scene’s generic character, leaving 

the audience too perplexed to react. Shooting the baddies is common enough. Stripping 

them of their humanity – as happens with Margaret Ford in House of Games (see 2.5.2) – 

by breaking the rules of melodrama is disturbing. In a gentle, understated transition scene 

Moore then takes leave of Blane, his trusted ally, before the film’s epilogue brings us back 

to his workshop where Moore is painting the stakes we thought he rigged into his boat. 

Fran shows up, and again her husband appears surprised at yet another betrayal when 

Bella turns up, too. Now cornered and alone, he hands over the truck filled with painted 

pipes. It seems he is beaten, but so is the audience. For as the others drive off, Moore 

steps into a second truck, old and battered like himself, wearily starts the engine, and 

leaves with stakes of solid gold. This definitive resolution answers all questions “in a way 

both surprising and inevitable” (Mamet 2007a: 101). Moreover, it comes at the cost of 

repeated deceptions, the cumulative surprise-effects of which cut deeper into our generic 

‘expectation horizons’ than formal extravaganza ever could.   

Mamet’s gamble with Heist paid dividends, as it soon became his most financially 

successful film with grosses that more than doubled those of The Spanish Prisoner (Nadel 

2008a: 201-202). Yet it was also a critical success, which brought together two conflicting 

facets of his schizophrenic Hollywood career. Beyond the film’s meta-cinematic emphasis 

on the process of planning and its failings, Heist thus stands for a significant example of 

‘disciplined perversity’ in that ‘sinkhole of slime and depravity,’ a metaphorical reminder that 

‘lighter’ genres need not imply lesser artistry. As Thomas Sobchack summarized it,  

 
[i]n recent years it has become the fashion for some directors to use the elements of the 
genre film – the plots, characters, and iconographies – to create an antigenre film. That is, 
they will use everything according to the normal pattern, but simply change the ending so as 
not to satisfy the audience’s expectations of a conventional group-oriented conclusion. If the 
detective finally gives in and takes the money and the girl, if the crook gets away with it, if an 
individual solves his problems so as to enhance his position vis-à-vis the world, that is, to 
increase the distance between his value and the values of the group – then the film has 
turned its back on the idea of genre. It violates the basic principle of the genre film: the 
restoration of the social order. Instead of justifying the status quo, these films intend the 
opposite (112-3). 
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By blending the commonplace with the uncanny, Mamet’s eighth auteur-project expresses 

respect for mainstream audiences and faith in each spectator’s individual capacity for 

discernment – this time without a deus ex machina.  

Both Boston Marriage and Heist stage flawed characters whose actions transform 

them from the obvious tragic heroes into their more humble cousins who survive by 

conning their way out. These works adopt a recognizable format that gradually makes way 

for a more ambiguous perspective. As the protagonists struggle to cope with adversity and 

the spectators, analogously, see their own expectations continually deceived, reductive 

generic labels or dismissive critical discourses cannot hold. This does not automatically 

make Mamet a self-conscious iconoclast (Barton 17), but rather a pragmatic humanist 

with a knack for mind games.  
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3.6 A Whore’s Profession, or Writing for Television 
 

Remembering you set out to drain the 
swamp is hard when you’re up to your 
ass in alligators. 

(Mamet, Three Uses of the Knife)  
 

Barely into his career David Mamet compared writing for television to having a date with a 

prostitute. “No matter how interesting or loving or boring or completely achieved the 

exchange is,“ he argued, “you know it’s always done for money” (qtd. in Leogrande 28). 

Never mind that two years earlier he had written The Museum of Science and Industry 

Story (1975), the first from a set of unproduced teleplays. Unlike its contemporary Sexual 

Perversity in Chicago (1974) which features television as the medium lending itself to a 

televangelist plugging heaven as sexual walhalla, The Museum of Science and Industry 

Story draws on one continuous narrative progression. Too long for advertisers, too 

expensive to make, and much too exuberant, it was bound to clash with what he thirteen 

years later described as the industry’s “whorehouse mentality” of “Give ‘em as little as you 

can, and get ‘em out of there as soon as possible” (1988a: vii). Yet, by then Mamet himself 

had broken into the brothel with the script for one of the final episodes of the Hill Street 

Blues-series (1981-1987). After another two decades he even became the grand Madam 

of television drama with his own series The Unit (2006 – present). This may seem ironic, 

after all “the primacy of ad revenues” (1988a: vii) today is far more extensive than thirty 

years ago. Then again, so is Mamet’s capacity for compromise.  

 Much of television’s appeal derives from innovations. Competing with domestic 

distractions and a panoply of other channels on offer, the medium’s compelling need to 

hold the viewer’s attention forces television executives to keep experimenting with 

programming schedules, visual presentation, and generic formats. In practice this has led 

to a blend of tried-and-tested ingredients with predominantly stylistic adjustments, aimed at 

satisfying the perceived demand (Kilborn 109). What appear as hybrid new genres more 

often than not amount to conventional dramatic strategies applied to a ‘high-concept’ 

theme (see 3.5.1) and sublimated by judicious editing.86 Nonetheless, as Richard Kilborn 

observed, not all televisual formatting is driven by cynical profit maximization through such 

‘additive’ modes of hybridising. Despite – or perhaps because of – the reality of advertising 

revenues and product placement, television executives occasionally greenlight more 

expensive, better ‘integrated’ concepts. Formats belonging to this second category fuse 

their generic components to the extent that they may redefine industry standards, and 

consequently reach new audiences rather than catering to existing ones (114). A 

sophisticated form of pragmatism, ‘integrated hybridism’ wholly complies with the evolution 

                                                
86 Lothar Mikos has even argued that the term ‘genre’ is no longer used with regard to television 
programming while executives, producers, and marketeers tend to prefer ‘format’ the means of ‘optimizing’ 
the perception of a product’s specific distinctiveness (258).  
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of Mamet’s secure whoring. The Unit, therefore, should have come as no surprise. It had 

been 30 years in the making.  

 

 

3.6.1 Power and Prejudice 

 

To a much greater extent than radio, television changed the West’s way of perceiving 

reality from the cinema’s concentrated, in effect solitary occupation to a more relaxed and 

diffuse one. At the same time it is a highly dramatic medium. A large portion of the material 

it transmits is either in the form of traditional drama, or – in the case of news bulletins, 

shows, and commercials – scripted as such. The combination of its domestic setting and 

accessible content to a certain extent explains why television functions chiefly as an 

instrument of entertainment and infotainment. However, its quasi non-stop programming, 

transmission of ‘real’ images, and “ritualized framework[s]” (Esslin 1982: 13) very often 

also provide it with a charismatic aura of omniscience, ‘transparency,’ and truthfulness. 

Moreover, whereas spectators may predominantly view television as a mode of relaxation, 

television executives and marketeers regard it as the single most efficient advertising tool. 

In both cases a programme must cater to our most primal impulses in order to 

successfully compete with different channels and other possibilities of recreation.  

 Yet despite its predominantly commercial nature, the medium’s potential is 

considerable. In theory, it could make ‘elite’ subjects like art, history, or philosophy 

accessible to those who lack either training, financial means, or geographical proximity on a 

scale unprecedented before the advent of the Internet. Many initiatives, mostly in public 

broadcasting, have done so, sometimes with notable success. In Canada and Australia, as 

in many West-European countries, television drama, e.g., at one point developed into an art 

form with notable examples by renowned writers such as Samuel Beckett, Eugène Ionesco, 

and Harold Pinter. Of course, the vast majority of television programming is commercial in 

nature. But this, too, need not be without value. Traditional apologists of ‘high’ culture 

deride television for its simplicity, brutality, and sheer vulgarity, as opposed to more ‘artistic’ 

depictions of human suffering couched in nuance and complexity. Advertisement-driven 

material, the argument goes, degrades the reasoning power of its audiences by feeding 

them “with the pseudoreasoning of commercials on the pattern of ‘This detergent will wash 

whiter because it contains a special ingredient that washes whiter’” (Esslin 1982: 85). And 

because of the medium’s unrivalled social impact, its masses of ‘illiterate’ followers dictate 

the course of future programming schedules, which would account for the well-nigh 

exclusion of ‘serious’ subjects, formats, or discussions. On top of that, culture does not ‘sell’ 

the way entertainment does. More expensive to make and with fewer viewers to be 

expected, Shakespearean drama or documentaries simply make little economic sense. Still, 

the virtual absence of alterative programming in the United States, for one, has given rise 
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to a phenomenon that resists such polarized thinking. No matter how numerous the 

channels on, the less variety, the less to distinguish between them and the harder to 

attract more advertisement revenues. Enslaved to market research, many televisual 

formats indeed are designed to meet the demographic demands of the schedule. Ironically, 

giving multitudes ‘what they want’ is merely a conservative reaction to the vagaries of public 

taste, and it initiates an entropic cycle of negative feedback that can only result in declining 

audience ratings. By contrast, American cinema offers a prime example of a commercial 

medium that has produced a large number of works which are at once entertaining, 

profitable, and artistically valuable. Granted, television cannot command the cinema 

experience’s degree of cognitive immersion. Nevertheless, some productions have 

famously succeeded in marrying high and low, artistry and commercialism, while being both 

innovative and popular. With 109 Emmy Awards, more than any other television 

programme in history, PBS’s Sesame Street (1969 – present) still attracts millions of daily 

viewers even though it must reconcile the diverging interests of its public, private, and 

corporate financial backers. During its twelfth season (1980-1981) it literally staged a 

meeting of high and low when world-renowned violinist Itzhak Perlman joined Oscar the 

Grouch in a rare performance of Johann Sebastian Blech’s ‘Double Sonata for Violin, 

Vacuum Cleaner, Policeman’s Whistle, Fire Engine Siren, Jackhammer, Automobile Horn, 

Elephant Jumping into Pool, and Nose.’ Perlman afterwards was asked to comment on the 

duet and replied it “fulfilled [his] wildest dreams” (qtd. in Esslin 1982: 120).  

 To Steven Connor television constitutes “the postmodern psycho-cultural condition,” 

which he considers to be “a world of simulations detached from reference to the real, 

which circulate and exchange in ceaseless, centreless flow” (168). Nothing short of 

Baudrillard’s cultural pessimism,87 the label bespeaks the medium’s formidable levelling 

power without addressing the creativity required to sustain the status quo implied by the 

notion of rhizomatic flux. For if the movement itself is not fuelled, it breaks down. As Robin 

Nelson summarized it in his TV Drama in Transition (1997), “One of the contradictions in 

capitalism is that the drive for profit might promote products which do not serve the best 

interests of the system overall” (60). Without disputing the anaesthetic effects of 

television’s non-stop availability, nor the questionable quality of some of its products, 

Connor’s reasoning remains too one-sided and insufficiently concrete to be useful in a 

semiological discussion. From the particular perspective of television drama alone the 

argument cannot hold. Many programmes and series derive their format from film genres, 

some films are adapted for television, most networks broadcast movies, and some 

celebrated series even make it into film adaptations. Naturally, these dramatic 

compositions hardly bear on “the real,” yet they are directly related to a reality outside 

Connor’s “centreless flow,” a different cultural framework as it were. The notion of ‘flow’ 

                                                
87 See Jean Baudrillard’s famous essay ‘The Ecstasy of Communication’ (1985) – see also 4.5. 
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itself is just as misguided, precisely because television programming is marked by constant 

commercial interruptions. Even to planning executives, therefore, the concept cannot apply, 

as it would amalgamate advertisement with ‘proper’ content and so undermine the 

advertiser’s visibility. On the other hand, the metaphor is understandable. Gerald Mast 

rightly observed that television has an infinite range of possibilities for integrating kinetic 

and mimetic effects, but that in practice this infinity is severely restricted by its ‘lo-fi’ quality 

of sound and image (though less in HDTV) which, in turn, is further diluted by potential 

domestic distractions, all of which explain why McLuhan dubbed television a ‘cool’ medium. 

A film projected in cinema or broadcasted on television makes a world of difference, hence 

a TV-show’s reliance on conspicuously cruder semiotic strategies primarily relates to the 

necessity of making itself heard (101-5; see also Nelson 19).  

 Another aspect accounting for television’s alleged ‘mediocrity’ pertains to the 

restricted time frames allotted to each programme. Since advertising concerns more often 

than not direct the scheduling strategy, structural – rather than formal or thematic – 

experimentation remains rare. Still, as on radio, seemingly conservative shows may very 

well turn out to be “hid[ing] their own cleverness in a show of simplicity” (Thompson x). But 

unlike radio and cinema, ‘hot’ media in McLuhan’s terms because of their higher sensorial 

input and immersive power (22-23), television has a greater accessibility and has given rise 

to another ‘perversely disciplined’ dramatic genre that allows for conceptual innovation 

without violating the programming strictures: the series.  

 

 

3.6.2 Long Road Out of Eden: The Unit 

 

In Writing in Restaurants (1986), his first collection of essays, David Mamet argued that 

“Most of our communal anxiety is treated in the low level (low level because it is not 

cathartic but analgesic – it does not cleanse, but merely puts off) ritual of television” 

(1987d: 35). Accordingly, the medium “will always be exploited by those attempting to 

control” (1999c: 133). But as manipulation requires epistemological insight, this 

knowledge may just as well serve artistic purposes. Admittedly driven by a sense of 

nostalgia for the honesty and craftsmanship of the 1950s and 1960s television shows, 

Mamet has therefore attempted to resist the medium’s “spiral of degeneracy” (1991b: 

386) from within. His original Five Television Plays88 were designed to remind their 

audiences of what TV could have become. Interestingly, all of these build on a quick 

succession of non sequiturs, dialogic interruptions, and camera switches to unsettle 

passive viewing, thereby confirming Mamet’s predominant concern with self-consciously 

‘constituting a spectacle’ (see 2.1). At the same time, text-based analysis of the narrative 

                                                
88 The Museum of Science and Industry Story (1975), We Will Take You There (1983), A Waitress in 
Yellowstone (1984), A Wasted Weekend (1987), Bradford (1988). 
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strategies in Mamet’s dramaturgy reveals that his teleplays more regularly consent to 

commonplace depictions, presumably because television is known to lack theatre’s and 

cinema’s hold on the audience’s attention. And yet prior to The Unit, which was first aired 

on CBS in 2006, only the Hill Street Blues-episode A Wasted Weekend was ever produced 

(Season 7, episode 12), although he also authored an uncredited segment of another 

episode in the series (S. Ryan 64), as well as two full-length television films, Texan (1994) 

and Lansky (1999).  

 ‘Single plays’ – a term which in the TV-jargon depicts plays that can stand on their 

own – nowadays have almost entirely disappeared in the United States since the sense of 

occasion these works represent is at heart incompatible with the television experience. 

Their comparatively higher cost yields insufficient returns in terms of audience fidelity and 

general perception of the event’s uniqueness. Standing out in an endless sea of ‘special 

events’ is better achieved through the structured framework of regularity, one that allows 

for climactic episodes while commanding a sense of necessity from their viewers. Drama 

series on television have the double advantage of providing a mixture of familiarity and 

novelty in a ritual experience. Of course, dramatic intensity tends to vary greatly between 

daily soap operas running without interruption for a number of years, and weekly episodes 

of season-bound series.  

 Mamet’s Wasted Weekend was episode 136 (out of 146) of Hill Street Blues, then 

in its seventh and last season. New York Times-critic John J. O’Connor praised it for taking 

the police series “through a minefield of ambiguities” instead of the clear-cut answers 

“television entertainment usually prefers” (C17). Many other reviewers similarly lauded the 

decision to bring in external writers as a breath of fresh air to a series that by then was 

“threatened with cancellation and suffering from tired blood” (S. Ryan 57). Hill Street Blues 

represented a formidable dramaturgic challenge, more so than his unproduced teleplays. 

For in this case the writer was restricted to a format developed over the years by other 

writers and differing from his own  attempts at TV-drama and then the traditional fare in its 

collage-like intercutting of personal and professional storylines across different episodes. 

‘Professional dramas’ (Thompson 56) of this kind typically are set in large institutions such 

as hospitals, police stations, law firms, or army bases, where the professional and private 

selves of many characters meet and so can bounce off one another into new stories. 

Simultaneously restricted and diffuse, the workplace setting captures the complexity of the 

viewer’s everyday experience within a stable, non-alienating environment. In fact, Hill Street 

Blues – and Mamet’s contribution to the series confirms this – set an industry standard by 

opening and closing some narrative strands within a single episode whilst deferring overall 

closure, even beyond a season’s finale. Accordingly, it combined the advantages of soap 

operas (familiarity, continuity, and intercutting plotlines) with the serial’s sense of occasion 

into an unprecedented mode of ‘flexi-narrative’ (Nelson 30-34). The chief advantage of such 

an approach is that it stages different perspectives and thus resists interpretative 
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reductions, leaving the assessment of a presented problem’s complexity to the audience. 

‘Flexi-narrative,’ moreover, achieves the rare feat of creating psychologically ‘rounded’ 

characters in a dramatic genre derided by critics of ‘elite’ media for its superficiality.  

 Equally slighted for its apparent superficiality and generic conventionality, Spartan 

(2004), Mamet’s ninth film as writer-director, set among tough Special Operations men in 

a paranoid world (see 5.7), was partly based on Inside Delta Force: The Story of America’s 

Elite Counterterrorist Unit (2002) by retired Command Sergeant Major Eric L. Haney. 

Asked to work as the director’s technical advisor, Haney impressed Mamet with his poise 

and arcane knowledge and they decided to adapt the book into a television series. 

Previously, its author had received offers from major film studios, but refused all of them 

because he believed the traditional action genre movie could not capture this particular life 

in its full complexity. One of Haney’s driving forces when writing Inside Delta Force, 

incidentally, had been his  

 
disgust with the normal Hollywood portrayal [which is] cartoonish, one-dimensional. It’s the 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Silvester Stallone film portrayals of this Neanderthal-like person 
who speaks in monosyllables and slaughters the whole world and there’s no repercussions, 
there’s no cost involved (qtd. in Elber). 

 

The book explores the morally grey zones of the life and death moral issues that constitute 

the essence of a career in counterterrorism. A founding member of this top-secret unit, 

Haney tells his story with particular emphasis on ethics instead of action details, process 

rather than product, as it were. The bottom line of Inside Delta Force, then, stipulates that 

war is destructive and wasteful, but that it also represents a unique context in which man 

can transcend himself (vii-viii). Or, as David Mamet’s blurb on the inside cover of the 

paperback edition has it, the work celebrates “the curious, moving, and persuasive 

philosophy of the soldier trying to find wisdom in defeat and humility in victory.” 

 This ‘double vision’ equally marks the conceptual basis of The Unit. Its very first 

episode, ‘First Responders,’ starts in medias res with a con of sorts. For a television series 

about Special Operations it boasts the unusual opener of two women ordering from a toy 

store on a US Army-base in Missouri, as specified by a paratext on screen. One of them, 

Tiffy, explains a ruse to the attendant; she purchases many gifts at once for her daughters 

so Mack, her husband, will have a stock at his disposal in the cupboard every time he 

returns from deployment in St. Louis. During her little speech the image has shifted to a 

picture frame of Tiffy and Mack, which in turn blends into a close-up of her husband on his 

mission. But instead of seeing the Gateway Arch, we find ourselves in Afghanistan. Mack 

and his squad leader, Jonas, a hardboiled black man who like his counterpart in Mamet’s 

Heist (3.5.2) goes by the surname of Blane, are speaking Persian with disconcerting 

fluency before switching to English while retaining their Afghan disguise. Together with the 

rest of their unit they successfully launch a rocket and disappear, much to the locals’ 
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surprise as the credit titles start to roll. Mixing the familiar with the unusual and normative 

techniques with deception, this initial sequence at once introduces the main characters in 

‘flexi-narrative’ style, while visually adhering to a generic format. “Fired Up” by the hip-hop 

theme song and flash music-video montage, the tone is now set for an unabashedly 

schizophrenic experience designed to catch its detractors in their own bad faith.  

 Brainchild of Mamet and Haney, The Unit in its credits acknowledges being “based 

on Inside Delta Force” while also being “Created by David Mamet.” Apparently Mamet 

established the conceptual framework and artistic credibility, co-producer Shawn Ryan – 

creator of the FX police drama The Shield, for which Mamet directed an episode – liaised 

with the major networks, and Haney – whom Ryan called “the bridge that takes us from 

Hollywood bull to something that’s more real” (qtd. in Saunders – emphasis added) – 

provided the factual authority. What is more, some episodes are directed by Mamet, 

others simply written by him, as well as by different members from a creative team that 

comprises among others his sister Lynn Mamet and Eric Haney working alternately as 

screenwriter, director, or producer. If anything, they, too, form a closely-knit ‘unit’ where 

responsibilities are shared and credit or flak is taken as a group. Adaptation, new dramatic 

challenge, and collaborative composition all in one, Mamet’s latest medium and genre 

exercise more than ever resists one-sided judgements. Yet going by the various episodes’ 

thematic ambiguity, this may very well have been the point. With credits as confusing as the 

preceding scenes, ‘First Responders’ calls for quick response but hijacks our attention in 

the process and so sets the scene for Mamet’s most ambitious bout of ‘disciplined 

perversity.’  

 In the true tradition of Mamet’s filmmaking, the season’s opener switches to and fro 

between Bob Brown, a new recruit immediately called to assist on the liberation of a 

hijacked plane, and Kim, his reluctant wife who is unwilling to settle on base while a 

television newscast serves as subliminal nexus between both. The private context, it turns 

out, is a fundamental factor for the eventual efficiency of the ‘303rd  logistical studies group.’ 

This denomination – the same as that used for the make-believe Special Ops unit in 

Mamet’s Wag the Dog-screenplay (1997) – is a cover-up. Kim – as Molly, Blane’s wife, is 

quick to point out – is not just an army wife, but a full member of “The Unit.” Their 

husbands’ missions are secret even to them, yet by analogy to Blane’s prep speech to 

Brown before his first active intervention (“the unit is waiting on you”) success at home and 

abroad depends on mutual trust. “This is not your own special circumstance,” Molly tells 

her, “It’s the history of the world.” Such apparently archconservative division of labour has 

led numerous seasoned Mamet-critics, among whom C.W.E. Bigsby, to dismiss the series 

as “Desperate Housewives meets G.I. Joe” (2008). However, bearing in mind Haney’s 

insistence on morally complex interpretative mechanisms and Nelson’s conceptualization 

of Hill Street Blues’ flexi-narrative, these traditional gender roles serve more as a deliberate 

diversion than as a concession to laziness. Though it facilitates generic identification and 
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possibly widens the series’ appeal, the wives’ dramatic function is above all structural. Just 

as the name ‘Delta Force’ is never once used in order to “keep [the series’] dramatic 

options open” (Elber) and thus increase The Unit’s metaphorical dimension, so, too, does 

the ‘domestic duties group’ constitute the liminal locus where plotlines, missions, and 

marital problems meet. For when at the close of the first episode Blane returns home from 

another “day at the office,” Bob finds an echogram taped to the fridge, and a half-naked Tiffy 

welcomes colonel Ryan at her motel door, some issues are settled but new intrigues 

revealed. Every unit-member has a different story, every mission a different content but the 

central conceit remains. Despite the extraordinary situation, most concerns are dirt 

common. Trained to almost mechanical perfection, these elite soldiers fight nameless 

opponents around the globe, yet meet their greatest challenges when their defences are 

down. Small wonder every episode ends with a Mamet seal of approval – an open, upwardly 

careening ring of Saturn.   

 The title of ‘200th Hour’ plays on Mamet’s preface to On Directing Film in which he 

compares himself to a beginning pilot with some experience and lots of premature 

confidence, as his two auteur-pictures made him “the most dangerous thing around” 

(1991b: 345) (see 2.1.1). During a routine assault-drill, Bob accidentally hits Mack, thereby 

triggering a litany from his comrades about the importance of rigorous training. In the spirit 

of Mamet’s own ‘practical aesthetics,’ how one copes with contingencies is the benchmark 

of behaviourist preparation. As Haney noted about the parallels between making the series 

and the battlefield, “You can say you’re going to do whatever in a given situation. But once 

the shooting starts, all plans are off” (qtd. in Itzkoff). Given Haney’s ‘Mamet-like aphorism’ 

(Itzkoff) it is worth adding that this was the first episode not written or directed by Mamet; 

‘as if’ he had personally trained his ‘unit-members’ to talk, think, and create in keeping with 

his own aesthetic and ethical ‘first principles’ – which he, being a teacher, actually did 

(Itzkoff). But then television writers “are usually under pressure to produce scripts to tight 

deadlines and therefore lack the time to work on the thematic, multiple-plot construction of 

scripts” (Nelson 42). Compared to the blockbuster movies whose screenplays he doctored, 

Mamet here lent his name to a product over whose scripts he had little direct control, 

though his role as executive producer still gave him unlimited prerogatives. Nevertheless, 

directing films had taught him the art of delegation and a mainstream television series for 

one of the major networks constituted a challenging next step in this direction. The subtle 

differences in tone and thematic orientation that result from such ‘alternating authorship’ 

preserve the series against becoming stale.  

Stylistically Mamet’s explorations across media and genres also contributed to The 

Unit’s popular appeal. For the first time in his career he catered to the widest possible 

audience with a blend of generic elements and cultural stereotypes in an orgy of 

blockbuster-violence while simultaneously retaining those elements that defined and 

sustained his trademark artistic voice. Such a schizophrenic balancing act between ‘high’ 
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and ‘low’ culture gets translated into a pragmatic disposition towards ‘secure whoring,’ 

which concretely manifests itself in The Unit through dramatic con games. ‘Security,’ most 

conspicuously makes use of contemporary political psychoses to weave a deceptive tale 

that assaults our preconceptions on many levels of experience at once. For their latest 

mission, the unit is deployed to Beirut where highly volatile diplomatic negotiations are 

taking place between the United States, Russia, and Iran on the Muslim country’s nuclear 

armament. Blane and his men are made to collaborate with the CIA on the bugging of the 

Iranian embassy. With petty sneers that “diplomacy is not the same as kicking down the 

door” the latter voice their displeasure at the meddling of Special Forces, a prejudice they 

find confirmed when Brown is refused entrance to the embassy because of the Israeli 

stamps in his passport. Such insensitivity, the CIA agents argue, undoes months of 

painstaking efforts. Blane then alters his plans, ordering Brown to remain outside to guard 

the perimeter with his Iranian and Russian colleagues as he and Mack try to outwit the 

Iranian security guards on the inside. This fails, though. The ‘rogue’ Iranian head of security 

turns out to be more hospitable than professional. While Mamet – in his first episode as 

writer-director – opens up a panoply of narrative threads to lower the viewer’s guards, it 

gradually appears the situation develops into a deadlock for the Americans. Blane is forced 

to honour his host, Mack sees himself outnumbered, as does Bob, and at home Kim 

accidentally spies Tiffy entering a motel room. By adopting the stylistic framework of the 

action thriller, replete with threatening portraits of president Ahmadinejad, racial slurs to 

Bob, rapid uninflected camera cuts, shots of security screens, and increasingly anxious CIA-

agents, the teleplay forces audiences to go with the flow of the events. Accordingly, viewers 

must have failed to notice that Bob managed to sneak the bug past the Iranians, the 

Russians, and the CIA “as planned,” just as Tiffy was given the benefit of the doubt after a 

dramatic display of penance under a banner reading “Fort Griffith at home and abroad: 

Always United.” In both cases, the charismatic effect of the performance had us fooled. The 

stamps in Bob’s passport turned out to be six moths overdue, the unit’s scam thereby 

revealing the CIA’s eagerness to impose their superiority at the very moment Tiffy and the 

colonel resume their adulterous ways. In the complex worlds of Middle Eastern politics, 

extramarital affairs, and television drama, nothing is ever certain and “you cannot trust 

anyone” – especially not a Jew. And whether Bob really has a ‘special relation’ to the state 

of Israel is absolutely none of our business, as Blane kindly reminds us.  

 The ‘flexi-narrative’ framework of this TV-drama series makes it structurally 

incompatible with essentialist political or ideological perspectives. Moreover, with existential 

conundrums like “A moral decision is not between right and wrong, it’s between two 

wrongs” inserted at regular intervals, The Unit manages to stage polarizing issues without 

yielding to facile reductions. In other words, it may disturb because of its reliance on types, 

formats, and provocations, but the series’ conceptual intricacy is such that one-dimensional 

readings falter. Mamet’s reliance on ‘disciplined perversities’ lures mainstream audiences 
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with conventionality and imposes reflexivity, just as knowledgeable viewers are attracted by 

a ‘blasphemous’ simplicity that ends up challenging their own standards of judgment. 

Naturally the first season ends with new plotlines framed by a sudden and violent cliff 

hanger after scores of speeches on the importance of mutual trust. Yet we had been 

warned in advance by White, one of the unit-members that “Coffee is for closers.” Straight 

out of the film adaptation of Glengarry Glen Ross (1992), the phrase resonates long after 

the action has subsided and the series has been put on hold.  

‘Two Coins,’ likewise, rides two of Mamet’s hobbyhorses at once. Broadcast near 

the end of the second season, this episode takes the unit to Jerusalem for a Special Ops 

conference, where White falls in love with an Israeli agent. Around her neck she carries an 

ancient coin the Romans used in their campaign for the fall of Jerusalem. A Hebrew 

inscription on the back reads “never again.” Short of either empty patriotism or militant 

Zionism, it was she herself who etched it with a fragment of the shrapnel that killed her 

brother, his wife, and child in a Tel Aviv café. In the wake of The Wicked Son (2006) (2.6) 

Mamet’s teleplay here touches upon a sensitive issue. However, as echoed in the American 

Buffalo-like parallel narrative of Tiffy finding a very valuable coin and being conned out of it 

during a charismatic sales talk, it is above all a bold dramatic move. Few conflicts are as 

polarizing and ambiguous as the Israeli-Palestinian feud, and White’s subsequent 

lovemaking with his Jewish lover in the ruins of Roman battlements on the West Bank – 

the other side “of the reservation” – might indeed strike as an instance of neo-colonialist 

arrogance, and surely enough, they are soon visited by terrorists planning to bomb yet 

another school bus. But it also takes three quarters of the episode before the name 

‘Hamas’ is uttered for the first and only time. Moreover, between the moment White and 

the Israeli agent literally jump the fence, and the moment she is killed, Mamet alternates 

hints at political complications with Tiffy’s abundant reflections on the morality of disputable 

ownership. A Christian pastor or third party tells her there is “no answer,” and White in 

turn holds on to his deceased lover’s coin. Tiffy smilingly discovers the ruse, while the 

American soldier in Jerusalem survives to keep the faith and never forget. Both plotlines 

end in defeat, but the uninflected camera cut from the fake coin to the ancient one invites 

associative thought. In the words of Haney, “there’s always a silver lining if you look hard 

enough” (262). White shoots all Palestinians bar one who dies together with the Jewish 

woman because she accidentally detonates their bomb when creating a diversion which 

indirectly saves the lives of innocent schoolchildren.  

American Buffalo in its own day provoked audiences and critics out of their 

complacency with foul language, arguable length, and obvious humanity. Thirty years later 

Mamet’s Unit has churned out over sixty episodes, packed with action and macho talk, yet 

touching upon many delicate questions without ever resorting to dehumanizing answers. As 

‘Two Coins’ and ‘Security’ demonstrate, Judaism is close to the heart of Mamet’s oeuvre, 

though always as aporetic process and never as essentialist product. So farThe Unit gave 
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Mamet the broadest public platform ever in his career. Since its premiere on March 7, 

2006, the series has featured in the top of weekly ratings. For the first time in four 

decades Mamet had to reconcile an ensemble company, a ‘source text,’ and his 

idiosyncratic vision with the particular strictures of commercial television and the 

pressures to remain financially profitable when every episode “costs a million or two to 

make” (Elfman). “Doing a movie or a play is like running a marathon,” Mamet claimed while 

filming Season 1, but “Doing a television show is like running until you die” (qtd. in Itzkoff). 

Despite a reputation for intractability, he has successfully steered the CBS drama into its 

fourth season. If television viewers are typically confused by an apparent lack of sense and 

threaten to switch channels whenever the material abruptly abandons the trodden paths 

(Nelson 119), Mamet’s infiltration of his highly abstract aesthetic first principles into a 

generic hybrid that attracts millions of weekly followers is no mean feat. To his ‘purist’ 

critics this signifies he finally sold out to Mammon. Still, an analysis of his various medium 

and genre crossings proves that matters are slightly more complex than the mere 

opposition between virginal artistic purity and commercial whoring would suggest. Both 

critical survival and financial success rely on a mixture of technical mastery and innovation, 

none of which can exist without a pragmatic disposition to keep testing one’s abilities in 

ever-different formats. No different from the secret unit’s continuous confrontations with 

contingencies, Mamet’s many explorations express an aporetic drive to protect himself 

from complacency, which is as lethal in counterterrorism as it is in show business. Ironically 

enough, the greatest advantage of tapping into ever-wider audiences might be that it 

increases the potential range of his other, less accessible work – a remedial roundup as it 

were, or an upwardly careening spiral. The difference, once more, is a matter of 

perspective.  
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3.7 A Remedial Roundup 

 
Success ratifies the iconoclast, and 
places him or her in the strange position 
of having been endorsed for being a 
detractor. 

(Mamet, Jafsie and John Henry) 

 

Although highly presumptuous, David Mamet’s treatise On Directing Film states a claim 

that reverberates throughout all of the artist’s medium and genre explorations. “The 

purpose of technique,” so the argument goes, “is to free the unconscious” (1991b: 350). 

Which confirms that the interplay between convention and invention, one manifestation of 

analogical thinking, is ‘incarnational’ for materializing issues in a non-absolute manner (see 

B.M. Stafford 2001: 24). This study of Mamet’s oeuvre, similarly, should have 

demonstrated the performative function of cognition in semiotic exchanges between 

cultural denotations and personal connotations as stimulated by an artistic ‘text.’ After all, 

his increasing understanding of generic rules and formats allowed Mamet to reach wider 

audiences while repurposing every experience’s feedback into an unflagging stream of 

‘disciplined perversities.’ Communicative media, too, create their own operative languages 

through the appropriation of past and present signifying systems from other media. “[A]n 

awareness of the ontology of a medium” (Chapple and Kattenbelt 13) thereby enables one 

to focus on recurring and diverging modes of representation in order to reveal a medium’s 

self-legitimating drive towards ‘immediacy.’ As it is, Mamet’s creations aim not at 

institutionalization but at a threefold objective of stimulating scepticism, using the ensuing 

insights to present new conceptual possibilities, and fostering a broader creative 

interchange through these new applications.  

 Most conceptual frameworks take their object medium as a given. In today’s 

postmodernist context of hybridization, however, such ideological blindness is no longer 

acceptable (Aarseth 1997: 15). The various theoretical excursions in this chapter served 

to demonstrate that ‘efficiency’ in a fragmented, unstable cultural environment comes 

paradoxically at the cost of specialization. In other words, that innovation can only be 

recognized at face value when couched “in inherited structures of knowledge” (Connor 5), 

for without a communicative bridge in place no valuable interchange can occur. 

“[C]onsensus,” to Mamet, “is the core of society: the commitment to a greater good than 

one’s own instincts” (2007a: 177). After all, as Michel Foucault reasoned, the social 

construction of an artistic work is less a matter of composition than of social authorization 

(1988: 196-210). Likewise, much of the secondary literature on Mamet (with the notable 

exception of Barton’s Imagination in Transition) and most media-related studies in general 

are devoted to cultural use, whereas the relations and mechanisms that shape their 

subjects often remain dead letter. This led Franz Wieselhuber to label Mamet as “a kind of 

Bauhaus dramatist [who] only allows for structure and necessity” (451). The image is 
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particularly well chosen, since his works’ minimalist conceptions, his prolificacy, as well as 

his incessant experimentation with various formats have frequently been mistaken for 

facility, effeteness, and superficiality. If anything, a better understanding of both Mamet’s 

artistic progression and the typical strictures of the genres and media in which he worked 

deftly contradicts reductive readings. His aporetic play with familiarity and deception 

actually funnels the agency of the interpreter by narrowing down the choices while refusing 

facile solutions. Conceptually constructive, such an approach “coopts the audience into 

[Mamet’s] work” (Kael 128), yet “without apparent sacrifice of integrity” (Barton 17).   

 Seeming to own up to his own practice and predilections, if not giving in once more 

to a misplaced desire to provoke, Mamet in a 1978-interview claimed that “Drama 

succeeds by exquisiteness” where other genres require “brute force, […] repetition, […] 

elaboration” (qtd. in Dzielak 35). One of the literary formats conspicuously absent from this 

chapter’s overview of aesthetic explorations is the novel. And the truth of the matter is that 

dramatic communication occurs through multilayered clusters of pluri-disciplinary data that 

‘strangeloopishly’ stimulate the spectator’s senses, while in the novel the written word 

alone must make up in precision what the genre lacks in semiotic complexity. Given 

Mamet’s evolution towards greater structural and formal discipline, the novel’s 

comparative simplicity and looseness as ‘(a) being a work of fiction (b) of considerable 

length (c) written in prose’ (Fishelov 60) looks like a lesser challenge. On the other hand, in 

the eyes of novelist, theatre historian and critic C.W.E Bigsby, “a novel is more fixed, more 

solid, more resistant to subversion by its own form” (2004c: 6). It relies on careful reflexion 

and entails the possibility of pauses and re-readings, which exponentially increase the 

relative weight of each individual detail. In fact, rather than constituting a looser format the 

novel makes few allowances for ‘disciplined perversities.’ From this angle, then, the 1994 

publication of David Mamet’s The Village neatly fits the progression of his artistic 

maturation.  

 Despite the form’s ‘fixity’ and a quiescent Vermont setting, the book leaves anything 

but a static impression. Narrated extra-diegetically but with internal focalization, Mamet 

effectively chose the narrative equivalent of dramatic performance. In both cases the 

reader/spectator is made to interpret a mediated rendition of consciousness en situation. 

Simultaneously inside and outside a character’s psyche, this mode of presentation in the 

novel ‘stages’ the impossibility of wholesale communicative ‘transparency,’ as best 

witnessed in the ironic sentence “’Nobody knows what I’m thinking,’ she thought” (74). 

Surprisingly enough, Ilkka Joki uses the same example to prove that, although “elusive” and 

deliberately “careless,” the narrative voice is omniscient, and that his position as outsider 

allows him to bridge the domains of reality, imagination, and perception (2001: 193, 205). 

The argument convinces formally but cannot hold conceptually. Narrative omniscience, for 

one, constitutes an epistemological, ideological, and cognitive absurdity. Only partially 
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credible in autobiographical works, it does not even make sense in the more common 

cases where the narrator-interface does not take part in the diegesis; the gap between 

private psyche and unmediated ‘truth’ being too big to bridge. Narratologist Jakob Lothe 

summarized the distinction as follows: 

 
In addition to being a narrator, the first-person narrator [intra-diegetic] is in other words 
active in the plot, i.e. in the dynamic shaping of the text’s action, events, and characters. The 
third-person narrator [extra-diegetic] is on the other hand outside or ‘above’ the plot, even 
though he is also in the text. Since he does not participate in the action, the function of the 
third-person narrator is more purely communicative (21 – original emphasis).  

 

In addition, The Village “creates a world little by little” (Bigsby 2004b: 194) through 

continuous shifts between various characters’ perspectives. Dialogue is rare in the novel’s 

barren landscape where nature’s coldness muffles violent passions into taciturn 

contemplation. And as in Mamet’s earliest plays, the ‘plot’ is little more than a collection of 

multiple stories. Yet to Marie-Laure Ryan perspectival shifts precisely constitute the 

primordial subversive element in “novel[s] of proliferating narrativity” (25). Left to their own 

devices, the readers’ experience here echoes that of the quickly shifting focalizations. Like 

the rugged Vermonters inside the diegesis, we “attempt to find meaning or ritual” (Mamet 

1994e: 38) in ostensible randomness, a reality where “every certainty conceal[s] its 

opposite” (56).  

Because of the novelistic genre’s potentially greater need for linguistic precision, the 

novel theoretically disposes of adequately complex means of manipulation – provided, 

however, that his technique is sufficiently refined to deflect attention from itself when 

needed. In his next novel, The Old Religion (1997), Mamet resorted to filmic strategies as 

means of increasing the ‘transparency’-effect. Subdivided into very short chapters with 

titles that recall a movie storyboard or even stage directions (Beck), the story remains just 

as fragmented as in The Village but visually gives a sense of greater coherence. Each of 

these snippets equates a scene; all are episodes in the interior journey of Leo Frank. 

Centred round a historical figure – as Mamet’s acknowledges at the end of the book, while 

taking some liberties with the date of the events at the front89 – this novel further stretches 

the possibilities of the genre. The ‘real’ Leo Frank was a Brooklyn Jew who had established 

the National Pencil Factory in the South at the beginning of the Twentieth Century. One of 

his employees, a young girl called Mary Phagan, was raped and killed and Frank stood 

falsely accused of the crime, yet was abducted from his prison and lynched. Frank’s 

indictment and trial were immediately and sensationally exploited by the media and 

politicians playing on local fears and prejudices. Instead of sticking to the verifiable facts, 

Mamet borrowed the framework of this American Dreyfus-case to dramatize a narrative of 

personal experience whose protagonist ignores what comes ahead. Despite the weight of 

                                                
89 Mary Phagan was murdered in 1913 and not in 1915, as the novel’s preface would have us believe (see 
Nadel 2008a: 187). 
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history, little reference is made to the trial and the reader once more is forced to fill in the 

blanks between the various chapters, Frank’s thoughts, the plot’s ‘progression,’ and its 

relation to the historical witch-hunt. The internal focalization provides a wealth of 

information, some of it rather explicit, but the ‘uninflected cuts’ between scenes keep 

cutting short the illusion. Hence the reader is totally unprepared for the “sudden intrusion 

into the text of another story, another time frame […] with the sentence: ‘In the courtroom, 

Frank heard the judge drone on’” (Mamet 1997a: 26; Bigsby 2004b: 212). The narrator 

certainly is in control of the material. Nothing, however, suggests his control over it. Quite 

to the contrary, for the little dialogue that made the cut predominantly comprises aporetic 

conversations with Jewish friends: 

 
“Well,” Morris said, “I’m going to tell you something: They took that child, and the child’s 
gone. How do you deal with it? You deal with it. How you deal with it, that’s the meaning of 
philosophy. Fellow says, ‘Meaning of philosophy,’ you have to make your own. Now, 
generations: ‘How many angels dance on the head of a pin?’ One man comes along: ‘How big 
is an angel?’ Ah. This is a new philosophy. Ages go past. ‘Aha. Aha,’ so on. New man says, 
’How big is the pin?’ Mm?” He paused. “… hailed as a visionary” (20-1 – original emphases). 

 

Just as films and especially television programmes adopt elements from existing 

frameworks to establish a communicative bridge with the audience, so, too, does Mamet 

here occasionally insert apparent ‘clues’ about the novel’s orientation. A successful Jew in 

the Deep South of the 1910s accused of murdering a white girl would be expected to 

reflect on what it means in wartime to “belong to a country” (33) and, conversely, to realize 

the “usurpation” of a “National” company’s to descent to the South (49), the more since 

Frank believes “that is what they’re going to kill me for.” Such interventions not so 

surprisingly led critics like Alfred Kazin to brandish the book as a “maddeningly nationalist 

[…] work of Jewish jingoism” (36) for simplifying the historical events to an unacceptable 

degree. Nevertheless, as indicated earlier (2.6 and 3.6), Mamet’s thematic use of Judaism 

is processual, not essentialist. Although utterly provocative, such practice is part of a 

semiotic mechanism, a conceptual framework fuelled by the interplay of subject, form, and 

structure ironically integrated into the very rendition of Frank’s musings: 

 
“And if it moves, yes, even after the passage of centuries, if the passage of time shows it to 
have moved, then it must have been in motion all the time. For a measurable jump is nothing 
save the aggregate of these shifts we are incompetent to perceive” (Mamet 1997a: 65).  

 

The critical confusion is understandable given Mamet’s tendency to repurpose techniques 

from other genres and media. “In the unavoidably impure attempt to find truth through 

formal means” (94), therefore, many were betrayed by their own bad faith and lack of 

understanding about the form, and thereby were tricked into making the same mistake as 

Frank’s accusers. The Old Religion cannot be jingoistic because it systematically limits itself 

to the perspective of one character who moreover acknowledges the greater generative 
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potential of discerning signifying processes as opposed to those who blindly adhere to a 

discourse of ‘closure’:  

 
“We are plagued,” he thought, “with possessions. Those who have them not yearn for them. 
Those who have them yearn, at once, for more and their freedom from them. But there are 
those,” he thought, “worse than I – for they are not even conscious of the mechanism. They, 
in short, live like poor, driven beasts” (41 – emphasis added).    

 

Both the diegetic Frank as well as the narrator-interface present a struggle to make sense 

of an absurd context. And while the former’s effort is cut short by “Twelve men in three 

cars” (193), the latter takes over for the sake of generic decorum. ‘The ride,’ the book’s 

last chapter, wraps up the narrative with a factual summary of the actual lynching. 

Unavoidably this is another flawed attempt at recreating ‘truth.’ The events are, after all, 

arranged according to a certain perspective. Yet it is precisely the conspicuous shift from 

internal focalization to external focalization at the very end of the novel that undermines 

allegations of a faulty representation. As Linda Hutcheon pointed out, historiographic 

metafiction such as Mamet’s Old Religion, typically  

 
keeps distinct its formal autorepresentation from its historical context, and in so doing 
problematizes the very possibility of historical knowledge, because there is no reconciliation, 
no dialectic here – just unresolved contradiction (55).   

 

The ‘story’ that preceded the conclusion was an entirely fictional “imagined piece” (Mamet 

qtd. in Rose 1997: 184) while the ending is historically verifiable yet simultaneously part of 

the very same fictional ‘text.’ What effectively remains of the ‘truth’ is physical copies of the 

book titled The Old Religion, historiographic studies, news coverage, and photos 

“reproduced as a postcard, [that were] sold for many years in stores throughout the 

South” (194). The novel plays with expectation patterns, provokes and deceives us, and at 

the same time states its own powerlessness on thematic, formal, and structural levels. In 

one of the chapters near the end of the book focalizer and narrator collaborate to make a 

point that adequately reflects Mamet’s constructive pragmatism: 

 
“Most of human thought, in fact,” he thought, “is the attempt to find a hidden meaning. My 
second assertion is this: If the meaning does not exist, then there is meaning in our 
attempts to create it” (167).  

 

And to calibrate these attempts, then, there is the frame.  

 Of all his artistic ventures so far writing novels to Mamet proved the most stringent 

exercise in accommodating linear writing to multi-linear thought. However, his 

understanding of cognitive mechanisms can be traced back to his artistic beginnings in the 

experimental Chicago theatre scene. In particular the notion of perspective marks a 

conceptual ‘throughline’ throughout his oeuvre. Over the years Mamet has striven to 

optimize the reciprocal relation between author, text, and audience by shifting his focus 
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from mere language-based works to the strictures of genre as prime vehicle for his 

aesthetic of ‘disciplined perversities.’ Celebrating the essentially anarchic nature of human 

thinking, he never forgot that ‘strangeloopish’ associations despite their transgressiveness 

still rely on techne, both as stimulus and interpretative framework. Performance evaluation 

itself, likewise, is more art than science, as confirmed by Douglas Hofstadter: 

 
The closing of the strange loop of human selfhood is deeply dependent upon the level-
changing leap that is perception, which means categorization, and therefore, the richer and 
more powerful an organism’s categorization equipment is, the more realized and rich will be 
its self (209 – original emphasis).  

 

Hence, Mamet’s increasing capacity for compromise allowed him gradually to widen his 

creative range and his oeuvre’s scope, all the while working with formats and within media 

he previously deemed unworthy of his creations’ intricacy. It is probably no coincidence, 

therefore, that The Village – after all Mamet’s first novel – features the formula “remedial 

training” (1994e: 155) in a discussion of ‘behaviourist’ preparation for, in this case, crime-

related contingencies.  

 One of his first ‘artistic’ employments, fittingly, was running a replica of Gutenberg’s 

press at the West German pavilion of Montreal’s Expo ’67 (Mamet 1992d: 23). Amidst a 

plethora of technological innovations the young David Mamet operated man’s very first 

means of mass-communication. In the present context this anecdotal coincidence helps to 

appreciate the systematicity of the artist’s media and genre crossings. A medium, Jay 

David Bolter and Richard Grusin famously argued, “is that which remediates” (65). 

Consequently, our contemporary culture of mass-medial communication is fuelled by “a 

double logic of remediation” (5) where innovation leads to new applications designed to 

erase their own traces. Seemingly contradictory though mutually interdependent, these two 

incestuous imperatives for contemporary relevance are as old as communication itself. To 

media theorist Friedrich Kittler,  

 
Technical media do not arise out of human needs, as their current interpretation in terms of 
bodily prostheses has it, they follow each other in a rhythm of escalating strategic answers 
(1987: 121).   

 

Like Mamet’s printing press at the Expo, no medium ever functions in isolation, and in order 

to survive in a changing context all must adapt. Moreover, every innovation comes with the 

promise of greater authenticity. This pursuit of ‘transparency’ – or ‘immediacy,’ as Bolter 

and Grusin have it – implies a ‘refashioning’ of extant media, which intrinsically makes every 

medium a hypermedium. Thus, Mamet’s systematically transgressive play with conventions 

not only enacts this ‘double logic of remediation,’ but equally stages it on ever-larger 

platforms in front of an ever-growing audience. Accordingly, raising the awareness “that all 

media are at one level ‘a play of signs’” (Bolter and Grusin 19), that referential frameworks 
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are both relative and relevant, and that repurposing existing forms creates new meaning,90 

defines Mamet’s oeuvre as fundamentally theatrical, critical, and militantly humanistic. By 

providing ever more accessible perversions and deceptions, he keeps fighting his aporetic 

fight to emancipate his audiences from the debilitating simplicity of charismatic discourses.  

If “there is and will be no completion,” and if “there is no ‘closure,’” as Mamet has it 

in Five Cities of Refuge, then “this lack is not to be decried but, in fact, celebrated” (6). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
90 see Hofstadter p. 246: “In the world of living things, the magic threshold of representational universality is 
crossed whenever a system’s repertoire of symbols becomes extensible without any obvious limit.” 
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CHAPTER 4: Mamet Merging Media 
 
 
 
 
         

The human mind is fashioned to 
compare. 

(Mamet, The Old Religion) 
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4.1 Journeys of Evolution 

 
As the ancient law has it, if you want a 
difficult job done, give it to a lazy man. 

(Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla)  
 

The previous chapter relied on the differences between various media and genres to frame 

David Mamet’s artistic evolution. At the same time, the model it proposed drew its 

comparative character from analogy-based reasoning, which would imply that categorizing 

and analogizing are mutually interdependent. Genre theory, for one, already indicated as 

much, just as Bolter and Grusin’s ‘remediation’-concept provided a rationale to the principle 

of semiotic transfers. Termed ‘repurposings’ in the lingo of the contemporary 

entertainment industry (Bolter and Grusin 45), such dialogic interchanges and 

transformations nevertheless frequently remain unacknowledged. Particularly adaptations, 

currently the best-known example of semiotic translation, more often than not are 

addressed in the disingenuous terms of ‘fidelity,’ ‘parasitism,’ or ‘solipsism.’ The rare extant 

analyses of Mamet’s adaptive works as adaptations unfortunately prove no exception. Given 

their sheer variety and pivotal position in the artist’s oeuvre (see 2.1.1), a specific 

semiological study therefore imposes itself. By analogy with the heuristic ‘strange loop’-

concept for the assessment of performativity proposed earlier (3.1.1), the ‘performance’ of 

artistic ‘texts’ cannot be credibly addressed without considering the cognitive agency at the 

root of creation and interpretation (see also Baumann and Briggs 69). After all, the tension 

between convention and invention that shapes intra-, inter-, and trans-medial creations alike 

derives from man’s motivation to make meaning out of randomness. In the spirit of 

Mamet’s aporetic thinking, the ‘double vision’ inherent to the semiosic process accordingly 

should appear as an original turn in an ongoing dialectic, a unique amalgam of influences, 

interpretations, and intertexts that constructively steers perception yet radically refuses 

reduction.  

 

 

4.1.1 Conflicting Tenets 

 

It seems a truism that adaptations adapt a ‘text’ from one discursive field to another. 

Simplified to the extreme a communicative situation involves the presence of a text (text), a 

series of elements that guarantee the communicative interaction (interactional frame), a 

series of background discourses (intertextual frame), and a set of personal and collective 

experiences that operate as a reference (existential frame) (Casetti 84), according to 

which the term ‘adaptation’ would denote the explicit transposition of an acknowledged 

‘source text.’ Unfortunately, such a straightforward causality conflicts with the notion of 

‘discursive field’ in which it is wont to occur. Moreover, the adaptation presented as 
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adaptation loses its the referential effect when the receiver is unacquainted with the 

material transposed. Together both issues – i.e. linearity and referentiality – in fact account 

for most of the misconceptions about the paradoxical phenomenon that is adaptation.  

 In the early 1980s Arthur Miller threatened to file a lawsuit against the Wooster 

Group, an experimental theatre collective known for its collaborative and improvisatory 

ethos, because their production L.S.D. (… Just the High Points…) (1983-4) “mangled” his 

own The Crucible (1953) in ways that precluded “every agreement with the way [he] wrote 

it” (qtd. in Savran 1988a: 193). As Linda Hutcheon argued in her recent A Theory of 

Adaptation (2006), “Like jazz variations, adaptations point to individual creative decisions 

and actions, yet little of the respect accorded to the jazz improviser is given to most 

adapters” (86). A palimpsest, the adaptation effectively stages multiple texts 

simultaneously. However, rather than to be lamented for its parasitical ‘impurity,’ the 

‘double vision’ it stimulates is generative at heart. Put differently, instead of bickering over a 

‘lack’ of originality or the ‘failure’ of representativeness at either end of the spectrum, it may 

be better to account for the popularity and omnipresence of adaptations. William 

Shakespeare, one of the Western literary canon’s towering figures, did not write a single 

‘original’ play in the ‘purist’ sense of the term, just as nowadays roughly 90 percent of all 

Oscar-winning Best pictures and award-winning television series are adaptations. This 

appeal itself relates to another truism: successful adaptations are adaptive. Previous 

discussions of cognitive frames (3.1.1) and generic machinations  (3.3.1 and 3.5.1) 

demonstrated that communication succeeds by virtue of ‘audience uptake,’ which in turn 

implies an alluring blend of convention and invention – in the case of adaptations a fusion of 

the familiar with new creative possibilities that connects before it confuses. Once again, the 

problem is too complex to disregard the semiosic processes that shape it in favour of 

some decontextualized and methodologically disingenuous discoursive approach. 

 Historically adaptation-criticism has been plagued by the doctrine of ‘fidelity’ and its 

baffling references to a source text’s presumed ‘spirit’ which in Kamilla Elliott’s seemly 

words “always retains an element of je ne sais quoi” (2003: 137). To a certain extent this is 

understandable, since the cultural prestige of the acknowledged ‘original’ is often used as 

legitimation for the new text and the medium in which it is produced. Films such as Bram 

Stoker’s Dracula (1992, dir. Francis Ford Coppola), Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights 

(1992, dir. Peter Kosminsky), Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1994, dir. Kenneth Branagh), 

or William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet (1996, dir. Baz Luhrmann) all claim literary 

‘author-ity’ and ‘improvement’ through technological ‘repurposing.’ It is a phenomenon that 

caused Linda Hutcheon to relabel the ‘Based on…’ label “a ruse” (2006: 18). Incidentally, 

their narrow comparative posture accounts for most adaptation studies’ general lack of 

theoretical sophistication. Precisely their solipsistic character causes the few critical 

principles deployed to ossify into “binary oppositions that poststructuralist theory has 

taught us to deconstruct: literature versus cinema, high culture versus mass culture, 
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original versus copy” (Naremore 2). ‘Originals’ are unavoidably ‘superior’ to their negatively 

connoted derivatives, but only in the apodictic sense of yet another truism that “source 

texts will always be better at being themselves” (Leitch 161). From an epistemological 

perspective, however, quality or ’fidelity’ can only be assessed along constrictive yet 

functional parameters. Adaptation-theorist Robert Stam rightly noted that “The question of 

fidelity ignores the wider question: Fidelity to what?” (2000: 57). In the context of 

‘translation’ into a new creation wholesale faithfulness to the source text amounts to 

nothing less than an aberration. The migration across referential and expressive 

frameworks entails formal, structural, and cognitive consequences. And whereas “[a] core 

of meaning may travel” (M-L. Ryan 4), it can never be captured without its techno-cultural 

mediation. Thus, the so-called ‘spirit’ of the so-called ‘source text’ is destined to remain an 

arbitrary construction, and a reductive one at that.  

 

 

4.1.2 Constricting Tenets 

 

Distinctions emerge wherever perception takes us. Conversely, failures in communication 

are always possible where denotations, connotations, and interpretations meet. Still, the 

tension the exchange produces unmistakably carries generative potential. Varun Begley, for 

one, rightly remarked that “it is an uncomfortable position to write in one breath about 

Mamet’s plays, the films he has written and directed, and the films he has merely written” 

because, the argument goes, “To assume a univocal identity, merely for the sake of 

simplicity, is to ignore the questions of medium, mediation, and authority which the 

phenomenon of David Mamet has thrown into relief” (165). Moreover, his tentative play 

with boundaries of all kinds took an explicitly ‘intermedial’ turn once he turned his attention 

to adaptations, a move that coincided with his first ‘medial shift’ from the stage to the ether 

(see 3.3.2 and 4.4.2). Mamet debuted as screenwriter with the remake of an adaptation 

(3.4.2), just as his subsequent films followed in the wake of stage adaptations (4.2.2) or 

were quite simply adaptations in their own right (4.3.2 and 4.5.2). At stake in this chapter, 

therefore, is a better understanding of the mechanisms at work in the various pieces 

labelled as such – not only for the sake of testing this study’s provisional conclusions and 

filling the noted gap in the extant Mamet-criticism, but especially as a reciprocal means of 

(re)conceptualizing intermedial relations while attaining a wider relevance for applied 

analyses. 

 In adaptations, as in any other artistic ‘text,’ a content couched in metaphoric codes 

connects with its audience by constituting a communicative bridge (see 2.4) that is 

‘intimate’ insofar as it is ‘transparent.’ “The maker and the appreciator of a metaphor,” Ted 

Cohen reasoned in an essay on the nature of metaphoring, “are drawn closer to one 

another” as the former issues a “concealed invitation” which the latter subconsciously 
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accepts in a “transaction [that] constitutes the acknowledgment of a community” (8). Even 

so comparative studies of adaptive works traditionally focus on what distinguishes ‘meta-’ 

from ‘proto-text’ instead of addressing that which unites them. This is regrettable, since, as 

M.M. Bakhtin observed, such “one-sided orientation toward primary [distinctions] leads to a 

vulgarization of the entire problem” (1979: 85). Granted that “similarity” is just as much “a 

matter of cultural convention” (Eco 1976: 204) and/or personal inclination to discuss a 

text’s ‘transcodification’ (Elam 84)91 in a constructive – i.e. non-reductive – fashion, an 

analogical functional framework is indispensable.  

Chapter 2 closed on a theorization of the analogy and Chapter 3 elaborated the 

model as a heuristic, self-relativizing principle for the assessment of performativity. The 

elusive nature of the present chapter’s subject matter in turn forces the frame to get real. 

After all, what matters here is mapping the analogical procedures producing the “concrete 

poetry” (Mamet 1977b: 318) of those ‘intra-,‘ ‘inter-,‘ and ‘trans-medial’ adaptations by 

David Mamet that ‘stage’ their own ontological precariousness.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
91 Elam defines ‘transcodification’ as a phenomenon during which “a given bit of semantic information [is] 
translated from one system to another or supplied simultaneously by different kinds of signal” (84).  
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4.2 Fidelity Under Pressure 
 

You, when the blood of mermaids 
courses in your veins… Wake up to your 
mermaid life! 

(Mamet, Uncle Vanya) 

 

According to Sir Anthony Hopkins, whose film August (1996) is based on Anton Chekhov’s 

Uncle Vanya (1898), the characters in this play are “universal, […] stuck in situations they 

can’t get out easily – like most human beings” (qtd. in Stenberg 24). Strange as it may 

seem, such allegorical readings rarely find their way into the specialized literature on 

adaptation, considering that traditional comparisons between ‘proto-‘ and ‘meta-texts’ 

methodologically generate more problems than useful applications. The presumptuous 

‘fidelity’ discourse moreover confuses the critical debate with a plethora of essentialist 

categories. A ‘transposition’ supposedly transfers a literary text as accurately as possible 

to another medium while a ‘commentary’ alters the original and an ‘analogy’ presumably 

uses the original text as point of departure. ‘Borrowings,’ in turn, are said to make no 

claims to fidelity, ‘intersections’ attempt to recreate the distinctness of the original text, and 

‘transformations’ only reproduce the ‘essential’ text (see Cartmell 24). French filmmaker 

François Truffaut simplified matters somewhat when he stated that “le cinéaste 

adaptateur n’a en tout que trois possibilités face à lui: soit il fait la même chose que le 

romancier; soit il fait la même chose en mieux; soit il fait autre chose de mieux” (qtd. in 

Garcia 8). Coming close to capturing the immense variety of possible relationships at the 

heart of the adaptive process, Truffaut’s comment still refrains from addressing the 

adaptation’s charismatic mechanism of connecting before confusing that paradoxically 

prolongs the pleasure of an ‘original’ presentation within a format that discourages such a 

repetition. Simultaneously allusive and distinct, the adaptive text de facto acknowledges its 

‘impurity’ by means of creative contributions, making it a strategy that intrinsically clashes 

with overall constrictions and more specific essentialist taxonomies.  

 Advances in translation studies have indicated that the notion of fidelity cannot be 

considered a satisfactory criterion for the assessment of adaptive relations because 

‘meaning’ cannot circulate without mediation, hence cannot remain unaffected by it. Going 

by the Italian maxim “traddutore = traditore” (Landow 2006: 190) translation implies 

betrayal. Put differently, the transformation of a text from one discursive field to another 

entails semiological interference. In the words of Walter Benjamin, translation accordingly 

appears “not [as] a rendering of some fixed nontextual meaning to be copied or 

paraphrased or reproduced; rather, it is an engagement with the original text that makes 

us see that text in different ways” (1992: 77). All the same Benjamin distinguishes the 

translator (or adaptor) from the ‘originary poet’ by labelling his work “derivative, ultimate, 

ideational” as opposed to the former’s spontaneity (77). The contradictoriness of 

Benjamin’s argument constitutes another example of the schizophrenia that characterizes 
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adaptations in se, as well as the critical tradition. In what follows a pragmatic argument 

that revolves around ‘equivalences’ rather than ‘differences’ will therefore be proposed. A 

case study of productions based on David Mamet’s third Chekhov-adaptation Uncle Vanya 

should confirm the hypothesis that different “modes of engagement” (Hutcheon 2006: 31) 

with a single ‘source-text’ call for a structured yet simultaneously ‘open-ended’ approach.   

 

 

4.2.1 Translation in Transition 

 

Once a source text’s discursive field is distinguished from that of a target text, the status of 

the translator changes from being either a ‘medium’ or a ‘traitor’ to that of a ‘mediator’ or 

‘negotiator’ (Bassnett 88). The translator ‘adapts’ a ‘text’ much like a mathematician 

comes up with creative findings when working within restricted frameworks on ways of 

“interlocking the voids” (Round 11) between source, systems, and superobjective. This 

defines acts of translating and adapting as “journeys towards otherness” (Johnston 27), 

compositions straddling convention and invention and thus constituting another turn in an 

ongoing process of complex negotiations. So-called ‘original’ texts historically have been far 

less of a “negotiable commodity” (Johnston 31) precisely due to their aura of creative purity 

as opposed to the palimpsest’s ‘parasitical’ appearance. And yet just as ‘bastard’ 

compositions feed on several fields simultaneously, so, too, does an allegedlt ‘pure’ 

composition amalgamate heterogeneous influences, couched as it inevitably is in codes 

based on metaphor, analogy, and remediation (see 2.3.1, 2.7, and 3.7).   

 No ‘text’ is ever fixed in space and time because it comes into being through 

different drafts, manuscripts, or editions, all of which in turn constitute potential objects of 

intertextuality, adaptation, and translation subject to the supplementary interplay of cultural 

denotations and personal connotations. As argued earlier (3.2.1), a stage production 

likewise resists reduction since its hypermedial ‘liveness’ renders every performance 

unique. Of course, the difference in ‘fixity’ between a printed and a staged ‘text’ is 

substantial, but the distinction is more a matter of degree than ontology. After all the 

transition from playtext to performance involves processes similar to those at work in 

textual genetics since either way meaning is produced through appropriation and 

transposition. As Patrice Pavis noted, inter-lingual translations of theatre texts provide a 

particularly appropriate example confirming the ontological precariousness of the ‘source 

text’-principle. He cites the paradox of the Shakespeare canon, a body of institutionalized 

playtexts that are “easier to understand in […] translation than in the original, because the 

work of adapting the text to the current situation of enunciation will necessarily be 

accomplished by the translation” (1989: 28). A translation here ‘completes’ the ‘original’ in 

the same way that a mise en scène completes a playtext. Such ‘concretization of the voids’ 
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in both cases amounts to ‘staging’ a ‘text’ in another ‘language’ while the illusion’s 

artificiality always remains palpable in its own ineffable way.   

 

 

4.2.2 Chekhov Among Friends 

 

Adaptation-criticism suffers from a profusion of subjective readings based on misty notions 

of ‘fidelity’ that, ironically, tend to confirm prejudices about the so-called parasitical nature 

of transpositions. When, by contrast, adaptation is addressed as a syncretic structuring 

process, the selective perception at the root of comparisons can be repurposed to 

conceptually functional ends. André Helbo illustrated this different perspective by borrowing 

the principle of ‘transduction’ from medical science. Transduction designates the 

transmission of genetic material from one bacteriophage to another by a third colonising 

organism, whereby the term’s prefix stresses the mediating role of the transfer itself. 

Adaptation, accordingly, appears as a reciprocal exchange that feeds on complex networks 

of poly-systemic relations, operators, and operative strategies (Helbo 2006: 21).  

 David Mamet’s adaptation of Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya provides a test case for the 

metaphorical applicability of the transduction-principle, especially since Chekhov has been a 

formative influence on Mamet from the beginning of his career. In its 1972 opening season 

the Saint Nicholas Theatre Company, which Mamet helped found (2.1.1), produced three 

plays: his own Duck Variations, Chekhov’s The Marriage Proposal, and O’Neill’s Anna 

Christie (Nadel 2008a: 61). At that time, Mamet also taught acting classes based on the 

principles of Stanislavski, whose Moscow Art Theatre owed part of its prominence to 

productions of Chekhov’s major plays.92 During another teaching stint in 1976, he became 

friends with Chekhov-expert Robert Brustein, then Dean of the Yale Drama School. In 1983 

Mamet adapted Pierre Laville’s Le Fleuve Rouge (1980) for the Goodman Theatre, a play 

which discusses the aesthetic principles of Stanislavski and Chekhov. Two years later 

Mamet wrote his first two Chekhov adaptations, The Cherry Orchard and Vint, a 

dramatization of a short story about a card game. A third Chekhov adaptation, this time of 

Uncle Vanya followed in 1988 and coincided with Mamet’s beginnings as film auteur 

directing his own screenplays.93 His move to Boston after his early Hollywood successes 

with adaptations of popular novels (3.4.2) was partly related to a renewed collaboration 

with Brustein, by now heading the American Repertory Theatre in nearby Cambridge 

(Nadel 2008a: 140, 198). Despite the critical disappointment over The Cherry Orchard, 

                                                
92 The connection extends all the way into the present since the American Repertory Theatre, which has 
premiered many of Mamet’s plays, operates an exchange programme with the Moscow Art Theatre; see the 
A.R.T.’s website www.americanrepertorytheater.org. 
93 Mamet later also adapted Chekhov’s The Three Sisters, which was first produced by the Atlantic Theatre 
Company in 1990 (dir. W.H. Macy). 
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Brustein had been sufficiently impressed with Mamet’s understanding of Chekhov to 

commission the adaptation of Uncle Vanya.  

The play’s subtitle, ‘Scenes from Country Life,’ resembles Mamet’s early Duck 

Variations in its apparent resistance of a generic format, as well as in its overtones of 

experimentation framed by analogy. Chekhov’s characters, moreover, continuously waver 

between pompous theorizing and self-contradictory actions which creates a structural 

rhythm not unlike the one deployed in Sexual Perversity in Chicago (3.2.2) and transcending 

the characters’ formal idiosyncrasies. Rather than moralize, Chekhov leaves interpretation 

to the audience while resolutions are either delayed or refused altogether. Mamet himself 

has conceded that Chekhov’s influence on his own dramaturgy related to the use of 

minimal characterization as a means of focusing the audience’s attention: 

 
We, as audience, understand a plot not in terms of the superficial idiosyncrasies or social 
states of its characters (they, finally, separate us from the play), but only in terms of the 
action the characters are trying to accomplish. (Set Hamlet in Waukegan and it’s still a 
great play) (Mamet 1985b: xv). 

 

At first sight, Mamet’s ostensibly ‘faithful’ actualizations appear to have been “designed to 

exhume the living energies of Chekhov’s writing from under the heavy weight of 

‘masterpiece topsoil’” (Brustein qtd. on cover of Mamet 1988d). Yet Chekhov’s work is far 

too conspicuous a presence in the first two decades of Mamet’s career for these 

adaptations to be reduced to either formal or even structural updates. After all, this view 

overlooks some of the differences between both versions that reflect deliberate conceptual, 

even generic choices. Particularly the missing repetitions of “merciful” diminish the impact 

of the nurse’s “Mercy” (Mamet 1988d: 81) right before the start of Sonya’s absurdly 

heroic final monologue, just as our perception is influenced by the substitution of “dear 

uncle” (Chekhov 230) with a sterner “But what can we do? Uncle. All we can do is live” 

(Mamet 1988d: 81). 

 Since during his junior year in college Mamet studied acting with former Group 

Theatre-member Sanford Meisner, whose ‘Technique’ would later form the basis of his own 

‘Practical Aesthetics’ (2.2), and given the importance of Chekhov’s work for Stanislavski’s 

Moscow Art Theatre and the director’s formative influence on the Group Theatre (see also 

2.2), Mamet was bound to encounter familiar perspectives on drama in the work of the 

Russian playwright. These overlapping aesthetic concerns allow for a more applied reading 

of the similarities between Chekhov’s and Mamet’s dramaturgies. After all, their formal and 

conceptual resemblances precisely allowed Mamet subliminally to direct the audience’s 

attention towards some of his own typical concerns. Cutting through what one critic called 

Chekhov’s “musty, dusty verbiage […] without losing the poetry” (A. Williams) thus increased 

the structural interplay of repetition and reversal. Mamet moreover singled out the 

moments of dramatic tension by marking them with his best lines, which allows the 
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spectators to anticipate the ending. At the same time he directs their attention more 

closely onto the dialogue. In this sense, the nurse’s consolatory remark to Tilyegin that 

“we’re all freeloaders in the sight of God” (Mamet 1988d: 68) becomes a means for 

Mamet to foreground Chekhov’s play with language’s associative reach. Small wonder, 

then, that the play’s ‘backstory’ is just as subtly parodied by shifting to a slightly 

melodramatic register:  

 
  Vanya I’m not crying. 
  Sonya I see tears in your eyes. 

Vanya Just now, do you know, you looked at me, just like your dear mother. (Kisses Sonya’s 
hands and cheeks.) Oh, my darling sister. Where are you now, oh, my dear. If you 
only knew. 

 (Mamet 1988d: 32) 

 

Thus ‘massaged’ to distrust formal shifts, Mamet’s audience is made to acknowledge the 

structural dynamic itself as a vehicle of signification. In line with Chekhov’s structural and 

narrative refusal of closure, spectators are taught to distinguish between sincerity and 

rhetoric, hence to attribute a more pragmatic meaning to the play’s diegetic level (see 

Gaudreault and Marion 67). Mamet’s Vanya, then does actualize its predecessor but the 

perspective offered by Helbo’s ‘transduction’-metaphor indicates that a seemingly ‘faithful’ 

adaptation actually implies a preliminary deconstruction followed by a minute 

reconstruction. Beyond ill-defined notions of fidelity, adaptation then primarily appears as a 

matter of ‘code-switching’ between referential frameworks, so that comparative analyses 

based on ‘equivalences’ rather than ‘differences’ “heighten attention to competing 

languages and varieties to such an extent that identities, social relations, and the 

constitution of the community itself become open to negotiation” (Baumann and Briggs 

63). Such intensified perceptibility ultimately broadens the scope and relevance of 

adaptation-studies by directing attention to the cognitive association of poetic patterns, 

contextual frames, and personal connotations.  

 David Wheeler, whose production of Uncle Vanya for the American Repertory 

Theatre was the first to use Mamet’s adaptation, commented that the actors had little 

trouble memorizing their lines because they were modelled so closely on the way people 

really talk (Jones and Dykes 84). Mamet had been closely involved in the rehearsal process 

to ensure that the cadence of his text did not conflict with Chekhov’s brittle balance 

between comedy and tragedy (Kelly). Two years later Michael Maggio’s production for 

Chicago’s Goodman Theatre similarly centred on the work’s dialogic and structural shifts, 

yet more so in the spirit of Mamet’s 1970s work for the Goodman as manic-depressive 

mood swings stretched almost to a breaking point, driven by haunting bits of Russian music 

(Weiss). A third production closely related to Mamet’s transposition concerns a teleplay 

directed by his long-time collaborator Gregory Mosher, former artistic director of the 

Goodman. More than a filmed stage performance, Mosher’s Vanya uses televisual 

montage to establish an intertextual bridge with the ‘Ur-Vanya,’ Chekhov’s 1889 draft of 
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The Wood Demon, a play in which the action was entirely psychological. While filmed mostly 

in close-up and medium shots, in a soft saffron glow, the teleplay ushers its audience into a 

pregnant, claustrophobic ‘mood’ of people trapped in their own imagination. Mosher’s 

version hence bypasses the aesthetic compromises Chekhov made in the decade 

separating the rejection of The Wood Demon by the Aleksandrinsky Theater in St. 

Petersburg from the first production of Uncle Vanya by Stanislavski’s Moscow Art Theatre 

in 1899 (Goodman). These examples indicate that dramatic ‘texts’ can be conveyed 

through various channels, formats, and narrative perspectives. The emergence of new 

technologies further re-defines discursive modes and receptive frameworks. But 

considering adaptation as cognitive ‘performance’ reveals dramatic productions of printed 

texts already to be remediations “adapt[ing] a script” (Stam 2007: 45). Adaptation 

consequently becomes a matter of enhanced pattern recognition instead of ‘optimizing’ a 

text along immeasurable criteria.  

 Louis Malle’s Vanya on 42nd Street, presented as a “discreetly observed record of a 

run-through in rehearsal clothes” (French 183) of Mamet’s Vanya-adaptation directed by 

André Gregory, illustrates the semiological ‘strangeloopishness’ that historically established 

the dramatic arts as the most popular vehicle for adaptations (see Hutcheon 2006: 4). By 

the time of the shooting, Gregory and his cast had already been practicing the play on and 

off since 1989 without ever producing it. Instead, the actors welcomed these workshops 

as a break between commercial commitments that allowed them to work on their 

technique, thereby echoing Mamet’s own parallel careers between on the one hand 

Hollywood and Broadway successes, and on the other his more experimental work in 

various media and genres. The same applies to Louis Malle, renowned for his work in both 

cinema and documentary filmmaking. His Vanya opens with images of West 42nd Street in 

Manhattan, cutting between shots of shabby hot-dog stands, run-down sex cinemas, and 

people moving about. Gradually, a number of them stand out while meeting up with what 

soon appear to be the other members of Gregory’s cast. In a seamless shift between 

fictional and documentary frameworks, Gregory and playwright-actor Wallace Shawn are 

seen explaining to some visitors, who actually serve as avatars for the film audience, that 

they are going to attend a rehearsal of Uncle Vanya in the run-down New Amsterdam 

Theatre, former home of the Ziegfeld Follies. With this information, initial generic concerns 

are momentarily relieved. However, the production concerns Vanya, a play which 

thematically and structurally dramatizes the complexity of interpersonal relations. 

Moreover, rehearsal takes place everywhere in the building, except within the proscenium 

arch due to an impracticable stage and a leaking roof. Hence, the cast’s use of the location 

literally ‘theatricalizes’94 their own adaptation of Mamet’s script and Chekhov’s play, as 

                                                
94 To Chiel Kattenbelt, the process of theatricalization “derives its energy (tension) and dynamics from the 
continuously changing relationships between the spatial and temporal components, of which the theatre 
performance, as a transitory phenomenon, consists (32). 
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confirmed by one of the visitors when noting that “It’s all crumbling, but it’s also beautiful.” 

This character is listed in the credit titles as Madhur Jeffrey impersonating a certain Mrs 

Cho. Shawn introduces her in the film as a foreign acquaintance whose grandfather 

translated Uncle Vanya into Bengali. Bearing in mind that Vanya on 42nd Street is a reunion 

between Shawn, Gregory, and Malle, after their 1981 collaboration on a similar cult film My 

Dinner with Andre, pairing the current adaptation’s ‘transduction’ of intrinsic meaning-

potential to the notion of translation further increases the movie’s epistemological tension. 

Since this transduction process is prolonged by the rudimentary stage props, the audience 

is called to furnish both the New Amsterdam and the play with their own imagination. That 

same year, moreover, the Disney Corporation signed a 99-year lease for the theatre and 

made it the home of Disney Theatrical Productions. The New Amsterdam reopened in 

1997 with a stage version of the animated film-hit The Lion King (1994), which, with 

hindsight, further validates Vanya on 42nd Street’s insistence on the acknowledgment of 

intrinsic meaning-potential as a critical reflex against aesthetic commodification.  

 When, after an apparently casual conversation, Larry Pine and Phoebe Brand are 

suddenly found to be performing the opening scene of Mamet’s text, the fluidity of Malle’s 

montage once more hints at the film medium’s rhetorical charisma. Such deceptions, in 

turn, constitute a variation on Chekhov’s and Mamet’s play with subtle contrasts and 

repetitions, visualized by the sudden revelation of the other cast members and spectators 

being mesmerized by the opening scene. Incidentally, the performers’ extensive experience 

with the play, Neighborhood Playhouse School of Theatre-graduate André Gregory’s 

‘ensemble’-approach to acting and rehearsal, as well as his professional preference for 

Chekhov’s dramaturgy (Blowen 1994a; Nadel 2008a: 36) allow for quite a few parallels 

with Mamet. And aside from neutralizing conflicting perspectives on the diegetic level, the 

nurse embodies an even more evident architextual nexus of intra- and intertetxual 

analogies with the ideas of the Group Theatre, as this character is played by Phoebe Brand, 

one of its founding members.  

 The first act ends with Gregory’s invitation, intended to guide Mrs Cho and the film 

audience through the theatrical illusion. The interval between the second and third acts is 

marked by a similar break, in this case a dinner where cast and audience are seen 

socializing. The transition between the final acts, though, is not commented upon, precisely 

to avoid losing the audience through repetition of the same meta-theatrical device. 

Soliloquies by Vanya and Yelena provide another variation on the play’s constant vacillations 

between intimacy and critical distance. But whereas Vanya’s soliloquy is spoken directly at 

the camera, Yelena’s takes such frame-breaking addresses a step further to mark a pivotal 

point in the film’s meta-medial discourse. Well into the third act, alienating devices have 

become rarer to permit the audience’s absorption into the diegesis. Hence, it is not 

immediately apparent that her monologue is in fact a filmic psycho-narration in voice-over. 

In the final act, then, a few inconspicuously placed cupboards, a delicate balance between 
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natural and artificial lighting, as well as period-specific fountain pens extend the previous 

act’s narrative ‘transparency.’ At the moment of her final departure, Yelena wears a 

modern leather jacket which Julianne Moore has not worn before, neither on the street, 

nor during her performance. Yet by now this is no longer significant, as the audience has 

been cognitively ‘massaged’ into a theatrical perception of the action proposed on screen. 

As further illustrated by Shawn’s casual 1990s fleece jumper, a water pitcher serving as a 

samovar, and ‘I ♥ NY’ paper cups, Vanya on 42nd Street continuously deconstructs its own 

visual rhetoric by hinting at the necessary compositeness of semiotic discourses. Through 

this sustained economy of variation rather than rupture, Malle’s montage and Gregory’s 

mise en scène turn such liminal signifiers into a metonymic shorthand, and in so doing 

orchestrate the need for conceptual assessment implicit in the structural design of 

Chekhov’s Vanya and Mamet’s adaptation. While staging the machinations of theatrical and 

filmic signification, Vanya on 42nd Street therefore effectively remediates the theatre’s 

hypermediacy into the ‘transparency’ of a reputedly ‘closed’ medium.  

 When asked whether his ‘rehearsal-in-progress’ would suffer from being ‘frozen’ 

into film, Gregory replied that it unmistakably would. Yet since it was “being sealed by 

friends and colleagues who love the piece as much as he [does]” (qtd. in Blowen 1994b), it 

still conveys, if not the stage’s elusiveness, at least the intensity and mystery of both the 

theatre and Chekhov’s play. The opening credits introduce Vanya on 42nd Street as a film 

derived “From André Gregory’s Vanya” and “Based On” David Mamet’s adaptation of a 

literal translation by Vlada Chernomordik. Together with the subsequent generic shifts, 

these transpositions problematize the very principle of taxonomy. After all, even before any 

lines have been delivered, the viewer is confronted with three versions and two directors of 

one ostensible ‘source text.’ The title, moreover, implies a jazzy and highly stylized revision of 

Chekhov’s work, whereas it turns out to be exactly the opposite, thereby hinting at both the 

fluidity of generic distinctions and the mediation of the performance. By analogy, subdued 

piano music accompanies the play’s closing lines while a barely perceptible change of 

lighting gradually reveals the entire cast and director. The move out of the central diegesis 

hence appears just as subtle as the film opening’s segue into Chekhov’s play. This leaves 

the spectator time to assess the ontological shifts between theatrical rehearsal and filmic 

performance without being provoked into reductive categorizations. Just as structural 

deconstructions of Chekhov’s plays remind Mamet that interpretation is best left to the 

spectator, Malle’s direction not so surprisingly echoes Mamet’s claim in On Directing Film 

that “to get into the scene late and to get out early is to show respect for your audience” 

(1991: 64). For all that, Vanya on 42nd Street challenges the ‘immediacy’ of film’s mimesis 

by its incorporation of the theatrical “reality of illusion” (Kattenbelt 37).  

 Malle’s film retains this tension even beyond the uppermost diegetic level by 

identifying the actors in the credit titles with their character in Chekhov’s play while André 
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Gregory remains “himself.” As witnessed earlier with “Mrs Cho,” such deliberate 

inconsistencies once more confirm that Vanya on 42nd Street does not seek symbolically to 

express a concealed reality, but rather hints at the ‘strangeloopish’ nature of the 

signification-process. And while creating filmic spaces of dislocation, it defines signifying 

systems as ‘inter-relational’ media calling for, in Mamet’s words, “assertive rather than 

protective” (1987d: 132) interpretation. By further elaborating the aesthetic parellels 

between Chekhov’s play and Mamet’s adaptation, this conceptual insistence on the 

generative quality of relativity and the importance of “metaphorical conversions” (States 

60) through associative thought foregrounds the fundamental optimism of Malle’s film and 

the adaptation-principle itself.  

 In his recent Signes du spectacle: Des arts vivants aux medias (2006) André Helbo 

has argued that, rather than contribute to the implosion of existing generic boundaries, the 

concept of intersemiotic translation acknowledges their pragmatic function while 

highlighting the specific dynamic that marshals the circulation between texts, contexts, and 

their reception (75). The architextual analogies between, on the one hand, Vanya on 42nd 

Street ‘s intra-textual echoes across text and mise-en-scène, and on the other hand, inter-

textual backgrounds, accordingly reject a traditional ‘source text oriented approach’ in 

favour of a ‘target text oriented approach.’ Whereas the former discusses the formal 

outcome of the generic relation between ‘proto text’ and ‘meta-text,’ the latter focuses on 

the complex networks made up of poly-systemic relations, trajectories, and operators 

(Helbo 2006: 21-22), indicating that “relocation of meaning […] can not be based on a 

typology of relationships alone” (Cattrysse 261), but calls for constant “intratextual 

rewritings” (C. Altman 42). The meta-mediality of Malle and Gregory’s palimpsestic 

exercise, which to boot takes place in a run-down theatre building ‘repurposed’ as a 

physical container of various performative spaces, accordingly confirms that interpretation 

and transposition no longer signal an exchange between static entities, but instead 

highlight the integration of different dispositifs and their specific rhetorical energetics 

(Helbo 2006: 15, 42, 83). To Robert Stam, 

 
An adaptation, in this sense, is less an attempted resucitation of an originary word than a 
turn in an ongoing dialogical process. The concept of intertextual dialogism suggests that 
every text forms an intersection of textual surfaces (Stam 2000: 46). 

 

 When considering the adaptation as both a catalyst and a medium that funnel 

creative impulses, Mamet’s artistic oeuvre appears to be rather concerned with 

signification through independent judgment than with ideology per se. Accordingly, in a 

hybridizing cultural context constituted through panoplies of fluctuating signifiers where 

apparently stable notions of authorship, influence, and medial determinism are constantly 

undermined, any individual perspective must remain incomplete. Ultimately, the perception 

fostered by the adaptation-principle can never be preconceived in its ends, yet begins by 
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deconstructing the text’s aura of autonomy and becomes an emancipatory refuge of 

analogical thought. For as a phenomenon based on an ‘epistemology of plurality’ (Helbo 

2006: 63), adaptation “break[s] down the barriers between the unconscious and the 

conscious mind” (Mamet qtd in Savran 1988b: 75) while simultaneously breaking out of 

the textual frame as an engine of associative thought across media and genres.  

 Despite the often dogmatic tone of Mamet’s essays on acting, drama, and film, the 

constantly changing orientation of his transpositions allows him to upset traditional 

comparisons between original and copy. By extension, Mamet’s insistence on 

experimentation broadens the scope of his ideas beyond the generic or thematic context of 

their expression. According to Linda Hutcheon,  

 
As a creative and interpretative transposition of a recognizable or other work or works, 
adaptation is a kind of extended palimpsest and, at the same time, often a transcoding into a 
different set of conventions (2006: 33). 

 

Ironically, in spite of its reductive bias and the epistemologically problematical nature of the 

fidelity-debate, it de facto confirms that hypermediacy and intersemiotic translation 

essentially unsettle the culturally fossilized discourses of canonical artistic creations and 

institutionalized media or genres alike. And if adaptations ‘theatricalize’ a text’s ideological 

compositeness, it makes them a powerful instrument in the reassessment of “la 

problématique de la norme” (Helbo 2006: 86). Moreover, since interpretation occurs 

through the association of signifying impulses within an idiosyncratically conceived 

compound of referential frameworks, it thrives on analogies. Mamet’s prolific body of work 

across media and genres therefore hints at a fundamentally progressive view on 

authorship. Just as Vanya on 42nd Street shows that a canonical text can be more than an 

anachronistic body of dusty verbiage bound by seemingly static conventions, Mamet’s 

unrelenting drive to explore new artistic directions exposes referential frameworks as 

essentially functional devices in a rapidly changing cultural context. It is precisely the 

sustained heterogeneity of his work, then, which proves that such pragmatic constructions 

can only remain significant by feeding on the generative potential of medial and generic 

crossings.    
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4.3 Adaptive Collaboration, Collaborative Adaptation 
 

All train compartments smell vaguely of 
shit. It gets so you don’t mind it. That’s 
the worst thing that I can confess. 

(Mamet, Glengarry Glen Ross) 

 

Every single film producer, Art Linson has claimed, knows that at the inception of the movie-

making process stands “an idea” derived from “A book. A play. A song. A news event. A 

magazine article. A historic event or character. A personal experience. A remake of an 

existing movie. Any combination of the above” (1995: 15). From the screenwriter’s 

perspective things look slightly different. Like David Mamet so delicately observed, this 

adaptive authorship in practice translates as “Film is a collaborative business: bend over” 

(1989b: 311).95 Curiously enough, most of Mamet’s screenplays are acknowledged 

adaptations, some even of his own plays, as if he masochistically relished the power 

struggle between ‘source text,’ Hollywood bureaucracy, and his own aesthetic ‘first 

principles.’ The study of Mamet’s creative journey across media and genres so far has 

already suggested as much. This section, in turn, brings together the analogous concerns 

of collaborative creation, adaptation, and authorship to attain a better understanding of the 

processes that constitute these very concepts.  

 Studies of interaesthetic passages pertaining to the performing arts traditionally 

disregard the socio-semiological processes in favour of a static comparative approach. 

Paradoxically, it is precisely their dynamic character that fuels these complex transfers of 

creative energy. André Helbo’s particular emphasis on the performing arts in Signes du 

spectacle enabled him to reveal the heterogeneous nature of “la représentation” (40). His 

epistemological discussion of the mise-en-scène underscores the ‘cathartic’ (52) meeting 

between the intrinsically overlapping, yet also incongruous perspectives of author, actor, 

and spectator. Taken together these redefine the notion of ‘text’ in terms of an ‘idle 

mechanism’ that merely exists on behalf of the meaning derived from it (61). Interpretation 

is a creative act and every creative act is necessarily transformation, hence adaptation. 

And though interpretation must occur within receptive frameworks, adaptation need not 

imply a wholesale cultural relativism: “l’adaptation se joue entre des univers de référence, 

des mondes possibles et la représentation plus ou moins consciente de ces mondes” (65). 

Exchanging the traditional genetic framework for its poly-systemic counterpart may thus 

turn out to be just as daunting as the possibilities it offers.  

                                                
95 Noel Baker, adaptive screenwriter of Hard Core Logo (1996 – dir. Bruce McDonald), drew a similar 
conclusion in his Hard Core Road Show: A Screenwriter’s Diary (1997): “The contract lets you know where 
you the writer stand in brutally frank legal language. You can be fired at any time. You are powerless and for 
the most part anonymous, unless you also happen to direct, produce, and/or act. Your credit can be taken 
away from you. Once your work is bought, it’s like a house you’ve designed and sold. The new owners can do 
whatever they want to it, add mock-Tudor beams, Disneyland castle turrets, plastic fountains, pink flamingos, 
garden gnomes, things that satisfy desires and contingencies that have nothing to do with you and your 
original intent for your material” (15).   
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 The ‘equivalence’-approach proposed earlier (4.1 and 4.2) at this point requires 

reconsideration. Because adaptations are fundamentally intertextual systems, referential 

frameworks paradoxically must be self-relativizing in order to be meaningful. In keeping with 

Espen Aarseth’s tenet that authorship “is a social category and not a technological one” 

(1997: 172), the principle of discernment, likewise, is partly functional and partly subjective. 

Acknowledging the limitations of one’s discourse, accordingly, fuels the ‘feedback loop’ (see 

2.7) that is perception with meaningful input rather than obstructing it with entropic 

essentialisms. Or, as adaptation-theorist Patrick Cattrysse formulated it, “The functioning of 

norms explains why communicative behaviour shows system(at)ic characteristics. Norms 

and systems can therefore be seen as two sides of the same coin” (253). In this regard he 

noted a number of recurring fallacies in translation and adaptation studies, two of which 

are particularly relevant to the model developed throughout this chapter:  

 

• The contradiction between a descriptive attitude with respect to 
translation as a final product and the normative attitude regarding 
translation as process. 
 

• The confusion resulting from terminology used once on the level of 
the object of study (e.g. translation as a final product), and then on the 
meta-level (e.g. translation as a process). 

(257) 

 

Instead of formulating misguided ‘fidelity’-frameworks based on static conceptions of ‘proto’ 

and ‘metatext,’ the proposed comparative approach aspires to be both poly-systemic and 

dynamic (see Helbo 2002: e4) within the strictures of a ‘feedback loop’-model for the 

assessment of performativity, though, as argued, analogy based feedback loops are 

simultaneously focused, reciprocal, and open-ended, which renders the output ‘satisficing’ 

rather than ‘optimizing.’ While necessarily imperfect, such a result remains in keeping with 

the objectives of a semiological study.    

 A methodological focus on the intertextuality and intermediality of adaptations 

almost automatically draws attention to what Jack Boozer called “the most consistent and 

crucial example of intertextuality at work, namely the writing of the transmedial screenplay” 

(1) because the process particularly problematizes issues of authorship. To film producers, 

journalist reviewers, and academic critics alike, the script more often than not is 

considered an intermediary between ‘source’ and ‘finished product,’ subject to constant 

alterations in the course of a film’s development. Nevertheless, those very changes turn 

the screenplay into a liminal nexus where the film’s poly-systemic constitutive forces meet, 

as “the composition of an adapted screenplay takes place not only under the shadow of 

myriad narrative expectations but in a complex environment of business, industrial, and 

artistic considerations” (Boozer 5). Indeed, a closer look at a screenplay’s semiology should 

support a revised ‘equivalences’-approach to adaptational practice where a priori 

arguments are refuted in favour of process-based analyses.  
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4.3.1 Adapting Authorship 

 

When literary works are translated or films dubbed it is commonly assumed that the 

translation concerns the ‘same’ work. However, conceptions of what exactly constitutes the 

‘essence’ that is being translated tend to be markedly less confident. Just so with 

adaptations, be they explicit or implicit. Since the relation between actual/virtual/potential 

and realized content that constitutes the adaptive process thrives on isotopy,96 all readings 

of transpositional ‘texts’ must be pragmatic at heart rather than essentialist or wholly 

relativistic. A certain kernel of meaning indeed travels, but it can never be considered 

independent of any interpretative framework, which in turn must be functional by default. In 

fact, an adaptation’s schizo-pragmatic ‘intersemioticity’ (Helbo 2006: 121) should remind 

the interpreter that meaning is derived from the interplay of various signifying systems, 

hence that semiosis can never be finite. Still the distinction 

‘acknowledged/unacknowledged’ is of paramount importance when discussing intertextual 

relations. A certain ‘text’ can ‘adapt’ one or multiple others, yet referentiality – as argued 

earlier (2.3.1, 2.7, 3.1.1, 3.3.1, and 3.7) – is characteristic of semiosis itself since even the 

simplest form of communication relies on recognisability in order to succeed. Accordingly, 

when every text or discourse is intrinsically adaptive to some degree, the term ‘adaptation’ 

may very well be stretched beyond the point of meaning. Adding an adjective, on the other 

hand, reconfigures the concept as intersemiotic translation while implying functionality. The 

(un)acknowledged degree of intentionality thereby frames the comparative analysis while 

lessening its inveterate semantic confusion.  

 The adaptive screenplay, as Thomas Leitch noted, is “doubly performative” (154) by 

adapting a ‘source text’ while being itself translated into film. Yet interestingly enough there 

is no Academy Award for Best Adapted Motion Picture although the Oscar for Best 

Writing: Adaptation has been awarded since 1927 as counterpart to the Best Original 

Screenplay award. Until 1957 the Motion Picture Academy equally distinguished the Best 

Motion Picture Story, which was discarded precisely to remedy the confusion about the 

adaptive screenplay’s ambiguous status. As it is, the Hollywood film industry insists on this 

dualism along the tenets of American copyright law, defining adaptation as a derivation that 

recasts, transforms or adapts a previously published work (Boozer 13; see Hutcheon 

2006: 89). What matters here is that the distinction only considers the written text as the 

legal basis of authorship disputes. To summarize, then, a film’s authorship traditionally is 

attributed to the director, and in rarer cases to the producer, though the legal ‘author’ of a 

film adaptation remains the screenwriter. “Bend over,” indeed.  

 

                                                
96 i.e. here the analogical recurrence of semantic units across different semiotic levels or texts (see Helbo 
2002: e5).   
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4.3.2 “Tight but aggressive”97: The Mamet Canon in Adaptation 

 

In 1986 a film was released whose credit titles are scored by crude sexual innuendoes in 

voice over. Sporting the epithet “based on Sexual Perversity in Chicago by David Mamet” 

About Last Night (dir. Edward Zwick) still stages a boorishly boastful Bernie Litko (see 

3.2.2) but (beyond the opening credits) deprived him of his zany fabulation by reducing his 

vulgarity. Likewise, the picture no longer ends with the obnoxious ogling of scantily clad 

women, yet recycles the characters’ foolish fuss into the adaptation’s formulaic fable of 

moral redemption through conspicuous consumerism and cultural conservatism. As its 

demotic dialogue nonetheless picked up an R-rating for being risqué without risking 

rejection, the movie made few friends in the critical community. Varun Begley even called it 

“an adulterated, unabashed, unregenerate star-vehicle for Rob Lowe, Demi Moore, and 

James Belushi” (167); a revision of “Mamet’s dystopian 70s drama through the lens of the 

Reagan years [borrowing] snatches of dialogue from the play in a grand and unexpected 

sublimation of the entire ethos of sexual and economic malaise” (168) that “validat[es] this 

specific 80s ideological program [by remaining] naively, almost obsessively fixated on the 

utopian possibility of integrated experience and personal fulfilment” (169). Ironically it was 

the very notion of ‘closure’ that Mamet so vehemently opposed in this early work as well as 

in his own subsequent screenplay of Sexual Perversity, and neither Zwick’s utopianism nor 

Begley’s reading of dystopianism adequately reflect Mamet’s views on authorship after his 

first forays into Hollywood. In a pragmatic bid to capitalize on his screenwriting successes 

with The Postman Always Rings Twice (1981) and The Verdict (1982), Mamet had sold 

the rights of Sexual Perversity in Chicago to two Chicago film producers with the guarantee 

that he would be hired as screenwriter. It was an attempt to broaden the work’s artistic 

reach at minimal aesthetic cost. Things, however, turned sour when the finished script was 

rejected by several studio executives who deemed it impenetrable and unlikely to replicate 

the play’s breakaway success. Unprepared to compromise his creation into a conventional 

commodity, Mamet ended up fired and was replaced by Tim Kazurinsky and Denise DeClue. 

Fleshing out his minimalist drama with reductive formulas at this point still proved a bridge 

too far.  

 Communicative bridges, as indicated earlier (2.3 and 3.3), nonetheless constitute a 

cornerstone of Mamet’s aesthetic. His first screenplay, perhaps predictably, cons the 

spectator into active collaboration with a quick ruse and knowing wink to James M. Cain’s 

depression-era ‘original’ (1934) – a work itself inspired by Emile Zola’s Thérèse Raquin 

(1866). And as Mamet’s own novels more than a decade later would attest (3.7), he cut 

right through all the ”cinematically redundant” (Mamet qtd. in Porfino 105) explanatory 

verbiage to zoom in on the negotiation at the heart of human identity and interaction. Cora, 

                                                
97 Mamet 1994b. 
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the female heroine of Cain’s Postman, suffers from the ‘double vision’ of being an Iowa-girl 

“married to that Greek” (11), just like Rafelson’s remake of Tay Garnett’s 1946 film version 

acknowledges its cinematic and literary predecessors by reproducing the title while being 

perfectly coherent in its own right. As ‘intertextual nexus’ Mamet’s screenplay  in turn takes 

this schizo-pragmatism a step further by reproducing the story’s ‘hardboiled’ theme of 

“killing and screwing and betraying” (Nadel 2008a: 113) in a raucous atmosphere rarely 

relieved by deadpan dialogue. More specifically he discarded the “doom-laden” (T. Williams 

35) extra-diegetic first-person narrator of the earlier book and film for the least patronizing 

third person narration, choosing at all times the option of ‘showing’ over ‘telling.’ When at 

the end of Rafelson’s version the car crash that killed Cora gives Frank Chambers a sincere 

sense of spiritual redemption, his insight is ‘both surprising and inevitable’ rather than the 

excessive moralizing of Cain’s and Garnett’s improbable confession. If anything, Mamet’s 

screenplay is structure-driven, and capitalizes on the intertextual context merely for the 

sake of highlighting the processual changes to the familiar plot. It is an approach quite 

unlike Garnett’s ‘traditional’ 1946-adaptation, which sports a copy of the original novel 

during the film’s opening and closing credits as means of achieving legitimacy by proxy. 

Considering the reciprocal nature of the Rafelson-Mamet collaboration (see 3.4.2), though, 

this should come as no surprise. To the beginning screenwriter it proved an edifying 

experience because everybody involved in the project “seemed to have the idea that what’s 

good for the movie is good for them and the industry,” and as “there was no waste” (qtd. in 

Yakir 45) there was no need for transmedial shortcuts.    

 The ‘source text’ for Mamet’s second film adaptation, Barry Reed’s popular legal 

thriller The Verdict (1980), resembles Cain’s Postman in its patronizing characterisation 

conspicuous plotting to secure its conclusion’s inevitability – even if it comes at the cost of 

surprise. Equally unsurprising given his earlier screenwriting-venture is that Mamet almost 

integrally kept the one passage in Reed’s book that directly deals with negotiation: 

 
‘It’s a medical malpractice case,’ Galvin began. ‘I can see that!’ snarled Sweeney, slamming 
back to earth. ‘Good God, man, I can read! Now, you know what I mean. Have you boys tried 
to resolve your differences and save the Commonwealth the time and expense involved in a 
long trial?’ ‘It’s an unusual case, Your Honour –‘ offered Galvin. ‘I think both sides owe a duty 
to the Court to negotiate. Sharpen the pencil. Give a little. Take a little. Have you boys tried to 
do that? Maybe I can be of some help.’ ‘As I said, Your Honour, this is an unusual case –‘ ‘All 
the more reason to negotiate. Compromise (Reed 135). 

 

Yet whereas in the novel the passage supports the story’s progression, in Sidney Lumet’s 

filming of Mamet’s script the characterisation is of an entirely different order. As Dennis 

Carroll noted, “In Barry Reed’s hands The Verdict is a rousing story of an underdog lawyer 

winning out against a Bostonian professional aristocracy; in Mamet’s and Sidney Lumet’s 

hands it is a parable of a man’s moral regeneration and renewal of faith” (1987: 92). Aided 

by Andrej Bartkowiak’s photography of a drab and subdued wintery setting, our 

consciousness is thus steered towards the minute mechanisms that tentatively turn Frank 
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Galvin from an alcoholic has-been into a stoic transgressor. To win his court case he first 

dodges the law on several occasions by hiring witnesses and inventing false pretexts, but 

his moral superobjective grows in reverse proportion to his cynical pragmatism as soon as 

he realizes that if he just took the money, he would be “lost.”  

Paralleling Mamet’s ‘secure artistic whoring’ discussed in the previous chapters, 

Galvin’s moral ambivalence in fact conceptually frames all of Mamet’s explicitly adaptive 

screenplays. In The Untouchables (1986) the forces of good eventually succeed by 

combining moral stamina with “amoral knife-blade pragmatism” (Carroll 1992: 180) while 

the heroes of the generically hybrid We’re No Angels (1989) – a confused remake of the 

goofy 1955 Humphrey Bogart and Peter Ustinov-vehicle directed by Michael Curtiz itself 

“based on” Albert Husson’s La cuisine des anges (1952) – combine the principles of faith, 

deception, and compromise to attain their improbable objectives. Significantly, in this fourth 

‘regular’ adaptation Mamet keeps denying his two protagonists, the escaped convicts Ned 

and Jim, a successful crossing into Canada and freedom until they literally make a leap of 

faith – Jim by taking up holy orders and Ned by going after an effigy of the Virgin Mary in a 

swirling waterfall to save a drowning child. By analogy, this tendency to embrace morality 

while eschewing moralizing echoes what film scholar R. Barton Palmer considered to be 

the most productive quality of adaptive practice, namely its joint embrace and 

transgression of divergent signifying systems and practices in a composition that is at once 

constructive and deconstructive (259). From such liminal perspective, then, adapting a 

‘text’ becomes a schizo-pragmatic juggling act of moral responsibility to keep ideas 

circulating by highlighting their potential for reinterpretation. So when in 1992 Mamet saw 

his adaptation of his own Glengarry Glen Ross (1983) make it to the film screen, his 

authorship had taken another significant turn.  

If the principle of negotiation assumes a pivotal position in Mamet’s adaptive work, 

the primacy of Glengarry Glen Ross is no coincidence. Not only is this his most successful 

theatre piece to date, the play, set in the real estate world, dramatizes a gang of 

salesmen’s frantic compulsion to ‘close’ contracts (2.6) while relying on aporetic thinking, 

chicanery, and – as Blake, the film version’s infernal98 emissary from head office so 

graphically puts it – “brass balls.” In the dog-eat-dog world of Glengarry Glen Ross 

communication and communion primarily serve as prelude to the sales pitch. And while 

Levene’s theft of the company’s files is considered criminal, deceiving clients by selling them 

worthless Florida swampland makes for good business. The play takes no hostages en 

route to depicting a driven, ruthless world where winners drive Cadillacs and losers get 

steak knives. To New York Post-critic Clive Barnes, these men “are simply crooks who have 

forgotten that what they are doing is crooked because they are lost in the legitimate rituals 

                                                
98 Philip French convincingly related this added character’s name to the English poet William Blake (1757-
1827), who was the author of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790), a prose work “that reverses normal 
ideas and presents Satan as an angel” (French 181), just like Blake in the film version says he has come 
“from downtown […] on a mission of mercy.”  
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of salesmanship, with all its scoops, bonuses, and disappointments” (1984: B15). 

Glengarry Glen Ross is no less than Mamet’s ‘Life of a Salesman,’ a “coincidental 

condemnation and praise” (Hudgins 1996: 23) of “individual pragmatism” (Mamet qtd. in 

Billington 1983: 15) in a hostile context not unlike the world of predatory producers who 

would adapt Mamet’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play. Considering the confrontation’s outcome, 

Mamet drove the Cadillac all the way.     

Hollywood, Mamet argued in Make-Believe Town (1996), is fast becoming “like any 

terminal bureaucracy [for] reward[ing] the bureaucratic virtue of adherence to the 

system” (1996b: 121). It is a comment reminiscent of top salesman Ricky Roma’s 

reflection that his trade is no longer “a world of men,” but “a world of clock watchers, 

bureaucrats, office holders” (Mamet 1983a: 64) where creativity and determination are 

“marshall[ed]” (46) into conformism. But no matter how corrupt the salesmen and 

oppressive the system in which they operate, Mamet refuses to victimize them. For their 

faculty of feeding constructively on contingent situations ultimately expresses generative 

potential. No wonder the Hollywood establishment smelled the artistic opportunity that an 

adaptation of Mamet’s quintessential power play represented. Veteran producer Jerry 

Tokofsky had seen the Broadway-production of Glengarry Glen Ross in 1985 and promptly 

contacted Mamet to buy the film rights. Mamet agreed to sell them for $500,000 but, 

Zwick’s debacle still freshly on his mind, brokered a watertight deal that clearly defined his 

own authoritative power and secured his position as exclusive screenwriter, a role for 

which he would be paid another half million dollars. With such a hefty price for a 

quintessentially ‘stagey’ play, Tokofsky reasoned he needed an all-star cast motivated to 

take on Mamet’s finest while taking a hefty pay cut in order to keep the project financially 

viable. Al Pacino, Jack Lemmon, and Alec Baldwin immediately endorsed the plan, while the 

likes of Robert De Niro and Bruce Willis were equally eager to appear. Despite all this 

enthusiasm, the bleak economic situation made financing such a risky ‘artsy’ film 

problematic. At long last, after four years of rejections by major studios who considered it 

“unfilmable” (Ebert 1992), a financial construction was set up through commitments from 

cable and video companies, a German television station, an Austrian movie theatre chain, 

several banks, and the ‘major independent’ New Line Cinema (Weinraub). When Ed Harris, 

Alan Arkin, and Kevin Spacey equally joined the cast, the budget was finally balanced after a 

further injection of private capital by Stanley R. Zupnik, a would-be filmmaker from 

Washington who – ironically, yet by no means coincidentally – had made his fortune as a 

real estate developer (Powers). The actual filming, directed by James Foley, proved a 

rewarding artistic experience to all concerned, which prompted Mamet to express his 

gratitude and admiration in a letter to Tokofsky for giving him a thrill of what Hollywood 

could be (Weinraub).  
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Presented against the metaphorical backdrop of an el-train rumbling past in the 

pouring rain, Mamet’s adaptive screenplay evokes at once transience and confinement, 

smooth improvisation supported by the jazzy the Wayne Shorter soundtrack, if also 

conservative authorship. Quick close ups relieve the stasis of the action, but cannot entirely 

repeal the claustrophobic atmosphere. The ‘trafficking’ is omnipresent and telephones 

initially abound to facilitate it. Still, not even the contingencies of an imposed sales contest 

and the burglary can unsettle a world that remains limited to the office, the Chinese 

restaurant across the street, and a rare ‘sit’ with prospective customers. Contrary to 

Mamet’s earlier screen-adaptations, Glengarry Glen Ross at first sight looks like a literal 

transposition with some minor cosmetic alterations apparently intended to reduce the 

‘staginess.’ “The meeting” with Blake, however, creates a number of supplementary arcs 

that greatly increase the film’s dramatic intensity. What is more, the different medium 

offers the opportunity to maintain the dramatic rhythm of the delivery while speeding up the 

structural progression. Blake’s “brass balls”-monologue now sets the scene, supplementary 

dialogues flesh out characterization, yet with every scenic shift the el cuts across the 

screen. Blake tells them they “are all fired,” but have one week to regain their jobs, which 

looks like a deadlock though it actually is an incentive to shake them out of their lethargy. 

The office burglar, by extension, steals all the leads of prospective buyers as well as the 

phones in order to constrain communication and cock up the contest, just as Mamet’s 

authoritative adaptation feigns faithfulness to lower our defences. And yet, when the police 

detective’s seals of Levene’s fate with “Ricky can’t help you, pal” all communicative 

constraints are symbolically released “in almost Brechtian fashion” (Hudgins 1996: 27) 

through a delivery of new phones, clinched by the final credits rolling to the rhythm of an 

accelerating el, a “transmedial symbol” (Mohr 2008) scored by Al Jarreau singing ‘Blue 

Skies.’ If anything, the adaptation of Glengarry Glen Ross shows that Mamet remained 

sensitive to issues of authorship while embracing medial crossings – in the spirit of the 

‘ballsy’ salesman – as “an opportunity.” 

The ‘artsy’ Glengarry-film turned out to be a commercial and critical success as 

much as a textbook example of what film critic Richard Corliss two decades earlier had 

called a “productive intersection” (20) of like-minded creative spirits in an eminently 

constructive collaboration. Mamet’s next ‘in-house’ adaptation, this time of his provocative 

Oleanna (1992; film 1994), proved more problematic processually. As a play on the 

indeterminacy of language and the attendant difficulty of mutual understanding, it was a 

promising platform for further inquiry into the processes of intersemiotic translation and 

transmedial authorship. With a title that is “[b]oth elusive and allusive” (Murphy 124),99 an 

                                                
99 As Murphy specifies, “Oleanna was a nineteenth-century utopian community founded by the Norwegian 
violinist Ole Bull and his wife Anna: thus ‘Oleanna.’ This agricultural community failed because the land it had 
bought was rocky and infertile, and the settlers had to return to Norway” (124). 
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epigraph to the published version singing the praises of a failed100 utopian community rather 

than “drag[ing] the chains of slavery,” and a thematic insistence on “the Power. To deviate. 

To invent, to transgress… to transgress whatever norms have been established for us” 

(Mamet 1992c: 34) it certainly augured well for an ambitious next step in Mamet’s career 

as adaptive auteur – all the more since this time he himself would direct a cast made up of 

his usual cronies. The experience admittedly “[blew] a lot of [his] theories right out of the 

water” (qtd. in Bragg 147) because so far – as demonstrated in Chapter 3 – Mamet had 

been concerned with broadening his artistic range and making his work generally more 

accessible. In bringing Oleanna to the screen he did neither.  

Problems of authorship had begun with the play’s first stage production, which 

Mamet himself directed, both its premiere in Cambridge, Massachusetts and during its 

New York run. At the time the ending consisted of several pages of dialogue after John, the 

university professor, had physically beaten Carol, his student, into physical submission, 

pages in which he gradually realizes the enormity of his act. Carol, meanwhile, recovers and 

forces John to read out the confession she and her ‘group’ tried to force upon him, thereby 

causing his initial fury. As the play closes a broken teacher admits having “failed in [his] 

responsibilities to the young” while the activist student stands by, unflinchingly (Nadel 2002: 

122). Realizing the ending’s lack of ambiguity, Mamet trimmed it down to its current climax 

of aborted closure with John poised to crash a chair on a recoiled Carol muttering the 

ambiguous phrase “… yes. That’s right” (Mamet 1992c: 52). Meanwhile Mamet by mistake 

had sent the discarded version to Harold Pinter, who was to direct the play’s British 

premiere and who preferred the ‘original’ ending over the shortened version. Mamet 

disagreed but eventually relented as it had already been performed under his own direction 

as well, and settled for an explanatory statement printed in the programme for the Royal 

Court production (Nadel 2002: 123). The New York run under Mamet’s direction lasted 

for 513 performances plus the 15 previews, incidentally his first venture into stage 

direction since the triple bill of Reunion, Dark Pony, and The Sanctity of Marriage in 1979 

(Nadel 2008a: 181). Considering the play’s tentative ‘optimization’ and its extensive 

popular success, it is not unlikely that when the production  ‘transferred’ to the screen101 – 

only the female lead Rebecca Pidgeon, then pregnant with Mamet’s child, was replaced by 

Deborah Eisenstadt, her understudy – Mamet had somehow lost sight of film’s particular 

dramatic demands, as well as of its “variegated chronotopic capacities” (Stam 2005: 15).  

                                                
100 Alain Piette moreover demonstrated that a second epigraph to the play, a quotation from Samuel Butler’s 
The Way of All Flesh (1903), directly links Oleanna to the “anti-utopian and catastrophic currents of late 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Century western literature, in which the idyllic communities founded on the best 
intentions of equality and fraternity become hellish dictatorial anti-utopian societies negating all basic 
individual freedoms” (1995: 185) through the analogy with the oppressive atmosphere of academic political 
correctness depicted here in Mamet’s work. 
101 This is an impression Mamet himself created by labelling the film in the final credits as “Originally produced 
on the stage by The Back Bay Theatre Company in Association with the American Repertory Theatre” and 
“Originally produced on the New York stage.” 
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Contrary to the collaborative production process of the Glengarry Glen Ross-movie, 

the Oleanna-adaptation proved very much a one-sided affair. “A film by David Mamet” after 

a “Screenplay by David Mamet, based on his play” it exploited surprisingly little of the 

medium’s narrative possibilities, especially when taking into account the increasing filmic 

‘maturity’ of his three previous auteur-pictures. Whereas the recent Homicide (1991) 

banked on generic recognisability as communicative bridge across which the spectator 

could be coaxed into critical contemplation (2.6.2), Oleanna stripped the stage version of its 

visceral dynamic while adding only eerily alienating transition scenes that do little beyond 

diminishing the claustrophobic effect. Dramatic progression is marked by Carol’s errands 

around a remarkably silent university campus where students and faculty are seen working 

and walking but never heard talking. Metaphorically this could have been an interesting take 

on the play’s theme of problematic communication, yet in order to suggest 

misunderstandings there first must be a plausible basis for interaction. As it stands, the 

film version of Oleanna integrally reproduces the ‘definitive’ playtext with minimal visual and 

structural compromises that hardly suggest the idea of movement, let alone make for the 

‘surprising inevitability’ which Mamet reserved for the finale of Heist (see 3.5.2). It is almost 

as if Mamet in this third ‘production’ of the play simply sought to facilitate a certain 

interpretation through semiotic snippets, whether activist posters, a change of clothing, or 

the ‘pathetic fallacy’ of pairing John’s mental disintegration to changes in the weather 

outside his office window. This impression is supported by the tendentious tone of the 

movie’s press kit stating that “There are two sides to every story and they are both Carol’s” 

(Ebert 1994). At heart, however, Oleanna is a highly complex work that thrives on theatrical 

‘liveness’ viscerally to inscribe its ambiguity. It provokes irrational responses while just as 

soon undermining them, causing reactions very similar to the ‘coincidental condemnation 

and praise’ for the salesmen in Glengarry Glen Ross. As a film, however, Oleanna turned 

out to be a muddled collage of contradictory aesthetic impulses,  simultaneously suggestive 

and patronizing,102 minimalistic and simplistic, cinematically naïve and solipsistic in the 

extreme. And as the film paradoxically failed to reach a wider audience than the stage 

version, it represents another instance of spectacular misjudgement reminiscent of the 

essentially meandering (2.1.1) nature of Mamet’s artistic trajectory.  

Even if Mamet would go on to write comparably ‘faithful’ adaptations of American 

Buffalo (1996; dir. Michael Corrente), Lakeboat (2000; dir. Joe Mantegna), and Edmond 

(2005; dir. Stuart Gordon), Oleanna remains his only attempt as adaptor-director of 

personal material, which qualifies this relatively marginal film’s importance in a discussion 

of the artist’s transmedial authorship. A ‘failed utopia’ in its own right as every adaptation 

always must be, the screen version of Oleanna moreover remained ‘enslaved’ by its own 

textual ‘chains.’ Or as Washington Post critic Rita Kempley so aptly put it, “Like most plays 

                                                
102 See also the soundtrack of quasi-hymnal songs with titles such as ‘Long Ago and Far Away,’ ‘Hail to the Men 
of Merit,’ and ‘Brief College Days,’ all written by David Mamet and sung by Rebecca Pidgeon.  
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transferred to screen, Oleanna still bears traces of grease paint.” Much the same applies 

to American Buffalo, arguably another half-hearted and “under-powered” (French 181) 

attempt at bringing a Mamet-classic to the screen that once more “undercuts the 

[original] play’s visceral tension” (Holden). Produced by his compagnon de route Gregory 

Mosher and directed by a young and barely known Corrente who hade made his debut with 

Federal Hill (1994), a b/w drama about small-time Italian-American hoods, the film 

adaptation of American Buffalo repeated Oleanna’s strategies for fleshing out the playtext’s 

bare semiotic bones – replete with pathetic fallacy and eerily empty streets – and added a 

hyperkinetic Dustin Hoffman to general critical disapproval. Interesting touches like casting 

an African-American actor (Sean Nelson) as Don’s junkie gopher and visual references to 

Chicago’s 1933 Century of Progress Exposition amid the rubble in the junkshop (see 4.4.2) 

are insufficiently elaborated to make the adaptation a relevant reconceptualization. This is 

all the more surprising since, compared to Oleanna, American Buffalo lacked the benefits of 

nearly two decades of artistic maturation and in 1975 had already been criticized for being 

too long (see St. Edmund 3.3.2). Still, length matters much, say in Don and Teach’s 

circuitous argument about the authority of a numismatic book, which carries enough 

evocative potential to conceptually frame some of Mamet’s views on adapting his own 

stage hit:  

 
Teach You got to have a feeling for your subject. 
Don The book can give you that. 
Teach This is what I’m saying to you. One thing. Makes all the difference in the world. 
Don What? 
Teach Knowing what the fuck you’re talking about. And it’s so rare, Don. So rare. What do 

you think a 1929 S Lincoln-head penny with the wheat on the back is worth? 
Don starts to speak. 
Teach Ah! Ah! Ah! Ah! We got to know what condition we’re talking about. 
Don (pause): Okay. What condition?  
Teach Any of ‘em. You tell me. 
Don Well, pick one. 
Teach Okay, I’m going to pick an easy one. Excellent condition 1929 S. 
Don It’s worth… about thirty-six dollars. 
Teach No. 
Don (More?) 
Teach Well, guess. 
Don Just tell me is it more or less. 
Teach What do you think?  
Don More. 
Teach No. 
Don Okay, it’s worth, I gotta say… eighteen sixty. 
Teach No. 
Don Then I give up. 
Teach Twenty fucking cents. 
Don You’re fulla shit. 
Teach My mother’s grave. 
Don Give me that fucking book. (Business.) Go beat that. 
Teach This is what I’m saying, Don, you got to know what you’re talking about. 
Don You wanna take the book? 
Teach Naaa, fuck the book. What am I going to do, leaf through the book for hours on end? 

The important thing is to have the idea. 
(Mamet 1975: 197-198 – original emphases) 
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The authoritative ‘text’ provides a basis for comparison. Unfortunately in the case of the 

transposition the added value is commensurate to Teach’s “Twenty fucking cents,” unless 

of course Hoffman was right to argue that this film, like Volker Schlöndorff’s no-frills teleplay 

of Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman (1985) in which he played Willy Loman, served as “a 

record for posterity” (Strauss 1996), a ‘canned’ version of a canonized theatre play.  

Although reductive, Hoffman’s argument could very well apply to Mamet’s adaptive 

authorship as a whole, were it not for similar exercises such as Lakeboat and Edmond. 

Both films again are based on an ostensibly ‘faithful’ screenplay, though more so in the 

sense of Mamet’s Vanya-adaptation as deconstruction followed by minute reconstruction 

through reconceptualization (4.2.2). All low-budget pictures, the differences in creative 

input are nonetheless vast. Disregarding the rousing counterexample of Foley’s Glengarry 

Glen Ross, it would seem that Mamet had devised his own hierarchy of canonical plays, in 

which the highest degree of textual fidelity is directly proportionate to the work’s perceived 

status. Always a pragmatist, his disposition was likely more constructive than budgets often 

permitted. Instead of adding anything the adaptations of Oleanna and American Buffalo 

rather narrowed the play’s interpretative range, whereas his greatest theatrical success 

was delicately honed to be subtly opened up. Then again, Oleanna, in the words of male lead 

W.H. Macy, was “a little film” (qtd. in Tzioumakis 2008) and admittedly a ‘record for 

posterity’ as the play’s third ‘Mamet Mafia’ production. Just as adaptations are formed 

through a matrix of poly-systemic constitutive forces, texts, and intertexts, so, too, is the 

writer of the transmedial screenplay dependent on the collaborative context in which it is to 

be produced. Ricky Roma, the top salesman from Glengarry Glen Ross already knew as 

much when he asserted that “All train compartments smell vaguely of shit. It gets so you 

don’t mind it. That’s the worst thing that I can confess” (Mamet 1983a: 26). An adaptive 

artist if ever there was one, Mamet understands that aesthetic purity fits neither the 

businesses of selling real estate nor that of screenplays. Either way, when it comes to 

transposing his own aesthetic vision to another medium Mamet is far less ruthlessly 

creative than Roma in exploiting its expressive possibilities. In talking about Corrente’s 

American Buffalo, Hoffman recalled that “A film script is basically an amorphous blueprint 

for a director to create from.” Systemically inchoate indeed, it offers nonetheless a 

conceptual basis. After Oleanna Mamet never directed another adaptation of his own work, 

though he never stopped exploring the transmedial potential of his pieces across various 

formats. Therefore the shadow of About Last Night still looms large. Mamet’s curiosity and 

eagerness to learn, witness Chapter 3, to this day remain untempered, yet the integrity of 

each work to him clearly remains non-negotiable. Perhaps, independent from one another, 

these ‘in-house’ adaptations constitute a conceptually less interesting part of his work. The 

negotiation processes that shaped them, however, do not, as attested by a string of 

specifically reflexive ‘intermedial’ works.   
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[cartoon by David Mamet, taken fromTested on Orphans] 
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4.4 Intermediation 

 
        What are our tools but wishes? 

(Mamet, The Water Engine) 

 

In a hybridizing cultural complex where dualisms can no longer hold and essentialisms 

carry the seeds of their own deconstruction, belief in an essential opposition between 

words and images still stands strong. This paradox permeates even the critical discourse 

of self-proclaimed ‘postmodern’ thinkers. Adaptation theorist Brian McFarlane, author of 

the authoritative Novel to Film: An Introduction to the Theory of Adaptation (1996), for one 

theorized film as a technological dispositif drawing on a combination of visual, aural, and 

verbal signifiers before distinguishing the novel linear, the film spatial, the novel conceptual, 

and the film perceptual (McFarlane 26-8) – a classification that basically reproduces 

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s Eighteenth-Century categorizations of poetry and painting 

(Elliott 2004: 2). Successful adaptations, as mentioned earlier (4.1.1), are ‘adaptive,’ just as 

inspiring artworks connect before they confuse. It is all the more remarkable, then, that 

artistic media and their constituents are generally addressed along rigid taxonomies which 

overlook the dynamic processes of creation, interpretation, and association. Precisely the 

“cognitive tension” resulting from art’s “adaptational mechanisms,” Morse Peckham 

argued, provides a unique “reinforcement of the capacity to endure disorientation” by 

exposing us “to the tensions and problems of a false world so that man can endure 

exposing himself to the tensions and problems of a real world” (314). In other words, 

essentialist perspectives such as the word/image opposition may offer a constricting 

illusion of control, but they cannot release.  

 The interplay and interpenetration of the various signifying systems that constitute 

an ‘adaptational mechanism’ are intrinsically ‘inter-medial’ (see Kramer 93). Whereas most 

literary, dramatic, or musical ‘texts’ are addressed as a temporally and materially 

constricted ‘whole,’ their cognitive, ‘strangeloopish’ concretization cuts across boundaries 

of space, time, and frame to take on a Gestalt that looks stable but works as a whorl (3.1.1 

and 3.2.1). As demonstrated in the previous sections, David Mamet’s multiple media and 

genre crossings are conceptually designed to stimulate reflection on the ontological status 

of cultural distinctions. In a number of cases, this principle is even explicitly ‘staged’ in 

separate, ‘intermedial’ works as well; even if Mamet repeatedly went on record for stating 

that mixed-media experimentation is “crap” and results in “garbage” (e.g. Dzielak 37, 

Schvey 61). Indeed, in line with his minimalist aesthetic he insists on the distinction between 

‘framed’ experiments and their mannerist counterparts, which to him amounts to the 

difference between ‘potential’ and ‘distraction’ (Dzielak 37). From such an angle, then, 

Mamet’s explicitly intermedial pieces are concerned with the constitutive semiological 

relations rather than with intermediality as such. 
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 At a time when authenticity and absolute truth are no longer credible concepts, art 

can still produce authentic response by unsettling expectation patterns. When conceptually 

merging media, both in transmedial adaptations and multimedial performances, it results 

in a kind of intermedial thinking that ‘fuses’ rather than merely ‘juxtaposes,’ and accordingly 

demands a different degree of cognitive collaboration (see Vos 325). Staging the interplay 

of communicative media, as Irina Rajewsky demonstrates, generates “ein Moment des 

Intermedialen” (2002: 22), a fluctuating ‘situation’ suggesting irreducible ‘in-betweenness.’ 

This kind of “avant-garde constructivism” (Aarseth 1997: 143) arguably gave rise to a so-

called ‘intermedial turn’ in contemporary cultural history (Wolf 2) when strings of self-

reflexive works started playing on the irreducibility of technological remediation and 

fragmented identity alike. Yet the current cultural vogue of hybridization and 

interdisciplinarity is by no means the exclusive product of a ‘postmodern’ consciousness. 

And whereas the historical avant-garde played a decisive role in establishing the necessary 

conditions for intermediality through its playful staging of the exchangeability of expressive 

means and aesthetic conventions (Chapple and Kattenbelt 12-3), the principle of 

intermedial exchange presumably is as old as art itself. Upon closer inspection, then, David 

Mamet’s ‘conservative’ assessment of ‘mixed media’ appears less reactionary and 

reductive since it targets false claims of novelty. Steering clear of fashionable alienation-

discourses, he conceived a series of works that perform their own in-betweenness without 

conforming to the euphoria of elusiveness by framing these in a ‘traditional’ format. After 

all, the non-formalizable and non-conclusive ‘rhizomatic perspective’ that “acts as an over-

arching experience of intermediality” (Chapple and Kattenbelt 19) is essentially 

meaningless without referential framework.  

 

 

4.4.1 Performing Intermediality 

 

Theoretically, the aesthetic ‘Moment des Intermedialen’ in an artistic performance occurs 

when at the confluence of media creator, dispositif, and spectator become connected in a 

state of ‘in-betweenness.’ This led Chapple and Kattenbelt to consider theatre, on account 

of its ‘hypermedial liveness,’ as the paradigmatic “heart of the new media debate” (24), the 

conceptual archetype of ‘inter-mediation’ as it were. Indeed, the simultaneous presence on 

stage of physical bodies and technological media machinery problematizes the common 

essentialist distinction between ‘live’ and ‘mediated’ as the staged “‘subject’ morphs […] 

together with the ‘stage’ on which it is performed” (Callens 2000b: a1). To Peter Boenisch 

intermediality therefore amounts to “mediation unfinished” (2006b: 161), an artistic 

practice that presents discontinuity while refusing the closure of representation. Drawing 

on the original meaning of the word aisthetai, ‘to perceive,’ he highlights the concept’s 

location “at the very intersection of theatricality and mediality” (2006a: 104) where a 
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passive look is transformed into a dynamic gaze. As such, a performance that refuses to 

deliver itself as a commodity remains simultaneously present and absent, both framed and 

elusive, and thus ‘airs’ (see 2.1) meaning potential without imposing interpretation. The 

difference with attempts at either ‘total’ creative ‘freedom’ or absolute ‘purity’ precisely 

resides in the intermedial creations’ ‘absurd’ acknowledgement of imperfection through the 

explicit staging of the mediation itself. In so doing intermedial creations assert a 

constructive countenance towards their cultural ‘contamination’ instead of hubristically 

denying it in the pursuit of formal and conceptual ‘transparency.’ Here lies probably the 

most significant contribution of the ‘intermedia-vogue.’ An intermedial creation is 

simultaneously transgressive and conservative as it evokes the machinery behind its own 

generic illusion-making, i.e. it highlights the limits of technological mediation by stimulating 

poly-systemic reasoning through cognitive communion.  

 

 

4.4.2 (Water) Engineering Transgressive Thought  

 

Drama, as argued by Marie-Laure Ryan in her Avatars of Story (2006), “is a well-recognized 

cultural institution, but as a live performance using multiple sensory channels, it cannot be 

distinguished from ballet or the opera on strictly semiotic or technological grounds” (24). 

Thirty years earlier, the Saint Nicholas Theatre Company staged David Mamet’s 

intermedial piece The Water Engine (1977), which opened with a similar reasoning:  

 
The techniques of chemistry should not be difficult. We are all made of chemicals. We are 
the world in this respect. (Pause.) Things can work out. Things can work out if we persevere. 
(Pause.) If we will think correctly. Why must I distinguish between inorganic and organic? All 
things come from hydrogen. They all come from the earth. As we do. We are made of 
molecules. We are made of light. We are the world in this respect (1977b: 263). 

 

On a more general level, the rapid emergence of new technologies in today’s cultural 

context implies that discursive modes and referential frameworks are constantly being re-

defined. Older media in turn seek to retain a sense of relevance by remediating those 

elements that would (re-)affirm their specificity in a changing field (see 3.7). As a result, the 

older medium is never entirely effaced in the sense that some of its transformative 

potential keeps circulating (Bolter and Grusin 45).  

 Since the performing arts typically thrive on the interplay of various signifying 

systems, Ryan’s argument concerning the problems of generic classification presents a 

case in point of such remediation. The multitude of signifiers that constitutes a theatrical 

mise en scène generates strings of cognitive associations which violate system boundaries. 

As Erving Goffmann demonstrated, cultural and cognitive frameworks “organize more than 

meaning; [they] also organize involvement” (345) in “an interlocking obligation” (346) 

between sender and receiver, and thereby functionally ground a common set of 
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expectations in what is essentially a “general field of limitless textuality” (Derrida 1980: 

228). However, in spite of important advances in recent frame-based performance studies, 

conceptual assessments of this slippery phenomenon traditionally tend to overlook the 

“goal-oriented” (Hofstadter 52) dimension and idiosyncratic character of the spectator’s 

perception.  

 As argued earlier (2.7 and 3.1), interpretation is the product of a certain meaning 

potential mediated through an interpreter’s unique blend of personal connotations and 

inclinations. Accordingly, essentialist discourses which advocate direct causal relations 

should be sidestepped and can be by means of analogy-based reasoning addressing the 

structuring process itself instead of its final product. After all, signifying systems are 

functional frameworks that help focalize patterns of social experience. Hence, the 

observation made by Marie-Laure Ryan on the epistemological overlappings between 

staged drama, dance, and opera calls for further elaboration and illustration.  

By staging ‘moments of disconcerting intermediality,’ Mamet’s The Water Engine 

allegorically captures the specific dynamic that asserts signifying systems as inter-

relational media. In keeping with its subtitle, the play on the surface proposes ‘An American 

Fable’ denouncing the exploitation of the individual’s faith in charismatic discourses. Set in 

1934 Chicago, it revolves around Charles Lang, a petty inventor who conceives an engine 

that runs on water, seeks to patent it, but ends up being murdered for refusing to sell his 

invention to Big Business. Repeated voice-over interventions of a chain letter, radio 

announcements, slogans advertising the city’s Century of Progress Exposition, and 

seemingly grotesque prophesies moreover “spell the general communication breakdown 

and loss of communality” (Callens 2005a: 48) in a technological society constantly in 

motion. Frequent references to worn out cultural myths further nurture an atmosphere of 

corruption that ironically clashes with the environmental utopia embodied by an engine 

running on water. As confirmed by the jazz standard sung in the play’s television-adaptation, 

this dream is “only a paper moon / Sailing over a cardboard sea,” flawed in its romantic 

dependence on techno-euphoria. During his first meeting with Morton Gross, a patent 

lawyer, Lang is told his invention cannot exist since it is common knowledge that engines do 

not run on water (Mamet 1977b: 268). Even if Gross later visits Lang’s laboratory and 

realizes his mistake, the remainder of the story will cynically confirm the official line of 

thought as a self-fulfilling prophecy. After having refused an offer for the rights to his 

invention, Lang is threatened with a lawsuit that would dispute the engine’s ownership. 

When forced to admit having built the machine with tools stolen from his employer, he 

learns that “The law is not precise on some points” (284) and therefore that signification is 

primarily a matter of perception and interpretation. 

However, The Water Engine is more complex than the story’s moralizing tenor may 

suggest. Beyond the ecotopian metaphor and rather obvious references to the 

manipulative power of mighty conglomerates, the play challenges thematic reductions by 
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staging an awkward tension between venality and grandiloquent idealism. With Lang’s 

water engine as an allegory for a world without factories yet with electric fans (277) and 

productive cows (286) where he and his sister Rita would be rich and famous (287), 

paradoxes run rampant and discourses carry the seeds of their own deconstruction. Small 

wonder Lang’s sister is blind, for their revolutionary alternative to the industrialized society 

of monopoly capitalism is founded on the very principles of that corrupted system and thus 

remains answerable to its demands. Or as one of the soapbox speakers in the play 

summarizes it: “When will we learn to choose between the quality of our impressions?” 

(280). Interestingly, with the introduction of the Bughouse Square orators Mamet resorts 

to a low-tech device to reveal and challenge the charismatic power of mediated discourse. 

Parallelling Hofstadter’s concept of the strange loop (3.1, 3.2, 3.7), this thematic, formal, 

and structural insistence on the relativity of distinctions results in the play’s fundamental 

optimism, since it advocates personal growth through associative thinking. More 

specifically, The Water Engine’s initial theatre production – directed by fellow founder of the 

St. Nicholas Company, Steven Schachter – staged a radio play set in a radio studio. The live 

audience, occasionally asked to double as the radio studio audience, was therefore visually 

and viscerally forced to acknowledge the machinery of illusion making by exploring the 

discursive strategies of the various media involved (Quinn 248). From this perspective, the 

plot’s apparent simplicity appears as a compromise to avoid alienating the spectator, as 

well as a means of facilitating the assessment of conceptual parallels between the mise en 

scène and the thematic issues raised in the story. Such double vision moreover stimulates 

reflection on the spectator’s constitutive role in the process of signification. Precisely by 

developing a meta-medial structure based on the reciprocal interpenetration of medium, 

mediator, and message, Mamet and Schachter confirmed Friedrich Kittler’s claim that 

“Aesthetics begins as pattern recognition” (1997: 130).  

Despite his technical genius, the inventor in The Water Engine dies because his 

reliance on the optimizing feedback loops of mechanical engineering blinded him to the 

contingencies of communication. Before meeting his detractors, he nonetheless mails the 

blueprints of his engine to a boy with a knack for the hard science. This moral ending 

evokes a Sisyphean faith in creativity’s inevitable yet ephemeral victory over corruption, 

which is confirmed in the closing lines when a barker at the Century of Progress Exposition 

informs us that today’s tickets will be “good tomorrow, though” (Mamet 1977b: 319). After 

all, as similarly suggested in the aforementioned song, “It’s a Barnum and Bailey world / 

Just as phoney as it can be,” however “It wouldn’t be make-believe / If you believed in me.” 

Likely to be interpreted as an echo of the play’s conceptual design, the ending’s implied 

message – the need constantly to renew our faith in a faltering technology – would 

nonetheless prove just as naïve and essentialist as the self-righteousness it condemns. 

Notwithstanding the emphasis on generative potential, in this fable creativity ends in 

murder. Ergo, the story of the water engine is itself dramatized as a mise en abyme in one 
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of the chainletters and revealed at the end as an episode in a radio serial titled ‘The 

Century of Progress.’ Structurally, The Water Engine then becomes a ‘strangeloopish’ 

example of negative dramatization by fostering cognitive participation while insisting on the 

exercise’s artificiality. As an intermedial stage play Mamet’s work indeed proves that 

meaning potential resides in the tension created by the gaps between denotation and 

connotation, on the margins of overlapping frames. Consequently, a flow of signifiers like 

the one presented here interpellates the interpreter’s cognitive acknowledgment of various 

interconnecting frameworks and, in so doing, calls for continuous reassessments: 

 
Intermediality manges to stimulate exceptional, disturbing, and potentially radical 
observations, rather than merely communicating or transporting them as messages, as 
media would traditionally do (Boenisch 2006a: 115).  

 

It should therefore come as no surprise that under Schachter’s direction the assumed 

demarcations between story and artifice were muddled when the performers gradually 

moved away from the studio-microphones to play entire scenes without them (D. Watt).  

Initially submitted as a short-story and a filmscript, The Water Engine was first 

produced as a stage play in 1977, subsequently broadcast as a radio play for National 

Public Radio’s (NPR) Earplay programme in 1978, and as a teleplay in 1992 by Turner 

Network Television (TNT). The work’s conceptual insistence on the interpenetration of 

signifying systems is parallelled in this intersemiotic translation. The architextual analogies 

among on the one hand The Water Engine’s intra-textual echoes across plot, form, and 

structure, and on the other hand its inter-textual context accordingly once more (see 4.2.2) 

reject a traditional source text-oriented approach in favour of a target text-oriented 

approach. Aside from the ‘strangeloopishness’ between The Water Engine’s intra- and 

intertexts, the prominent role of radio provides another illustration of Hofstadter’s concept. 

Presented as an icon of technological progress in the Depression era, the medium’s 

“capacity for compression and virtualization” (Callens 2005a: 41) is strikingly at odds with 

some of the recurrent voice-overs advertising science as “[t]he concrete poetry of 

humankind” (Mamet 1977b: 263ff.), yet not at all with the theatre stage where radio is 

remediated. This tension between older and newer media or genres is further enhanced by 

the theatre actors impersonating radio actors performing in a radio play that is repeatedly 

interrupted by (genuine) commercial messages (Barnes 1978: 33), plot-related 

advertisements, and alternately intra- and extra-diegetic chainletters paradoxically urging 

spectators, actors, and fictional characters alike “not [to] break the chain” (Mamet 1977b: 

264ff.) in the face of Mamet’s own frame-breakings. To Richard Eder, the particular mise 

en scène of The Water Engine’s stage version transcended its mimetic basis as radio 

station to become a metaphoric “kind of cockpit receiving particular and disquieting signals 

from the universe” (42).  
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In fact, both the radio and stage versions of The Water Engine illustrate 

perception’s reliance on ‘strange loopish’ analogical thought through tentative disruptions 

of the plot by a multi-track mix of crude metafictional echoes, overblown commonplaces, 

and philosophical provocations at moments of increased dramatic tension: 

 
Oberman (voice over) Who said that if every man just acted in his own best 

Interests, this would be a paradise on Earth? 
Rita They’re going to get him now. They’re going to get him now. The 

whole thing will go down. It all goes down when we have given up 
the things we own.  

Announcer   (voice over) Another chapter, yes, of Century of Progress!!! 
Rita   We must all be careful. 
Announcer (voice over) You’ll remember that when we last saw the inventor, 

Charles Lang, he had just left the offices of Morton Gross. 
Elevator Operator  Down, we’re going down. 
Woman   (in elevator) … that people … just could die of loneliness. 
Companion   They could? 
Woman   This doctor said they could. I read it. 
Companion   Where? 
Woman   A magazine. 
(Mamet 1977b: 295) 

 

Though bound to filmic narration, the television adaptation, in turn, integrated the stage and 

radio version’s polyphony of voices by slightly upsetting genre-bound expectations. In so 

doing, its converted intermediality actually parodies the medium’s aura of ‘transparency.’ 

The teleplay’s opening is a case in point, as it features a hymn to the bucolic land of Illinois 

against the infenal backdrop of a blast furnace, which itself dissolves into the idyllic image of 

a crisp-white wall in a peaceful street while the singing is replaced by a saccharine voice-

over reading a letter that subsequently becomes a prop in the fiction itself. In a similar way 

Mamet’s cameo appearances in the teleplay, as well as in the 1985 stage revival,103 

“remind[s] the illusion-bound spectators that the viewing experience, too, is a negotiation, 

an economy of exchange, of partial, subjective positionalities” (Callens 2005a: 49). 

Significantly, the teleplay merges the last two interventions of the barker within the Hall of 

Science. Hence The Water Engine’s optimistic ending is emphasized even further by 

moving from the delivery of the blueprints to one last shot of the Century of Progress 

Exposition, which in turn gradually fades into the image of a contemporary junkshop while 

the barker in voice-over is heard celebrating the transience of the human enterprise: 

 
And so we leave the Hall of Science, the Hub of our Century of Progress Exposition. Science, 
yes, the greatest force for Good and Evil we possess. The concrete poetry of Humankind. 
(Pause.) Much is known and much will yet be known. As we complete our second thousand 
years. In the dilapidated office buildings, and in rooms in Railroad Hotels, in torn and filthy 
manuscripts in second-hand bookstores, here rest the vestiges of this and other cultures. 
Arcane knowledge in transition from the inaccessible to the occult, as we rush on. (Pause.) 

                                                
103 In the teleplay Mamet is seen bartering with J.J. Johnston on the bus which takes Lang to the Zoo for his 
meeting with Murray. The stage revival was once more directed by Steven Schachter and featured ‘old 
cronies’ W.H. Macy and Colin Stinton, both of whom had already appeared in the 1977 Chicago and 1978 
New York productions. Mamet himself, “as an added touch to the reunion [with the actors featuring in the 
original 1977 Chicago and 1978 New York productions], present[ed] a bouquet of flowers to singer Annie 
Hat following the prolongued musical selections that preceded the staged radio drama” (Christiansen 1985).  
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Technological and Ethic masterpieces decay into folktales. Who knows what is true? All 
people are connected (Mamet 1977b: 318).  

 

Considering the play’s conceptual design, the image of the junkshop, while recalling the 

fantastic American Buffalo, also presents the imagination itself as a Wunderkammer of 

analogies.104 Lang’s decision to mail the blueprints to a passionate child rather than 

destroying them when he realized that for him and his sister all was lost, was prompted by 

the melodramatic intervention of a chainletter read out by that very barker and insisting 

that “No one can call back what one man does” (Mamet 1977b: 310). And even if, 

metaphorically, the material product of individual effort at best ends up partly materialized, 

partly symbolized by the “torn and filthy” window display as an indication that nothing can 

escape repurposing and the taxonomic difficulties it engenders, the concrete poetry of 

associative thought will remain a container of evocative potential, regardless of the way it is 

transmitted. 

 As a hypermedium iconizing an elusive content (see 3.2.1), the theatre is the 

“preeminent […] stage of intermediality” (Kattenbelt 37). And since theatre’s reliance on 

analogies actualizes Hofstadter’s strange loop by staging the metaphoric rather than 

absolute quality of signifiers, this ‘paradoxical, level-crossing’ concept must function as a 

heuristic guiding principle for intermedial practice in the theatre and beyond. Even if then 

the subsequent understanding would reveal the instability of cultural distinctions, it need 

not imply their obsoleteness: 

 
[the intermedial] play with boundaries of postmodern hybrids does not bring down a 
repressive dichotomy, but, on the contrary, heightens our awareness of an epistemologically 
responsible distinction (M-L Ryan 58 – emphasis added). 

 

Itself a self-referential metaphor, the strange loop reminds us that amid panoplies of 

fluctuating signifiers the individual perspective must remain incomplete. However, it is 

ultimately the joint presentation of insufficiency and its creative potentialities that keeps 

opening up new perspectives while circumventing essentialist excesses: 

 
We live in a state of blessed ignorance, but it is also a state of marvellous enlightenment, for 
it involves floating in a universe of mid-level categories of our own creation – categories that 
function incredibly well as survival enhancers (Hofstadter 366). 

 

According to this reasoning, the perception fostered by intermedial practice leads nowhere 

concretely yet deconstructs the sign’s aura of transparency. Even if neither the strange 

loop nor the concept of intermediality can offer any tangible ‘optimizations,’ their heuristic 

                                                
104 The analogy between the junkshop and the Wunderkammer was developed by Johan Callens in the 
typescript (page 2) of “Mr. Smith Goes to Chicago: Playing Out Mamet’s Critique of Capitalism in American 
Buffalo,” a shorter version of which was published in the European Journal of American Culture 19.1– 
Barbara Maria Stafford, in turn, described the “intensely interactive demands” which the Wunderkammer 
places upon its visitor as its artifacts “seem less physical phenomena and more material links permitting the 
beholder to retrieve complicated personal and cultural associations” (1996: 74-5). 
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application may still function as an emancipatory refuge for analogical thought in a rapidly 

evolving technological context. As such, they mirror that other Wunderkammer of 

analogies where impressions are funnelled towards a celebration of generative potential: 

the theatre.     
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4.5 Simulation 
 

Why does a dog wag its tail? Because a 
dog is smarter than its tail. If the tail 
were smarter, the tail would wag the 
dog. 

(Mamet, Wag the Dog) 

 

An interdisciplinary perspective that calls for continuous cognitive re-assessments provides 

a constructive alternative to the tyranny of relentlessly flickering visual impulses. The 

opening of Wag the Dog (1997), ‘A Comedy About Truth, Justice, and Other Special 

Effects’ directed by Barry Levinson and written by David Mamet, ironically illustrates this 

principle by begging the question of its enigmatic title in a sequence of three frames, one 

for each bare sentence in the above quote. After this provocative prologue, the black 

screen dissolves to a shot of the White House where Conrad Brean, a ratty-looking spin-

doctor played by Robert De Niro is led through various underground corridors and past 

several checkpoints to attend a secret crisis meeting. Even before the audience is informed 

that the president has sexually assaulted a twelve-year-old firefly girl in the Oval Office, the 

rendition of Brean, whose resolution alternates between that of filmic shots and CCTV 

footage, further interrupted by a televised campaign advertisement, kinetically introduces a 

concern that transcends the mere level of plot.  

 In a cultural context characterized by fluctuating distinctions, perspective more than 

ever steers perception. Through what Robert Rindler called “techno-seduction” (n.n.), 

artists nowadays have exponentially expanded their creative range, as well as made 

complex concepts accessible to untrained audiences. Feeding on the communicative ‘new 

media’ that connect an ever-smaller ‘global village,’ the technological interface has 

increasingly blurred the boundaries between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture. The particular concept 

of ‘intermediality’ according to Philip Auslander therefore “must be considered in terms of 

‘cultural economy’,” a phrase he uses “to describe a realm of inquiry that includes both real 

economic relations among cultural forms, and the relative degrees of cultural prestige and 

power enjoyed by different forms” (2000: e4). As he so convincingly illustrated in Liveness: 

Performance in a Mediatized Culture (1999), economically dominant media like television 

and film today have caused ‘live’ performance to emulate their rendition of the ‘real’ (7), 

instead of the other way round.  

 From a cognitive perspective, ‘reality’ amounts to an amalgam of impulses and 

matrices organized in flexible referential frameworks (see 3.1). Simulating reality, hence, 

threatens the distinction between ‘real’ and ‘imaginary’ by usurping ‘genuine’ expectation 

patterns to process make-belief. To Jean Baudrillard, doom prophet of the simulacrum, 

simulation ‘purges’ an image of its ‘death’ because it no longer reflects a ‘reality’ (1983b: 

261), which along this reasoning would imply the entropic demise of culture itself, i.e. the 

“obscenity of all that used to fill the scene of our lives” (1985: 129). No matter how 
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persuasive and pertinent his reasoning may sound, it remains untenable in the present 

context. When theorizing the ‘ecstasy’ and ‘narcissism’ (132) of creation without 

referential basis, Baudrillard conveniently negates the cognitive mechanism at the root of 

perception. His ‘fourth phase’ of the simulacrum where the image “bears no relation to any 

reality whatever” (1983b: 256), constitutes a cognitive and phenomenological impossibility 

since ‘audience uptake’ materializes input along an analogy-based process of ‘feedback’ 

(see 2.7). In other words, if we can recognize and theorize the simulacrum it becomes 

acculturated in an organic critical discourse, which does have a basis in ‘reality,’ abstract 

as though it may seem. Cognition, after all, too, is partly ephemeral, partly biological, and 

partly social.  

 Baudrillard’s argument perhaps stands as long as simulations ‘live’ up to their full 

charismatic potential. However, asserting the total manipulative power of a ‘non-existent’ 

phenomenon similarly amounts to a perplexing oxymoron. By extension, an audience may 

be taken in by a simulation to the point of its achieving a total ‘transparency’-effect, yet its 

conception and reception remain rooted in the ‘real.’ Visualizing this signification process, 

as Mamet and Levinson did in Wag the Dog, then, lifts the spectator back out of his 

lethargy and “into a third space that is neither signifier nor signified at the same time that it 

is both” (Elliott 2003: 217). Here, at the metaphorical crossroads of illusion and reflection, 

does the militantly ‘intermedial’ artwork operate: luring us with convention, displaying its 

own mediation, and thus celebrating the capacity for invention – despite demolishing its 

‘transparency.’ 

 

 

4.5.1 Hysterical Hybrids 

 

The apparent paradox that a performance is more often mistaken for spontaneity and 

authenticity in mass-media drama than in the theatre directly relates to the visual charisma 

and accessibility of the ‘canned’ variant. In the latter’s attempt to cover up its artificiality 

and contingency towards an effect of ‘transparency,’ it deceptively stages its own 

‘truthfulness’ by feigning adherence to an unspecified standard. This, however, need not 

imply an absolute opposition between ‘live’ and ‘mediatized.’ Quite to the contrary, for as 

Auslander specifies, their relation is rather one of “mutual dependence and imbrication” 

(1996: 198). Surprisingly, it is less mass-media’s propensity towards simulation itself than 

his ‘double vision’ of mediatized liveness that causes most concern – so much so that a 

hysterical infatuation with fabricated truths served to keep ontological ambiguities at bay. 

Says Jean Baudrillard: 

 
When the real is no longer what it used to be, nostalgia assumes its full meaning. There is a 
proliferation of myths of origin and signs of reality; of second-hand truth, objectivity and 
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authenticity. There is an escalation of the true, of the lived experience. […] And there is a 
panic-stricken reproduction of the real and the referential (1983a: 12-3). 

 

Yet Auslander is right in criticizing the French philosopher for making a similar mistake. By 

treating the above cultural development as a fait accompli, Baudrillard loses himself in the 

kind of eschatological thinking that is wholly incompatible with a ‘panic-stricken’ reaction 

(1996: 209). For as long as there is cognitive input, the entropic drift towards the total 

‘hyperreality’ of an “uninterrupted circuit without reference or circumference” (Baudrillard 

1983b: 256) will be interrupted and redirected.  

 In fact, the communicative media that constitute Baudrillard’s ‘hyper-culture’ thrive 

on instant-appeal and -recognition. As such, they must be intrinsically hybrid by lest they 

become obsolete even before being interpreted. In a constantly changing, remediating 

cultural context, that which is not simultaneously accessible and transgressive cannot 

resist the tyranny of a deadening essentializing taxonomy beyond the visceral impulse, and 

thus cannot cognitively ‘connect.’ ‘Hysterical simulacra,’ in short, are more complex and 

certainly more composite than Baudrillard’s generalizations about a presumed ‘ecstasy of 

communication’ do suggest.  

 Television, with its dominant role in contemporary popular culture, perhaps best 

illustrates the polarizing effects triggered by mass-communication. Medium and cultural 

environment in one (see Fry 13 and section 2.6), it continuously broadcasts a stream of 

programs that are both live and mediated, or ‘canned’ and ‘truthful;’ always hybridizing, 

recycling, or adapting while ‘massaging’ our perception of the ‘real’ in real-time. Though its 

output is ‘televisual’ – i.e. an oxymoronic phenomenon because a technologically assisted 

proximity (Auslander 2000: e10; Connor 153) – television provokes partisanship like no 

other medium can precisely on account of its ‘promise’ to yield ‘truth’ by mediatized means 

(see also Jost 8).  

Following this reasoning, militantly ‘inter-medial’ creations such as Mamet and 

Levinson’s Wag the Dog which operate within a mass-medial framework, too, must adopt 

its specific communicative strategies in order to communicate the ‘real.’ The only 

difference is that ‘authenticity’ is conceived not in terms of an ‘effect’ but of an ‘affect.’ An 

illusion still, yet processual at heart, hence irreducible to a type. As works of this kind make 

no qualms about their opacity, they offer a constructive alternative to Baudrillard’s doom 

and gloom. Ultimately, a communicative medium is nothing but a dispositif, a means of 

raising interpretative potential. Essentialist exegeses about entropic eschatologies thereby 

only replicate the object of their ire in their own discourse, and as such reduce themselves 

to a simulacrum of relevance. Disturbing certainly, but insufficiently effective to affect the 

‘real.’  
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4.5.2 Simulacra Simulating Wagging Dog Tails 

 

Living “in the ecstasy of communication,” Jean Baudrillard has argued, “is obscene” 

because it “does away with every mirror, every look, every image [and] puts an end to every 

representation” (1985: 130). In Make-Believe Town, David Mamet similarly stated that 

“pornography violates the aesthetic distance” (1996b: 131). Only the former, though, 

laments it as a fait accompli, even if Wag the Dog, too, has often been considered a satire 

– hence a political comment – on manipulative mass-media machinations. Soon enough it 

transpires that to avoid scandal and boost the president’s ratings, spin doctor Conrad 

Brean (Geerts 2009) has no option but to exploit Baudrillard’s hyperreal ‘in-voluntary 

suspension of disbelief’ (Baudrillard 1983b: 268; see also Geerts 2005: 106 and Mersch 

163).  

Historically, the simulation of a non-existent conflict has proven a successful 

strategy to deflect attention from sensitive domestic issues. However, in order to stage the 

“appearance of a war” with, in this case, Albania, a little known country with vaguely roguish 

connotations, Brean requires the know-how of Hollywood producer Stanley Motss, an 

expert entertainer and master illusionist. As Brean’s overriding argument goes:  

 
Brean We remember the slogans, we can’t even remember the fucking wars. Y’know 

why? Cause its show business […] Who killed Kennedy…? I read the first draft of the 
Warren Report, said he was killed by a Drunk Driver. You watched the Gulf War. 
What did you see? Day after day the one ‘Smart Bomb’ falling into a building. The 
truth. It was shot in a studio, Fall Church, Virginia, 1/10th scale model of a building. 

Motss Is that true? 
Brean How the fuck do we know? You take my point?  

 

Motss, which Dustin Hoffman turned into a caricature of Robert Evans, the Hollywood 

producer known for his vanity and flamboyant appearance, is tempted. But throughout the 

enterprise he increasingly claims authorship for his creation, which, as Brean warns, is 

impossible since it would undermine the public’s naïve faith in visual media’s aura of 

unmediated truthfulness. Against all odds Brean and Motss succeed, but the moment 

Brean compliments Motss on a job well-done, the dispositif they both successfully 

manipulated suddenly seems to backfire. What during a televised digest of the past events 

first appears as an indirect tribute to the interdisciplinary triumph of Motss and his team 

featuring a costume designer, a ‘fad king,’ a songwriter, and several special effects artists, 

turns out to be a mere celebration of the political commercial. Infuriated by this lack of 

appreciation for his craftsmanship, Motss’ vanity causes him to blow his top and threaten 

to go public. Just as soon, Brean has him assassinated by the secret service. Aside, then, 

from the rather evident satire on the body politic’s immorality, Wag the Dog presents its 

audience with a humorous rendering of the machinery of illusion making, as well as a more 

bitter depiction of the mass-media’s tendency to oversimplify matters for the sake of 

precisely those instances that benefit from the charismatic illusion of ‘transparency.’  
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 The parallels in Wag the Dog between warfare and simulation once more echo one 

of Friedrick Kittler’s claims that “War, as opposed to sheer fighting, has been for a long 

time an affair of persuasion” (1987: 117). Supported by Brean’s observation that they are 

“going to war, […] not declaring it” since the United States, so he says, “have not declared 

war since WWII,” the premise of the president’s sexual misconduct appears but another 

one of Mamet’s concessions towards the audience to integrate a complex argument into a 

mass-medial framework (see Chapter 3). For as confirmed by Marie-Laure Ryan, “Once the 

audience is informed of the what, […] a curiosity develops for the how and the why” (84). 

Aided moreover by incredibly fortuitous timing – with a release only days before the 

Lewinsky-scandal and Paula Jones’ lawsuit hit the media – the film, through its insistence 

on the artificiality of the illusion, de facto parodies its own ‘transparency.’ The widely 

documented anecdote that president Clinton one day appeared on the set to have his 

picture taken with Hoffman and De Niro and unwittingly asked them what their picture was 

about, only further blurred the fictional divide (Vincent).   

 Wag the Dog is actually a very ‘loose’ adaptation of Larry Beinhart’s 1993 novel 

American Hero. Since the film unlike the book – which in the spirit of Baudrillard’s 

revisionist work La Guerre du Golfe n’a pas eu lieu (1991)105 conveniently makes 

abstraction of physical casualties to support a sensationalist conceptual conceit – revolves 

round the hybridization of communicative media, it typically defeats traditional genetic 

comparisons between a ‘proto-text’ and a ‘meta-text’ (see 4.1.2). Instead, Wag the Dog’s 

insistent cross references throughout the intratextual layers of story, form, and structure, 

as well as to its intertextual context, draw attention to the machinations of intermedial 

dialogue and its implied socio-semiological “automatic difference[s]” (Stam 2007: 18). The 

fact that this meta-medial ‘satire’ was made by a “bunch of entrenched movie business 

guys” (Strauss 1997), likewise signals a sense of critical distance and intellectual humility, 

which is precisely what the Motss character lacks. After TriBeCa, Robert De Niro’s 

production company, bought the rights on Larry Beinhart’s American Hero as well as 

Hillary Henkin’s screen adaptation, it hired well-known director Barry Levinson. Since the 

latter was unimpressed by both the novel and its transposition, a committee was formed to 

hire a screenwriter who would develop only the basic premise of mounting a war to divert 

public attention from domestic issues and so secure re-election. The new version penned 

by Mamet added theoretical depth to the project while remaining remarkably self-

contained. Given the film’s emphasis on the machinery of illusion making, as compared to 

the novel’s fictional yet highly referential and politicized interpretation of the build-up to the 

first Gulf War, it is all the more interesting that the critical and public acclaim of Wag the 

Dog caused American Hero to be re-issued ten years after its original release under the 

title of its filmic adaptation, thereby actualizing a pertinent question raised in the book: “Do 

                                                
105 Translated as ‘The Gulf War Did Not Take Place.’ 
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movies make us or do we make the movies?” (Beinhart 1993: 12). Or in Auslander’s 

analogous formula, ‘Does the live really precede the mediatized?’ (1996: 199, 210-1). 

It is equally ironic that a screenplay pivoting around the notion of credit in the elusive 

contexts of authorship, ‘hybridization,’ and simulation caused a row between its director 

and the Writer’s Guild of America. Barry Levinson in fact threatened to resign his 

membership over the Guild’s decision to award David Mamet only the second screen credit 

behind Hillary Henkin, whereas it was reputedly Mamet’s sole creation and in no way 

‘faithful’ to either Henkin’s draft or Beinhart’s novel except for the general premise 

(Fleming). Hence, the conflict underscores the fundamental role of analogical thought in 

intersemiotic translation, as well as the taxonomic challenges it keeps engendering. 

Similarly, Motss’ frequent references to his background in the theatre, which echo the 

screenwriter’s own antecedents (2.1.1 and 3.2), could be understood as yet another 

variation on the tension between reception and perception. In Wag the Dog, both film and 

television conspicuously bank on cultural commonplaces to maximize audience response, 

whereas the stage’s capacity for the ‘immediate’ transmission of heterogeneous sensory 

stimuli serves as an ironic, self-reflexive deterrent against the pitfalls of complacency, in this 

case caused by the charismatic illusion of ‘transparency.’ No matter how much it is at odds 

with his egotism, Motss’ absurd creative optimism when dealing with successive setbacks 

– the ‘annulment’ of the war by the CIA, the president’s refusal to cooperate, a plane crash 

in the middle of nowhere, and the death of the mascot war hero, who incidentally was 

created to revamp public interest after the official termination of the ‘hostilities’ with 

Albania – his optimism then celebrates the generative potential of interpretative ‘excess’ 

and, as such, partly redeems his character. For according to Mamet himself, Hollywood film 

and television are  

 
flooding the market with trash. [Therefore] the taste and the need for a real theatrical 
experience, which is an experience in which the audience can commune, not so much with 
the actors but with themselves and what they know to be true, just increases (qtd. in 
Roudané 1986: 50). 

 

As Marie-Laure Ryan rightly observed, it is no coincidence that film and television are 

precisely those two visual media in which the distinction fiction/nonfiction is the most 

solidly entrenched (37) to safeguard an aura of ‘transparency’ which the theatre long ago 

has dismissed because it is essentially reductive. In fact, it must be repeated, theatre’s 

reliance on analogies actualizes the ‘strange loop’-principle by pointing at the metaphoric 

rather than absolute quality of signifiers to stimulate active interpretation rather than 

‘massagingly’ impose signification.   

 Narratively, Wag the Dog describes a ‘theatrical’ strange loop by staging the 

physical deaths of both a (pseudo-) simulacrum (the dummy war hero) and the 
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simulacrum’s demiurge (Motss), which actually implies that here the ‘fiction-within-the-

metafiction’ metaleptically 

 
reaches a level of complexity that can no longer be sustained by the narrator [ i.e. Motss] , 
and so the narrator jumps (not necessarily “up”) to a different conceptual level, a leap out of 
the hall of mirrors and an invention out of solipsism (Tabbi xxii).106 

 

Towards the end of the film, with the crash in an Oklahoma field of the plane that was 

supposed to return the conspirators and the ‘dummy war hero’ to Washington for the 

apotheosis of the Grand Scam, Wag the Dog’s meta-medial argument reaches its full 

complexity at precisely that moment in the plot which critics have well-nigh universally 

rejected as most improbable. While Brean and Ames, the presidential press officer, report 

the crash from a public phone, Motss enters a run-down gas station with Schumann, the 

‘dummy war hero’ who turned out to be a psychiatric patient interned in a Special Army 

Prison for having raped a nun. Inside, an old attendant sits transfixed by a T.V.-screen, 

which features the president’s challenger denouncing Schumann’s existence as a fraud. 

When Motss casually addresses him, hoe does not even lift his eyes. Meanwhile, 

Schumann has snuck out to ravish the attendant’s granddaughter. Alarmed by her cries, 

this rugged Midwesterner pulls out his shotgun and shoots Schumann on the spot. An 

‘image-crystal’ along Deleuze’s definition of an image coalescing with its virtual double 

(Deleuze 1983b 166-7), in a flash, the entire scheme seems to collapse – almost ‘as if’ the 

viewer’s initial unwillingness to differentiate between the ‘televised’ and the ‘real’ necessarily 

calls for death and disaster. Still, the film’s moral basis of “fiction as reality” (Beinhart 

2004: xix) in true Mamet fashion escapes moralizing by being cynical without becoming 

smug. After all, it is not the old man who is killed. And yet, as Bolter and Grusin warned, the 

hyperconscious recognition of mediation might easily lead to a Baudrillardian type of 

cynicism, or alternatively, a scholastic illusion that problems can be ‘solved’ through mere 

consciousness (38, 148; see also Bolter 2008: 577). Therefore, to avoid being wagged by 

a virtual tail, the ‘genuine’ dog must feed on the self-reflexive qualities of ‘strange loops’ and 

‘inter-medial’ practice to bark louder than its simulacrum.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
106 In similar vein, Marie-Laure Ryan defines the principle of metalepsis as “a grabbing gesture that reaches 
across levels and ignores boundaries” (206). 
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4.6 Hypertextuality 

 
Use of the computer, stocked with forms 
and self-correcting as to spelling and 
grammar, makes us illiterate, much as 
television’s mindless and interminable 
banality has made us stupid – unable to 
recognize, let alone understand the 
simplest human interactions.  

(Mamet, Jafsie and John Henry) 

 

Communication unites, communication divides. Just as the communicative act separates 

signifiers from their signifieds, so does its techno-conventional mediation allow for audience 

‘uptake.’ In other words, the technological interface that enables communication 

constitutes a functional framework for funnelling contingencies into clusters of ‘content.’ 

‘Significant’ cultural shifts like the rise and fall of communicative ‘new media’ accordingly 

must be interpreted “at the level of mediated consciousness” (Nelson 3) in order to be 

relevant in a semiological study that looks beyond the statistically verifiable. Unfortunately, 

only a fraction of the critical discourse on technological innovation and hybridization 

manages to avoid the pitfalls of an ‘ecstatic’ (4.5) techno-euphoria. This is all the more 

problematic given the conspicuous ‘hypermediacy’ (see 3.7) of today’s novel 

communication devices, especially since the coming of digital coding virtually imploded the 

material basis of cultural conventions. At stake, therefore, is a heuristic paradigm capable 

of representatively integrating the hypermedium’s rhizomatic “[driving] principle of 

asignifying rupture” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 9) in a user-friendly framework.  

 Hypertext, for one, functions as a site for two mutually exclusive yet fundamentally 

complicitous human impulses: a struggle for liberation and a surrender to domination 

(Rosenberg 270). Similar to the break-through of the historical avant-garde (see 4.4), its 

supporters present it as a vehicle for intellectual emancipation as it ‘literalizes’ the 

poststructuralist notion of intertextuality through the capacity of hypertext to offer 

‘nonlinear’ access to units of text or information (see Bolter 163). However, an 

unconditional celebration of nonlinearity would be unfortunate for the very reason that the 

cognitive act of reading hypertext still occurs in linear fashion. Granted, the trajectories it 

allows are contingent and the navigable space rhizomatic, but the referential frameworks in 

which the cognition takes place remains a remediation of the ‘old medium’ of the printed 

text. Moreover, the visual presentation of a hypertext, too, implies intra-medial technological 

mediation (Odin 109; cf. 3.1), and thus a compromise to convention.   

 Today, simultaneously with the explosion of ‘new media’ hybrids, we are witnessing 

the funnelling of all pre-existing media into a single virtual hypermedium based on hypertext: 

the Internet. More than a mere software protocol and an unwieldy database, the World 

Wide Web directly affects the vast majority of new technological applications, with digital 

coding quickly becoming a lingua franca for McLuhan’s ‘global village.’ Digital web-based 
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applications indeed currently have extended beyond the confines of computer 

communication into a ‘reality’ of medial indeterminacy. And yet, as Marie-Laure Ryan points 

out, just as hypertext is only a refashioning of a much older technique, so is the execution of 

the digital code ‘the great un-leveller’ that “restores the difference between media” by 

“output[ting] a sensory manifestation of the data” (29). Intrinsically rhizomatic but 

pragmatically conservative, hypertext then becomes just another ‘intra-medial’ support-

medium instead of fulfilling the meta-medial role it carved out for itself. In a Baudrillardian 

‘hyperreal’ cultural complex Ryan’s argument thus offers a healthy dose of techno-

scepticism that reduces essentialist projections to more humble proportions.  

As argued in the previous chapter’s conclusion (3.7), David Mamet, despite or 

perhaps because of his insistence on transgressive thought, never forgot that the notion of 

techne at heart is incompatible with the rhetoric of liberation as understood by, among 

others, the apologists of the digital age. For hypertext’s aura of “self-determination,” like any 

other charismatic discourse, amounts to “self-administered anaesthesia” (Mamet 2002c: 

48) when taken at face value. And though The Water Engine and Wag the Dog already 

amply pierced film and television’s bauble of ‘transparency,’ Wilson (2000), a third self-

reflexive ‘intermedial’ creation, hammered the point home, to prolong the image of John 

Henry’s ballad.  

 

 

4.6.1 Staging Hypertext 

 

The so-called ‘digital revolution’ made hypertextual communication the staple of the mass-

medial diet. In theory, this revolution also morphed the ‘traditional’ roles of 

sender/receiver, producer/consumer, ruler/ruled into a decentralized network in which 

senders equally became receivers, producers consumers, and rulers the ones ruled. The 

first potential global democracy, the Internet was designed to transcend state regulations, 

top-down agencies of control, as well as the information oligopolies of multi-medial 

broadcasting companies. In practice, however, matters are markedly different. State 

regulation increasingly finds its way to the Web, companies still control access and 

connectivity, the manufacturers of software interfaces breach antitrust regulations, and 

media moguls set up alliances with all three agents “while establishing a form of cybernetic 

normalcy in the process” (Lovink 4). There is no question about the Internet’s contribution 

to democratization and emancipation but its extraordinary achievements so far tend to be 

overshadowed by a rather raunchier reality.  

 In this regard Norman Meyrowitz, one of the founding fathers of hypertext studies, 

at the beginning of the 1990s already warned about the dangers of utopian thinking by 

titling his keynote address to the first major international conference on the subject 

“Hypertext: Does It Reduce Cholesterol, Too?” (Landow 1994: 7). After all, such was the 
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enthusiasm about hypertext ‘linking’ as a major supplement to traditional reading that 

hardly anyone bothered about finding a functional framework for it, let alone an ethical one. 

Put differently, the theoretical basis was there, the technology was fast following, yet 

concrete implementations of its potential for democratization and emancipation lagged 

behind. Later, the computerized variant of this non-sequential type of writing that Theodor 

H. Nelson in the 1960s had coined ‘hypertext’ realized its hypermedial potential – i.e. its 

capacity to integrate different media – with the advent of sophisticated graphic interfaces, 

multi-media applications, and finally the World Wide Web itself (Landow 2006: 2-3). 

However, since “All hypertext systems” by definition “permit the individual reader to choose 

his or her own center of investigation and experience” (Landow 2006: 58), the concept 

remained laden with expectations it could not and cannot fulfil. By the same token the 

reader is never entirely locked into the constraints of a predetermined protocol, but bound 

by the algorithm of the interface all the same. As with any ‘ordinary’ text, signification still 

remains first and foremost a matter of framing with interpreting a distant second. For as 

the engine of creative freedom hypertext remains above all a charismatic construction that 

“seek[s] the real by multiplying mediation so as to create a feeling of fullness, a satiety of 

experience, which can be taken as reality” (Bolter and Grusin 53).   

 Hypertext epistemologist Stuart Moulthrop has argued that the hypertext rhetoric 

requires us to look beyond formal layers at the cognitive meta-management, in which the 

user modifies ordering processes, thereby demonstrating and developing a ‘secondary 

literacy’ (291, 298). Though hypertext environments have the capacity to stimulate thought 

patterns in a pedagogically useful way, their added value dissolves once the ‘linking’ activity 

becomes a mere gimmick. Aarseth therefore proposes “to rethink the concept of textuality 

to comprise linear as well as non-linear texts” (1994: 53), a reasoning warranting by 

analogy Hofstadter’s schizo-pragmatic ‘strange loop’-concept. After all, along Aarseth’s 

definition, a ‘nonlinear’ text  

 
is an object of verbal communication that is not simply one fixed sequence of letters, words, and 
sentences but one in which the words or sequence of words may differ from reading to reading 
because of the shape, conventions, or mechanisms of the text” (1994: 51), as opposed to a 
nonlinear narrative that describes a sequence of events in a non-sequential way but presents them in 
a linear way (52). 

 

The reader of hypertext would indeed benefit from the actor’s ‘double vision’ of product and 

process (see 2.2). For the Internet this amounts to thinking about the medium while 

working with the medium (see also M-L Ryan 127), i.e. simultaneously interpreting the 

cybertext and acknowledging the interpretation’s opacity instead of losing oneself in an 

epistemologically naïve illusion of immediacy. The ‘cybertext’ in this case being the ‘self-

changing text’ as opposed to the communicative medium of the ‘hypertext’ (Aarseth 1994: 

71-2). 
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 Although the very concept of hypertext is not new, it required an electronic 

application for its emancipative potential to become prevalent. Once the vulgarization of the 

World Wide Web had set in, it seemed this electronic environment had all but discouraged 

conceptual thought in favour of finding practical applications. While today’s explosion of 

web-based ‘new media’ has doubtlessly taken communication into a ‘Brave New World,’ 

hypertext itself, the root algorithm of the ‘digital revolution,’ paradoxically is understood by 

an ever-decreasing amount of people because of the increasing difficulty to oppose Lovink’s 

‘cybernetic status quo.’ At first a playground of virtual anarchy, today’s Internet is moving 

more and more towards Baudrillard’s ‘hyperreal’: a regulated chimera of freedom, and a 

perversely charismatic one at that. With an ever-growing number of Web-users catered to 

by an ever-smaller number of ever-stronger global players, the myth of ‘e-egalitarianism’ 

looks just too bankable to be deflated.  

 Interactivity, the buzz word of the digital age par excellence, for Gabriella Giannachi 

can only live up to its hype and generate genuine ‘authenticity’ through “the ‘happening’ of 

the interface” (27), i.e. by staging hypertextuality to extract its emancipating potential. Once 

again it is ironical that the theatre, the oldest of all self-reflexive dispositifs, should be called 

upon to remediate the ‘real,’ loop the loop, and come away smiling – less bound by 

technical concerns, but more capable of integrating them while retaining its integrity. For a 

medium that stages its own artificiality has nothing to lose and everything to win, unlike the 

Web, allegedly the Meta- of all hypermedia. Linda Hutcheon accordingly was right when she 

provocatively stated that even “pen and paper and the call and response of gospel and jazz 

music are more interactive than the electronic media today” (2006: 138). The confusion, 

though, is understandable. Digital technologies have increased the potential for an 

axiomatic interaction with the kind of ‘text’ that is ‘atomized’ and ‘dispersed’ in hypertext 

(Landow qtd. in Gaggi c21), which itself “represents the embodiment of the 

poststructuralist concept of text” (Aarseth qtd. in Giannachi 14) where reader and writer 

become intertwined. By exploring the hypertext, the reader irreversibly ‘inscribes’ his 

presence into its texture. In doing so, he becomes aware of its de-centeredness, yet not 

necessarily of its mediation. Even if a computerized code evolves in rhizomatic fashion, its 

algorithm, contrary to human language, is bound to a rigidly circumscribed type of in- and 

output. Moreover, hypertextual exploration in virtual space takes place in real time. In the 

theatre, on the other hand, the sensory experience between performer and spectator 

remains a “disruptive intangibility” (Boenisch 115), even if performance, too, is bound by 

this linearity. Unlike the hypertext, however, the theatre jointly dramatizes and deconstructs 

the linearity of time as its capacity for the simultaneous transmission of heterogeneous 

sensory stimuli transcends by far the common denominator of visual ‘immediacy’ (see 

3.2.1).   

 During the cybertextual process, when the ‘wreader’ reads and (re-)writes the 

cybertext, the cognitive selection and construction of semiotic sequences takes on what 
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Espen J. Aarseth called an ergodic posture (1997: 1). A term appropriated from physics 

and derived from the Greek words ergon and hodos, meaning ‘work’ and ‘path,’ the concept 

frames Giannachi’s call for more hypertextual self-reflexivity with a cognitive basis and an 

implied understanding of the medium’s episteme of ‘mediatized non-linearity.’ Consequently, 

in the light of Mamet’s two other ‘militantly intermedial’ works’ conceptual complexity, this 

ergodic posture also represents a heuristic tool credibly to address his one and only foray 

into hypertextuality. Wilson: A Consideration of the Sources (2000), despite being neither a 

theatrical production nor electronically mediated, is a literal transposition of his aesthetic 

‘first principles’ in a mischievous pseudo-hypertext. Moreover, it is a parody of 

deconstruction, a caricature of dogma and his own ruminations alike that visually stages 

and cognitively enforces the act of bricolage so instrumental in providing Mamet’s work 

with its particular intensity. The climax of three decades of generic and medial explorations, 

this novel  ‘ergodically’ addresses contemporary culture’s “spiral of degeneracy” (Mamet 

1991b: 386; see 3.6.2) without proposing the absurdity of a flawless, ‘transparent’ 

alternative. At the same time it comes in the wrappers of an old-fashioned medium. 

Schizophrenic to the utmost, it confirms that not even the Internet, the hypermedium that 

would overarch and include all other communicative media, can claim ‘authentic’ meta-

mediality. And the only way Mamet could do so, was by eliminating the interface.  

 

 

4.6.2 Aporias of Wilson 

 

As is customary in the ‘genre’ of the Mamet-essay, disingenuous statements like “I hate 

computers. I think they are the tool of the devil” (Mamet 1992d: 93) feature alongside 

tokens of pragmatism such as “it is necessary to be very conscious of the audience, and 

work, I think, to help them understand your intention” (94). In effect, this study so far should 

have demonstrated that, overall, his is an aesthetic of coaxing and provoking, of relentless 

deception within a rigorous organization. Even the ethereal paean to the state of Vermont 

South of the Northeast Kingdom harbours some vicious diatribes, always directed at the 

virtues of progress and technology, and often organized around the metaphor of the multi-

media computer: 

 
The computer is a solution to no known problem. As such it must be seen as a Trojan horse, 
a false gift. A hammer, on the other hand, is a boon; as in a relationship with any friend, we 
smile, and love it for its very blemishes. Is it accidental that the crafts flourish in Vermont? 
They grow in an atmosphere of virtue (2002b: 77). 

 

It is true that technological remediations and innovations may not always spring from a 

fundamental human need, yet as they create new applications these dispositifs also bring 

about new possibilities for expression, hence communion. Given Mamet’s own work across 

‘old’ and ‘new’ media, within genres and formats both hybrid and passé, purist 
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generalizations of this kind deliberately resist their own ‘transparency.’ Without the 

debilitating omnipresence of computers and television, he, for one, could not have 

discerned the ‘authenticity’ of his adoptive state. But since South of the Northeast Kingdom 

succeeded Wilson by two years, it indicates that Mamet, “mordant observer of a civilization 

blind to its own inanities” (Bigsby 2004b: 218), knew what he was doing. Especially, since 

the earlier work features the famous quote by Oscar Wilde that “We did not have these 

pea green soups until people began to describe them” (qtd. in Mamet 2000: 29).  

 Wilson’s title likely refers to David Wilson, author of ‘Electronic Versions of Public 

Domain Texts Draw Praise and Fire’ (1992), a pioneering article on the digitalization of 

printed texts to make these “available to everyone, all the time” (A16). The book’s 

impossible subtitle – A Consideration of the Sources Containing the Notes, Errata, 

Commentary, and the Preface to the Second Edition – as well as unwieldy content in turn 

strike up quite a few resemblances with the now canonized novel The Life and Opinions of 

Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (1759-67) by Laurence Sterne107 as Wilson ‘reconsiders’ the 

media and information surfeit by fictionalizing the implosion of reality under the weight of its 

own digressions (see also Callens 2000a: 6, 13). In this sense, the only truly obscure and 

deliberately inaccessible work in Mamet’s oeuvre still abides by the self-imposed doctrine of 

reflection through recognition, i.e. cognitive communion by means of authorial pragmatism 

and ergodic reading – absurd as this piece of writing may seem. Yet absurdity, precisely, is 

another one of David Mamet’s aesthetic leitmotivs. And this hypertextual ‘novel’ published in 

the wake of the Y2K-hype is at heart a straightforward celebration of the noble art of 

remediation.  

The book opens with a preface to an non-existent second edition (2000: xiii). As 

such, it immediately presents itself as a verbal simulacrum. What follows is an essayistic 

bric à brac that seeks to integrate random bits into a coherent history documenting the 

period before the ‘Cola Riots,’ which led to a general breakdown of the Internet. Prior to the 

cataclysmic revelation that PepsiTM and Coca ColaTM were actually based on the same 

formula, all sources of information had been transferred unto the Web on a wave of digital-

euphoria. Ironically, with the Internet now disabled, historiography is forced to resume its 

‘traditionalist’ sway in an old-fashioned, page-numbered medium with “print publications 

emulating webpages and hypertext” (Callens 2005a: 39) and with a grotesque use of 

footnotes. As equally argued in the ‘Preface,’ this ergodic effort is nonetheless possible 

because  

 

                                                
107 Conceptually, however, Wilson is closer to Alain Robbe-Grillet’s ‘nouveau roman’ Les Gommes (1953), 
described by Frank Kermode as “a novel in which the reader will find none of the gratification to be had from 
sham temporality, sham causality, falsely certain description, clear story. [It] repeats itself, bisects itself, 
modifies itself, contradicts itself, without even accumulating enough bulk to constitute a past – and thus a 
‘story’ in the traditional sense of the word. The reader [here] is not offered easy satisfactions, but a challenge 
to creative co-operation” (19).  
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all knowledge, of course, was not lost. What was lost? That which is always lost, in the 
transition from one age to another, from one mood to the other, et cetera. Something. But 
not all. “All” was but a sentimental fiction (Mamet 2000: xiv – original emphases). 

 

The data generated along arbitrary conventions and functional media was lost, but not the 

principle that generated these data. As Mamet already wrote in his 1995 children’s book 

Passover, pitching rituals against pogroms, “of course, not everything was lost” (11 – 

original emphasis), nor can it ever be to those of a pragmatic-relativistic disposition. To 

counter the hermeneutic circle of wholesale gratuity, the reader hence must become a 

meta-reader. Not quite the “reductio ad absurdum” (Bigsby 2004b: 218) most critics took 

it for, Wilson, beyond its mock-scientific assumptions, aporetically imposes and ridicules the 

need to construct strings of associations and frameworks of meaning by means of 

(hyper)textual word play, visual presentation, and auditory associations. “Peregrinations of 

[a] Wandering Jew” (Mamet 2000: 11) forcefully shared with those daring to crack the 

comix book cover. At the dawn of the millennium, Wilson echoes the Web’s rhizomatic 

character while refusing the euphoria it commands, as confirmed by a scrupulous 

‘consideration’ of the footnotes that lead nowhere. The Internet, too, in spite of its de-

centeredness, can only be experienced through the linearity of digitalized text rather than 

the sensory simultaneity called for but never achieved by the book. Ironically, the one 

medium that does achieve this ‘liveness’ is conspicuously absent in a 300-page 

‘intermedial’108 collage of pseudo-references such as Highsticking by “Hillary Rodham Clinton 

Rodham” (21), the likes of “’The “Trent” Saga: Trent’s Lost Case,’ in Anton de 

Meulemestière (“Scruffy”), Belgian National Archives, Neue Zeebrugge, Mars” (169), or 

“Bullshit, Proceedings of the Council, 2193” (151).  

 Considering the theatre’s relatively stable requirements of an audience and a set 

duration (see 3.2.1), it simultaneously funnels attention and stimulates associative thinking, 

whereas the internet all too often distracts attention or promises instant gratification: 

 
theatre extends a mental space that itself is consistently reinscribed and reconfigured by 
the users’ observation of media […]. While all media remediate, theatre therefore 
(re)mediates (re)mediation (Boenisch 2006a: 113).   

 

By dramatizing the simulacrum in the re-institutionalized context of the novel, like the 

collaborative effort of The Unit (see 3.6.2) further legitimized by the ‘official’ “DM-approved” 

logo on the dust jacket, Wilson batters the reader into critical humility. A caricature of 

academic essentialism already announced in the blurb (“nothing is certain except the 

certainty of academics”) and by the ‘traditionalist’ publisher (Faber and Faber), this 

polemical work by a now canonical artist unambiguously subverts institutionalization and 

                                                
108 By analogy with Rajewsky’s ‘Moment des Intermedialen’ (see 4.4) and the argument proposed in section 
4.5.1, Peter Boenisch insists that intermediality is above all a cognitive ‘affect,’ since, so he illustrates, “We 
could use all of the latest computer techniques on stage without creating any intermedial effect, while 
intermediality might sneak into a most traditional text-only talking heads drama production” (2006a: 114).  
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charismatic discourses alike by constantly wavering between the seduction of frameworks 

and their rejection: 

 
In Wilson, scholarship crushes and deforms, or simply ironizes what it affects to address, its 
scientific or pseudo-scientific assumptions resulting in laughable affectations and still more 
laughable conclusions (Bigsby 2004b: 217). 

 

Mamet once stated that “there are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of by 

those with an academic bent” (1987d: 94). And although with Wilson he 

uncharacteristically aims at alienating the reader, the work remains typical for Mamet by 

refusing to yield to such reductionism – precisely through its reliance on traditional 

formats, no matter how eroded they might be. As Ira Nadel rightly reasoned, Wilson 

“stands apart [from the rest of Mamet’s work], but it cannot be dismissed” (2008a: 219). 

A “flag of convenience” (Mamet 2000: 19) to ‘air’ some ideas too complex for rigid generic 

frameworks, this “theatrical” intermedial novel, from which the liveness of the theatre 

nonetheless remains absent, confirms its resistance to techno-euphoria in a conspicuous 

return to old-fashioned print techniques, but only to mine the new media for their 

‘theatrical’ conceptual potential. This potential indeed would have been ‘lost’ in the chaos of 

‘pure’ automatism had not the interface been undermined and so its aura of ‘transparency’ 

problematized. It is an argument supported by art historian and analogy-theorist Barbara 

Maria Stafford, for whom “The doctrine of preestablished harmony is the ultimate logic of 

the link” (2001: 125). For the cognoscenti the motto’s reference to “rick ye jay” (xi) already 

gives the game away, much like the man’s simple presence in Heist. Or to quote Joan’s 

Faustian insight from Sexual Perversity in Chicago: “Those of us who have seen the hands 

of the Master Magician move a bit too slowly do have a rough time from time to time” 

(1974a: 71 – see 3.2.2 and 3.5.2).109  

Whether tragically or comically depriving their audiences of the comfort of hubris, 

The Water Engine, Wag the Dog, and Wilson all demonstrate that ‘new media’ generate 

novel applications but equally that institutionalization reduces hypermediacy and artistry to 

a merely deceptive rhetorical strategy. Despite Mamet’s deeply moral attitude towards the 

jungle of a hybridizing cultural complex, theatre, to him, retains its attraction as a unique 

hypermedial Gestalt because like no other medium it frames and reveals the various 

mechanisms that shape experience while erasing their own traces. Lest it be forgotten, we 

now live in a cultural sphere which banks on technological complexity and over-saturation to 

erode individual resistance. Mamet’s ‘absurdly’ aporetic inclination, though, resists its own 

demise on the intermedial stage, even if that stage itself may be simulated. In doing so, he 

heralds the return of the frame.  

 
                                                
109 In October 2001 Mamet and Ricky Jay put on “Two Hussies. No Waiting” at Town Hall in New York to 
promote their latest books, Wilson and Jay’s Journal of Anomalies, two tricksters filling the evening with 
“banter on magic and chicanery interspersed with readings or mention of each work” (Nadel 2008a: 153). 
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4.7 Conclusion: The Return of the Frame 

 
How did these two terms become 
transposed? 
How would I know? 
 I constitute my duty thusly: to draw your 
attention to the fact. Now I am done. 
Now I may rest.  

(Mamet, Wilson) 

 

Common as the notions of adaptation, fidelity, authorship, intermediality, reality, 

interactivity, or ‘new media’ are in contemporary critical discourses, strikingly little attention 

is being paid to their actual meaning. Rather they tend to serve as charismatic constituents 

of deceptively straightforward arguments. Just so the contexts in which these terms occur 

more often than not are reduced to a type, the semblance of unmediated ‘truth.’ The 

previous chapter already indicated that the so-called ‘transparency’ of modern media 

technologies depends on semiotic ‘discretion’ ‘spontaneously’ to convey ‘authentic’ 

meaning. The current vogue of ‘new media’ likewise thrives on individual customization 

through digital modularity (Manovich 30). After all, the possibility to personalize one’s 

means of communication also contributes to a greater sense of authenticity. Then again, 

the more alluring and accessible the possibilities for personal input become, the less 

attention is paid to the interface itself. And with ever-more digital gizmos at our disposal, 

creativity – hence critical judgment – is bound to be disseminated, if not usurped in what 

Lev Manovich has called a “general process of cultural reconceptualization” (47). For 

despite their aura of boundless modularity, digital ‘new media’ are programmable, giving 

them the ‘medium specificity’ of yore. In other words, though the “computerization of 

culture” (47) has eroded the traditional distinctions between communicative media, ‘new 

media’ more than ever remediate extant referential frameworks or “interfaces,” as 

Manovich aptly labels them (117) to capitalize on their cultural connotations. Considering 

its focus on semiological processes of trans-medial and inter-medial relations, this chapter 

accordingly aspired to counterbalance the “vaporware” (Landow 2006: xiv) of 

epistemologically naïve perspectives on technological mediation with a practice-based 

reassessment of the aforementioned concepts. 

 The proposed argument should once more confirm this study’s overarching theory 

of non-linear dynamical systems, which was introduced with a deconstruction of the 

‘feedback loop’ at the end of the second chapter (2.7) and further developed in the 

‘remedial roundup’ of the third chapter (3.7). Once again, conceptual conclusions point to 

the ontological relativity of distinctions while practice-based insights insist on their cultural 

necessity. Steven Johnson summed it up well in his celebrated Interface Culture (1997) by 

comparing “Our interfaces” with “stories we tell ourselves to ward off senselessness” 

(242). Human input indeed mitigates the computer’s cold indifference, just as adaptations 

may challenge the austerity of canonical works, and ‘intermedial’ practice butts against the 
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arid face of the hyperreal. A hybridizing cultural complex constitutes a daunting dungeon of 

irreverence, but our cognitive response to it is generative at heart. Put differently, in facing 

the void we embrace the frame, and this ‘double vision’ of process and product renders 

reductions inane. As David Mamet’s methodical returns to the theatre similarly convey, it 

would be foolish to talk about an ultimate Über-medium merely on account of a ‘new’ 

medium’s hypermediacy. Says Peter Boenisch:  

 
We can see now that any medium will always remain in-between the various layers and 
never arrive. Even what seems like the most radical departure in media-technological 
development inevitably turns out to be another remediation rather than the ultimate, perfect 
Über-medium. Likewise, our own digital age, for all of the moment’s enthusiasm, is just 
another transitional period on the move, an entr’acte (2006a: 108).   

 

The various forms of ‘intermediality’ here presented all indicate that order is created from 

chaos through the fundamentally analogical perspective of ‘sympathetic thought’ (see 2.7), 

i.e. a disposition to connect strands of meaning potential by relying on a framework that is 

admittedly heuristic, and therefore flawed – just like the theatre, this chapter’s 

metaphorical throughline which helped ‘concretize’ the elusiveness of the subject matter 

(see 4.1.2).   

 And yet, the theatre, quite paradoxically, stands aloof from the ‘remedial’ struggle 

because it embodies this very principle. Neither its receptiveness to other media nor its 

polysemy of voices, but the ‘liveness’ of the inter-medial negotiation on stage preserve it 

from delusions of ‘transparency,’ hence from taking its own hypermediacy for granted. 

Theatre does not stand for unmediated ‘truth’ through unlimited ‘techno-tolerance,’ but 

celebrates the never-ending struggle to make meaning. Echoing Moulthrop’s concept of 

‘secondary literacy’ (4.6.1), theatrical performance – Helbo’s called “scandale de la théorie” 

(2006: 15) – resists secondary ‘illiteracy’ by staging its own artificiality and ephemerality 

while all other media are working towards an ‘ecstasy of communication’ (4.5.1).  

 As the sections on adaptation in particular indicated, a work’s theatricality broadens 

‘traditionalist’ perspectives of linear, genetic causality to poly-systemic dialectics. This 

causes the hybridism of the post-modern cultural complex and the restrictions of extant 

generic conventions to appear interdependent, thus confirming both as essentially 

generative. ‘Transmedial’ structures like adaptations represent an intertextual relation that 

simultaneously displays the limits of rigid taxonomies by being both familiar and 

transgressive, recognizable yet structured along a distinct and ‘disturbing’ inner logic (see 

Schröter 587). ‘Repetition-with-a-difference,’ then, becomes an act of cognitive 

constructivism. Contrary to the ecstatic doctrines of techno euphoria, Victor Burgin 

believes such returns to the past do not “celebrate the timelessness and immutability of 

the status quo,” but simply “demonstrate that [the past] is never simply past, [that it 

rather] is the locus of meanings which are lived by, and struggled over, in the present” (45).  
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 Whereas a reassessment of the adaptation-principle confirmed the need for 

dynamic, open-ended semiological approach to David Mamet’s work across media and 

genres, his three ‘militantly inter-medial’ pieces – The Water Engine (4.4.2), Wag the Dog 

(4.5.2), and Wilson (4.6.2) – went a step further by conveying it visually, as well as 

viscerally. Methodologically, the chosen perspective once again justified the reciprocity 

between the applied analyses and their theoretical elaboration since it established 

intermedial practice as a heuristic framework for concrete analyses of medial 

configurations (see Rajewsky 2008: 49). No longer exclusively concerned with the 

pragmatics of medium-awareness (Chapter 3), Chapter 4 ‘remediated’ this study’s 

previous conclusions to frame an ‘archaeology’ of cultural hybridization itself (see also 

Schneider 117). The notion of authorship here played a pivotal role, shifting from the sense 

of creative control towards the emancipation of audience and author alike. Especially the 

case of Mamet’s screen-adaptations of his own theatre plays (4.3.2) illustrated how 

complex such a transition effectively is. As opposed to what genetic, non-processual 

comparisons between a ‘proto-‘ and a ‘meta-text’ seem to suggest, the paradigm shift from 

‘truth’ to ‘possibility’ involves a fundamental philosophical reorientation. Ergo, mere 

descriptive studies might elucidate anecdotal parallels, but cannot enlighten on a 

fundamental level; just as transformations without foundation neither connect nor confuse, 

hence fail to attain a wider relevance. That being said, methodologically framed analyses 

rely on the elusiveness of tropes to make their results accessible. For it is precisely the 

interplay between convention and invention which sustains critical debate and so wards off 

an entropic status quo (see Rosenberg 284). Fundamental dichotomies, accordingly, 

amount to radical reductions misused in the name of wholesale liberation or oppression – 

both of which are essentially absurd. The acknowledgement of absurdity, however, is in 

essence Faustian. In 2004 David Mamet adapted the classic story for the stage. 
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions, or Playing Ball 
 
 
 
 
 

The Pride of the Yankees is a rather 
good baseball biography. Gary Cooper, 
playing Lou Gehrig, the world’s greatest 
player, is dying of a wasting disease. He 
is given a farewell party by his New York 
Yankees at Yankee Stadium. He is 
honored, and cheered, and declares 
himself “the luckiest man who ever lived.” 
He then hobbles off the field, supported 
by his beloved wife, Teresa Wright, 
walking into a medium long shot, stadium 
corridor, day. And as he walks from us, 
as we begin to stir, knowing the movie 
over, we hear the umpire in the distance 
shouting, “Play ball.”  

(Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla) 
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5.1 A Faustian Aesthetic 

 
I fear failure, I sicken of success, my 
sinews set in the mold in which work has 
stiffened them. I am unfitted even to 
unbend. I beg thee, brother, purge my 
soul of its self-content, show me the 
upper world, and I will follow. Poor, petted 
Faustus implores thee. 

(Mamet, Faustus) 

 

Arguably one of the greatest moments of David Mamet’s 40-year career in the American 

theatre occurred during Oh, Hell! (1989), a double bill at the Lincoln Center’s Vivian 

Beaumont auditorium of Shel Silverstein’s The Devil and Billy Markham and his own sequel 

to Speed-the-Plow (1988), Bobby Gould in Hell. In the latter play, Gould is being interviewed 

by the Devil and his Assistant. At one point the Devil exasperatedly calls Bobby “a bad man,” 

which elicits his reply that “Nothing’s black and white,” thereby provoking the Devil’s ire: 

 
Interrogator Nothing’s black and white…? NOTHING’S BLACK AND WHITE? … What 

about a Panda? … What about a Panda … you dumb fuck. 
Bob I … 
Interrogator What about a fucking Panda … ? What? Cat Got Your Tongue? 
(Mamet 1989a: 16) 

 

Under Gregory Mosher’s direction, the Devil’s Assistant at this point held up a picture of a 

panda and panned it 180 degrees to the audience (Mamet qtd. in Lahr 117). On a theatre 

stage, where the illusion is simultaneously simulation and reality, the instant captured the 

truthfulness of Gould’s reply while staging its absurdity. What is more, this joint 

presentation of a ‘reasonable’ stance and its immediate deconstruction emblematizes the 

dynamic that drives Mamet’s relentless explorations of media and genres, his adaptations, 

as well as the ‘militantly intermedial’ works. It evokes an aesthetic disposition that thrives on 

a theatrical ‘double vision’ wedding product and process. To Harold Bloom, such 

perspective is Faustian because it implies an “absolute consciousness of self compelled to 

have admitted its intimate alliance with opacity” (1997: 32).  

 From its beginnings as a Protestant morality play in the form of Johann Spies’ 

Faustbuch (1587), the Faustian legend has subverted cultural standards and generic 

strictures. Goethe’s Faust (1832), most notably, is presented as “Eine Tragödie,” yet 

features a wide array of literary forms, ranging from a meta-theatrical prologue and varying 

poetic rhyme schemes to the employment of song texts and opera libretti, just as its 

Twentieth Century ‘sequel,’ the novel Doctor Sax: Faust Part Three (1959) by Jack 

Kerouac, displays a panoply of literary symbols and references ranging from the serious 

(the Faust legend, Biblical imagery, and contemporary historical events) to the popular (The 

Shadow, Fu Manchu, jazz, Boston Blackie, Popeye, Humphrey Bogart, Wayne King, and 
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movies including The Big Parade110, Murder by the Clock111, and This Gun for Hire112) (see 

Grim 41). Pushkin called the Faustian legend an ‘Iliad of modern life’ on account of its 

aporetic, contingency-driven rejection of totalizing discourses. Goethe himself termed it an 

‘incommensurable production’ (qtd. in Lukàcs 128) for dramatizing an individual fate in a 

universal poem, a metaphorical debate as it were on the complex interrelation between 

‘truth’ and its techno-cultural mediation. Christopher Marlowe’s early attempt (ca. 1589) at 

bringing to the stage the ‘spirit’ of Faustus’ through his longing for omniscience lost itself in 

formalistic trifles, rhetorical bathos, and crude farce, which, all things considered, did little 

justice to the subtlety of the subject matter and severely restricted the legend’s 

‘universalist’ character, despite the glimpses of poetic magnificence. A first embodiment of 

the tradition’s ironic theme of self-recognition is found in Prospero, enigmatic hero of 

Shakespeare’s theatrical testament The Tempest  (ca. 1611). His command of magic and 

refusal of hubris make him an anti-Faustus, whose name is the Italian translation of the 

Latin Faustus, both meaning “the favoured one” (Bloom 2005: 12). Whereas Marlowe was 

virtually unknown to Goethe and Lessing, major poets of the German Enlightenment, 

Shakespeare’s version provided a spiritual rationale to bridge the divide between Spies’ V-

shaped moralism113 and their own dialectic thinking. Lessing, however, in his two remaining 

dramatic fragments (1755-1775) proposes a radically optimist rendition by dismissing 

Faustus’ pact with the Devil as a mere dream from which he awakens refreshed. Far more 

nuanced, Goethe’s Faust revolves around the reasoning propagated by the philosophers 

Hamann and Herder that the paradox is the engine of life and knowledge (Lukàcs 136). His 

protagonist never transcends the struggle for truth, and though his spirit is released when 

he dies, the ending offers no closure: 

 
  In die Schwachheit hingerafft, 
  Sind sie schwer zu retten; 
  Wer zerreisst aus eigner Kraft 
  Der gelüste Ketten? 
  Wie entgleitet schnell der Fuss 
  Schiefem, glattem Boden? 
  Wen betört nicht Blick und Gruss, 
  Schmeichelhafter Odem? 
  (Goethe 495 – emphasis added)114 

                                                
110 1926, dir. King Vidor. 
111 1931, dir. Edward Sloman. 
112 1942, dir. Frank Tuttle. 
113 As defined by W. Roy MacKenzie, “A morality is a play, allegorical in structure, which has for its main object 
the teaching of some lesson for the guidance of life, and in which the principal characters are personified 
abstractions or highly universalized types” (9). Skeele specifies that it “usually consists of a warning about the 
dangerous temptations to sin around us, coupled with reassurances that redemption is always possible, no 
matter how great the fall” (512-3), hence the V-shaped structure. 
114 In the 2000 revised Norton Critical Edition (ed. Cyrus Hamlin and trans. Walter Arndt) this passage is 
translated as 
 
In their carnal weakness nursed, 
Hard is their salvation; 
Who unaided ever burst 
Shackles of temptation? 
How the foot so swiftly slips 
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Just as the paratext to Goethe’s Faust promises a tragedy but delivers an epic, so, too, is 

the tragically Sisyphean protagonist heroic despite his predicament, which confirms and 

erodes the generic notion of what it is to be ‘tragic.’ When Faustus wants to free himself 

from the manacles of magic, he strives to be righteous by his own human means. This was 

something his creator knew to be impossible and which he himself gradually realizes, 

though it does not hold him back for that matter. On the contrary, it is to Faustus the only 

viable alternative to a life of subdued mediocrity. Goethe would later write in a letter to 

Zelter that absolutes struck him as ‘totally absurd,’ and that therefore ‘pure’ tragedy, a 

contradiction in terms, was of no interest to him (qtd. in Lukàcs 148). His reasoning here is 

remarkably analogous to the aporetics of Judaism as propagated by Mamet and Lawrence 

Kushner in Five Cities of Refuge (2.6). Indeed, the progression of Goethe’s ‘story’ bespeaks 

a ‘feedback loop’ of interweaving of actions, objectives, and contingencies. This spiralling 

activity seems to run out as Faustus’ life ends, yet its implications are shown to carry on 

beyond the grave. At the end of his lifelong battle with Mephistopheles, Goethe’s Faustus 

has learned that evil may inspire generative introspection and that (self-) righteousness 

carries the seeds of its own demise – a moral paradox of absurd heroism maintained unto 

his very dying words “Verweile doch, du bist so schön!” (480).  

 The immersion of Faustus in the immensity of the world to seize its ever-elusive 

essence establishes him as the paradigmatic theatre actor. In a similar fashion, Mikhail 

Bulgakov, the author of another classic Faust-adaptation The Master and Margarita 

(1938), is cast as the hero of Pierre Laville’s Le Fleuve Rouge (1980), a play dealing with 

the Russian writer’s Berufsverbot under the Stalinist regime which Mamet translated and 

staged in 1983. For Bulgakov, all bets are off: either he subdues himself or his public 

career is over. But the play’s conclusion suggests a third alternative in-between revolt and 

resignation. During a gathering in the theatre to mourn his death his wife Helena and his 

friend Ermolinski, much as in Vanya on 42nd Street, spontaneously launch into Sonya’s 

absurdly heroic argument from Chekhov’s finale that she and Vanya, despite all their trials 

“shall rest […] in a mercy that will fill the whole world” (Chekhov 231). Until Ermolinski 

suddenly interrupts her:  

 
  Helena  (playing Helena) Patience, Oncle Vania, patience. Nous nous reposerons. 

Ermolinski (interrupts the performance) Mais qu’a-t-on fait de nous? Le monde est en 
marche. Les progrès ne sont pas discutables et moi. Regarde-moi! Que le 
diable m’emporte! 

Helena Les temps nouveaux… 
Ermolinski Une autre vie. Il faut que notre espoir, un jour…  
Helena Le silence… Ecoute le silence. (tableau – lights slowly fade). 
(Laville 27 – emphasis added) 

                                                
Down the glassy reaches! 
Who resists bold eyes and lips 
And endearing speeches? 
(Part II, Act V, ll. 12024-12031) 
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In the face of tyranny and adversity alike the mind may stay free, yet outside the times are 

changing. No longer the romantic genius creating in isolation, the Faust-character today is 

forced to compromise. The tension here between different diegetic levels and diverging 

perspectives within a framework that is both true and false, coupled with myriad 

intertextual references, stages a potential pact with the Devil as a schizo-pragmatic 

possibility of ‘release’ in a hybridizing cultural complex, rather than a more ‘traditional’ 

embracing of essentialism. The historical Bulgakov chose the option of passive resistance, 

settling for outward inactivity while secretly writing The Master and Margarita. Hence his 

Faustian ideas could inspire his friends and with them potentially a worldwide audience. The 

fact that Mamet chose this complex rendition of a man’s private struggles with a complex 

world as starting point for his string of theatre adaptations (see 4.2.2) is another 

confirmation of the pragmatic basis of all ‘revolutionary’ thought. After all, as Irène 

Sadowska-Guillon rightly remarked, Goethe’s Faustus found salvation after finally 

recognizing the outrageousness of his ambitions, when he had lost his eyesight and was 

forced to imagine the world around him as on a theatre stage (8). Likewise, Laville’s 

Bulgakov, a novelist and a playwright, escapes the oppressive ‘transparency’ of his situation 

through the mediation of his art, no matter how temporarily. Its potential, however, once 

‘aired’ in a framed format, can keep circulating. Either way, reciprocity between “aspiration 

and limitation” (Callens 2002: 196) carries the day. For as Mamet’s own work amply has 

proven, there is a considerable difference between ‘selling one’s soul’ and ‘secure whoring.’  

 A case in point, David Mamet’s Faustus (2004) is neither an actualization of its 

classic predecessors by Marlowe and Goethe, nor a mere exercise in elevated thinking, but 

an ambitious allegorical debate on the fundaments of his own thinking; a dramatic 

confrontation with his artistic schizophrenia, as it were (see Bigsby 2009). The print 

version’s removal of the prefix in the original title Dr. Faustus, which linked Mamet’s 

adaptation too closely to Marlowe’s, says as much. While he professes to have discovered 

‘the secret engine of the world,’ Mamet’s philosopher is gradually confronted with the 

consequences of his own misdirected assumptions. When pressed by the Magus on the 

question of salvation, the venal Faustus prefers to be “[taught] a trick” (39), thereby 

recalling Martin Buber’s claim that “mysticism cannot resist the sun of electric light” (70) – 

a quote itself reminiscent of Gertrude Stein’s avantgardistic play Dr. Faustus Lights the 

Lights (1938) (Callens 2001). No wonder that Faustus also remains deaf to speculations 

on the doubtful nature of his work’s originality. As the Magus points out, Faustus’ “life was 

dedicated to the abrogation of commonalities” (80). However, “blasphemy and prayer are 

one. An appeal, thus an assertion of a superior power” (93). Yet when the play’s closing 

lines evoke Faustus’ sincere repentance for the hubris that caused the death of his wife 

and son, his intellectual bravura, like that Goethe’s Faust and Laville’s Bulgakov, still denies 

his submission:  
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  Faustus  I am to you but a diversion. 
  Magus  In fine. 
  Faustus  Then pay me. 
  Magus  Pay you?  

Faustus For the one thing’s true, in heaven or hell, and by your own admission, one 
must pay for entertainment.  

(Mamet 2004a: 100 – emphasis added) 

 

To Erich Heller, the modern-day Faustus, as opposed to his legendary medieval counterpart, 

recognizes that his restlessness of spirit is his greatest sin, yet at the same time his only 

means of salvation (qtd. in Bell 160-1). It is a motif spelled out in the last scene of Goethe’s 

version by the Angels carrying Faustus to Heaven: “Wer immer strebend sich bemüht / 

Den können wir erlösen” (492 – emphasis added) or “Whoever strives in ceaseless toil / 

Him we may grant redemption” (II.V.11936-19937). Fautus prevails because he beats the 

Devil at his own (con) game, usurping his ‘double vision’ and putting it to constructive use. 

Mamet himself tapped into manifold media and genres during his long artistic career, 

sometimes selling his soul to the Gods of commerce, occasionally losing himself in arcane 

experimentalism. This study’s ‘loopish’ feedback structure, however, should have 

demonstrated that a number of aesthetic first principles kept recurring no matter what the 

context. Mamet in other words sold his soul but never ‘sold out’ because commercialism 

and experimentalism to him are inextricably entwined. The recurrence of the Faustian-motif 

throughout his work, or better that work’s ingrained Faustian character indicates as much. 

His stage Faustus only confirmed the writer’s schizo-pragmatism, as did his adaptation of 

the play for radio (2005), the most intangible of all mass media.115  

Despite being extended before the production even opened (Jones), the play proved 

a popular failure (Nadel 2008a: 219), ironically for lacking the degree of pragmatism that 

allowed Faustus to connect with the fallibility of his condition after the confusion sown by 

the Magus. Overly verbose in an opaque, “Elizabethan style” (Craig), it offered little in terms 

of accessibility and appeal. Yet like most of Mamet’s experimental pieces, it was conceived 

for the theatre. Premiering it on a as small a stage as the Magic’s in San Francisco 

suggests that Faustus was never intended for general audiences. As shown in Chapter 3, 

Mamet’s understanding of audience expectations became ever more sophisticated, so that 

spectacular critical and commercial failures like Lone Canoe (1979) and We’re No Angels 

(1989) by 2004 had become a distant memory (see 2.1.1). It is therefore unlikely that 

Faustus represented a mere error of judgment and should accordingly be considered, as 

one reviewer put it, “less […] an entertainment than an academic exercise” (Jones). 

‘Trapped’ between the financial security of commercial craftsmanship, the 

                                                
115 The radio version of Mamet’s Faustus, like the play’s premiere at the Magic Theatre, was directed by 
Mamet himself. It was aired on 27th March 2005 on BBC Radio 3 and, rather unsurprisingly, featured a cast 
of ‘old cronies,’ with Ricky Jay predictably playing the Magus (after having dropped out for the stage run 
because of an injury), Rebecca Pidgeon (his wife) assuming the role of Faustus’ wife, and Clara Mamet (his 
daughter) impersonating his child. 
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‘psychomachean’ strictures of the various media and genres in which he worked, and the 

comfort of institutional accolades, the time ostensibly had come for Mamet further to 

concretize the self-reflexive ideas he ‘aired’ in Wilson. Seeing them performed in the 

‘liveness’ of the theatre stage – the only hypermedium that willy-nilly acknowledges its own 

interface – allowed him simultaneously to assess their potential and limitations, and thus, 

like a “petted Sisyphus” (2004a: 15), to keep avoiding Faustus’ debilitating essentialism.  
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5.2 Proficient Through Dedication116 
 

Each new project has brought, I find, new 
challenges to accompany the old: Am I 
brave enough to discard the proven for 
the sake of the necessary? Is a new 
stylistic departure an act of arrogance or 
an obligation to a new perception? At 
what point does the honourable trade of 
writer (for which work one deserves 
compensation) become whoring after 
riches? Do I have the honesty to toss out 
the extraneous, to treat the reader or 
the audience with respect, to be clear? It 
felt and it feels like an adventure. 

(Mamet, ‘Adventure Writing’) 

 

At the end of Mamet’s Faustian Broadway-debut Speed-the-Plow, Charlie Fox, the 

triumphant devil of self-reliance (see 2.4.2), piously refrains from victimizing Bobby Gould 

and instead opts for “a lesson” (Mamet 1988b: 184) we all have to learn. In more general 

terms, echoing the spirit of Chekhov and Goethe before him, the work of David Mamet 

observes and dissects the cultural complex from which it springs, interpellating our notions 

of media, genres, and ‘truth’ itself, the better to challenge these from within an aesthetic 

framework. By withholding judgment he invites his audiences on an ‘adventure’ of self-

reflexivity, the implications of which carry well beyond the thematic scope of each individual 

piece. Mamet’s art and the Sartrean ‘situations’ he dramatizes thus become liminal loci 

that metaphorically capture the semiosic processes at the heart of contemporary 

consciousness in what Callens called “a certain postmodern ‘flow’” (2000a: 17).  

 In a career that spans four decades Mamet kept returning to the theatre, 

presumably because the stage more than any other artistic dispositif aligns author and 

audience, illusion and illusion-making in a celebration of meaningful transience. The 

particular importance of this artist, however, derives from his rare capacity to transpose 

such an essentially theatrical, analogy-based artistic ethos to less abstract, more 

accessible cultural formats, and thus to help free ‘high art’ from its elitist connotations. 

Bruce Barton in this regard has noted that, to this day, “Only Preston Sturges during the 

1940s enjoyed a comparable popular and critical acclaim” (11) in theatre and in more 

popular media, notably film. Mamet’s insistence upon agency and authenticity, and his 

working within the strange loop that transforms a passive look into a dynamic gaze, makes 

him a quintessential humanist and living proof that pragmatism need not clash with 

creativity. Quite to the contrary, his play with boundaries of all kinds constantly calls for a 

critical contemplation of the many machinations that enable cognitive communion between 

artist, medium, and audience.  

 Though Mamet’s aesthetic was bound to be influenced by his numerous ventures 

across various fields, his ‘first principles’ always appeared to keep essentialist excesses in 

                                                
116 David Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla (2007a: 93). 
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check while allowing for change “without apparent sacrifice of integrity” (Barton 17). 

Humbly aware “that any science is the attempt to wrest meaning from the superficially 

random” (Mamet 1997a: 167), his oeuvre as a whole therefore becomes a metaphor for 

the Sisyphean optimism conceptually displayed in each of his individual pieces. For this very 

reason this study, in turn, is subtitled ‘An Essay in Semiology.’ At stake here was no a 

solipsistic description bent on exhaustiveness, but a structured attempt at understanding 

the motifs and mechanisms that shape Mamet’s art, as well as their reciprocal interplay 

with the forces of cultural signification. By being both applied and ‘schizo-analytical’ (see 

Guattari in McKenzie 52) every argument elaborated in these pages should possess 

relevance outside the immediate context of Mamet-criticism, just as each theoretical 

excursion should have made for a better understanding of the primary material. After all, 

Mamet’s work across media and genres itself convincingly indicates that content and 

interface are inextricably linked, hence that methodologically approaches to such a subject 

matter must be both epistemological and descriptive.  

 The history of Mamet’s career reads as a continuous anticipation of new artistic 

challenges and his gradual emancipation from them, a self-imposed ethic of proficiency 

through dedication. Indeed, such a ‘semio-pragmatic approach’ (Odin 103) that thrives on 

recognition and conspicuously unanswered questions (see Schaub 331) calls for the need 

to connect cognitively before creating the possibility to confuse aesthetically, and so taps 

into the generative dynamism of intertextual sign processes. For it is precisely Mamet’s 

rejection of absolutes paired with a hybridizing impulse which allows him to keep exploiting 

the meaning potential of even the most worn-out of cultural commonplaces, thus keeping 

his craft and his field(s) bracing and novel.  

 Today, the popular and critical acclaim for Mamet’s work across almost the entire 

cultural spectrum, at home and abroad, in its original language as well as in translation, 

stands well beyond doubt. Still, only a fraction of the secondary literature has tackled the 

interrelation between his various ventures, and none so far have attempted to develop a 

comprehensive approach to it. This is all the more regrettable since the vast majority of 

Mamet-criticism thus misses out on the conceptual delicacy with which David Mamet 

brought his alluring themes in their trademark intensity of presentation before the limelight. 

Put differently, without a comparative, epistemologically motivated frame of reference 

ranging across different semiotic systems, critical appreciation of the Mamet-canon can 

never aspire to anything beyond the horizon of its own premises. Moreover, the analogical 

quality of Mamet’s thinking (Chapter 2), the emancipative nature of his media and genre-

explorations and (Chapter 3), as well as the remedial self-reflexivity of his trans- and inter-

medial pieces (Chapter 4), all unambiguously point towards a sophisticated and – above all 

– integrated cross-medial aesthetic vision. To some, this versatility prevented Mamet from 

living up to his full artistic potential, either in his dramaturgy or in his filmmaking (see e.g. 

Kalb; see also Nadel 2008a: 241). However, the problem with such claims, correct as 
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these may be is that their own referential vagueness adds little substance to a difficult 

debate, so that similarly nondescript claims to the contrary may be just as valid. The 

present study, on the other hand, deliberately steered clear of factionalism by confronting 

the findings from numerous close-readings with a progressive but non-linear 

argumentation framed by the reciprocal interplay of object and concept. Without these 

constant in-built reassessments (too) little justice is done to the sheer audacity of Mamet’s 

thinking, let alone to his work’s further artistic (5.4) and philosophical (5.5) implications.  

 ‘Absurdly heroic,’ the Mamet aesthetic trades on the individual admission of 

powerlessness in a complex world where absolute ‘truth’ is a chimera but ‘meaning’ is not. 

In this sense, his tireless attempts at tapping into ever-different pockets of signification 

signal a militant urge to demonstrate that conventional and experimental formats alike can 

never attain the fetish of wholesale ‘transparency,’ while at the same time rejoicing in their 

intrinsic capacity to elicit authentic response. It is ‘trusting truth to be a liar’117 by 

stimulating his audiences to embrace a truthful critical disposition, regardless of the 

dispositif. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
117 See Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Act II, scene II, ll. 115-118: “Doubt thou the stars are fire; / Doubt that the sun 
doth move; / Doubt truth to be a liar; / But never doubt I love” (Shakespeare 1602: 953). 
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5.3 Influence 
 

You know, sometimes I feel that you 
exceed the prescribed bounds of your 
operations. 

(Mamet, Squirrels)  
 

Though relatively rare, David Mamet’s multi- and interdisciplinarity is not unique, nor can it 

be. As mentioned earlier (2.2.1), the integration of heterogeneous influences into a 

personalized discourse or aesthetic sensitivity constitutes a fundamental part of artistic 

creation itself. More concretely, every act of creative thinking cuts across cultural 

frameworks, even if the resultant ‘concretizations’ need not necessarily reflect this. Some 

artists, however, have made the interrelation and interplay of various semiotic systems 

their aesthetic trademark as a means of staging the problematic concept of ‘influence.’ A 

notorious example of such militant ‘meta-intertextuality’ can be found in the work of one of 

Mamet’s contemporaries, the 2004 Nobel Laureate Elfriede Jelinek (°1946). Born from a 

Jewish father and an ‘Aryan’ mother, the Austrian playwright, radio dramatist, 

screenwriter, essayist, novelist, poet, and librettist from the very beginning of her career at 

the end of the 1960s has problematized the nature and impact of cultural myths. 

Admittedly herself influenced by the comical hyperrealism of Thomas Pynchon (36-44), she 

insists on a ‘double vision’ of nature and nurture, of form and substance, of product and 

process. As a rule her plots are flimsy and her characters sketchy, not unlike Mamet’s 

early work. Her writing, on the other hand, is estranging, formally as well as content-wise, 

hence functions along Helbo’s ‘transduction’-metaphor (4.2.2) as a transformative vessel 

between a text’s different layers of signification. In what is considered her major work, the 

1995 novel Die Kinder der Toten, the three protagonists – a failed student who committed 

suicide, a depressed secretary who succumbed from a fall in the mountains, and a former 

skiing star who died in a car crash – command a legion of Wiedergänger, or ‘un-dead,’ 

returning to earth to bring the past back to life through a bricolage of historical slogans, 

quotes, and other intertextual echoes. 

 The ‘reality’ of Mamet’s own artistic influence is remarkably similar to the image 

Jelinek here proposes. Biographer Ira Nadel lists a number of playwrights who have 

adopted Mamet’s emblematic demotic ‘stop-and-start dialogue’ (Conor McPherson, Martin 

McDonagh) or the enigmatic aporias of his negotiation (Frederick Stoppels) (Nadel 2008a: 

238-9). Yet only very few of these self-proclaimed ‘disciples’ have gone to comparable 

lengths as Mamet in developing an integrated set of aesthetic ‘first principles,’ which would 

confirm that the semantic tension between imitation and inspiration parallels Jelinek’s 

distinction between the ‘living’ and ‘insubstantial’ spectres from the past. One man 

nevertheless stands apart in this discussion. The works of Neil LaBute (°1963) bear an 

uncanny formal resemblance to the ‘prototypical’ Mamet-pieces, but also accomplished the 
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far more difficult feat of attaining popular and critical success in the theatre as well as in 

cinema.  

 A converted Mormon-turned-renegade who started off as a playwright prolifically 

producing short sketches, LaBute’s biography immediately invites comparison with the 

author of one of the first plays he staged as a theatre student at Brigham Young University, 

Sexual Perversity in Chicago. Like Mamet at Goddard had fed on Chekhov and O’Neill 

(4.2.2), his ‘spiritual successor’ ingested the drama of Pinter and Edward Bond to complete 

his schooling in the language and logic of human alienation (Bigsby 2007: 4-6). Though 

more than the lubricant for a fancy format, man’s capacity for cruelty and betrayal 

permeates almost every aspect of LaBute’s aesthetic, to the point that he “seems to 

create a more one-sided drama” (Bigsby 2007: 16) because the perspective offered is so 

unredeemingly bleak. The nature of his earliest films, likewise, bespeaks the kind of authorial 

rigidity that characterized Mamet’s earliest attempts at screenwriting in the mid-1970s 

(see 3.3.2), lacking even the slightest sense of pragmatism commanded by such a ‘media 

crossing.’ Shot on minuscule budgets without any filmic ‘frills’ like camera movements, 

‘uninflected’ montage cuts, or ‘mickey mousing’ – let alone special effects – LaBute’s 

cinematic career at first was rather a matter of coincidence than artistic ambition. For a 

long time he remained an advocate of theatrical ‘purity’ while believing “that the difference 

between theatre and film was overstated” (Bigsby 2007: 17). Regrettably, the almost 

monomaniacal perversity of his work is in keeping with this and other disingenuous tokens 

of bigoted formalism such as reverse insistence on “skip[ping] the niceties of capitalization” 

merely for the sake of “never [doing] what’s been bred in [him]/or whatever’s the standard 

requirement” (qtd. in Bigsby 2007: 19). Actually, in the light of Mamet’s painstakingly 

meandering artistic maturation, these examples exude an air of gratuity that is at odds with 

the senior dramatist’s radical refusal of facile readings. Granted, LaBute’s works nurture 

the uncanny with a poignancy that surpasses even Mamet’s. Still, the comparatively minor 

cognitive demands on the spectator, coupled with the aforementioned ‘one-sidedness,’ 

combine into a text-book case of what Bloom called an artist’s ‘anxiety of influence’ (see 

2.2.1). Preferring to polarize Neil LaBute shocks and awes without ‘massaging’ his 

audience first, thereby thinning the already fine line between inspiration and imitation. For 

without an aesthetic apparatus to back them up, poignant ‘effects’ have a hard time 

becoming lasting ‘affects.’  

 While this judgment may seem overly harsh, it is worth noting that LaBute’s 

success came relatively easy without any semblance of attendant artistic finetuning. Of 

course this might simply have been related to a superior faculty for assessing audience 

expectations, were it not for his conspicuous and continuous reliance on Mametisms. in the 

company of men (1997), for one, won the Filmmaker’s Trophy at the Sundance Film 

Festival and the New York Critics’ Circle Award for best first feature while taking its title 
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from an essay of Mamet’s published in Some Freaks, borrowing its ‘sleight-of-hand’ 

structure from the filmic con games that are House of Games and The Spanish Prisoner, 

and echoing the mordant critique on business from American Buffalo and Glengarry Glen 

Ross, not to mention the recycling of the ‘brass balls’-monologue from latter’s film version 

(see Bigsby 2007: 37-8, 51). LaBute’s second film, Your Friends & Neighbors (1998), 

consists of a series of partly interchangeable vignettes where the writer-director “creates a 

closed world which we enter with little or no back story and leave with no sense of 

resolution” (Bigsby 2007: 69), all of which is once more reminiscent of Mamet’s 1970s 

plays, particularly Camel, Lakeboat, Duck Variations, Sexual Perversity in Chicago, and, to a 

lesser degree, A Life in the Theater. Clearly LaBute had done his homework, though the end 

product proved somewhat stale. He was – and still is – a new voice who combines work for 

the stage and screen with a remarkable ease and seemingly far more aesthetic 

insouciance than Sam Shepard and David Mamet before him, yet this ironically only 

reinforces the impression of ‘too much, too soon.’ Indeed, the same critique was levelled at 

Mamet for his meteoric rise to fame and notoriety in theatre and film. Granted that he, too, 

did little to hide his own indebtedness to Chekhov, O’Neill, Beckett, and Pinter, there had 

been perhaps less doubt in his day about the authenticity of his artistic vision.  

 Interestingly enough, LaBute appears clearly aware of the dangers of gratuitous 

posturing. In the shape of things (play, 2001; film, 2003) one of his characters soliloquizes 

on the ‘price to pay’ (see 2.5.2) for attaining artistic relevance, just as the short story 

‘Perfect’ (2004) features the formula “With no past, there is no causality. With no 

causality, there is no responsibility” (5). Like Mamet he has staged strings of experimental 

sketches allowing him to explore the possibilities of his craft, but unlike Mamet LaBute even 

went so as far as physically to probe the boundaries between artistic performance and 

performed ‘reality’ by setting up theatre productions in public spaces (Bigsby 2007: 147). 

More recent works such as the play Fat Pig (2004) and the $24 million budgeted film 

Nurse Betty (2000), which LaBute only directed, make up in nuances and delicacy what his 

earlier works lacked in pragmatism and subtlety. If anything, Mamet’s influence remains 

palpable but no longer assumes centre stage, gradually making way for a ‘pluri-dimensional’ 

aesthetic.  

In fact, excursions like this section’s provide a foil to the nature and extent of 

Mamet’s own artistic achievements and evolution. The case of such a consummate disciple 

as LaBute as the consummate Mamet-disciple confirms that Mamet has now reached a 

stage in his career where his own ‘anxiety of influence’ has taken a backseat to uninhibited 

creativity, which as a result ends up being imitated in turn. And even if the so-called 

‘problem of influence’ is irremediable, it proves that remediations of existing material can 

be more than just spectres from a suppressed past.    
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5.4 Artistic Implications 
 

Self-consciousness doth make dullards of 
us all. 

   (Mamet, Bambi vs. Godzilla) 

 

In the early days of Hollywood, the major studios hired famous novelists and playwrights 

such as James Barrie, Joseph Conrad, and F. Scott Fitzgerald to raise the quality and 

standing of film scripts. The initiative proved a spectacular failure for all concerned. With 

the advance of technological sophistication and its related logic of hybridization, the cross-

breeding of genres and communicative media once again attracted a contingent of 

ambitious artists. This time financial motives came only a distant second to artistic curiosity 

and the promise of new expressive possibilities. Among those ‘crossover figures’ a number 

of them stand out for successfully making the leap from writing plays or novels to 

screenplays and film directing, as well as the other way round. Actually, it takes no expert to 

recognize that the likes of Woody Allen, Ingmar Bergman, Jean Cocteau, Christopher 

Hampton, Joseph Mankiewicz, Marcel Pagnol, Alain Robbe-Grillet, and Orson Welles 

constitute a small group with a large impact on Twentieth Century cultural history. What is 

more, as this semiological study of David Mamet’s work across media and genres should 

have demonstrated, the correlation between cultural impact and cross-disciplinary thinking 

is clearly no coincidence.  

 Media theorists Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin have warned that raising 

media-awareness for its own sake often leads to a ‘narcissistic’ sense of mere “satisfaction 

in the power of mediation” (148 – emphasis added) without, for that matter, any profound 

exploration of its concrete potential (see 4.5.2). After all, the artists just listed consciously 

sought to expand their own and their audiences’ ‘expectation horizons’ by challenging 

existing formats from within with remediations from without. Thus they attained a wider 

cultural relevance than self-conscious meta-medial experiments traditionally could have 

granted them. Understanding that message and code cannot be separated, they relied on 

the reciprocal interplay of convention and invention to both delight and enlighten with works 

that are at the same time identifiable and open-ended.  

 The ‘absurd heroism’ of Mamet’s art consists in the acknowledgment of its 

limitations through the ‘concretization’ of its unresolvedness. By consciously exploring the 

‘framing devices’ (Eco 1986: 220) that are media and genres, he covertly mapped what 

Schneider called an ‘archaeology of subjectification’ (117; see 4.7), and so came to a 

better understanding of his own aesthetic ‘vision’ and the vicissitudes of popular media 

alike. Concretely, this resulted in “a willingness to play the game” (Begley 176) without 

internalizing the game’s constrictive tenets, which allowed him to stimulate his ever 

broader audiences, indeed, to “lift up the hood, as it were, and look at the wiring” (Mamet 

1998b: 90; see 2.2.1). On top of that, such a schizo-pragmatic approach gradually 

tempered the factionalism among his critics and led to some improbably successful 
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balancing acts between unabashed commercialism and integrated authorship (see 3.4 and 

4.3). Of key importance is Mamet’s understanding of transgression and framing as two 

sides of the same cognitive coin (see 3.2.1), for either concept at heart is meaningless 

without the other. This kind of reciprocity finds yet another echo in Mamet’s ‘militantly inter-

medial’ pieces, as well as in his adaptive work for the stage and screen (Chapter 4). If 

anything, art conceived in the said manner expresses a resistance to totalizing discourses 

and their entropy by seeking the ‘real’ not in a semblance of ‘truth,’ but in authentic ‘affects.’ 

 In the words of theatre anthropologist Eugenio Barba, “when the design of a 

movement is organically developed and brought alive, it leads to a leap of meaning” (134 – 

emphasis added). By analogy, when an effect is viscerally and cognitively inscribed into the 

spectator’s consciousness, his frame of reference becomes ‘affected’ by the meaning 

potential so conveyed. Here precisely lies Mamet’s single most important artistic 

contribution. Beyond matters of style or language, even beyond his trademark subjects and 

structural rigour, his work cultivates the art of ‘strangeloopish’ reconsideration, of 

funnelling perception towards a ‘double vision’ of ‘meaning’ as product and process at once. 

Of course this means there can be no absolute certainties, and certainly not in art. But it 

also means that no situation is ever beyond repair.   
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5.5 A Philosophy of Subversion 
 

In a time of National Confusion, our need 
for example is great. Examples of calm, 
reasoned, responsible method and 
judgement will do much to promote like 
qualities in the public. Examples of 
demagoguery will do the same. 

(Mamet, Some Freaks) 

 

While interdisciplinary thinking triggers a pursuit of connotative ‘excess,’ it paradoxically 

relies on reductive referential frameworks to make the excessive meaningful. The theatre 

actor, likewise, embodies a surplus of meaning within the physically demarcated framework 

of the performance space. Traditionally, critical assessments in both cases either address 

a perceived performative potential or its systemic strictures, because reception itself more 

often than not is bound to an institutionalized discipline. All too rarely do such functional 

frames result in an approach that is at the same time descriptive, poly-systemic, and open-

ended, and thus in keeping with the reciprocal reality of the relation under scrutiny. David 

Mamet’s work across media and genres expresses a Faustian philosophy of subversion 

framed by his ‘first principles’ aesthetic to keep honest his supporters and detractors alike. 

This may sound moralistic, but as Mamet put it in Bambi vs. Godzilla, “Consensus […] is the 

core of society: the commitment to a greater good than one’s own instincts” (177). 

Revolutionary in his pragmatism while pragmatically revolutionizing the fields he works in, 

he employs the well-worn tools at his disposal to avoid replacing disingenuous discourses 

with their artistic double. Hence Mamet’s ‘disciplined perversities’ contribute to the erosion 

of compartmentalized codes and so challenge foregone conclusions, thereby reaching new 

audiences and creating an ever-wider platform for his work.    

 “Don’t sell a guy one car,” Moss tells Aaronow in Glengarry Glen Ross, “Sell him five 

cars over fifteen years” (16 – original emphasis). By extension, discussing a single de-

contextualized aspect of so vast and heterogeneous a body of work as Mamet’s would 

severely hamper the relevance of any such study. Just as a medium today is no longer 

separable from the message it conveys (see 3.5.2), so does an applied analysis of an 

interdisciplinary artistic subject require a semiological framework to monitor the 

pertinence of its own premises. Mamet’s Gestalt-like approach driven by a set of ‘first 

principles,’ whereby ‘nothing is lost’ because everything is prone to be remediated, in fact 

imposes a pragmatic-relativistic perspective to his work as a whole. Intra-textually as well as 

inter-textually ‘meaning potential’ here is made to move from one elusive equilibrium to the 

other in order simultaneously to stimulate cognitive agency and critical humility. Arguably, 

even without an ‘Archimedean point of reference,’ the ‘open source’ (see Manovich 333) 

that is Mamet’s oeuvre can be done relative justice through a dynamic methodological 

model that addresses not only the interplay and interpenetration of convention and 

invention, but also theorizes the analogical relations that bind the various works together 
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despite their evident differences. McKenzie’s deconstruction of the ‘feedback loop’ (2.7) 

demonstrated that every syllogism is part causality and part analogy. Critical discourses 

consequently must account for the inevitable ‘slippage’ between empirical data and the 

observer’s ‘strangeloopish,’ analogy-driven cognitive processing thereof. After all, as 

phenomenologist Martin Heidegger put it, although “In this realm one cannot prove 

anything, […] one can [nonetheless] point out a great deal” (22).  

 The covert and overt ‘code-switchings’ across and within Mamet’s many media and 

genre crossings themselves heighten attention to competing signifying systems to such an 

extent that identities, relations, and cultural distinctions appear open to negotiation. For 

aside from being the product of an ‘imagination in transition’ (see Barton), his art militantly 

celebrates transitoriness’ generative potential. If the metaphor makes for a cognitive 

archetype of semiosis in general (see 2.3.1), Mamet’s cross-, trans-, and inter-medial 

artistic practice thrives on a ‘metaphorical’ sense of ‘in-betweenness’ to draw our attention 

to the processual dimension of signification. Establishing signifying systems as porous 

‘vehicles’ that are both functional and opaque, his work communicates nothing concrete 

except the Sisyphean necessity to concretize the opacity of ‘the real’ by means of 

functionally ‘interpellated’ frameworks. With every trope expressing a fiction and authorship 

no longer a stable concept, Mamet presents reality as absurdly contingent but authenticity 

as ‘affective’ – i.e. spontaneous yet dialectically framed by systemic memory (see 

Rosenberg 288, see also 3.1.1). In this sense, his meandering exploration of the cultural 

spectrum represents a ‘performative’ alternative to charismatic, though essentially 

entropic discourses of direct effectuality. Even if in the ‘real’ world such abstract 

conclusions may not look like radically ‘raising the stakes,’ an understanding of semiotic 

negotiations can still cut ‘a great deal.’  
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5.6 Leads for Further Research 
 

Aaronow You’re going to steal 
the leads? 

Moss Have I said that? 
(Mamet, Glengarry Glen Ross) 

 

Taking a stoic approach to filmmaking, David Mamet shoots his pictures the way he likes 

his actors: prepared and pragmatic – ready to react and adjust (see Mamet 1987c: xvii-

xviii). Rounding off a critical study like the present one should be no different. In keeping with 

T.S. Eliot’s tenet that “to make an end is to make a beginning”,118 a string of conclusions 

must be followed by an outline of new hypotheses. Just as Mamet’s commercial projects 

tend to alternate with experimental ones and conversely his critically acclaimed works often 

follow in the wake of more obscure pieces, so, too, does academic criticism feed on a 

combination of familiar and fresh thoughts to keep itself afloat.  

That most of Mamet’s truly arcane sketches119 came after his accession to an inner-

circle of high-earning Hollywood screenwriters still provides ample opportunity to verify the 

semiological and contextual claims formulated in these pages. For one, it is believed that 

the ‘textual genetics’ approach could furnish a comparative corpus to substantiate claims 

here made regarding the artist’s conscious pursuits of technical mastery as a pragmatic 

means of reaching wider audiences for his aesthetic ‘first principles.’ Moreover, it might 

help remedy the critical confusion between Mamet’s conceptualizations of his drama and 

his often panned performances as a theatre director. Granted that both initiatives spring 

from the same sensibility, but both equally are carried out in distinct creative contexts. 

Seasoned as his ‘Mamet Mafia’ may be in performing Mamet-texts, directing inevitably 

involves a greater degree of authorial compromise than even the most audience-oriented 

drafting process does. Mamet’s current status as elder statesman of American letters 

gave rise to a parallel phenomenon which also calls for a corpus-based approach. 

Successful ventures into popular genres over time mitigated the traditional partisanship in 

the reception of his work due precisely to its greater conceptual intricacy. Framed by a 

credible – i.e. non-reductive, albeit technically rigorous – methodology, geno-texts and meta-

texts could then be integrated into an anthropological case study mapping some concrete 

reasons for these cultural ‘rites of passage.’   

Given that some of Mamet’s dramas admittedly are modeled after three-act hero-

journey, a paradigm echoing anthropologist Victor Turner’s theory of social interaction and 

McKenzie’s deconstruction of cognitive ‘feedback loops’ (see 2.4 and 2.7), his dramaturgy’s 

socio-dialectical dimension demands supplementary contextualization. In particular the 

relations between these texts’ structural progression, their use of cultural conventions, and 

their particular play with perceptions are yet to yield an applied rendition of the minutiae of 
                                                
119 Line taken from the poem ‘Little Gidding,’ ll. 1-2, as part of Eliot’s Four Quartets (1943). 
119 See in particular the collections Goldberg Street: Short Plays and Monologues (1985) and No One Will Be 
Immune and Other Plays and Pieces (1994). 
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Mamet’s pragmatism. After all, with an aesthetic (Chapter 2), an artistic (Chapter 3), and a 

conceptual (Chapter 4) interpretation of the principle in place, its effective cultural 

translation as well as its relation to the American pragmatist tradition remains sketchy in 

comparison. However, since this study tackled Mamet’s work from a semiological angle in 

order to attain a broader relevance for its descriptive component, choices had to be made 

in function of the general argument’s overall coherence. Therefore the micro-level of the 

individual ‘first principles’ was sacrificed in favour of the central thesis’ ‘loopish’ feedback 

progression, which had the advantage of offering regular ‘remedial’ roundups. Indeed, by 

analogy with Mamet’s own conception of his works, this study’s structural design served as 

a first attempt at formulating a concurrent frame able to integrate diversity, sustain a 

logical argument, and stimulate reflexivity beyond its primary subject matter.  

In fact, the image of a framework that is at the same time stable and (re-) 

generative represents a metaphorical ‘throughline’ merging the subject and analysis of this 

study. Reciprocally influenced by the ‘disciplined perversity’ of Mamet’s work while 

portraying it in a ‘rigidly variable’ format, such an approach provided a stepping stone to 

tackle the topic’s theoretical challenges. Supported by the notion that the human mind is 

biologically equipped to deal with the contingencies of a shifting context, the concept of 

‘performativity’ was theorized from a cognitive perspective and elaborated by analogy with 

theatre practice. With hindsight, the ‘bifocal’ image representing the co-presence of 

product and process so created offers a possible take on the little-documented effect of 

intermissions and commercial interruptions in theatre, film, and television. Clinical 

experiments have revealed that if one is learning material A and is interrupted by material 

B, the more unlike the original material the interrupting material is, the easier it will be to 

recall material A (Thompson 17; Baddeley 57-60). But the actual perception dynamics 

effected by a performed text – i.e. of an artistic text ‘en situation’ – remain 

disproportionately uncharted in what today, with reason, can be called an ‘age of 

hybridization.’ Now more than ever, mere textual studies fall short in understanding the 

aesthetic implications, the creative compromises, but also the cognitive ‘affects’ related to 

the extra-artistic strictures involved in writing for stage, screen, and tube.  

Theatrical performance, it was argued, takes on a Gestalt (see 3.2.1). This 

reasoning centred round a ‘humanistic coefficient’ behind the artistic mediation, the idea 

that the whole of such a structure is greater than the sum of its perceived parts. 

Intrinsically functioning like the metaphor, the analogy, and the genre, the Gestalt’s heuristic 

qualities should thus no longer be in doubt. Accordingly, this principle opens another 

window onto opportunities for applied research, this time to complement the proposed 

argument on radio drama. Because radio relies on subliminal intimacy “to touch remote 

and forgotten chords” (McLuhan 302; see 3.3.2), a consideration of the marginality of 

‘serious’ plays in the vast majority of programming schedules paired with the growing 

‘underground’ movement of internet radio should make for some poignant insights into the 
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tensions between the medium’s former and current cultural status, its artistic potential, as 

well as its subversive power. Tensions and conclusions that subsequently can be 

transposed to ground an analysis of film’s declining popularity, its related 

‘blockbusterization,’ and parallel dwindling as ‘artistic-industrial hybrid’ (see 3.4.1). From an 

entirely different disciplinary angle the artistically odd yet pragmatically understandable 

business practice of major film studios to anticipate quasi certain (Thompson 81) box office 

losses with product placements – an issue subtly integrated in Mamet’s own meta-

cinematic comedy State and Main – likewise presents an opportunity to elaborate some of 

the insights on authorship and artistic integrity in popular media.  

Bearing in mind Anne Ubersfeld’s reading of a text as a ‘crossroads of 

performances’ (see 3.3) and the analogous generic practice of addressing “only the idea of 

an audience” (States 171; see 3.5) as a meeting of consciousnesses, more work is needed 

on the remediation of existing formats, motifs, and strategies the better to gauge the 

specific machinations and explain the omnipresence of hybrids in today’s cultural complex. 

Particularly the present perspective offered on television as paradigmatic hybridizing 

dispositif (3.6) should provide a sufficiently solid theoretical basis to tackle issues like the 

aforementioned ‘additive’ modes of producing, just as the practice of television formatting 

invites further semiological reflection on the deviant phenomenon of ‘integrated hybridism’ 

– i.e. concepts going against the dominant trend of formal hybridism by fusing their generic 

components to such an extent that they alter perception while redefining industry 

standards.  

Another aspect of cultural hybridization requiring further clarification concerns the 

baffling, self-contradictory inequity between the cultural prestige of jazz variations and the 

pejorative connotations attached to adaptational practice. Section 4.2.1 already took the 

initiative by construing adaptations and translations alike as ‘journeys towards otherness’ 

(see also Johnston 27); compositions feeding at the same time on convention and 

invention. Both of these phenomena being based on ‘epistemologies of plurality’ (Helbo 

2006: 83; see 4.2.2) they would rather benefit from a study that consciously addresses 

those institutional barriers responsible for nurturing the je ne sais quoi-snobbery behind 

such arbitrariness. All things considered, since interpretation is reducible to the 

association of signifying impulses within a certain referential framework, every form of 

cultural hybridization must be analogical at heart. So-called ‘transfers of creative energy’ 

(see 4.3) therefore are meaningless without interpretative framework, a methodological 

vehicle that, in order to be meaningful, should prove functional by default.  

In the light of Mamet’s ‘militantly inter-medial’ pieces it must come as no surprise 

that this very same argument applies to the comparable hypes created by intermedia and 

hypermedia studies (see 4.4-4.6). As these issues, too, could plausibly be addressed from 

the same analogy-based cognitive perspective – i.e. the present study’s sustained reliance 

on Hofstadter’s ‘strange loop’-concept – the model’s heuristic potential itself thus proves to 
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reach far wider than its current role as methodological ‘throughline’ of an applied 

semiological study at first sight would suggest. Considering that semiology is the study of 

‘meaning making,’ that cognition and creation alike rely on analogies to be meaningful, and 

that cultural hybrids, likewise, exist by virtue of the analogical ‘correlation between originality 

and continuity‘ (Stafford 9; see 2.7), the concept of analogy imposes supplementary 

theorization. Capable of producing analyses that are at the same time systemic and 

transversal, analogy represents a rare credible means to address the complex challenges 

of today’s ‘age of hybridization.’   
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5.7 Old Dreams of New Beginnings 
 
        Like a snake 
        I’m on the make. 

(Mamet, Squirrels) 

 

The Romantic philosopher Friedrich von Schlegel once declared that “Every sentence, every 

book that does not contradict itself is imperfect” (qtd. in Miller 375). The case of David 

Mamet’s work across media and genres has confirmed there can be no such thing as 

unmediated ‘truth,’ just as there is no longer any ‘medium’ in the singular sense. Diffuse 

and intangible, ‘meaning’ circulates without either stable source or ‘pure’ reception along 

extant frames and remediated formats. Therefore the only way meaningful communication 

may occur seems to be through ‘repetition-with-a-difference’ (see 4.7), i.e. by knowingly 

demonstrating that the past is never just the past but the fuel and fibre of our present 

‘meaning making.’ Conversely, illusions of linear causalities – as targeted by Schlegel’s 

double negative – cannot look past elements in isolation, hence fail to be ‘true’ in a 

constantly changing context. As with the Faustian principle of metempsychosis, an elusive 

‘core’ of meaning always travels from mediation to mediation, thereby rendering the 

semiosic process itself necessarily incomplete. To Mamet this became a matter of artistic 

pride. For whatever the endeavour, his is an aesthetic of connecting first before confusing 

his ever more ‘mainstream’ audiences, of evoking the familiar before eroding it from within.  

 A year after the Faustus-experiment Mamet updated the century old stage play The 

Voysey Inheritance (1905) by Harley Granville-Barker, a writer-director whose unity of 

conception and style and views on acting closely resembled Mamet’s own ‘Practical 

Aesthetics’ (see Morgan xvii, xxix). As with Mamet’s Chekhov-adaptations (4.2.2), the 

audience here is presented with a canonical piece, formal realism, and a simplified register 

to facilitate access to the action. While the first act establishes Edward Voysey’s gradual 

insight in the hypocrisies of his polite society, as represented by his father’s firm, the 

subsequent acts continuously oscillate between moral indignation and private interests, so 

that the stage once more becomes the battle-field for a clash of psychomachean forces. As 

the plot unwinds, slowly the well-made play assumes the guise o a (post-)modern homiletic 

tragedy, hardly differing from its Calvinist ancestor by integrating both vice and virtue into 

one schizophrenic character. Consequently, redemption and damnation keep one another 

in check while the conclusion refrains from moralizing. Romance (2005), likewise, 

anticipated reactionary interpretations fuelled by cultural myopia, yet this time by taking the 

Boston Marriage (3.5.2) route of a generically hybrid farce. Courtroom drama, queer 

comedy, and political satire all in one, the play wreaks havoc on the expected decorum by 

also insisting on a hyper-literal interpretation of the legal jargon. The Defendant, a Jewish 

chiropractor persecuted for reasons buried under a torrent of riotous blasphemies, pleads 

with the court to suspend proceedings so he can intervene in the Peace Conference 
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between Israel and Palestine taking place in the same town, as he claims to have found a 

way to “bring peace to the Middle East” (2005b: 32). Given the unlikelihood of the 

chiropractor’s political success, the court ignores it in favour of more immediately 

appealing elements like the Prosecutor’s homosexuality and the bailiff’s trip to Ibiza. To the 

extent, however, that the play’s main ambition seems to reside in the risqué quality of its 

jokes Mamet catches his audience in its own political bad faith. By the same token, the 

minority characters here end up being the empowered ones (Vorlicky).  

Mamet’s latest theatre piece and the very first in his career to premiere at a 

‘genuine’ Broadway-venue, November (2008), further confirmed the trend. Starring a 

cheerfully corrupt and hopelessly unpopular partyless president, his loyal lesbian Jewish 

speechwriter, and a representative of the National Association of Turkey and Turkey By-

Products Manufacturers in the main roles, its plot comes down to a Wag the Dog-type 

multilayered con game to re-elect the man whose poll ratings are “lower than Gandhi’s 

cholesterol” (Mamet 2008b: 39). Another farce trading on its author’s trademark facility 

with scatological modifiers, it features Romance’s blunt political incorrectness while 

refining its suppleness. A critical bust but a popular sell-out, November thus echoes the 

meandering evolution of Mamet’s ‘disciplined perversion’ towards larger audiences by 

banking, precisely, on the principle of ‘repetition-with-a-difference.’  

Another apparent genre-exercise, the martial arts epic Redbelt (2008) – Mamet’s 

latest auteur picture to this day – continues in the vein of Heist and The Unit and attempts 

to succeed by mixing ‘high and low’ where Spartan, “too smart for its own good” (Rahner), 

had failed financially and critically. Lit, like Heist, by Robert Elswit, by now an Oscar-winning 

cinematographer,120 and centring on a Gulf War veteran-turned-martial-arts-teacher, it 

presents a variation on Mamet’s ‘absurdly heroic’ stoicism in a popular, but generically 

‘legitimate’ format as the hero seeks to uphold his ‘First Principles’ in the face of failure, 

fame, poverty, and profit. Considering this short overview of Mamet’s most recent work, 

then, it should come as no surprise that his first new play in almost a quarter century 

written for the elusive medium of radio, Keep Your Pantheon, or On the Whole I Would 

Rather Be In Mesopotamia (2007), was first aired on the BBC’s ‘mainstream’ Radio 4 

programme and presented the ‘grace under pressure’ of a “homo-social” (Vorlicky) troupe 

of actors in ancient Rome, improvising for their survival under stark military rule. And 

neither should it come as a surprise that this fourth farce was adapted for the stage, the 

‘perversely disiplined’ medium par excellence. 

 Though this study’s odyssey across media and genres has reached its end, Mamet 

himself, then, is still going strong. A consummate theatre artist, his work as a whole evokes 

the typically theatrical reality of constant re-invention, of simultaneously being present and 

absent, of ‘repetition-with-a-difference’ and ‘innovation-through-familiarity.’ Against the 

backdrop of his ‘First Principles’ Mamet’s systematic returns to the stage, in practice as 
                                                
120 There Will Be Blood (2007, Dir. Paul Thomas Anderson). 
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well as by remediation, go well against the grain of his recent essayistic provocations. Not 

in the least ‘Why I Am No Longer a Brain-Dead Liberal,’ published in the progressive Village 

Voice. In this op-ed piece – conveniently published during the Broadway-run of November – 

he refutes his soixantehuitard-precepts and their alleged tenet “that everything is always 

wrong.” However, The Unit already indicated that rejecting starry-eyed liberalism need not 

automatically equal gun-slinging conservatism, and vice versa. Despite the comfort of 

dualist thought and the lure of the limpid line, ‘reality’ and ‘truth’ are flexible concepts, just 

as Mamet’s idea of social classes in his own assessment is at heart dynamic: 

 
Immigrants came and continue to come here penniless and can (and do) become rich; the 
nerd makes a trillion dollars; the single mother, penniless and ignorant of English, sends her 
two sons to college (my grandmother). On the other hand, the rich and the children of the 
rich can go belly-up; the hegemony of the railroads is appropriated by the airlines, that of the 
networks by the Internet; and the individual may and probably will change status more than 
once within his lifetime (Mamet 2008c). 

 

No longer a ‘Brain-Dead Liberal,’ neither does Mamet adopt conservatism with the fervour 

of the fanatic. Evidently so, for the pivotal ‘First Principle’ in his aesthetic, the one notion that 

made possible his explorations of media and genres, that turned him into a prized adaptor 

and A-listed scriptdoctor is his militantly humanistic pragmatism, which finds its most 

evident translation in the ‘disciplined perversity’ of all his artistic work. 

 Though admittedly hating computers for being “the tool of the devil” (1992d: 93) 

and “a solution to no known problem” (2002b: 77) (see 4.6.2), Mamet has been an 

aggregated blogger on the liberal news website ‘The Huffington Post’ from the first day it 

was launched, on 9 May 2005.121 Spawning comments similar to those vented in his op-ed 

pieces, such a ‘pragmatic’ opening towards this ‘new medium’ is particularly interesting for 

the hyperlinks and cartoons he posts on it. Mamet expressed his disbelief in the 

trustworthiness of a platform with so little ‘institutional’ strictures as early as his initial 

contribution, titled ‘This Computer Thing.’ Yet he played along, albeit on his own terms, due 

to the communicative opportunities blogs provide beyond the unrestricted barrage of 

opinions they produce. Much too ambitious a craftsman to lose himself in the relative 

obscurity and “unbridled narcissism” (McNeill 25) of the blogosphere, it nevertheless has 

given Mamet an informal forum for his latest diversion. Advised by his friend Shel Silverstein 

not to go up this “dark and dangerous artistic alley”122 of cartooning, Mamet failed to take 

the hint and managed to get some of his “cockamamie attempt[s]”123 published in Boston 

Magazine. In 2007 the collection Tested on Orphans was released, a book that visually 

reflects the tongue-in-cheek character of Mamet’s career. Like his blog the volume is 

thematically unfocused yet highlights key aspects of his thinking. Its title page is preceded 

by a cartoon of a writer’s desk featuring a notebook, a typewriter, and a pair of round 

                                                
121 Mamet’s blog can be accessed through the following link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-mamet. 
122 Quoted from the ‘Introductory Letter’ attached to Tested on Orphans (2007). 
123 Idem. 
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glasses not unlike Mamet’s own. What follows is a motley bunch of farcical gags, absurdist 

puns, deadpan social satire, as well as humorous meta-artistic evocations of the creative 

process. Though their artistic value may be debatable, their creator’s commitment to his 

‘First Principles’ once again transpires with a final cartoon picturing a waking man sporting 

a Mamet-like crew cut who is asking his wife “How is it out?” to which she, standing at a 

rustic window, replies “It’s huge.”  

 The image is symptomatic, and by a ‘strange loop’ brings us back to where we 

started. From the stoic inwardness of Vermont back to Chicago, that liminal locus on a big 

lake, Nelson Algren’s infamous ‘City on the Make,’ “great and free” (Mamet 1977b: 263), 

“proud to be alive and coarse and strong and cunning,”124 where enthusiasm, hyperactivity, 

technology, and corruption meet to sing “a haunting, split-hearted ballad” (Terkel 2). 

Through the fog “over harbor and city,” Mamet gradually emerged “on little cat feet”125 as a 

mass of contradictions and bustling ideas contained by what he once called “the 

particularly Chicagoan admixture of the populist and the intellectual” (Mamet 1992d: 41; 

Callens 2007: 518). Like any good ‘Merchant to the Frontier,’ he outwitted the 

contingencies of a confusing world by constantly reinventing himself; proudly banking on his 

experience to explore new bankable trails. “Stormy, husky, brawling”126 David Mamet: artist 

on the make.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
124 Line taken from Carl Sandburg’s poem ‘Chicago’ (1914/6), in The Norton Anthology of American 
Literature – Shorter Sixth Edition. Ed. Nina Baym. 
125 Both lines taken from Sandburg’s ‘Fog’ (1916) (idem). 
126 From Sandburg’s ‘Chicago’ (idem). 
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[cartoon by David Mamet, taken from Tested on Orphans] 
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Kelly, Kevin   166 
Kempley, Rita   181 
Kermode, Frank   206 
Kerouac, Jack   213 
Kilborn, Richard   139 
King, Thomas L.   55 
King, Wayne   213 
Kittler, Friedrich   155, 189, 198 
Kohlhaas, Karen   30-31, 33-34 
Kolin, Philip C.   99 
Kosminsky, Peter   159 
Kracauer, Siegfried   114 
Kramer, Stefan   185 
Kristeva, Julia   46 
Kroll, Jack    69, 119 
Kuchenbuch, Thomas  115 
Kushner, Lawrence   23, 76-77, 84, 215 
LaBute, Neil   222-225 
Lacan, Jacques   46 
La cuisine des anges   22, 177 
La Guerre du Golfe n’a pas eu lieu 198 
Lahr, John    213 
Lakeboat (film)   10, 181, 183 
Lakeboat (play)   10, 19, 37, 98-99, 224 
Landow, George P.   162, 202-204, 209 
Lange, Jessica   118 
Langer, Susanne K.   11 
Lansky    24, 143 
LaPalma, Marina de Bellagente  74 
Lavender, Andrew   96 
Laville, Pierre   130, 164, 215-216 
La voix et le phénomène  47 
Lawrence, D.H.   25 
Le dernier tournant   118 
Le Fleuve Rouge   130, 164, 215 
Lehrer, Jim   117 
Leitch, Thomas   160, 174 
Lemmon, Jack   178 
Leogrande, Ernest   139 
Les gommes   206 
Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim  185, 214 
Levinson, Barry   24, 194-196, 198-199 
Lewinsky, Monica   198 
Lewis, Peter   109 
Lindo, Delroy   135 
Linson, Art   21-22, 59, 115, 119, 128, 133, 172 
Litko: A Dramatic Monologue  37-38 
Liveness    194 
Lolita    23 
London, Jack   111 
Lone Canoe   20, 110-112, 217 
Longwell, Dennis   29-30, 34-35 
Lopate, Philip   26 
Lothe, Jakob   152 
Lovink, Geert   202, 204 
Lowe, Rob    21, 175 
L.S.D.    159 
Lukàcs, Georg   214-215 
Luhrmann, Baz   159 
Lumet, Sidney   9, 118, 176 
Lyotard, Jean-François  45 
Macbeth    72 
MacDougall, Ranald   22 
Mack, Dorothy   47 
MacKenzie, W. Roy   214 
Mackinac    20 
MacLeish, Archibald   108 
MacLoughlin, Shaun   108-109 
MacNicholas, John   88 
Macy, William H.   19, 21, 29, 31-33, 48, 183 
Madison, Davis J.   26 
Madonna    60-61 
Maggio, Michael   166 
Magnolia    134 
Make-Believe Town   25, 178, 197 
Making Movies   118 
Malcolm X    23, 116 
Malle, Louis   167-170 
Mamet, Clara   217 
Mamet, David   3, 7-44, 47-91, 93-103, 105-106, 109-140, 142-158, 160-172, 174-202, 205-237 
Mamet, Lynn   145 
Mankiewicz, Joseph   225 
Manovich, Lev   209, 227 
Mantegna, Joe   10, 31, 122, 181 
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Marion, Philippe   166 
Marlowe, Christopher  214, 216 
Marranos    20, 77 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein  159 
Mast, Gerald   114-115, 142 
Maurer, David W.   68 
McDonagh, Martin   222 
McDonald, Bruce   172 
McFarlane, Brian   185 
McKenzie, Jon   87-88, 90, 92, 97, 220, 228-229 
McLuhan, Marshall   87, 107, 142, 201, 230 
McNaughton, John   24 
McNeill, Laurie   235 
McPherson, Conor   222 
Medak, Peter   117 
Meisner, Sanford   19, 29-30, 34-36, 39, 44, 165 
Merlin, Bella   30, 32 
Mersch, Dieter   87, 197 
Metz, Christian   114 
Meyrowitz, Norman   202 
Mikos, Lothar   139 
Millay, Edna St. Vincent  49, 51 
Miller, Arthur   108, 133, 159, 183, 233 
Miller, Eric    233 
Minsky, Marvin   92-93 
Mohr, Hans-Ulrich   38, 40, 179 
Moore, Demi   21, 175 
Moore, Julianne   169 
Morgan, Margery   233 
Morton, Rocky   117 
Morton, Thomas   60 
Mosher, Gregory   10, 15, 20, 38, 40, 68, 166-167, 182, 213 
Moulthrop, Stuart   203, 210 
Mr Happiness   107 
Mukarovsky, Jan   97 
Murder by the Clock   214 
Murphy, Brenda   179 
My Dinner with Andre  168 
My Life in Art 38 
Nadel, Ira 15, 18-21, 23, 29, 34, 37, 55, 75, 84, 98, 101, 111, 116, 118, 123, 130, 133, 137, 164, 

168, 176, 180, 208, 217, 220, 222 
Naremore, James 160 
Neale, Steve 104, 113, 119, 127-128 
Nelson, Robin 141-143, 145-146, 149, 201 
Nelson, Sean 182 
Nelson, Theodor H. 203 
Neuhaus, John 17 
Nicholson, Jack 118 
Niro, Robert De 133, 178, 194, 198 
No One Will Be Immune  10, 23, 229 
Norman, Geoffrey   137 
Norman, Marsha   133 
Novel to Film   185 
November    234 
Nurse Betty   224 
Nuwer, Hank   68, 73 
O’Connor, John J.   143 
Odets, Clifford   59, 108 
Odin, Roger   90, 201, 220 
Oh, Hell!    213 
Ohmann, Richard   96 
Oleanna (film)   10, 23, 179-183 
Oleanna (play)   10, 23, 129, 131, 179-180 
Oliver, Edith   42 
Olivier, Lawrence   32 
On Directing Film   22, 25, 35, 121, 126, 146, 150, 169 
O’Neill, Eugene   164, 223-224 
Ong, Walter J.   103 
Ordinary Daylight   23 
Ossessione   118 
Ouspenskaya, Maria   29 
Out of the Past   117 
Pacino, Al    178 
Pagnol, Marcel   225 
Palma, Brian De   22 
Palmer, R. Barton   177 
Passover    207 
Patinkin, Sheldon   29 
Paul, Christiane   94 
Pavis, Patrice   90, 96-97, 107, 163 
Peckham, Morse   185 
Perlman, Itzhak   141 
Petrey, Sandy   46 
Phagan, Mary   152 
Philosophie du langage (et de l’esprit) 92 
Pidgeon, Rebecca   180-181, 217 
Piette, Alain   100, 180 
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Pine, Larry    168 
Pinter, Harold   21, 90, 108, 140, 180, 223-224 
Polanski, Roman   117 
Pollack, Sydney   29 
Poor White   55 
Porfino, Robert G.   175 
Porter, Cole   126 
Powers, William F.   178 
Pushkin, Alexander   214 
Prairie du Chien   109-110 
Price, Steven   34, 36, 74, 107 
Pulp Fiction   116, 117 
Pynchon, Thomas   222 
Quinn, Michael L.   189 
Rabe, David   59 
Rabkin, Gerald   29 
Rafelson, Bob   9, 20-21, 111-113, 117-118, 124, 176 
Rahner, Mark   234 
Rajewsky, Irina O.   186, 207, 211 
Raphaelson, Samson   112 
Rattigan, Terence   24 
Recanati, François   57, 64, 92 
Redbelt    234 
Redford, Robert   118 
Reed, Barry   21, 176 
Reflections on the Revolution in France 9-10 
Reservoir Dogs   117 
Reunion    106, 180 
Rezek, John   137 
Richards, Keith   108-109 
Rindler, Robert   194 
Rising Sun    23, 126-127 
Robbe-Grillet, Alain   206, 225 
Rockwell, Sam   135 
Roeder-Zerndt, Martin  25, 40, 52, 100 
Romance    9, 233-234 
Romeo is Bleeding   117 
Ronin    24, 126, 135 
Rooney, David   136 
Rose, Charlie   77, 154 
Rosenberg, Martin E.   201, 211, 228 
Roudané, Matthew C.  48, 199 
Round, Nicholas   163 
Ruskin, Harry   20 
Ryan, Marie-Laure   94, 98, 103, 113, 152, 160, 187-188, 192, 198-199, 202-203 
Ryan, Shawn   145 
Ryan, Steven   143 
Sadowska-Guillon, Irène  216 
Sandburg, Carl   236 
Sapir, Edward   46, 64 
Sartre, Jean-Paul   15, 52, 68, 79, 219 
Sauer, David K.   10, 17, 31, 59, 100 
Sauer, Janice A.   10, 17, 31, 59, 100 
Saunders, Dusty   145 
Savran, David   32, 44, 159, 171 
Schachter, Steven   10, 19, 48, 189-190 
Schaub, Martin   220 
Schechner, Richard   95, 97 
Schklovsky, Viktor   68 
Schlegel, Friedrich von  233 
Schlöndorff, Volker   183 
Schmeling, Manfred   37, 41 
Schneider, Irmela   211, 225 
Schrader, Paul   117 
Schröter, Jens   210 
Schvey, Henry   68, 185 
Schwarzenegger, Arnold  144 
Scott, Ridley   24 
Searle, John R.   46 
Sesame Street   141 
Sexual Perversity in Chicago  20-21, 37, 59, 98-102, 106, 112, 119, 128, 139, 165, 175, 208, 223-224 
Shakespeare, William  36, 42, 130, 140, 159, 163, 214 
Shawn, Wallace   167-169 
Shepard, Sam   59, 224 
Shewey, Don   8 
Shorter, Wayne   179 
Signes du spectacle   170-172 
Silverstein, Shel   120-121, 213, 235 
Sloman, Edward   214 
Sobchack, Thomas   136-137 
Some Freaks   25, 69, 224, 227 
South of the Northeast Kingdom 19, 55, 205-206 
Spacey, Kevin   178 
Spartan    144, 234 
Speed the Plough   60 
Speed-the-Plow   13, 22-23, 58-62, 74, 85, 116, 129, 133, 213, 219 
Spies, Johann   213-214 
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Spolin, Viola   29, 35 
Spottiswoode, Roger   134 
Squirrels    20, 48-53, 58-59, 106, 112, 222, 233 
Stafford, Barbara Maria  86, 92, 150, 208, 232 
Stafford, Tony J.   60-61 
Stallone, Silvester   144 
Stam, Robert   90, 113, 160, 167, 170, 180, 198 
Stanislavski, Constantin  29-30, 32-33, 35-36, 38, 48, 109, 124, 164-165, 167 
State and Main   19, 24, 125, 231 
States, Bert O.   103, 127, 170, 231 
St. Edmund, Bury   106, 182 
Stein, Gertrude   216 
Stenberg, Douglas   162 
Sterne, Laurence   206 
Stinton, Colin   55, 191 
Stoppard, Tom   90, 108 
Stoppels, Frederick   222 
Strasberg, Lee   29-30, 33-34 
Strauss, Bob   183, 198 
Sturges, Preston   219 
Suspects    23 
Sweet, Jeffrey   29 
Tabbi, Joseph   91, 200 
Tamahori, Lee   10 
Tanen, Ned   59 
Tarantino, Quentin   116-117, 134 
Tennyson, Alfred Lord  53 
Terkel, Studs   236 
Tested on Orphans   184, 235, 237 
Texan    143 
Thackeray, William Makepeace  59-60 
The Anxiety of Influence  86 
The Big Con   68 
The Big Knife   59 
The Big Parade   214 
The Cabin    25 
The Cherry Orchard   21, 164 
The Chinaman   24, 53 
The Crucible   159 
The Cryptogram   23, 129 
The Deer Slayer   23 
The Devil and Billy Markham  213 
The Edge    10, 23, 133 
The Fantasticks   18 
The Hero Pony   23, 53 
The History of Pendennis  59 
The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy 206 
The Lion King   168 
The Long Goodbye   117 
The Marriage Proposal  164 
The Master and Margarita  215-216 
The Monologue Audition  33 
The Museum of Science and Industry St. 37, 139 
The Old Neighborhood  24, 85, 130 
The Old Religion   24, 60, 77, 152-154, 157 
The Poet and the Rent  20 
The Postman Always Rings Twice 9, 21, 111-113, 117-118, 175-176 
Thérèse Raquin   175 
The Revenge of the Space Pandas 20 
The Sanctity of Marriage  180 
the shape of things   224 
The Shawl    21, 65-70, 75 
The Shield    145 
The Spanish Prisoner  9, 24, 125, 134, 137, 224 
The Tempest   214 
The Three Sisters   164 
The Unit    9, 139-140, 142-149, 234-235 
The Untouchables   9, 21-22, 59, 118-119, 130, 133, 177 
The Verdict   9-10, 21, 118, 175-176 
The Village   19, 60, 151-152, 155 
The Voysey Inheritance  233 
The Water Engine   10, 20, 23, 107, 185, 187-193, 202, 208, 211 
The Way of All Flesh   180 
The Wicked Son   17, 25, 78-79, 85, 148 
The Winslow Boy   24, 130 
The Wood Demon   167 
The Woods   20, 106, 110, 112 
Things Change   22, 120-124, 135 
This Gun for Hire   214 
Thompson, Kristin   115, 134, 142-143, 230-231 
Three Uses of the Knife  14, 17, 25, 56, 72, 139 
Todorov, Tzvetan   26, 105, 127 
Tokofsky, Jerry   178 
Tomorrow Never Dies  134 
Tourneur, Jacques   117 
Trigg, Jocelyn   21 
True and False   14, 25, 29, 31-33, 42, 55, 57, 216 
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Truffaut, François   162 
Tudor, Andrew   136 
Turner, Victor   45, 48, 56, 229 
Tuttle, Frank   214 
Tuttle, John   10 
TV Drama in Transition  141 
Tzioumakis, Yannis   116, 119, 183 
Ubersfeld, Anne   96-98, 103, 127, 231 
Uncle Vanya   162-171 
Ustinov, Peter   177 
Vallely, Jean   124 
Vanya on 42nd Street   167-170, 215 
Vaughan, Diane   88 
Vidor, King   214 
Vincent, Mal   198 
Vint    164 
Visconti, Luchino   118 
Vorlicky, Robert   234 
Vos, Eric    186 
Wag the Dog   9, 24, 133, 145, 194-202, 208, 211, 234 
Warren, Richard   47 
Warren, Roslyn   47 
Watt, Douglas   190 
Watt, Stephen   59 
Wasco, David   134 
Weasels and Wisemen  45 
Weinraub, Bernard   178 
Weiss, Hedy   166 
Weisz, Richard (David Mamet)  24, 127 
Welles, Orson   108, 225 
Welsh, James M.   126 
Wertheimer, Gila   17 
We’re No Angels   22, 59, 130, 133, 177, 217 
Wetzsteon, Ross   55, 101, 106 
We Will Take You There  10, 142 
Wharton, Edith   55, 60 
Wheeler, David   166 
Whipp, Glenn   126 
Whitman, Walt   49, 51 
Whorf, Benjamin Lee   14, 46, 64 
Wieselhuber, Franz   150 
Wilde, Oscar   206 
Williams, Albert   165 
William Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet 159 
Williams, Tony   176 
Willis, Bruce   178 
Wilmeth, Don B.   30-32 
Wilson    10, 24, 201, 205-208, 211, 218 
Wilson, David   206 
Winer, Linda   111 
Wolf, Werner   186 
Woodhead, Chris   53 
Wright, Teresa   212 
Writing in Restaurants  25, 142 
Yakir, Dan    176 
Your Friends & Neighbors  224 
Zanuck, Richard   118 
Zeik, J.D.    24, 127 
Zelter, Carl Friedrich   215 
Zinman, Toby Silverman  51, 59, 77 
Zola, Emile    174 
Zupnik, Stanley R.   178 
Zweigler, Mark   18 
Zwick, Edward   21, 175, 178 
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